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INTRODUCTION

The WMO Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation
(CIMO) held the first technical conference to exchange information
amongst scientists and engineers concerning recent developments of and
studies on meteorological instruments and methods of observations just
prior to the seventh session of the Commission (Hamburg, August 1977).
The papers were published in WMO-No.480. The Commission found the
holding of such a conference just prior to a session of the commission
so useful that it recommended another one just prior to its eighth
session. This Second WMO Technical Conference on Instruments and
Methods of Observation was accordingly arranged, with the agreement of
the WMO Executive Committee, and will take place in Mexico City, Mexico
during the period 13-17 October 1981.
This publication contains the papers to be presented at the
Conference and is being issued prior to the conference so that the
participants can study them beforehand, and thus be capable of carrying
on a useful discussion. Thus the purpose of exchanging information
should be greatly aided. Further, a panel discussion at the end of the
conference will enable the views and suggestions emanating from it to be
recorded for consideration by the CIMO at its eighth session.
Further, since these papers are published in this form, they
will also become available to a wider audience than the participants
in the Conference.
I wish to express on behalf of the president of CIMO and of
the WMO Secretariat sincere thanks to all the individual experts who
have contributed their papers in advance, thereby enabling them to be
included in this pre-conference publication, and also to the many other
experts, especially the Conference Director, Sr. Silvino Aguilar Anguiano,
and the others on the programme committee, Dr. S.P. Huovila, Dr. S. Klemm,
Dr. F.G. Finger and Dr. C. Frohlich, who have assisted the WMO Secretariat
in the planning of the Conference.

~
(D.H. Champ)
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SESSION 1
METHODS OF OBSERVATION

(Reference I.l)

AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL'OBSERVATIONS -NEW METHODS AND NEW PROBLEMS
By R. E. W. Pettifer
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1.

Introduction

The persistent and conflicting needs for, on the one hand, more meteorological data and on
the other greater economy in the acquisition of them have led in recent years to a steady
pressure to develop and make operational an increasing number of automatic or partly automatic meteorological observing systems.
Such systems present the meteorologist with a new set of problems. The instrument designer
must look at new techniques for making meteorological measurements; the data users must
understand the different nature of conventional, manual observations and those made fully
automatically and these two must co-operate in agreeing how the capability of the new
techniques can best be utilized to make the type and quality of observation that the user
needs.
To set the scene on this widespread and complex topic within the confines of a short,
introductory paper it is possible only to highlight some of the methods and problems which
seem to be typical and to hope that these will serve to illustrate the general scope of the
subject.
2.

New Methods

In some cases it is self-evident that new methods must be adopted if a meteorological
observation is to be automated. For example, no one, so far as I know, has attempted to
automate the liquid-in-glass thermometer. In other cases, the need to move to a new
technique is not so obvious and the temptation to try to automate an existing method, if
only for the sake of the continuance of a long-standing observing practice, is very strong.
Such an approach is almost always a mistake. Even if the same sensing technique can be used
for both manual and automatic measurements (as for example is generally the case with
wind)
the method of acquiring, processing and recording the measurement is nearly always
so different in the two cases that an attempt to reproduce the manual observing method by
automatic means frequently leads to a complex, expensive and unreliable outcome.
Quite a good example of this can be found in some of the fully-automatic upper-air sounding
systems which are now available. Attempts have been made to effect by computer methods the
semi-subjective analysis of raw radiosonde data carried out manually in conventional systems.
This has led to very large and complex software which requires large computers to support it
and which can, on occasions, yield some strikingly silly analyses of the raw data which
nevertheless fulfil the terms of the computational rules (see Fig 1).
The general point about new methods, then, is that it is nearly always best to address the
problem of "How can I make this observation automatically'?' rather than "How can I automate
this observation?"
Such an approach leads the meteorologist to a whole new area of problems, some of which we
discuss below. Before moving to this aspect of the subject, however, it may be worth
considering very briefly some of the new methods whieh are gradually making their mark, at
least in an experimental way. Perhaps the two most obvious such methods are lidar and sodan

- 4LIDAR - Light Detection and Ranging - is fundamentally the use of pulsed or otherwise
modulated light from a laser as a probe for making atmospheric measurements. The technique
has been in an experimental stage for many years now but has yet to make a breakthrough
into operational meteorology. A comprehensive review of the technique has recently
appeared (Van Gysegem 1 9) and perhaps the most promising developments as far asoperational
work is concerned are those reported by Earnshaw et al (2) 1 in which light scattered from
low-power laser beams is used to identify type and rate of precipitation. SODAR- Sound
Detection and Ranging is the use of pulsed or otherwise modulated sound as an atmospheric
probe (Brown and Hall (1)). The variations in the reflection and refraction properties of
the lower atmosphere can generate back-scattered sound signals from inversion layers and
the instrument is especially useful for measuring low-level inversions and fog tops. In
several countries, such systems are now being tried operationally.
Less spectacular but, perhaps, because of cheapness and the more fundamental nature of the
measurements, more important is the emergence of a range of new instruments and transducers
for making such measurements as relative humidity, rainfall, cloud base, visibility,
pressure and wind. Among the techniques now being employed for these measurements are
electrolytic effects such as changes in the electrical resistance or capacitance ofsurface
films (4), straingauge methods for measuring the weight of collected material (7),
differential dynamic pressure measurements for wind speed and direction sensing and many
others.
The advent some ten years or more ago of the mini-computer opened up a new dimension to
the meteorological instrumentalist. At once it became possible to acquire and process
large quantities of raw data in short periods and to manipulate it in almost any chosen
manner so as to present and record it in formats suitable for immediate onward transmissfun
or further numerical processing. It became possible to conceive in principle of unattended
stations making measurements automatically and producing a ready-prepared synoptic or
other coded message for immediate and automatic insertion into the GTS. The largest
practical obstacles were the cost and the limitation on the number of conventional meteorological variables which could be measured automatically. The costs of development and
production of such systems were large and generally underestimated. Only the more affluent
services could contemplate this approach. Nevertheless, several such systems have been
developed and are now in use, notably in the radiosonde field (5).
In the past ten years, developments in computer technology have been quite dramatic. First
came the microcomputer, then the microprocessor and recently the single chip processors.
The advent of low-powe~ CMOS-technology logic has also had a major impact. The first steps
in the application of microprocessors was to treat them as smaller mini-computers but
recently their potential has begun to be exploited in terms of very small observing systems
dedicated to specific tasks such as problems in the meteorology of agriculture (6).
Following this stBp 1 the most recent development is the use of individual microprocessors
as interfaces between sensors and whatever central data collecting system is used. In this
distributed processing mode, the sampling, filtering and quality control of the raw data
for each sensor are performed at the sensor and the central processor collects already
processed information. A typical case of this is the anemometer system described b,y
McKay (3).
There are many advantages to this technique. The software required is split into
independent, small modules and is therefore easier and cheaper to write and ·test. All the
sensors can sample at the same time without the need for data queueing which may require
extensive memory fields. Changes to the software controlling an individual sensor can be
made more easily and incorrect software can more easily be disabled. This capacity for
distributed processing represents a new dimension to the instrument designer. Devices with
non-linear outputs or difficult calibration can easily be used without the need to change a
large, complex software suite should the sensor fail or its calibration change.
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Perhaps amid all the excitement of this progress it is as well to remember that as far as
the full automation of meteorological variables is concerned there is still a long way to
go. At present there are no acceptable alternative observers to the human-being for such
important measurements as cloud amount, cloud type and present weather. Furthermore, many
of the automatic sensors which do exist are severely limited in their capability. Among
these one must count cloud base measurement devices, visibility devices and even humidity
measurement devices. Nevertheless, we have come a long way and in making this progress we
have inevitably uncovered many new problems with which the instrument designer and the data
user alike must contend.
3.

New Problems

It is probably true to say that of all scientific measurements, those of operational
meteorology are among the most difficult to get right. The keynote of such measurements is
consistency. We are concerned with the accuracy and resolution of our measurements but, as
meteorologists, we are more concerned with their consistency. If we change from one type
of instrument to another, what sort of step change might this induce in our long term
records? If we introduce a new device alongside an existing network of instruments of
another type, what potentially misleading differences might we find? A more subtle, but
equally important, question is; if we use the same instrument as before but now we sample
the atmosphere with it in an entirely new way, how should we process these samples so as to
reproduce the type of measurement we have been used to making in the past? Indeed, suppose
we demonstrate to our scientific satisfaction that we can now make more accurate measurements than we used to - should we insist that we do or do not do so?
These are problems which only rarely confronted the meteorologist before the advent of
automation. They now confront us every day and we must address them in two ways. We must
get closer to the users of the data we provide so that in attempting to settle solutions to
the problems, we produce a product which they need and can deal with. And we must get
closer to each other and agree common procedures for sampling the atmosphere and processing
the data we obtain so that as we introduce the new techniques~ we maintain a measure of
consistency in our outputs.
These aspects of the automation of meteorological measurements may be summarized in the
word "algorithm". We need to agree upon and publish a recommended set of algorithms which
circumscribe the tasks of sampling, averaging and quality controlling the measurements we
make. Unless we do this, then in years to come there may be, for each variable, adifferent
method of measurement for every different system used to measure it and in some cases these
differences may be of great significance, particularly if different quality control conditions are used to govern which data are acceptable and which are not. The time to act on
this question is now. In a document now under consideration by CBS (10) only three or four
nations indicated that they employ even rudimentary quality control procedures to automatically measured values. If we can agree now on a common set of rules for this task we
may avoid the situation in which our national vested interests and methods present an
insurmountable barrier of cost to the adoption of a common approach.
The characteristic nature of the new, automatically-made measurements also present the
meteorologist with fresh problems. A single, automatically-made measurement of visibility,
for example, does not and cannot convey to the user the same information as the equivalent
estimate made by an observer. During daylight hours, the observer's estimate may well be
both more accurate and more representative than the instrumental equivalent. In the sense
that it is (or should be) the worst observable visibility at the observing site, it is
certainly likely to be different from the instrumental measurement which is probably made
at a fixed point or at least over a fixed path. At night, however, there is evidence to
suggest that, notwithstanding these shortcomings, the instrumental measurement is better
than the estimate of the best observer. These differences in the nature of the data which
we now provide to the user present him with both long and short-term problems of understand-
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ing and interpretation. So much so that if he is not to be misled the user must be warned
that an observation has been made automatically and must be trained to understand the
essential differences between the new data and those with which he has hitherto been
familiar.
A

problem which is beginning to appear is that the advent of automatic systems has
the character of the data in ways which render some of the empirical methods of
the forecaster obsolete and unreliable. Empirical formulations for forecasting significant
meteorological events such as fog formation or clearance, value of minimum temperature, the
onset of convection, and so on, which have been constructed upon the basis of information
of a certain quality, will often break down if they are used with data of a different
quality, irrespective of whether the new data is
"better" or "worse". It is not
obvious, therefore, that the introduction of large-scale automation into a wellestablished, traditional meteorological system will necessarily result in an immediate
improvement to the system, even if it does provide a greater volume of instrumentally more
accurate data.
fur~her

chang~d

These problems are severe enough but they represent only part of the spectrum of new
challenges which increased automation offers to the meteorological instrument engineer.
The concept of remote, unattended, automatic observing systems raises the engineering
problems of power consumption, reliability and serviceability.
Power consumption is an important but not necessarily an overriding problem. It is often
the case that a useful amount of automation can be achieved even if one is confined to
sites at which mains electrical power is available. But to realise the full potential of
automatic weather stations they must, if need be, be capable of running from battery or
other independent supplies. What is more, since the very remoteness of many useful sites maka3
visiting them expensive (perhaps involving boat or helicopter or aircraft charter) the
lifetime of the system against power supply exhaustion must be as long as possible. Six
months is emerging as a concensus view of the balance to be struck between station capacity
and power supply lifetime for AWS systems, and every designer must have this problem in
mind.
At the same time, the closely-related question of reliability must be a central consideration. The cost of maintaining a large, distributed maintenance network, even for a small
geographical area such as the UK (8) can be a significant element of the budget of a
meteorological service. Only by achieving high reliability in the AWS can these costs be
contained. It is generally true that an increase in the capital cost of equipment so as to
improve its reliability by, for example, providing redundancy in hardware or a system
reconfiguration capability in software will soon be recovered by the resulting reduction in
operating costs. Of course, as always, balance in these matters is essential and if the
finest, most reliable AWS system devi.ood can be afforded by none of us then its value is not
very obvious.
If the AWS does go wrong, however, it is important that it can be repaired quickly and without removal from its site, so that serviceability is another new problem for the designer
to face. It is fortunate that the advances in electronics which have made possible so much
more automatic sensing and data-processing have also provided, in the shape of printed
circuits and large-scale circuit integration, a much more easily handled, modular form of
construction. Nevertheless, it is important that the concept of field serviceability be
kept well to the fore of the designer's mind.
There are many more, lesser problems which we could examine given time, but a common
feature of all these aspects is that they are interdependent. It is almost impossible to
deal with any of the problems without considering the relationships between them all. Such
a complex of difficult questions represents a continuing and stimulating challenge to the
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ingenuity and meteorological skill of all those involved in the instrumentation and methods
of meteorological observing.

4.

Conclusions

In this introductory paper to the topic of Methods of Observation I have tried to set the
scene for the work to follow in this session and the rest of the Conference. I hope tha\
in pointing to some of the new methods which have become available in the last ten years
or so and to some of the practical and conceptual problems they bring with them,I have
given you cause for thought and, perhaps, a new viewpoint from which to see some of the
work which is reported in the following papers.
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MODELING, CALIBRATING AND CURVE-FITTING SENSORS
FOR ELECTRONIC WEATHER STATIONS
Julian M. Pike
National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado 80307

It is a constant challenge to measure, understand, and predict the earth's restless
atmosphere.
In increasing numbers electronic weather stations help collect the requisite
measurements.
The sensors they employ must have unique characteristics if they are to
respond to the atmosphere accurately and mate to the weather station efficiently, all
without the services of a human observer.
The sensors of electronic weather stations produce an electrical output .which is
related to certain physical inputs.
A "good" sensor responds primarily to the physical
quantity being measured, with only a small response to other inputs. Unacceptable errors
from unwanted responses must be corrected.
Determination of a sensor's response to its
primary and secondary inputs is accomplished by calibration.
For electronic systems having built-in computational capability, it is convenient to establish a mathematical relationship between the physical inputs to the sensor and its response.
From the sensor's
response, the system thus can display the measurement directly in scientific units.
In general, a mathematical relationship between input and response can be either
arbitrary (and perhaps only approximate and somewhat inefficient), or it can be based on
the actual physical behavior of the device.
The latter approach, termed modeling, is
generally more efficient in that fewer calibration coefficients are usually needed to
attain a specified accuracy.
Incidently, while many sensors in the past were carefully
designed to generate a linear response, modeling often provides measurements of high accuracy from highly non-1 in ear sensors.
To illustrate model development, consider a capacitance type pressure capsule.
The
main physical principles underlying its behavior are the laws of elasticity, electrical
capacitance, and thermal expansion. Using these laws a mathematical relationship between
the applied pressure and the capsule capacitance can be derived:
this is a mathematical
model of the sensor.
Note that temperature effects are included and the model equation
relates two physical quantities, sensor pressure input and sensor temperature, to sensor
response. The calibration procedure therefore must expose the sensor to reference values
of both pressure and temperature.
In the derivation of a model from physical laws, it is often necessary to expand the
expression in a series in order to solve for the desired quantity.
The model describes
the sensor response in a general way. Calibration data are used to evaluate the model coefficients, making it describe precisely the response of a particular sensor.
This is
done by a least squares procedure [2, p. 126 ff], and matrix methods [1, p. 269 ff]. The
model is tested with real sensors.
Some terms are more effective than others, and only
those needed to reach the desired accuracy over the measuring ranges of interest are
retained.
To the extent that the sensor is stable, it becomes a useful measuring instrument.
Because of the unattended nature of remote electronic weather stations, long-term stability of sensors is very important. We determine this behavior by testing a group of sensors as follows.
Initial calibration coefficients are determined for each sensor.
The
sensors are then operated for a period of time,
preferably in routine field use for a
realistic evaluation.
Then their calibration is checked again using the coefficients
derived from the first calibration to determine the sensor measurements of the new reference inputs.
This may be repeated, and if the sample is large enough, the results may be
used to predict the long-term stability of the design.
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- 10 Significant differences between individual sensors often occur so that each one in a
network of electronic weather stations will need its own coefficients.
When a central
computer is used to collect, process and record the data, it matches each sensor with its
own coefficients.
NCAR currently has a project underway wherein pressure sensors are
being designed to contain a microprocessor and electrically eraseable and re-writable
memory.
These sensors will be assembled in groups of 16 in our automated pressure calibration facility. The laboratory computer controls the pressure generator and environmental temperature chamber and will complete a pressure/temperature calibration run without human attention.
The computer then will automatically calculate the calibration coefficients for each sensor and store these in the sensor memory.
Sensors will then present their measurements directly in scientific units, and, best of all, the sensors will
be completely interchangeable, eliminating the likelihood of errors in matching ·sensors
with the correct coefficients.
In conclusion, we have found modeling and curve fitting sensors for electronic weather stations an efficient and accurate procedure. With the advent of small powerful computers, the entire calibration operation has been automated at relatively modest expense,
and the coefficients determined with ease and high accuracy right in the calibration
laboratory.
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A NEW ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING SYSTEM
by H.L. Cole and D.W. Bargen
National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado 80307

INTRODUCTION
The GMD, and its brother, the WBRT, have been the standard US upper-air sounding
tools since World War II. This exceptional longevity is the result of two factors:
( 1)
the design of the equipment was sound, and it has been well maintained; and (2) the prime
limitations of the system are due to basic physics, not to design details.
The second factor is a sobering one to a system designer, since it implies that there
are no easy approaches to developing a system with significantly improved performance.
Indeed, several attempts to develop new sounding systems have met with only limited success.
The best techniques have been similar to the GMD, but have improved performance
somewhat by using bigger antennas, more accurate pedestals, and modern electronics.
The most critical aspect of an upper-air sounding system is the sonde tracking technique, which yields both the position data and the wind data. Unfortunately, the tracking
portion of the system also is the most expensive and the most subject to the effects of
environmental conditions, site location, equipment tolerances, etc.
For these reasons
most of our work on the Safesonde to date has focused on the design and testing of the
tracking technique, and less attention has been given to other aspects of the system.
OBJECTIVES
NCAR's primary objective in undertaking the development of the Safesonde system is to
provide improved wind accuracy and spatial resolution, as compared with the GMD, so that
the measurements will be satisfactory for mesoscale and regional scale research applications.
To achieve both accuracy and resolution improvements simultaneously is very
demanding--nearly an order of magnitude improvement in system tracking performance is
required. More modest improvements in the temperature and humidity performance also are
expected.
A second major objective of the Safesonde system is safety--to prevent major damage
to a jet aircraft in the event of a collision with the sonde. To achieve this, the sonde
will have low total mass, small components, and low mass density.
A third objective of the system design is simple logistics and operation. The system
will be portable, will use simple omni-directional antennas, and will be suitable for oneman operation.
Unattended operation for limited time periods will be possible. Measurements will be available in scientific units without manual calculations.
If Safesonde meets the above goals, it will meet the research objectives. By keeping
the sonde design simple and low-cost, it ~s expected that the system also will be suitable
for routine operational use.
Thus it is hoped that the Safesonde may, after proving
itself in research applications, be considered as a GMD replacement for operational use.
Table I shows a comparison of Safesonde performance goals vs. GMD I performance. The
Safesonde goals were arrived at by a process which considered both scientists 1 inputs on
the data needed for mesoscale research and engineers' inputs on feasibility and cost considerations. The greatest improvements are needed in wind measurement, and time and space
resolution .
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- 12 It should be noted that the GMD II, not shown in Table I, has performance characteristics similar to the GMD I except for better wind accuracy, especially at long ranges.
This improved performance is achieved by the addition of sonde range measurement equipment.
The GMD II is used operationally at a modest number of National Weather Service
(NWS) installations, and seldom is available for research applications.

TABLE I
SAFESONDE-GMD I PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Safesonde
Uncertainty

Parameter
Temperature (°C)
Relative Humidity (%)

Wind Speed (ms-1)
Wind Direction (Deg)
Altitude (m)**
Time (averaging period
per data point)

GMD I
Uncertainty

Altitude
Range (km)

-++

0. 25
3
+ 6
Unreliable*

+ 0.5
+ 5
+ 10

SFC-30
SFC-5
5-15
15-30

+ 0.5

1-6
+ 5
io-2oo
2-4 min

SFC-30
SFC-30
SFC-30

+5

To-2oo
10-30 sec

*The hygristor data is unreliable below an ambient
temperature of -40C.
**The error in computing altitude from sonde position
me-asurements gradual-ly increases as the altitude and
range increase.

TRACKING METHOD ALTERNATIVES
In planning the Safesonde system, approximately 40 different sysfem design concepts
were considered and studied in varying depths. Some of the key factors which caused us to
reject or prefer various alternatives are summarized below:
a.

Use of navigation aids was rejected for var1ous reasons.
Omega accuracy is inadequate.
Loran C accuracy is marginal
and not available in all areas.
Transit and the NAVSTAR
Global Positioning System (GPS) are too expensive.

b.

Large dish antennas with the required accuracy
expensive, and are logistically awkward for a
system . . Tbis also eliminates radars.

c.

Omni-directional antennas are preferred because of ease of
installation, maintenance, and operation.

d.

A pure interferometer, without a range measurement, would
require an excessively large baseline, and is sensitive to
mu1tipath propagation problems.

e.

A pressure sensor on the sonde 1s not desirable since it adds
mass and needs calibration and baselining.

are too
portable

- 13 f.

A ranging transponder on the sonde 1s not desirable because
of added sonde cost and complexity.

It is interesting to note that the above factors define a null set:
there is no
sounding system concept which meets all criteria.
Thus some compromise is necessary.
After much debate, it was concluded that factors a-d should not be compromised, so the key
decision was whether the sonde should have a pressure sensor or a transponder.
Neither
are desirable, but one or the other is needed to achieve the required altitude accuracy.
The transponder approach finally was selected because it eliminates baselining and because
it eventually should result in a lower-cost sonde.
Following the above
tracking system are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

selection

process,

7.
8.
9.

10.

key

characteristics

of

the

Safesonde

Safesonde is self-contained.
It does not use navaids.
Small, portable, omni-directional antennas are used.
The tracking system uses a combination of an interferometer
(angle) measurement and a range measurement.
The sonde includes a radio transponder.
The sonde does not include a pressure sensor.

In addition to these basic decisions,
have been considered in the system design.
6.

the

there are other

less

important

factors which

Lower radio frequencies (e.g., UHF) are preferred because of
antenna efficiency, lower component cost.
The number of frequencies should be minimized.
The design should make use of integrated digital components
where possible.
The system should be self-calibrating.
It should not require
highly accurate antenn~ surveys, etc.
The system should be capable of operating in a network with
other similar systems.

SAFESONDE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Tracking Details
The preceding section described the key characteristics of the sonde tracking technique. This section describes the practical implementation in more detail.
Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the principal Safesonde components.
The base station 1s 1n
the center of the ground network, surrounded by three repeater stations.
The base station transmits a radio signal to the sonde periodically. The signal contains a subcarrier with a frequency of a few hundred kilohertz which is used for range
measurement.
The subcarrier approach is used because it is less subject to multipath
errors than the carrier, which typically is approximately 400 MHz.
The sonde receives . the signal from the base station extracts the subcarrier, and
retransmits both the base station subcarrier information and a similar sonde subcarrier
back to the ground. Temperature and humidity data also are added to the sonde signal.
The signal from the sonde is received at the base station, which extracts the meteorological signals and measures the time delay in the subcarrier which originated at the
base station and was retransmitted by the sonde. In this way, the base station can determine the round-trip range to the sonde.

- 14 The signal from the sonde also is received by each of the repeater stations, and is
retransmitted to the base station.
The base station therefore can measure the relative
time of arrival of the same signal received via four different paths--direct and through
the three repeaters.
Each time difference is equivalent to an angle measurement, i.e.,
direction cosine, so the base station can compute three independent angles to the sonde.
The three angles and the range measurement, allow the base station to compute the sonde
position and velocity.
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Deployed Safesonde System

While the Safesonde concept descri:'bed above is relatively simple, there were
difficult practical problems which had to be solved to make the system work:
a.

Because of the increased path attenuation at higher
cies omni-directional antennas will not work well at
MHz meteorological band, so 403 MHz is used for
upli-nk and the downlink.
Time multiplexing is used
interference and to conserve radio spectrum space.

frequenthe 1680
both the
to avoid

b.

The sonde subcarrier frequency differs slightly from the base
subcarrier frequency.
By mixing the two frequencies in the
sonde a vernier effect is created which increases the time
resolution of the readout electronics by approximately
1000:1.

some

15 c.

The sonde uses low cost digitai' electronics to store and
process the subcarrier information. This is made possible by
the
vern~er
technique
which
makes
timing
relatively
non-critical.

d.

A novel double modulation technique is used which reduces the
delay in the sonde receiver by approximately two orders of
magnitude.
This allows the use of narrower bandwidths, and
makes the receiver design much less critical.

Bec:,ause of these techniques, we expect the sonde to be well adapted to low-cost
highvolume production. Most of the critical parts of the system are in the base station,
rather than in the expendable portion of the system.
Ground Station
The ground system includes the base station, the repeaters, launch equipment, etc.
The base station consists of the transmitter and antenna which send the subcarrier
signal to the sonde, rece~vers and antennas, time measuring equipment, and a small
computer to derive physical parameters from the electrical measurements.
The computer
also will provide the system t~m~ng and control, perform data averaging, and produce
real-time hard copy data output in scientific units and graphics if desired.
The exact physical arrangement of the base station will depend on the requirements of
a particular experiment. All of the equipment will be compact and portable enough so that
it can be installed in a small van or trailer if desired.
The repeaters receive the signal from the sonde on approximately 403 MHz and relay it
to the base station on 1680 MHz.
While the latter frequency is not suitable for the
sonde, it is very practical for the repeaters because simple directional antennas can be
used and they are close to the base station--typically 500 m to 1000 m.
The repeaters are small units weighing only a few kgm.
They may be mounted on a
tripod or antenna mast, as shown in Fig. 2, or on a convenient pole or building in the
area-the exact placement is not critical.
Since the power requirements are small, the
units will be battery-operated and,recharged by solar cells.
Sonde
The sonde includes a receiver, a transmitter, a bead thermistor temperature sensor, a
fast-response hygristor, control electronics, and a dry battery.
Much of the design is
well suited to low power integrated circuit techniques.
The targeted mass of the sonde
will be well under 200 gm which will permit the use of a small balloon with simplified
handling and reduce operational cost.
An important objective of the Safesonde project, implied by its name, is reduced
hazard to aircraft.
This will be achieved by three related techniques: keeping the total
mass low (<ZOO gm), eliminating massive components (e.g., a pressure sensor or a large
battery), and distributing the mass in the vertical dimension (0.5 - 1.0 kgm/m linear
density).
The elimination of the pressure sensor also provides an opportunity to achieve
another important objective:
the elimination of field calibration and baselining.
This
results in simplified operational procedures, reduced operational cost, and elimination of
errors which may result from faulty baselining procedures or poor record keeping.
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Fig. 2

Repeater

Launch Methods
The sonde launch procedures are. relatively non-critical because the reduced sonde
mass makes handling easier.
In addition, the dry batt<?•-y and the elimination of calibration and baselining reduce work at the launch ti:~:e.
Finally, the use of omnidirectional
antennas eliminates the antenna tracking problems associated with conventional sounding
systems.
A typical launch procedure consists of a single operator taking the sonde to a reference point at an arbitrary but measured distance from the base station. At this time the
system is in a self-calibrate mode, measuring the internal delay of the sonde and making
sure that all sensors are working.
When the sonde is released, the system automatically
enters the tracking mode,
For some applications the sondes can be launched without an operator.
The basic
technique for this procedure was developed by the Global Atmospheric Measurements Program
(GAMP) group at NCAR, for use in the Storm Transfer and Response Experiment ( STREX). This
technique involves storing the sonde, with an inflated balloon, in a cylindrical chamber,
as shown in Fig. 3. A special valve can be opened on command, and the balloon is ejected
from the tube using compressed air. With such an approach, and several tubes, it would be
practical to carry out a 24 hour operational schedule with only one person on an 8-hour
shift.
Extension
At present, work on the Safesonde system is focusing on the development of a single
self-calibrated system for research applications.
It is clear, however, that the system
can be extended in several ways.

- 17 One Safesonde extension would be multiple systems, perhaps 20, distributed over a
large area in a regional-scale experiment.
The sonde launches would be coordinated, and
the data transmitted to a central experiment headquarters where near-real-time analysis
would be performed.
A second extension would be the addition of software which would permit an individual
site to generate operational reports automatically.
This potentia1ly could provide the
NWS and similar agencies opportunities for automating what now is a labor-intensive process.

Fig. 3

Semi-Automatic Balloon Launcher (SABL)

TEST RESULTS
As of this writing, prototype tests of laboratory Safesonde tracking system
components have been completed.
Flight tests of the tracking system are planned for the
near future.
We hope to augment this section with new data at the time this paper is
presented in October.

18 The results of our laboratory tests to date show the following:
a.

We have successfully measured the sonde range to less
than 10 m.

b.

The vernier subcarrier technique permits a simple
sonde design and relatively non-critical base station
equipment.

c.

The double-modulation technique in the sonde rece~ver
permits relatively narrow bandwidths and minimizes
temperature sensitivities.

d.

We can achieve the required performance with two-way
transmission
at
403
MHz,
with
omni-directional
antennas.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Laboratory tests of the Safesonde tracking components have indicated that we can measure range to approximately 10 m and range difference to approximately 1 m.
Using these
numbers as estimated errors, a Monte Carlo simulation was used to find the errors in sonde
position and velocity as a function of sonde range, sonde altitude and repeater distance
from the base station.
The results of the simulation are shown in Table I I.

TABLE

Il

Position Error (m) and Velocity Error (m/s) as a function
of Range, Altitude, and Repeater Distance

Al t( km)

Range(km)

1
5
10
15

3
24
60
lOO

X
3
14
43
66

D = 1 km
y
z
3
15
29
51

7
70
237
392

V
.02
.2
.45
.85

X
2
7
22
33

ERROR
D = 2km
y
z
2
8
15
25

6
36
119
196

V
.01
.1
.22
.43

X
1
3
8
13

D = 5 km
y
z
1
3
6
10

4
15
48
79

V
.01
.04
.09
.17

It can be seen that the position errors and velocity errors are a function not only of the
altitude and range of the sonde, but also of the spacing between the base station and each
of the repeaters.
These distances along with the range difference measurements (i.e.,
sonde to base minus sonde to repeater) are used in calculating the sonde position.
The
larger the spacing the smaller the effect of the direct range measurement error and the
range difference measurement error on the determination of sonde position. The spacing or
base line distance between the base station and repeaters must be determined with a fair
amount of accuracy.
During system installation the base lines will be measured with an
electronic distance meter to an accuracy of a few centimeters.
CONCLUSIONS
Final proof of the Safesonde system must await quantitative intercomparisons with
reference sounding systems, followed by operational use in a field research program.
Analysis of the ne_w design approach and testing of the components have yielded very
encouraging results, however.
If borne out in practice, the Safesonde system should
provide capabilities not available from any other atmospheric sounding system.

(Reference L4)

ON ERRORS IN THE WIND VELOCITY VECTOR
AS MEASURED BY ORTHOGONAL PROPELLERS

Ivanov Yu. li'.

The USSR State Committee for
Hydrometeorology and Control
of Natural Environment

Lately wind meters with continuously oriented propeller
sensors for measuring the wind velocity vector components are
used on a larger and larger scale. It depends on the
fact that the definition of averaged wind characteristics 6Ve~
some time interval or definition of a Gpee.c:l and direction of
air mass movement c~~
be realized by means of comp~~Aj the
resultant
summation of th~ wind velocity vector components.
If a meter measures wind Breed
and wind direction, to get
integrated wind characteristics it is necessary to transform
the meter readings for separate time moments into a vector form
and then to perform component summation.
On using continuously oriented propeller sensors, output
signal dependence on the ~ angle between the propeller axis and
wind direction should be in the form of a cosine curve. In the
case of real propeller sensors this dependence has steeper
slopes than in the case of a cosine curve [1].
It is due to the fact that on
measuring a component directed along the axis of the propeller

- 20 rotation by means of the propeller, the appearance of a cross
component slows down the propeller rotation ~nduty.
If the propeller sensor angular characteristic is expanded
into Fourier series, because of its symmetry relative to
propeller rotation axis there will be only odd (the third,
fifth, seventh, etc.) harmonics, characterizing measurement
errors, in the expansion spectrum, besides the first useful
harmonic. For real angular characteristics of propeller sensors
the amplitude of harmonics reduce intensely
as their number
enlarges. If the required cosine curve reproduction accuracy
is about 2 per cent, it is sufficient to take into account
only the third and sometimes the fifth harmonic. :fi'ig. I shows
the first ( 2) and third ( J) harmonics of ]'ourier series
expansion of propeller sensor .angular characteristic (1).
The first harmonic (2) does not coincide at a point of ~-=0
with the angular characteristic of the sensor (1). It follows
from this that on defining the sensitivity of propeller sensors
designed for component measurements it is insufficient to use
only the data gotten
in direct flow, i.e. in the flow,
coinciding with a propeller sensor rotation axis. It is necessary to read out a sensor angular characteristic in the wind
tunnel and, having calculated the angular characteristic first
harmonic amplitude, to take the latter as a value of the sensor
sensitivity.
The deviation of LlU sensor angular characteristic ( 1) from
its first harmonic (2), being an ideal cosine curve characteristic, is shown i~ a diagram (4). Close coincidence (with accuracy
of 0.02-0.0J) of this curve with the third harmonic (J) shows
that the basic contribution to the measurement errors is
just by the third harmonic. In this connection i t is expedient
to consider the impact of the third harmonic on the results
of horizontal wind measurements by means of two orthogonally
oriented sensors. Fig. 2 and Table I demonstrate the results
of calculation of the value and direction of wind velocity vector with regard to the third harmonic impact, which will be
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got by means of a system compr1s1ng two sensors, oriented at
right angl~in a horizontal plane. The value of the angular
characteristic third harmonic amplitude is adopted as equal to
0.1 of the first harmonic amplitude. The measuring system sensitivity seems heightened near
the directions of sensor axes,
and measured wind vector directions are tlrawn toward. the directions of these axes at angles up to 6°.
The compensation of one or more odd harmonics of sensor
angular characteristics on measuring the horizontal air flows
can be achieved by ustn9 a redundant quantity of propeller
sensors. :B'or this purpose let us orient several identical sensors in a horizontal plane symmetrically to the wind velocity
component measured and on making measurements let us summarize
algebraicaHy the signals from sensor outputs taking into account
weight coefficients. The values of angles and weight coefficients
can be determined by solving the set of equations:
N

Co + 2L Cn cosc-in

l
where:

n=~

C0 + 2

=~

f Cn cosKicl =0
n=~

0

Ki -

numbers of compensated odd harmonics;

n -

pairsof sensors, symmetrical to
number of
wind velocity vector component, oriented at
angles to this component;

Jn
N

number of pairs of measurements;

Cn -

w:eight coefficient for the results of the n-th
pair of measurements;

Co-

weight coefficient for the result of measurements
when
0 .

d..::

:B'or the complete compensation of only the third harmonic
it is sufficient to compose the signals from two sensors,
oriented symmetrically on both sides
the component.

ot

- 22 It should be noted that if it is practically impossible to get

an angular characteristic cosine curve form by the selection
of a form of propeller sensor bLad.es, it is possible to get a
propeller sensor having in expansion,besides the first,
only the third harmonic;
the remaining ones have a neglectably small value. Thus the third harmonic compensation method
can provide high measurement accuracy.
The analogous compensation of' the sensor angular characteristic third harmonics on measuring the wind velocity horizontal components is also realized in the system used, comprising three propellers, oriented slantly at the same angles to
a vertical so that the projections of sensor axes onto a horizontal plane are divided by 120° angles [2] • On calculating
a value of the wind velocity vector vertical component in this
system there is not only the third harmonic compensation but
on the contrary, the compensation is included in the result,
summarized from the three sensors. That means that£na strictly
horizontal wind a seeming vertical,component, depending on
wind direction, will arise at the meter output on.
account
of the third harmonics. With a noncosine curve form of sensor
angular characteristics it is reasonable to use this system
only for measurements of wind velocity horizontal components,
achieving the higher accuracy on
account of the third
harmonic depression by the redundancy of measurements.
The compensation of two odd harmonics, i.e. the third and
fifth ones, allows for a higher measurement accuracy and is
carried out in the case, when a signal of the sensor, oriented
to the wind velocity vector component measured,is composed
with the signals of two similar sensors, oriented at 45° angles·
to that component. Weight coefficients will be: Co: ~ Cp c2~-h
To measure one component three sensors will be required and
to measure two orthogonal components - four.
This system was tested and used for measuring a wind velocity component along a running-track during the XXII Olympic
Games in Moscow, 1980.
Propeller sensors with
plane blad.es are used; the angular characteristic of these
blad.es have
a smooth form and small amplitude of the highest

- 23 harmonics. The high accuracy
the meter
provided was
0~ account of compensation of the third and fifth harmonics.
The measurement errors did not exceed 2-3 per cent. The meter
was recommended by the State Metrological Service of the USSR
and successfully used during the Olympic Games-SO.
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A PRESSURE ANEMOMETER - A NEW KIND OF
WIND VECTOR MEASURING DEVICE

W.A. Oost
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute

Abstract
The instrument described in this contribution is intended to measure the wind-vector at
frequencies up to 35 Hz at levels of the order of the wave height above the sea. It is
selfcleaning, contains no moving parts and is intended primarily for research purposes.

- 26 1. Introduction
The decision to start developing the instrument to be described was made at the initial
stage of an air-sea interaction programme of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute.
It was realized then that the crucial region in all theories about the momentum transport
between the waves and the air above them is the area right above the waves. Making measurements of e.g. the wind in this area is, however, not well possible with existing types
of instrumentation as they are either too fragile (hot wires), too big (sonic anemometer),
too slow (propeller vanes) or too susceptible to fouling by spray (hot films). It was then
decided to try to develop a fast-responding three dimensional anemometer of fairly small
dimensions that would be resistant to spray, rain and an occasional wave. This contribution
is a report on the results obtained up till now.
2. Principle
The anemometer is based on the following principle (fig. 1). Compressed air flows in
through the vertical leg of a T-junction and flows out to the atmosphere through the two
horizontal arms of the junction, after having passed a constriction. At symmetrical points
the static pressure of the air inside the arms is measured. If a wind blows, the pressure
in the windward arm is higher than in the leeward one;the pressure difference is a
measure of the wind velocity.

fig.1
Principle of the anemometer.
1.1nflow tube. 2. Constrictions. 3. Pressure ports.

In a variation on the principle the measurement of the pressure difference is substituted
by a velocity difference measurement; the velocity of the air in the two arms is measured
with hot wires inside the arms; the velocity difference lS a measure of the (external) wind
velocity.
To make the anemometer three-dimensional, three pairs of outflow tubes (T-pieces) are to be
combined into a single instrument. From the signals the wind vector components can be
derived if the orientation and the directional sensitivity of the instrument are known.
3. Functioning
3.1. General
In general the reaction of the internal flow of the instrument to an outside wind
fluctuation can be considered as instantaneous (see 5). Then an equilibrium exists between
the total pressure outside the anemoweterand the total pressure in the outflow tubes.
In this case two equations can be written dovm for the one-dimensional version:
"
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- 27 static pressure, u is the external velocity component along the axis of the instrument,
Pw the static pressure measured in the windward arm and s the internal velocity in that
arm; P} and s1 are the same quantities in the leeward ari;i. Aw and
denote the modification of the external dynamic pressure at the windward and leeward side due to interaction with the anemometer. The sign of the term ~t is chosen negative, as, apart from
modification contained in At, the dynamic pressure would lower the pressure at the
opening of the outflow tube at the leeward side. In equations (1) the gradient in the
static pressure over the dimensions of the anemometer had been neglected (p 0 =p 0 1 ),
as well as friction effects in the outflow tubes.
,w
'

>-t

The relation between the constant inlet pressure P and the pressure and velocity in the
arms can be approximated as
"'P - ~w : C p
2 •a )

s!t

(

"1'-p.e.-='-ps!,
(2.b)
in which C is a dimensionless coefficient, depending mainly on the dimensions of the
anemometer. C is always much larger than 0.5 (the value for frictionless flow) and
increases with the internal flow resistance (smaller openings, longer tubes etc).
Since the adequate functioning of the instrument requires that sw is positive, the maximum
wind velocity which can be measured, Urnax• is fixed by the relation
\

I

1.

"""·1 pumo..)( -='"?- F~

(3)

which follows from (l.a) and (2.a) by putting s w=0. In this case stagnation occurs 1n the
windward arm and Pw =P, as can be seen from (2.a).
3.2. Pressure mode
Eleminating sw and s 1 from (1) and (2) and subtracting the resulting equations, an equation
for the relation between u and pw - p 1 can be derived:

~·k pu~,.,(,- -fc)C~~-rt)
with A.Aw+'-.t·

(4)

From (4) it is clear that for a given u the pressure difference is barely influenced by
Cas C!)0.5. C is limited by the fact that the flow through the constriction• has to be
subsonic because Eqs.(2) are no longer valid with a sonic velocity in the constriction:
the sensitivity of the apparatus is lower then. The disadvantages of the syst~m are clear
from (4). The basically quadratic velocity response is a limiting factor for the range of
the instrument; in particular the measurement of low velocitues is difficult, due to the
low pressure differences. The response is complicated further by factor A, which depends on
the shape of the apparatus and on the internal and external velocities.

~~~~-~~~~~i~Y-~~~~
The relation between u and s - sl can be found from (1) and (2) by eliminating pw and p
1
and subtraction of the resul~ing equation, leading to

~.kpu'2.-= (<:.-t)f c~i-s,!):;2.(C-~~
with

s=

('

(!!_t-SwJ

(5)

0.5 (sl + sw).

For low values of u, s can be approximated by
C?-~.,) I (c.
~ 1;
as follows from (1) and (2).

s ={
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Then (5) becomes approximately

r

A. ~u.~-= 2. { (C.- i) (""?- ~oJ :a. ( $J.- ~w)
The signal, in this case the velocity difference s - s , measured with hot wires, is
1
maximized by making both C and P - p 0 as low as possibl~. The supply pressure excess
P - p should be chosen much lower than in the pressure mode described above. It has to be
highe~ , however, than the value determining the desired measuring range of the instrument,
according to (3). If P-p 0 is fixed, s 1 and s will increase as C is lowered. These higher
outflow velocities cause a more than proportio~al increase in the turbulence level in the
arms, thus limiting the lowest detectable velocity difference. In this way there exists
also a lower limit for C. The most sensitive arrangement we used gave its lowest detectable
signal at an external velocity u less than 20 cm/s; P-p was about 0.5 mpar and stagnation
occurred at about 9 m/s. An arrangement with a slightly h~gher C gave its lowest detectable

p

\

- 28 signal at a velocity of 60 cm/s and no stagnation up to 18 m/s, the maximum velocity in
our windtunnel; the supply pressure then was a few millibars.
The numbers given have only an illustrative meaning; they depend on the overheating
ratio of the hot wires, their stability~ the supply pressure and the degree to which
turbulence in the outflow tubes can be suppressed.
As the highest outflow velocities and so the best protection and the fastest response
were expected with the pressure-sensing type of instrument, no further effort was made
regarding the velocity-sensing type.
4. Directional sensitivity and calibration procedure
The instrument is intended to have a fixed position and the wind direction is to be
derived from the ratio of the signals of the individual sensingelements (T-pieces). The
wind velocity then can be derived from the direction and the signal of one of the T-pieces.
This means that the directional sensitivity of these T-pieces is of crucial importance.
In a great number of test-configurations of the sensor head the directional sensitivity
was not acceptable as it gave rise to an ambiguity in the interpretation in some situations.
Experiments, largely on a trial and error basis, lead us to the actual configuration, which
is shown in fig. 2. Each T has been replaced by a ring, divided into two compartments by
a partition. Each of the compartments has 6 holes in it, which act as wind-sensing ports.
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fig. 2
Although a rather well-behaving directional sensitivity has been obtained with these ringsensors, at least for windvelocities exceeding 4 m/s, it is not possible to approximate
it by e.g. a cosine function, as there are positions where the mutual interference of
the sensors causes significant deviations. Thereforewe calibrate the instrument by mounting
it in a windtunnel on a frame which automatically rotates the instrument in both azimuth
and elevation. The program starts at an elevation of + 45° and stops at -45° after rotating
through a full azimuth-circle at each elevation step; the step size of both azimuth and
elevation is 5°. The calobration is done for three windvelocities, to include changes due
to Reynolds effects and it gives the relation between the real directions and the "ideal"
directions, which are the directions the instrument indicates if it is supposed to have
a cosine response. For the interpretation of measurements this relation is to be inverted,
as the measurements give the "ideal" directions from which the real directions are to be
obtained. For the necessary interpolations linearity in between calibration gridpoints is
supposed. The direction of the wind is obtained from the ratios of the three signals and
the calibration. The calculation of the wind velocity is performed by using the largest
(in absolute value) of the signals. Its value is multiplied by a factor which is its ratio
to the signal of one selected component (ring) in the situation that this component was
facing right into the wind. That factor was calculat~d for each gridpoint and for each of
the three wind velocities from the calibrations. For the selected component a separate
calibration was carried out that gave the reletion between its signal strength and the
wind velocity while it was facing right into the wind. The relation turned out to be an
approximately quadratic dependence of the signal on the wind velocity down to about 4 m/s;
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5. Frequency response
The pressure changes in the instrument due to a fluctuating wind may be considered as
sound waves, travelling with the velocity of sound. The tubing, connecting the pressure
sensors to the flow has its own frequency dependence which may bring down the maximum
detectable frequency rather fast (2). Therefore the connections between the flow and the
pressure sensors have been kept as short as possible. The pressure sensors in their turn
also have their own frequency response; the Validyne MP 45 transducers we are using have
a natural frequency of 600 Hz and a pressure cavity volume of 0.16 cm3 which makes them
reasonably well suited for our purpose, To find the overall frequency response we have
placed the sensors of a hot-wire anemomter and one of our instrument side by side in a
windtunnel with a chopper wheel at a small distance downstream. As the hot-wire reacts
sufficiently fast to consider its reactions as instantaneous the frequency dependence of
our sensor can be found from a simultaneous record of both signals when the chopper wheel
was rotated at various speeds. The results show a weak resonance which shifts to higher
frequencies when the windspeed is increased. The 3 dB-point lies in the neighbourhood of
35Hz and also shifts somewhat to higher frequencies at higher wind speeds.
Another factor influencing the frequency response is the spatial separation of the components: our sensors are the wind-sensing ports, distributed over two sides of three separate
rings. We have done a three dimensional generalization of an analysis done by Kaimal
et al (3) and Horst (1); the preliminary results of these calculations indicate that
frequencies of 35 Hz are 3 dB down due to this spatial averaging at wind speeds lower than
2.5 m/s, which is in the region where the anemometer in its present configuration is of no
use due to pronounced Reynolds effects.
6. Constructional features
The instrument is depicted in fig. 3. Most of the text in this figure is self-explanatory.
The primary flow regulation consists of a main valve, regulating the throughput, then a
set of secondary valves for balancing the two flows for each component and finally a set
of what we call laminarizers : miniature wind tunnels, suppressing the turbulence in the
inlet flow which otherwise would give rise to a high noise level. The secondary flow
regulation is intended for the regulation of an extra flow which by-passes the primary
flow regulation and the pressure sensors and is added to the primary flow after the
secondary flow regulation. This secondary flow is present only when a valve is opened and
is intended to flush the instrument when the primary flow is insufficient to keep the instrument clean e.g. when a wave hits the sensors. The three sensor systems are mutually
orthogonal. This configuration is tilted in such a way that the two sides of each sensor
are facing into directions which have equal but opposite elevation when the stem of the
instrument is vertical. The angle between the horizontal plane and the axis of a sensor ring
is then cos-l (v-2/3), which is somewhat more than 35°. This has the advantage of eliminating the need for an extra sensitive vertical senser~ functioning in a region with
pronounced Reynolds effects.
7. Results and final remarks
The instrument has been used from a platform, situated 5 miles out of the Dutch coast,
the "meetpost Noordwijk" of Rijkswaterstaat, the Dutch Department of Public Works. The
instrument was used in combination with a Kayo Denki DAT 300 sonic anemometer; both instruments were fixed to a boom, extending 10 m. from the platform and approx. 6 m. above
the sea level. Although at the time of writing the analysis is not yet finished, the
preliminary results are encouraging: the sonic gave a.dragcoefficient, reduced to the _
10 m. level of (1.24 + 0.12) x lo-3, whereas the new 1nstrument gave (1.32 + 0.14)x 10 3.
The runs which have b;en made had a length of half an hour; before and after each run a
hood was placed over the instrument to check for zero drift. Although the drift during
that time is rather small and easily corrected for, is is sufficiently big to preclude
reliable use for uninterrupted periods of many hours.
The drift in the signal does not appear to be of thermal origin, at least not in the
instrument itself, as some tests using a high capacity hair dryer indicated . A number
of experiments done in a windtunnel in which the instrument was immersed in a stream of
water droplets gave satisfactory results: the instrument stayed clean on the insides and
kept its calibration. Less gratifying was the result of a test in which a sensor was dipped
into the water. The air pressure could keep open only four of the six holes, even with the
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Fig. 3. Cross-section of the instrument.

- 31 extra air of the bypass system added. This can be changed by either diminishing the number
of holes or changing the ratio of the internal diameter of the ring (torus) and the diameter of the sensing spots.
Due to the complicated data handling the instrument as it is'now is not fit for routine
use: it is a typical research instrument. Although it does not seem improbable that it can
be done, we do not intend to make the instrument suited for operational purposes , as
it meets our needs largely the way it 1s now.
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l.

Introduction

The section "Air protection" of the Swiss Meteorological Institute uses a low level
sounding system with a profiled tethered balloon and an own designed instrument package [11.
The ground equipment is mounted on a special trailer. The whole system is called "MOBILAB"
(MOBile LABoratory) .
For the measurement of humidity, after numerous tests, two redundant and complementary
sensors were chosen for "MOBILAB":
- a small psychrometer, fairly good for middle and high humidities, by temperatures
above 0°c,
- a rapid capacitive hygrometer, "HUMICAP" from Vaisala, that suits best at middle
to low humidities.
Despite the good complementary, in general, of these two measuring principles, the
choice between the measured values of the two different systems is not always obvious. There
are even conditions in the atmosphere that are critical for one or both hygrometers (temperature below 0°C, stratus, extreme high or low humidities) and where incoherent indications
do not allow a satisfactory interpretation of the results. This happens mainly at high humidities which play an important role in problems of atmospheric pollution.
It was soon recognized that the use of an opto-electronic dew point hygrometer, already experimented with promising results in our Institute, could help to solve some of the
problems.
The main advantages of the dew point hygrometer are:
-

measurement principle physically well definided
direct measurement of dew -or frost -point
no linearity, nor hysteresis problems
very good reproducibility
broad measuring range
insensibility to the influence of factors as radiation, wind, precipitation.

Serious drawbacks are, on the other hand:
necessity of a periodic cleaning of the mirror
- instruments generally cumbersome, heavy and requiring a mains supply.
The dew point hygrometers available on the market have generally weights higher than
10 N, volumes more than 1 dm 3 and electrical power consumptions higher than 10 W and their
prices are relatively high.
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consumption to a minimum.
With a clever use of today's technological possibilities and the work of a dedicated
team, it was possible to realise a dew point hygrometer adapted to the limitations of an air
lifted sounding system.
Prototypes of two different versions were produced:
- "MOBILAB" version: by integration of the sensor to the existing low level sonde
- "Field" version: because of its small size the sensor seemed well suited to be
incorporated in the ventilated thermometer of the Swiss automatic stations.

2.

Description

The mirror (2mm diameter) made of copper and coated with rhodium is cooled by a Peltier
element until a deposit of dew or frost begins on the mirror surface. An opto-electronic system, consisting of an infrared light emitting diode (LED) and two photocells, detects the
change of reflectivity produced by the deposit on the cooled mirror with respect to an uncooled reference mirror. An electronic servo system maintains the surface of the mirror at
the equilibrium temperature which corresponds to the dew- or frost point. The temperature of
the mirror is measured by a YSI Thermilinear Component (range -30°C to + 50°C) . The reference
mirror, protected from dirt, allows a cleanness checking of the operating mirror by comparison
of their reflectivity during the dewless phase (see timing fig. 2). The sensor package occupies
a volume of 45 x 40 x 35 mm and has a mass ,of 100 g.

2.2

"MOBILAB" version

This sensor matches very well the requirements of the MOBILAB sounding system. The
sensor is integrated in a small box. The air stream provided by a microfan flows over the
mirror at a speed of about 1 m/s. The arrangement of the different components is shown in
figure 1. In this version the Peltier is supplied from the 12 Volts battery of the sonde.
The power consumption is limited to a maximum of 1 W.

2.3

"Field" version

The same sensor configuration is used in the field version, but without power limitation. As can be seen from figure 2 the sensor is placed close to the electronic unit of the
ventilated thermo~eter. A part of the aspirated air reaches the mirror trough a by-pass.
The instrument is designed for continuous use without maintenance, so special care has
to be taken of the pollution problem of the mirror which influences the optical detection and
the servo balancing function of the instrument. Different preventive and cleaning features are
included:
- A limited air stream passes over the mirror.
- Every measurement (10-min. intervals) is followed by a heating cycle of about 75
seconds by reversing the polarity of the Peltier element. This allows the volatile
deposits to evaporate and to be blown off by the air stream,,
- To remove the remaining dirt an automatic cleaning syst,em is also integrated and
operated as follows: just after the heating cycle (the mirror is now in a dewless
state and its cooling starts only 90 seconds before next measuring time) the diffe-
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obtained exceeds a certain threshold an automatic cleaning of the operating mirror is
initiated by a wiper lined with soft leather at the end of the next measuring period,
when the mirror is still wet with dew. Certain airborne contaminations can disturb the
dew deposit process and thus influence the accuracy of the dew point value without that
a reflectivity difference between both mirrors is detected by the cleanness check. For
this reason, a periodic cleaning has been programmed every 2 11 measuring cycles
(about
2 weeks) .
3.

Tests and results

3.1

Laboratory

----------

Before operating the first prototype in outdoor conditions various tests were performed
within an environemental chamber over wide temperature and humidity ranges in order to determine experimentally the effective performances of the system by comparison with laboratory
standards. The results of these tests can be summed up as follows:

Measuring range: As mentionned before, in the "MOBILAB" version, the power consumption
and thus the maximum measurable air to dew point temperature difference are restricted by the
battery capacity. The test results in a maximum difference of 17 K at an ambient temperature
of 2ooc (corresponding to "' 30 % RH) and 21 K at -10°C (-v 16 % RH). In the "field" version,
without this limitation, the range is determined by the performance of the Peltier element
which is dimeDsioned for a maximum difference of 35 K between air and dew point temperature.
Response: At not too low dew points the response to a drop of the humidity is determined by the cooling rate, which is defined by the power of the Peltier element. The cooling rate
has been experimentally determined to be 1.2 K/s.
For a step change from dry to humid conditions (increasing dew point temperature) the
electronic of the actual system does not heat the mirror (this option will be included in the
next version). The evaporation of the dew deposit is then conditionned by the thermic inertia
of the Peltier-·mirror block. Thus the time to reach the equilibirum at the dew point is about
five times longer.
As the dew point lowers and accordingly the available water vapor in the air decreases,
the deposit process on the mirror takes more time. The response time depends then principally
on the air flow rate. The behaviour of the system at very low dew point temperatures has still
to be explored.
Accuracy: The results of the comparison between the Meteolabor prototype system and
the laboratory reference instruments obtained for three ambient temperatures (+20, +5 and
-10°C) and airtodew point differences up to 21 K agreed within± 0.3 K. The accuracy depends
principally on the thermistor tolerances (e.g. ± 0.15 for theYSI probe used) and on the state
of the mirror surface.

3. 2

MOBILAB

The MOB I LAB pro to type has been Les ted in about lOO low level soundings and the results
are very promising. To illustrate and summarize the behaviour and the measurement possibilities
of the system, an example of a sounding, presented in figure 3, shall be discussed.
The airborne package is equiped with the three types of hygrometers. The ascending and
descending velocities are between 0.5 and 0.7 m/s. This sounding is an example of a situation
where the capacitive hygrometer and the psychrometer give both incoherent indications. On the
other hand, the dew point hygrometer seems to behave quite well.
Atmospheric conditions are stationary, with a compact icing stratus having its base at
about 420 m above ground. Light N-E wind, speed about 7 knots. Clear sky above the stratus.
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produces incorrect results (>> 100 % RH) between Pa and Pb. Five minutes later, at Pb, the
frozen wet bulb reaches again the psychrometric equilibrium. The capacitive probe, protected
by a sintered filter (grain 216 wm), gives correct indications up to 300 m and then drifts up
to over 100 % RH in the icing cloud.
The upper boundary of the stratus is quite sharp, the temperature changes rapidly from
-70C to -1°C. During the 8 minutes at maximum height the measured values show some variations;
particularly the capacitive hygrometer indication, after sublimation of the frost deposited on
the protective filter, agrees again with the dew point hygrometer value. In this situation the
psychrometer cannot indicate a depression greater than the equivalent of 65 % RH.
At the beginning of the descent the capacitive sensor gives usable indications down to
800 m and then drifts again over 100% RH in the saturated stratus, instead of the expected maximum of 94 % RH (corresponding to saturation over ice with respect to water at -7°C). The severe
icing conditions causes also the psychrometer to give to high relative humidities in the lower
part of that profile. The dew point hygrometer provides the most plausible values and shows
the best correlation between ascending and descending measurements. Furthermore, in the stratus
cloud both psychrometer beads and the mirror bead stayed within 0.2 K of one another.

3.3

"Field" results

For the "field" version the third prototype is actually observed on the test field
in Payerne and compared to five other hygrometric systems of various kind (an other make of
dew point hygrometer, psychrometer, dewcell, capacitive and hair hygrometer). A measurement
example of an eight days period is represented in figure 4.
- First curve from top: hourly differences (instantaneous values) between the value of
the Meteolabor dew point hygrometer and the dew point calculated on the bases of the psychrometer indications.
- Second curve: differences between the values measured by Meteolabor and an other dew
point hygrometer (MBW DP4).
- The other values represented as relative humidity, temperature, downward radiation
and wind speed are presented to give an idea of the meteorological environment and serve to
study possible influences of these parameters on the measurement of the different hygrometric
sensors.
The agreement of the two dew point hygrometers is very good. The mean difference is the
same during day and night, its value is +0.05 K; the standard deviation is 0.16 K by night and
0.26 K by day, despite the important fluctuations (several K) by strong radiation, producing
convection.
Between the dew point hygrometer and the psychrometer, the mean difference is +0.1 K;
it is +0.2 K at high humidities and -0.1 K at low humidit~es, this indicates that the psychrometer values are systematically too high by dry situations. The standard deviations are the
same as above by night, 0.16 K, but higher by day, 0.43 K. This is probably due to the different time constants of the two instruments in the rapid humidity fluctuations.
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Balloon born dewpoint-hygrometer TP 2 for microaerological applications
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Aspirated, heated Thermometer combined with dewpoint-hygrometer
with automatically cleaned mirror. VHTl + TP3/P
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Exemple of MOBILAB sounding
Payerne (490 m above sea level), 1980 February 29th
Air temperature and relative humidity profiles
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All relatives humidities are expressed with respect to saturation over water.
The values of the dewpoint hygrometer are considered as frost point.
For the psychrometer, the relative humidity is calculated from wet bulb temperature between start and freezing phase, from ice bulb temperature for the
rest of the sounding.
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Eight days measurement periode (1981 June 3-lOth) on the testfield in Payerne
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A NEW HUMIDITY SENSOR BASED ON ABSORPTION
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SYNOPSIS
The main features of an apparatus for the determination of the absolute humidity content of air is described.
The technique used is based on the temperature increase which is experienced,
when a thermometer wetted with concentrated sulfuric acid is exposed to a
humid air stream.
A mathematical model based on the mechanisms for heat and mass transfer has
been established. The results of a number of calibration experiments are
presented, and the agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions is demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known, that concentrated sulfuric acid strongly absorbs humidity
from air, and that this absorption is connected with considerable heat release,
Already during the early years of 1800 it was found experimentally [3], [4],
that a thermometer, when wetted with sulfuric acid, obtained a higher temperature than the surrounding air, and that the magnitude of the resulting temperaturedifference among other things did depend on the humidity content of the
air.
Several attemps have been made to use this temperature increase to determine
the humidity content of air and other permanent gases [1], [5], [6]. However,
by the methods described so far, the excess temperature of the wetted thermometer not only depends on the humidity content of the air, but also on a
number of other parameters, such as the temperature and concentration of the
sulfuric acid used for the wetting, the flow rate of the sulfuric acid, the
temperature, velocity and direction of the air stream, and the size and shape
of the thermometer.
Furthermore the temperature will change along the surface of the wet thermometer in the direction of the flow of the acid in such a way, that a temperature maximum will excist somewhere on the wetted surface, and the magnitude
and position of this maximum will depend on the parameters mentioned above.
To obtain an explicit relation between the humidity content of the air and
the excess temperature of the wetted thermometer it has up till now been
necessary to make calibrations and to conduct the actual measurements at
exactly the same conditions as used by the calibration.

- 42 Theese complications have considerably hampered the practical applicability of the absorption principle for air humidity measurements, and apparently no commercial equipment is
available, based on the principle of measuring the excess temperature of a thermometer
wetted with sulfuric acid.
The method used for the determination of the humidity content of an air stream as described in
this paper represents a development and an improvement of the basic principle. By this
approach an explicit relation between humidity content and excess temperature of the wetted
thermometer is obtained, provided that the acid used for the wetting is kept at a constant
concentration.
Further the relation between the air humidity and the excess temperature will be linear,
and the value of the proportionallity factor can be predicted theoretically. Thus calibration of the humidity sensor is not necessary if the physical quantities, that enters the
constant, are known with sufficient accuracy.

APPARATUS
The principal features of the humidity sensor
are shown in figure 1.
A stream of the humid air to be determined is
introduced at 1. The temperature of the air
is measured by a thermocouple, 2. 3 is a thinwalled tube made from a suitable acid-resistant
material such as glass, ceramics or platinum.
In this tube a second thermocouple, 4 is placed
with its junction, 4a exactly at the upper end
of the tube. The thermocouple is covered with
glass or teflon to make it acid-resistant. To
keep the thermocouple in a concentrical position in the tube, a few turns of platinum wire
are wound around it, 12.
A small stream of concentrated sulfuric acid
is introduced at 5. The acid moves upwards
through the tube, 3, where at the top it is
exposed to the air. From here the acid is
flowing downwards along the outside surface of
the tube, parallel to the air, and forming a
thin liquid film, which is exposed to the air.
In the design shown in figure 1 both the acid
and the air leave the sensor through a common
tube, 6.
Figure 2 shows the principal components of a
simple device for air humidity measurements.
7 is the humidity sensor as described above.
8 and 9 are vessels for respectively fresh
and spent sulfuric acid. The vessel, 9 also
serves as a drop collector, so that the air
entering the airpump, 10 does not contain
sulfuric acid. 11 is a valve, which produces
a slight over-pressure in the vessel, 8 to
force the acid from the vessel to the sensor.

Figure 1.
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In figure 3 the top part of the tube, 3, is shown, including the junctions of the dry and
the wetted thermocouple. The temperature, T , of the air stream is measured by the thermocouple, 2 just before the air is arriving atgthe wetted surface of the tube. The mass
fraction of water vapour in the air is w .
g

A small controlvolume around the top of the tube, 3 is now considered. The surface area
of this volume exposed to the air is, oA. The liquid flow into the controlvolume through
the tube is m.]_ kg/s, while the flow out of the volume is m0 kg/s.
The tube, 3 acts as a small counter current heat exchanger, in which the fresh acid is
heated by the acid, that has just passed the controlvolume.
The acid flowing downwards along the outside surface of the tube is exposed to the air, and
will absorb water from it. Due to the heat released by the absorption, the acid will maintain a high temperature. Consequently the apparent heat capacity of the liquid film at the
outer surface of the tube will be very large compared to the heat capacity of the acid
flowing inside it, which is contributing to obtaining a very close temperature approach at
the upper end of the tube. Thus the temperature of the liquid entering the controlvolume
will be very close to the temperature, T , that exists in it, and which is measured by the
thermocouple, 4. Consequently the heat ieleased in the controlvolume due to absorption
through the interface, oA, will not be used to heat the entering liquid, but will quantitatively be transmitted to the surroundings through conduction, radiation and convection.
As the vertical temperature gradient at the top of the tube is very small due to the close
temperature approach, the heat removed by conduction will be negligible. Heat radiation
will take place if the surrounding walls, that can be seen from the controlvolume, are at
a temperature lower than T . However, by establishing a high air velocity past the controlvolume, heat transferr~d by radiation will be insignificant compared to the convective
heat transfer.
It is assumed, that temperature and concentration do not change throughout the controlvolume, and it is further assumed, that the liquid flow through the volume will be large
compared to the inflow of water vapour through the interface, oA. Consequently the acid
concentration in the controlvolume will be practically the same as the concentration of the
fresh acid entering the volume. At the interface equilibrium will exist between the sulfuric acid and the adjacent air. Thus the temperature of the air at the interface is T ,
while the water vapour partial pressure is the same as the equil{brium water vapour pre~
sure of the acid, which again depends on temperature and acid concentration. For all
practical purposes the mass fraction, w at the interface will be insignificant, compared
to the mass fraction of water, Wg in th~ bulk of the air. E.G. 98% sulfuric acid at 20 °C
exerts a water vapour pressure of less than 5•10-5 mmHg. Due to the difference in water
vapour pressure across the boundary layer surrounding the controlvolume, water will diffuse
from the bulk of the air towards the interface, where absorption takes place at a rate,
W kg/s. Likewise due to the temperature difference across the boundary layer heat will be
transferred by convection at a rate, Q Joule/s. As the surface area,oA of the controlvolume is totally covered with sulfuric acid, the area for convective heat transfer is identical to the area used for the absorption process.
With reference to figure 3 the following steady state enthalpy balance can be established:
m.H. + H OW
l

l

V

= m0 H0

+

8Q

(1)

where H. and H0 are the specific enthalpies of the liquid flowing in and out of the controlvolijme, and where H is the specific enthalpy of the water vapour at the interface.
V

As constant temperature is assumed the following thermodynamic mixing equation applies:
M H
0

0

m.H. + HnoW +
l

l

x,

~H

. oW
mJ.X

(2)

In this equation HQ, is the specific enthalpy of liquid water at, Ts, while ~~ix J.S the
specific differentJ.al enthalpy of mixing at the temperature and concentration of the controlvolume.
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(Hv - Ht - ~Hmix)oW

=

(3)

oQ

or
oQ

-M a b s oW

(4)

as

A

(5)

s

and
(6)

g

where A is the heat of vaporization of water at T , and 6H
is the specific differential
·
s an d ac~as concentrat~on.
·
·
ent h a 1pys o f a b sorpt~on
at t h e preva~'1'~ng temperature
At small absorption rates the following expression applies for the convective heat and mass
transfer through the boundary layer:
oQ

hoA(T

oW

k

w

- T )

oA(w

where h and k

w

(7)

g

s

g

- w )

(8)

s

are the heat and mass transfer coefficients.

By applying (7) and (8) on (4) one finds:
h

1

~ -6H

w

g

w

where w

s

abs

(9)

(Ts - T ) + w
g
s

is insignificant compared to w as shown above.
g

To get to an expression for the factor h/k in (9) Chilton-Colburn's analogy [2] for heat
and mass transfer is applied. The analogywcan be written in the following way:

Here V is the velocity of the air past the controlvolume, while p, c, \! and a are density,
specific heat, kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of the air, and D is the diffusivity of water vapour through air. The value of the exponent, n is between ~ and 2/3 depending on flow conditions and geometry.
From (10) one gets:
.!:___ = c (~) n

k

w

(11)

D

which together with (9) will give the final expression:
w

g

c

-6Ha b s

(~)n (T

D

s

- T )

(12)

g

According to (12) the excess temperature
mass fraction of water vapour in the air.

of

the wetted thermometer is proportional to the

Among the quantities entering the proport~onallity factor c and (%)n are prac~ically independent of temperature and pressure, wh~le -6H b depends on the concentrat~on of the
fresh sulfuric acid, and to a lesser degree on tEestemperature, at which the absorption
is taking place.
Further, according to (12) the relation between Wa and (T - T ) is independent of the a~r
velocity and the flow rate of the sulfuric acid, providedsthatgthe assumptions made by the
formulation of the mathematical model are fullfilled.
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air, Yg kg water/kg dry air, is given by the following equation:
w
y

g

g

1-w

(13)
g

For w << 1
g

then Y
g

~

w

g

(14)

Knowing Wg or Yg and the total pressure, P, the dew point of the air can easily be calculated. Also knowing the air temperature, the relative humidity can be found.
By insertion of the numerical values of the quantities entering the proportionallity factor
of (12) one finds for 98% sulfuric acid:
~ 0.00024 kg water
kg air °C

which corresponds to an excess temperature of about 4 °C per gH 0/kg air. E.Q. air at 20 °C,
2
50% rel. humidity is expected to produce an excess temperature of about 30 °C.
EXPERIMENTS
To test the theoretical model for the humidity sensor described, an experimental
was constructed, as shown in figure 4.

set-up

Through a feed-pump, 1, a constant flow of liquid water is introduced into an evaporator,
2, where the liquid is instantaneously evaporated and superheated.
Compressed air is admitted to a mixing vessel, 3, through a flow controller, 4, and a
flowmeter, 5. The superheated steam from 2 is also admitted to the mixing vessel, passing
through a valve, 6.
The vessel has an electrical heating coil to heat the air-steam mixture to the desired
temperature, an~is further provided with three outlet openings, 7, 8 and 9.
By means of a vacuum pump, 10, air is sucked from 8 through two U-tubes in series, 11 and
12, which are filled with dry silica-gel, and from there through a calibrated gasmeter,
13. Through the outlet opening, 7, air is flowing to the humidity sensor, while excess air
is leaving the apparatus through, 9.
Experiments were carried out at a number of different humidity contents, which were kept
constant during each run. The excess temperature of the wetted thermometer was recorded
throughout the runs. The amount of dry air passing through the U-tubes during a run was
measured at the gasmeter, and the total amount of water vapour adsorbed on the silica-gel
was found by weighing the tubes before and after each run. The weight increase of the
downstream U-tube was always found to be very small compared to the weight increase of the
upstream U-tube, indicating that equilibrium was obtained between the air stream and the
silica-gel.
The absolute humidity content of the air, Y , was calculated from the weight increase of
the two U-tubes, and the amount of dry air ~assing through the gasmeter during a run.
In figure 5 the excess temperatures measured are plotted against the absolute air humidities. As it appears, the excess temperature is directly proportional to the absolute air
humidity as predicted from theory. Also the slope of the straight line representing the
experimental results is 4.0 °C per g water/kg dry air in close accordance with the predicted value. Responsetime and reproducibility were estimated using a sensor slightly
different from the one shown in figure 1.
For this sensor responsetime was found to be about 4 sec. at a velocity of about 10 m/sec.
past the wetted thermometer, while reproducibility was found to be better than 0.2% at
5 g water/kg dry air. The acid consumption was only about 3 ml/hour.
A few preliminary experiments have been carried out to estimate the sensitivity of the
sensor towards dust contamination. The results indicate, that the sensor is not influenced
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by dust in the air, provided that the dust does not interfere with the air flow through the
apparatus.
CONCLUSION
A new method for measuring absolute air humidity, based on absorption in sulfuric acid is
described, and a theoretical model for the humidity sensor is proposed. From this model
a linear relationship between the absolute air humidity and the excess temperature of an
acid-wetted thermometer is predicted. Theory also predicts, that within certain limits,
the excess temperature will be independent of the air velocity past the wetted thermometer
and of the flow rate of sulfuric acid. Further the excess temperature will be independent
of the total pressure, while temperature will have some minor influence, as some of the
physical quantities entering the final expression are slightly temperature dependent.
The theoretical predictions have been born out quantitatively by experiments, which have
been carried out to test the theoretical model.
A responcetime of 4 sec. has been observed for one type of sensor. Reproducibility is
believed to be better than 0.2%,and sulfuric acid comsumption as low as 3 ml/hour has been
experienced. Preliminary experiments indicate that the sensor is highly insensitive to
dust contamination.
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2
m

M

Surface area of control volume exposed to air stream.
Specific heat of air
Diffusivity of water vapour through air.

h

J/kgK
2
m /s
2
W/m K

llHb
a s

J/kg H 0
2

Sepcific differential enthalpy of absorption,
water vapour-sulfuric acid.

H

J/kg H 0
2
J/kg H o
2
J/kg H 0
2

Specific enthalpy of water vapour.

H.

J/kg

Specific enthalpy of liquid entering control volume.

H

J/kg

Specific enthalpy of liquid leaving control volume.

m.

kg/s

Flow rate of liquid into control volume.

m

kg/s

Flow rate of liquid out of control volume.

n

dim. less.

Exponent in eq.(lO).

oQ

w

Heat flux by convection from control volume
to air stream.

T
g
T
s
V

oc

Temperature of a1r stream.

oc

Temperature of control volume.

m/s

Velocity of air stream past control volume.

kg H 0/s
2
kg H 0/kg dry air
2
2
m /s

Water flux from air stream to control volume.

A

J/kg

Heat of

p

kg/m 3

Specific density of air.

kg H 0/kg air mixture
2
kg H 0/kg air mixture
2

Mass fraction of water vapour in air stream.

c
D

V

HQ,

L'IH .

m1x

l

0
l

0

oVJ
y

g

a
s

w

g

w

s

Convective heat transfer coefficient

Specific enthalpy of liquid water.
Specific differential enthalpy of mixing,
liquid water-sulfuric acid.

Absolute humidity of air stream.
Thermal diffusivity of air.
e~aporation,

water.

Mass fraction of water vapour at interface.
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A SOLUTION FOR DETERMINING SUNSHINE DURATION

s.

Klemm and D. Sonntag
Meteorological Service of the German Democratic Republic

For operating automatic weather stations microprocessors are used to
an ever greater extent. By this means there is a favourable possibility to
produce parameters from measured elements without the neccessity of a
special sensor. One example for this is the determination of sunshine
duration which can be produced from global and diffuse sky radiation parameters by using fixed thresholds of radiation intensity related to the
horizontal line.
Up to now the meteorological parameter "sunshine duration" has been
considered a climatological element of the radiation budget and an inverse
measure of the amount of clouds. In the field of agriculture this parameter has been used for plant physiology and in the field of hydrology for
estimating the evaporation and evapotranspiration.
However, in most cases the daily or monthly amount of sunshine
duration - with the aid of equations - have been converted to daily or
monthly radiant exposure of global radiation L- 1, 4 ].
The definitions of the parameter "sunshine duration" published so
far are not uniform. M. Bide r r 2 } writes: "Mostly the sunshine
duration is considered to be the duration during which the intensity of
direct solar radiation exceeds a certain threshold." A. W a g n e r [ 6 }
considered the sunshine duration as a certain ratio of the intensities of
direct solar radiation and diffuse sky radiation.
The latest definition was given by WMO [" 8}. It says that "the term
sunshine duration is associated with the illuminance (brightness) of the
solar disc and the back-ground diffuse sky light. As such it is more related to optics than to heat radiation, although both aspects are inseparable. To arrive at .a definition of sunshine, which is useful for meteorological purpose as well as being measurable, the physiological effect of
sunshine must be related to a measurable physical quantity. This is best
accomplished by defining the onset of sunshine as the irradiance of direct
solar radiation at vanishing contrast between the shadow of an optically
black object intercepting the solar beam upon a horizontal diffuse white
surface and that surface."
According to Vll.\~0 [ 9 ] the sunshine recorder pattern of C a m p b e 1 1 - S t o k e s is called "Interim Reference Sunshine Recorder"
IRSR, because the different types of sunshine recorders give differences
up to 20 per cent of the monthly amount. C a m p b e 1 1 introduced the
instrument in 1853 and S t o k e s improved it in 1879. But as we know
this instrument does not always provide accurate sunshine duration. If
for short periods the solar beams are frequently interrupted by clouds
an excessive burning of the sunshine cards occurs and thereby an overestimation of the values. An underestimation may occur if there was rain

- 50 before the sunshine p~riod and the recorder strip is wet. We have found a
threshold of 280 W m- for the beginning of the burning. WMO £ 7 J at
CIMO-VII Rec. 8 recommended a value of 200 W m- 2 • In our opinion this
threshold is still too high and a change of the type of IRSR is desirable,
so that the astronomically possible sunshine duration can be better approached. A more favourable threshold would be 20 W m-2 as it is later
shown.
During the last twenty years sunshine recorders with electrical output have been constructed for instance in France, Japan, Switzerland, the
USSR, the USA and India. Most of these instruments work at automatic
weather stations. But we hold that the worldwide use of pyranometers at
automatic weather stations as sensors for global and sky radiation makes
the measurement of the parameter "sunshine duration" by means of a special
sensor unnecessary. For the cases where the sunshine duration is really
needed or for climatological or traditional purposes desired it can be produced from global radiation and diffuse sky radiation by microprocessors
at automatic weather stations. The shadow ring correction for sky radiation
can be carried out by means of a variable shunt or by calculation [ 3, 5 ].
According to the definition given by B i d e r
one can calculate
from pyranometer measurements, with the aid of astronomical data and time,
the direct solar radiation normal to the receiver surface. The value calculated can be compared with the th~eshold 280 or 200 W m-2 or as mentioned
above vvi th a threshold of 20 W m- • However, we propose a better method
without detailed calculations that comes nearest to the definition given
by \'!MO [ 8 } , and we can say that in practice the two methods give nearly
equal results.
We take the difference of the irradiances of the global radiation Eg
and the diffuse sky radiation Ed measured by the two pyranometers on a
horizontal receiver surface and compare the value with the threshold. The
use of the threshold
Ed
(20 + TO) W m- 2

gives sunshine durations nearest to the C a m p b e 1 l - S t o k e s
values, but the threshold 20 \'! m-2 gives a better approach to the astronomically possible sunshine duration. E = Eg - Ed is the direct solar radiation on a horizontal surface. If
s
Es - Es, threshold ~

o,

the signal means "sunshine".
To check the method we have evaluated the two pyranometer recordings
and the C a m p b e l l - S t o k e s recordings made at the meteorological station "Heiligendamm" ('f'= 54.15°~/1.. = 11.85° S) in 1978. By regression calculation we get a monthly average value of

y=
with
and

y,

x,

(-0.1006 + 1.0049 x)

±

0.513

hours

the mean monthly sum of the C a m p b e l l - S t o k e s values,
the mean monthly sum of the pyranometer values if the threshold
(20 +

~g)

W m- 2

was used. The standard deviation was 0.513 hours or 4.0 per cent. The
correlation coefficient was r = 0.9889. The maximum and minimum value of
the standard deviation was 0.928 hours (5.8 per cent) or 0.210 hours
(2.8 per cent) respectively.
Tables 1 and 2 give some more results gained for the single months
and the whole year with the two thresholds
E

( 20 +

T5d)

-2
VI m
and 20 W m-2

- 51 Table 1
Monthly and yearly amount of sunshine duration in Heiligendamm for 1978
from pyranometer measurements with different threshold values and from
C a m p b e 1 1 - S t o k e s sunshine recorder measurements
E

Month

( 20 +

TOd)

~rr

m-

2

h

---------------------------- ---

20 vr.v m- 2
h

C a mp b e 1 1 - S t o k e s

h
----~--~--------

...

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

42.2
73.85
82.9
161 • 6
302.95
252.75
188.4
218.85
109.65
94.1
37.4
23.6

46.25
77.55
92.4
173.85
320.95
273.1
208.75
234.0
117.8
97.45
41.05
25.55

43.0
69.5
81.9
144.3
294.0
247.2
184.9
21 5.1
111 • 4
95.9
37.6
25.3

1:. year

1588.25

1708.70

1550.1

38.15

158.60

2: - 1550.1
2

- 1520.1 100
1550.1 •

2.46

%

10.23 %

0

0

%

Table 2
Differences between the monthly amount of sunshine duration in Heiligendamm
in 1978 calculated from pyranometer measurements with different threshold
values and the C a m p b e 1 1 - S t o k e s sunshine recorder measurements
E
2
(20 +
VI m20 W m- 2
Month
1
_____ 'fE__ _
h
h
%
o,so
I
- 0.33
3.25
1. 33
II
1. 58
8.05
2.93
4.35
III
1. 00
0.27
10.50
2.87
IV
4.12
17.30
7.04
29.55
1.80
V
8.95
26.95
5.43
VI
1. 08
25.90
5.05
5.55
VII
0.68
3.50
23.85
4.63
VIII
0.81
18.90
3.75
4.09
IX
6.40
1. 75
- 0.46
1.67
X
1. 80
0.47
1. 55
- 0.55
0,20
XI
- o.os
3.45
1.34
XII
1. 70
0. 11
0.25
- 0.74

g)

158.60

38.15
(17125. £-----3:18
_____________13:22_______ _

The SQnshine dQration measQred with the threshold
Ed
-2
(20 + TO) W m
was only 2.5 per cent higher than the SQnshine dQration measQred with the
C a m p b e 1 1 - S t o k e s , that is, with this threshold the C a m pb e 1 1 - S t o k e s valQes are fairly well appr~ached. BQt the SQnshine dQration measQred with the threshold 20 W m- was 10.2 per cent
higher than the C a m p b e 1 1 - S t o k e s valQes. Only on 17 days
(5 per cent per year) -by QSe of the threshold
(20 +

E

1

g)

W m- 2

the difference exceeds + 10 per cent sQnshine dQration related to the
astronomically possible-values. On these days a cloud cover of cirrostratQs or altostratQs or fog was observed. That means that there exist
critical cases in which the sunshine duration callJlot be exactly defined.
In practice it is better to use the threshold 20 W m-2, becaQse
the sQnshine duration measQred with that threshold is nearer to the
astronomically possible values.
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DEVELOPMENT OF WIND INSTRUMENTS IN SPAIN
Ignacio del Estal Aparicio
Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia
Espana

Abstract
The various types of wind instruments being developed can be
grouped according to whether they measure and indicate the wind speed or
the wind direction. Within these categories three particular developments
are explained.
A small "hand-held" anemometer is light and easy to use.
be quickly deployed to support an urgent need.

It can

New sensors use an opto-electronic system having little inertia
or friction. This system allows for readily producing mean wind data by
simple accumulation of counts.
The wind recording system itself provides records of mean wind
speed and direction and of just information. It features light-weight
sensors, quickly learned operating procedures and easy maintenance.
It is expected that further testing will lead to further refinements which will be incorporated into a fully operational system.
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DIVERSOS MEDIDORES DE VIENTO QUE HAN SIDO DESARROLLADOS EN EL
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE METEOROLOGIA, POR LA SECCION DE INSTRUMENTACION.

Ignacio del Estal Aparicio

Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia.

Se han hecho varias versiones con el mismo fundamento Hsico y empleando el mismo tipo de sensor. Podriamos dividirlo en dos grandes grupos: Velocidad y Direcci6n.
Velocidad • El sensor de velocidad consiste en unas pequefias cazoletas de resina poliacetftlica muy resistentes a la intemperie que han sido calibradas
en un tunel de viento de tal manera que una vuelta completa de las cazoletas implica un metro de recorrido de viento. Estas cazoletas llevan solidario, por inyecci6n, un eje de acero inoxidable de pequefio diametro, el conjunto no sobrepasa los
25 gramos. En caso de deterioro se sustituye el conjunto eje-cazoletas. AI final
del eje aparece un pequefio cilindro ranurado que produce cortes alternativos a la
luz procedente de un LED en infrarrojos.
Este sensor es comun a tres variantes: a} Recorrido de viento, b) Anem6metro de m a no. c) Anemocinem6grafo.
Veamos cada una de ellas:
a} Recorrido de viento.Los cartes alternativos de luz infrarroja ya
citados se llevan a un contador de decadas, y se amplifican a la salida con dos tran- .
sistores atacando un contador de impulsos electromecftnico a 12 voltios, sin puesta
a cero. Se ha preferido este contador electromecflnico en vez de uno digital, por
tratarse de un dispositi vo muy robusto y cuyo fin principal es dar la citada informaci6n en lugares muy apartados y que por tanto precisan de un mantenimiento muy elemental, este va a consistir simplemente en el cambio de la pastilla electr6nica en
caso de averias, que se desliza suavemente por unas guias adecuadas.
Resumen: Se trata de medir el recorrido del viento mediante un procedimiento acumulativo por sistema optoelectr6nico sin apenas rozamientos o inercias.
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b)

Anem6metro de mano.-

Constituye una segunda variante, su sensor es exactamente igual al anteriormente citado, aunque la electr6nica es distinta.
Las sefiales alternativas producidas atacan a un triger (productor de ondas cuadradas), seguido de un monoestable que tiene por misi6n hacer que todos los
impulsos sean iguales independientemente de la velocidad de las cazoletas. Del monoestable sale la sefial a la etapa de salida.
La alimentaci6n es de 12 voltios igual que el anterior y tambi~n tiene
tres terminales. Positi vo, negati vo y sefial.
De la parte captadora de la sefial descrita anteriormente, sal en tres hilos que van a una caja de dimensiones aproximadas de 12 X 12 X 4, de plfl.stico duro
que mediante una correita se puede colocar sobre el cuello a estilo prismfl.ticos.
Esta cajita contiene las siguientes partes: b-1) Acumuladores de niquel-cadmio.
b-2) Circuito electr6nico de carga. b-3) Circuito de alimentaci6n. b-4) Circuito de medida y displays.
b-1) Baterias de Ni-Cd. Son seis acumuladores de Ni-Cd recargables, montados en s~rie de 500 mA hora.
b-2) Circuito electr6nico de carga para los acumuladores. Consiste
en un generador de corriente constante con stop automtttico al final de la carga.
La conexi6n tambi~n se realiza automaticamente al enchufar lo a la alimentaci6n,
bi~n sea c. a. 6 c • c.
Un interruptor y sus correspondientes LED de indicaci6n nos van a mostrar si estft en carga (LED encendido) , si la carga ha terminado (LED apagado). Un
pulsador nos darft en cualquier momento deseado el estado de carga del acumulador
encendi~ndose otro LED , siempre y cuando se encuentre entre Hmites 6ptimos de
funcionamiento.
b-3) Circuito de alimentaci6n, La entrada de red va conectada a un
transformador con secundario a 12 voltios y cuya salida va conectada a un puente
rectificador. La salida en c. c, va a los circuitos estabilizadores, uno de 12 voltios para el circuito de carga y otro de 5 voltios para el circuito de medi da.
b-4) Circuito de medida y display. La sefial que llega al captador pasa
al circuito contador por medio de un circuito amplificador, consistente simplemente en un transistor montado en emisor com{m y desacoplado por base y colector.
El circuito contador estft formado por un integrado LSI y controlado
por un cristal de cuarzo con salida multiplexada a display de cuatro digitos y siete
segmentos' siendo d~cimas la ultima cifra.
Hay que hacer notar que se tiene un intervalo de medida seleccionable de
dos tiempos distintos ( 2 segundos, 10 segundos) mediante un conmutador.
Resumen: Este instrumento que hemos denominado 11 anem6metro de mano11 es de pequefio peso y volumen y de c6modo manejo. Colgado al cuello puede emplearse en campafia o bien puede instalarse en un mastil como anem6metro de urgencia. La unidad de medida empleada en el prototipo es m/seg. aunque puede emplearse cualquier otra.
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c)

Anemocinem6grafo.-

Este es el mas completo y consta de dos partes esenciales: c-1) Captador de velocidad. c-2) Captador de direcci6n.
Hay que decir de la carcasa de todos los aparatos de viento que es com(m
para todos. Estfl. hecha de resina poliacetfl.lica muy resistente a la intemperie y su
fabricaci6n es en sf3rie por inyecci6n.
c-1) El captador de velocidad coincide exactamente con todo lo expuesto en b) y los sensores de a) , por tanto no hay nada que afiadir excepto que forma
un con junta vectorial con el captador de direcci6n que describimos a continuaci6n.
c-2) El captador de direcci6n consiste en un codificador 6ptico de muy
pequeiio tamafio y peso. Difl.metro de 30 mm. por 40 mm. de longitud, 8 bits en
c6digo Grey. Estfl. alimentado por corriente continua a 5 v y 12 voltios, acoplado
a f31 va una etapa triger amplificadora. Todo lo cual puede ir en un mastil normalizado igualmente a todos los sensores citados anteriormente. Una pequefia veleta
amortiguada con aceite de silicona mueve el eje del codificador 6ptico, mediante
un acoplamiento elemental capfl.z de absorber las vibraciones o golpes indeseables.
A partir de este punto las informaciones obtenidas en c-1) y c-2) aparecen en las mismas pastillas electr6nicas con las siguientes denominaciones: Interface y caja terminal.
La interface va a pif3 de mastil y referente a la direcci6n, convierte esta informaci6n en una frecuencia controlada por cuarzo, la cual es proporcional a
la direcci6n que indica la veleta, expresada en grados.
La tensi6n de alimentaci6n es estabilizada y filtrada a 12 v con una protecci6n contra la inversi6n de polaridad.
Referente a los + 5 v. necesarios para el codificador 6ptico estan protegidos contra sobretensiones. La informaci6n de salida tanto de direcci6n como
de velocidad lleva una etapa 11 Buffer 11 de potencia con transistores complementarios. La informaci6n del codificador se a cop la al equipo t erminal mediante una
sefial de sincronismo.
La uni6n entre el codificador 6ptico y la interface se realiza mediante
om'e hilos. La interface al pi€l de mastil y el equipo terminal y viasualizador estan enlazados mediante cinco hilos que puede llegar a ser una distancia ilimitada intercalando cada 300 a 500 metros, unos regeneradores de impulsos consistente
en una pequefiisima tarjeta con un circuito integrado.
Caja terminal.- Como hem os dicho, la informaci6n se recibe de la caja interface mediante cinco hilos, dos de alimentaci6n, uno de sefial de sincronismo,
uno de velocidad y uno de direcci6n. Las entradas de direcci6n y velocidad son amplificadas mediante un triger y aplicadas a unos contadores electr6nicos, de a qui,
a unos convertidores D/A (Digital/ Anal6gico) que actuan sabre un registrador grfl. fico de dos canales y motor lineal muy duro y de facil manejo, con autonomia de papel para treinta dias
aunque esto dependerfl. de la velocidad elegida.
La electr6nica que manda sabre este registrador adapta la sefial de velocidad para que inscriba a partir del margen izquierdo del papel hasta el final de la
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escala (total 100 mm.). Se produce una informacion cada 0, 2 segundos.
En la m ism a grafica de papel se inscribe tarn bi 1en la direccion, las dos
plumillas que esUm separadas tres milimetros una de otra, producen un desfase
que se pone de manifiesto en la impresion adecuada de la banda, no dejando lugar
a dudas respecto a la correspondencia entre las dos informaciones.
Con el fin de que no interfieran demasiado las dos curvas, la curva de
direccion inscribe desde el milimetro 25 hasta el 100, dividiendo este intervalo
en 540 partes (360 + 180) con el fin de evitar las discontinuidades del paso por
cero.
Lo anteriormente expuesto se realiza aplicando la senal codificada digital/ analogica a un sumador-restador, sumandole a la correspondiente entrada, una
tension de referencia.
A la entrada negati va del sumador-restador se le aplica una tension igual
a la de referencia. Cuando el Plip-Flop ha basculado, los contadores de basculamiento y reset de ese Flip-Flop son controlados por dos comparadores de voltaje
maximo y minimo respectivamente.
Asi mismo existe otra salida desde los contadores de la informacion visualizada en dos displays, velocidad y direccion, rachas maximas de 2 a 10 minutes, seleccionable todo ello en displays de tres digitos.
Por razones obvias de econo mia, se ha sacado otra salida del contador
de velocidad para obtener el recorrido del viento, citado en el apartado a), es decir
que en el llamado anemocinim~grafo aparece un contador de impulses (en decametres) que nos da el recorrido del viento. Este contador es id~ntico al ya citado, esto es de 6 digitos y sin puesta a cero.
En esta primera fase del desarrollo del anemocinemografo no se ha realizado la grabacion en cinta magnMica pero se ha dejado disponible lugares adecuados para en su memento introducir la electronica adicional necesaria. La alimentacion del equipo terminal se realiza por una puerta estabilizada en tension.
Las p~rdidas de tension debidas a la resistencia ohmica del cable, se corrigen automaticamente mediante un regulador serie de corriente, con lo cual se hace innecesaria las calibraciones una vez montado el instrumento.
Resumen: El aparato descrito nos da los datos de velocidad y direccion
del viento, asi como rachas maximas y recorrido. Es de destacar su sencillo manejo y el pequeno peso de sus sensores, asi como la facil sustitucion de las tarjetas
en caso de aver ia. Reconocemos las m uchas deficiencias que tie ne, pero se han
previsto eta pas a cubrir m as perfectas, guardandose los lugares adecuados para
ello. Estas eta pas se
iran cubriendo a medida que la experiencia de su funcionamiento ponga de manifiesto los errores cometidos.
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AN ARRIVAL-TIME DIFFERENCE SFERICS SYSTEM
A.H. Hooper
United Kingdom Meteorological Office
Introduction
The United Kingdom has operated a manual sferics system for over forty years,
making simultaneous observations of bearings for particular atmospherics at up to
seven stations. An automatic system is now being constructed to replace this,
using arrival times rather than arrival directions. This report first outlines
the properties and performance of the ,present system. Results of an experiment
to investigate the feasibility of the arrival - time technique follow. Finally,
some aspects of the new system are given.
Manual direction-finding
At its largest, the manual network comprised four stations which located
thunderstorms over the United Kingdom and adjacent areas with three further
stations in the Mediterranean area to extend coverage into Africa and the Middle
East. At present there is just one overseas station at Gibraltar.
The stations are connected togetherbylandline or radio transmitter so as
to receive pulses from a control station at Bracknell which identify the
atmospherics to be observed. These are chosen randomly from a sub-population
of all atmospherics occurring which is large enough to exceed a set threshold.
In this way the most distant storms are excluded and a random selection is made
of the remainder. The threshold is adjusted from hour to hour in accordance
with conditions in order to optimise the probability of locating lighting at a
distance typically 500 kilometres from the control station.
Bearihgs are observed at a maximum rate of one event every five seconds.
They are passed over dedicated communication channels at the end of each ten-minute
observing period to the control station. In general the bearings of a particular
atmospheric do not· meet in a point and it is necessary to estimate the most probable
position of the storm. A programmable desk calculator is used for this. For each
possible position a set of bearing errors is implied. The machine chooses that
position which minimises the sum of squares of these errors.
At one time a human analyst would do this work. He could not be
mathematically rigorous, but he was able to deal with difficult situations such
as a mix of valid and mistaken bearings. He could also recognise when some
bearings referred to one location and the remainder to another. While it is
possible to devise software to deal with such problems, the time required to
evaluate the bearings increases several-fold over that needed to calculate a fix
for a homogeneous set of bearings. For this reason and because of cost we have
had to make do with a simplified and less complete ~ejection technique. Thus,
as in other areas of activity, automation is not all gain. Whilst we hav~
eliminated subjective judgement we have also eliminated intelligence so that poor
fixes are occasionally calculated. Because of this the results are subjected

- 60 to human scrutiny and, if necessary, intervention before distribution just as in
upper air analysis schemes.
Figure 1 shows the error distribution for our former seven-station network,
estimated from data gathered over a nine-month period. For a given true
position the error is represented by the radius of that circle which encloses
fifty per cent of the sferics fixes, Computer modelling shows that random
bearing errors of 3t degrees are necessary to provide a similar distribution.
This value is substantially greater than the scatter of bearings upon the flashes
of a single storm. It may arise from propagational effects that are systematic
for a single storm but which vary from one storm location to another, from one
hour to another and over the seasons of the year.

Figure 1.

50 percent error distances

The system is well regarded by users. We believe that we locate about
nineteen storms out of every twenty that occur within the service area; rather
more over the United Kingdom itself. The system observes ten times as many
thunderstorm areas as are reported by the synoptic observing stations of
Europe. This result is a function of the density of the observing network.
The proportion of the land area within visual range of the stations varies from
8 to 30 per cent, while over sea areas hardly any visual reports are made.
The experiment
The first expenment to locat~ distant thunderstorms by the arrival-timedifference (ATD) technique was mounted by Lewis et al (2), using station pairs
with a spacing of 70 kilometres in the eastern United States to locate storms
over north-west Europe. The results were excellent, with error standard
deviations well under ten microseconds. However the results do not necessarily apply
to our own circumstances which require the use of station separations of up to
3000 kilometres. For such large station separations the paths followed to the

- 61 various stations vary considerably with an attendant risk of different propagational
modifications to the waveform. Because of higher priorities nothing was done
until recently, when due to the ever-increasing cost of labour-intensive opservations
it was decided to evaluate the ATD technique in our particular circumstances.
As a minimum the technique would have to yield a performance as good as that of our
present manual direction-finling system.
In talking about the arrival time of an atmospheric we no doubt think of a
waveform of the kind shown in Figure 2. Seven milliseconds of time are
represented and the waveform occupies just a small part of this interval •
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A straightforward atmospheric

This atmospheric came from a storm 1000 kilometres away. There is an
uncertainty in the arrival time of the first upward peak of ten to twenty
microseconds,.according to the level of threshold adopted. It will be seen
that subsequent peaks diminish in amplitude. This is a property of storms
that are relatively near. With increasing distance the first peak will
diminish more rapidly than the later peaks so that eventually the second peak
becomes the largest. At greater distances still, the emphasis moves to later
peaks in turn while the earliest peaks are progressively attenuated into the noise.
Thus stations at considerably different distances from a storm may time different
peaks. When this occurs an error of about 70 microseconds is introduced into
the arrival time difference.
A more complicated situation is presented when a pre-cursor to the main
event occurs, as shown in Figure 3.
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Atmospheric with pre-oursor

Due to the difference in amplitude, one station may time the pre-cursor while
another may time the main event. For six such events observed in a random
sample of seventy events from the trial data there were no such mistimings.
However, had they occurred then the error introduced would have ranged between
one and four milliseconds.
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- 62 Then, of course, there is the matter of radio interference. Figure 4
shows waveformsof the same event recorded at stations 344 kilometres apart.
Clearly the use of a threshold to determine the arrival times might well cause
quite different phenomena to be timed. The errors due to 'such mistimings could be
of any size.
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The same atmospheric at different stations

We need not be too concerned about these possible sources of error since
any network to be established would have seven stations and so possess a
high degree of redundancy available to detect the presence of errors. It
would be possible either to discard or, perhaps, correct erroneous data just as we do in our present direction-finding system.
However, we cannot expect all stations to be available ,all of the time so that
full protection would not always be available. Addition~ly, we would like to
obtain the best possible accuracy of location. Thus the' alternative was
considered of communicating the waveforms (rather than their arrival times) to
the control station where they could be matched mathematically in amplitude and
phase to obtain the arrival-time-difference directly. The matching would extend
over a substantial time interval and so provide protection against undue influence
by an irrelevant feature of the waveform. At the same time the ATD value would
depend in part upon phenomena preceding and following the wanted event. However,
the matching process would yield a sum-of-squares-of-residuals as a measure
of the goodness of fit so that quality control could be applied to detect and
discard gross mistakes. The penalty of this 11 correllogram 11 technique is in
the additional burden on communications and the mu.ch greater level of computing
required. The bottle-neck so caused might lead to a lower rate of usable data
and so lead to more storms being missed.
With either the threshold or correllogram methods there are, of course, several
other problems, especially the need to establish stable time scales in
known relationship at widely separated stations.
With all the foregoing in mind an experiment was undertaken in which four sets
of recording and timing equipment were deployed at some stations of the present'

- 63 network. The stations were chosen to evaluate particular problems and to respond to
seasonal changes in thunderstorm activity. Enough information was gathered to
enable an operational system to be specified. We believe that we shall improve
upon our direction-finding system and gain the attendant advantage of a large
saving in staff. What are the results that led us to this conclusion?
Independent studies of the experimental data have been made by Lee (1) and
Shawyer (3). Locations provided by the threshold and correllogram techniques were
compared for a random selection of thirty-three results, Shawyer (3). They are
represented in Figure 5, many being coincident. fifty per cent of the positions lie
within 54 kilometres of the mean offset,
--±.,_
the mean offset distance itself being 33
kilometres. The scatter is substantially
--l
, smaller than that of Figure 1 when
allowance is made for the fewer number of
stations used in the experiment. Thus it
H-

,.,.,

is not crucial from the viewpoint of
prec1s1on. Nevertheless a study of the
difference between the alternative ATD
'+ ! -techniques was made in relation to the
locations of the fixes. Without going
into details~ere, the results provide
-'·•--r
considerable ~pport for the simple model
that correllogr~ values represent the
300KM
average of all the peaks of the waveform
while the threshold values are concerned
Figure 5. Correllogram minus\
with the earliest (or an early) peak. In
threshold lpcation$\
this model, as the difference in the length
of path from the storm to each station of a
pair increases, the progressive reduction in
amplitude of the early peaks causes a small
shift in the time differences and, as a result, in the offset between the alternative
fixes. With increasing difference in path length the threshold time eventually skips
to the next later peak with a consequential shift in the offset.
.
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Computer modelling has shown that for an ATD system located at the stations of
Figure 1 a standard deviation in the arrival time difference of about 80 microseconds
would provide fixing errors of a size generally similar to those of the Figure.
This reeult means that we need not be especially concerned with peak-skipping in the
threshol~ technique. However, in this particular network of seven stations the
considera~le redundancy would make it possible to recognise and correct for peakskipping. If this is done then the fifty per cent scatter of Figure 5 would be reduced
from 54 kilometres to 24 kilometres.
Another question is whether or not ATD locations are centred on true storm
positions. Figure 6 shows offsets of direction-finding locations with respect to
threshold locations for the same events
as used for Figure 5. It has been known
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Figure 6.

Threshold minus directionfinding locations

system undershoots more and more with
increasing distance as an effect of the
station geometry. The Figure, which arises
from storms at an average distance o-f about
1000 kilometres from the control station,
is in general accord with this. A like
quantity of data for storms at an average
distance of about 1700 kilometres shows a
scatter about twenty-five per cent greater.
If ATD locations are free of systematic
offsets then these two sets of results
suggest an undershooting of the directionfinding network consistant with earlier
studies made by different methods.

- 64 Before turnipg to other aspects, a much larger body of data has been examined by
Lee (1) for internal consistancy. He found that arrival-time-differences and the
locations they lead to are highly repeatable. The locations obtained plot as tight
clusters each of which is distinct from the others. Indeed he suggests that the
direction-finding network may be indica~ing a greater dispersion of lightning
activity than is really the case. While this does not bear directly upon the matter
of systematic errors it is an encouraging result.
this report has so far considered the problems of assigning arrival-timedifference values to atmospherics received by station pairs. The threshold
method would require the provision of timing information of high precision at
each station. If the received waveforms were to be continuously relayed to
the control station for matching (the correllogram method) such provision would
not appear necessary providing the communications delays were monitored.
However, such a scheme would be extravagant for the widely spaced station network
we use. An alternative is to record waveforms at each station and to send
those actually required in arrears, together with the necessary information about
the time of receipt. Thus it is necessary to provide a high precision clock
at each station with either method and to maintain knowledge of their offsets.
The experiment examined ways of doing this.
Rubidium-stabilised quartz-crystal oscillators were used at each station
with means of determing their rate by comparison with stable radio-frequency
transmissions and navigation signals. Their offsets were determined before and
after each stage of the experiment by transporting a rubidium clock to each station.
In this way the arrival time of each atmospheric recorded could be assigned using
a common time scale. At first sight it appears that a clock would have to be moved
from station to station of an operational system when first starting up, whenever a
station restarts after a failure and when ambiguities creep into the local
monitoring of clock rate. However, several more stations than are strictly
necessary to provide a fix would be used in an operational network:
a)

to sustain the service in the event of individual station shut-down
or communications interruption

b)

to even out the accuracy of location over the service area

c)

to provide the redundancy needed to maintain quality of the results.

In this situation the offset of a re-started clock could be taken as that value
which best fits its station observations to the locations determined by the remaining
stations. This process was tested during the experiment and found to be successful.
An extension of the foregoing procedure could be used to monitor clock drift.
Each fix enables a tentative value of clock offset to be calculated. .Such values
include errors of several kinds. However, by maintaining a list of tentative
offsets an appropriate law could be fitted to represent the clock rate and revised
from time to time on a running basis. An interesting question is whether, when
doing this for all stations of a network, there could be an overall creep away
from truth. If so, then the method would at least reduce the frequency with
which a clock had to be transported between stations. No such creep occurred
for the experimental data.
Finally, it is possible that by use of this procedure a travelling clock is
unnecessary even for the start-up of a whole network. At its simplest, there is a
maximum difference in the arrival time at two stations set by their geographical
separation. This difference occurs for a storm located on the extension of the
base-line joining the two stations. There are two maxima of like value but
opposite sign. Thus observation of two storms, one on each base-line extension
is sufficient to determine the offset between the two clocks concerned. Such a
special distribution of storms could not be relied upon to occur very often, if at all.
Instead, use would be made of a large number of observations upon storms lying
in as many different directions as possible. The clock offsets and storm fixes
would be chosen to minimise the residual sum of squares of arrival-time-difference
errors implied. This process, too, was successfully demonstrated.

- 65 The operational system
Computer models of possible station networks have been constructed by Warrilow (4).
The distribution of accuracy over the service area varies markedly with the number
and position of observing stations. SrJme results are given in Figure 7. Isopleths
are given for fifty per cent error distances. The broken lines show the distribution
of accuracy for stations in the United Kingdom alone. The continuous lines show
the effect of adding just two more stations further afield. The accuracies are
calculated for a standard deviation of arrival-time-difference of twenty-five
microseconds. All stations contribute to a fix except when the individual error
exceeds three standard deviations. A minimum of three arrival-time-differences
is required for a fix to be calculated.

Figure 7.

Theoretical accuracy distribution: two possible
networks (standard deviation - 25 microseconds)

Turning to some of the system details, each outstation will sample the
incoming waveform at intervals of ten microseconds and record the ordinate using
eight bits. A gain-adjusting facility will seek to make best use of this resolution.
The values so obtained will advance successively through a store with the capacity
to retain the most recent 1024 obtained. Upon receipt of a command from the
control station the values in the store will be copied to a buffer store of greater
size capable of holding several such data sets in readiness for despatch to the
control station as soon as conditions allow. To increase the flow rate a minimum
redundancy coding technique will be used. It is expected that higher rates will
be possible for data gathered at stations within the United Kngdom. Appropriate
data from the station clock will be included with each waveform.
The control station will undertake two main tas~s concurrently, the collection
of waveftD>rm data and their processing. Additional tasks will include the keeping
of a clock model for each station, the accumulation of locations for permanent
retention in archives and the generation of synoptic reports every half hour.

- 66 Concerning data gathering, the control station will monitor the atmospherics at
its own location and decide which of them merits further attention, the aim being
to ignore those from outside the service area. Then it will call for the
waveform concerned to be sent in from each outstation. A circulating store of up
to one hours worth of such data will be maintained. The data for each event will
not be received together for various reasons, for example those from stations
overseas are likely to be delayed because of interruptions to the communications
links.
When enough data are to hand, generally from the stations in the United
Kingdom, the waveforms will be matched by correllogram to obtain the arrivaltime-differences and an index of the quality of match. Provisional locations
will then be determined. These will be improved by any waveforms received
subsequently for the same event and prior to generation of a report or taken as
they stand. As final~y adopted the fixes will be used to maintain a catalogue
of clock data for each station for subsequent revision of clock offsets.
A half-hourly cycle of events can be identified which begins with ten minutes of
waveform observation, continues with data gathering and processing and ends
with preparation of a message in WMO format. On days of low activity the
observing period will be extended within the time available.
No doubt departures from this scheme will be made as experience is gained
but I have no doubt that we shall emerge with a system with better accuracy than
we have now. What is not so clear is whether we shall achieve an increase in the
number of fixes obtained.
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A DIFFUSOMETER FOR MEASUREMENT VISIBILITY
C. Fichaux
Direction de la Meteorologie

Fran~aise

Abstract

A diffusometer (forward-scatter meter) employing
microprocessor control is described in detail, including the
results of tests carried out from September 1979 to March 1980
comparing it with transmissometers and with backscatter meters.

Diffusometre pour la mesure dela visibilite
La mesure de la visibilite meteorologique est en general effectuee
d'equipements utilisant l'un des deux principes suivants :

a l'aide

- absorption d'un flux lumineux entre une source d 1 emission et un recepteur
transmissometres ).
- diffusion axiale ou laterale d'un flux lumineux par les particules en suspension
dans l'atmosphere ( diffusometres ).
Si le transmissometre peut etre considere comme.un des capteurs le moins conteste
sur le plan de la mesure, il presente par contre, l'inconvenient de necessiter des
contraintes d'infrastructure qui entrainent un cout eleve de l'installation ainsi que
des difficultes d'utilisation de ce type de capteur en association avec une station
automatique.

Diffusometre
Photo

Hl'l n° 11079

- 68 . ~o:u-.e~saye~ d: rem~dier a. . ces inconvenients, la Meteorologie Frangaise a developpe
v:slblllmetre a ... dlffuslon laterale dont le principe et les resultats obtenus sont
decr1ts dans le present article.

~

L 1 e~uipement

mesure le flux lumineux diffuse par les gouttelettes d'eau dans
une direction faisant un angle de 20° par rapport a la direction de la lumiere
incidente.
Il mesure egalement lefL~ lumineux transmis a travers le volume analyse et calcule
le rapport du flux transmis sur le flux diffuse, le calcul de ce rapport permettant
d 1 eliminer l 1 influence :
- des variations de puissance lumineuse de la source d 1 emission.
- des variations de sensibilite de la cellule de reception.
- des salissures des hublots de protection.
V

Figure 1

Volume

V
H1

.

diffusant

733 cm3

- miroir fixe

M2

miroir mobile

E

emetteur ( lampe flash

R

recepteur ( photodiode

d

=

diaphragme

Schema de principe
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Un faisceau parallele de lumiere visible est obtenu au moyen d 7 une source lumineuse
F placee au foyer de la lentille L1. La source est un tube flash qui emet des impulsions lumineuses de duree 6 ~s (a 50%) dans une etendue spectrale de 320 a 1 100 nm.
Le recepteur de lumiere est constituee d'une photodiode P placee au foyer de la
lentille L2. La reponse spectrale va de 320 a 1 080 nM.
Deux miroirs, l'un fixe M1 et l'autre mobile M2 permettent de realiser les mesures
de transmission et de diffusion.
Le miroir fixe M1 est cale a 45° de l'axe CD, le miroir mobile M2 prend la position
45° de l'axe CD en position transmission et 10° en position diffusion.
En positi~n transmission, le recepteur mesure une partie X du flux lumineux emis,
apres reflexions sur les miroirs M1 et M2. Cette partie X est definie par le
diaphragrne d.
En position diffusion, le recepteur mesure le flux lumineux diffuse par le volume V
sous un angle 0 de 20°, apres reflexion sur le miroir M2. ( l 1 angle de 20° a ete
choisi pour s'affranchir des problemes de diffraction et conserver une valeur importante de la fonction de diffusion ).
L'appareil effectue 14 mesures de transmission MT, suivies de 14 mesures de diffusion
MD. Apres chaque mesure de transmission et de diffusion l'appareil effectue une
mesure de zero MZ ( bruit ).
L'unite centrale, geree par microprocesseur calcule le rapport Y

y =

l:
l:

(MT - MZ
(MD - MZ

L'etude theorique montre que le rapport Y est de la forme Y = x.A.V. dans lequel
V est la valeur de la visibilite
X

est 1 'attenuation produite par le diaphragrne d

A est une constante egale a : K2 81
avec :
1 '1 j V 82
K = longueur du trajet optique BD+ DJ
V = volume de diffusion
81 = section du tube de lumiere au point B
82 = surface utile de la lentille L2

- 70 Le diametre du diaphragme est determine pour faire en sorte que Y = 1 pour une visibilite v = 10m.
Dans ces conditions on obtient

V = 10 Y
L 1 unite de traitement effectue le calcul de log Y et la conversion de cette valeur
en grandeur analogique
i

(mA)

=2

log V[m)) - 1 ) de fagon que :

3

i

=o

pour V

= 10

m

i = 5 mA pour V = 10 OOOm

II - Caracteristiques techniques
II-1- Performances

------------

Etendue de mesure 10

a

Precision instrumentale

Frequence des mesures

10 OOOm.
0,3% pour V = 100 m
3,3% pour V = 1000 m
10% pour V = 3000m
30% pour V
IO OOOm
1 mesure par minute

Emetteur :
Source
Etendue spectrale a 10%
Energie
Duree de l 1 impulsion a 50%
Longueur de l 1 arc de decharge
Ouverture du faisceau

lampe flash au xenon FX-200
o,32 a 1,1 )lm
2,25 J

6 )JS
3,18 mm
13 mrd

Recepteur
Photodiode
Etendue spectrale a 10%
Sensibilite
Diametre de la surface active
Ouverture du faisceau

PIN 10 D
o,32 a. 1,o8 )lm
2 4oo )lA/lumen.
11 ,3 mm

45 mrd
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Tension d'alimentation

220 V + 15%

Consommation moyenne

88 VA

50 Hz + 2%

Plage de temperature de fonctionnement.

longueur
largeur
hauteur sur pied

1,105 m
0,27 m
1,36 m

II-6- Presentation des valeurs
Les resultats de mesure du visibilimetre sont enregistrees sur un enregistreur
dont la largeur d'echelle est de 100mm, l'echelle etant logarithmiQue de 10m
a 10 OOOm.

figure 2
Exemple d'enregistrement

- 72 III - Resultats obtenus
L'evaluation des performances du visibilimetre a ete effectuee au Centre Technique
et du Materiel de la Meteorologie Frangaise pendant la periode Septembre 1979 Mars 1980 par comparaison avec les mesures effectuees a l 1 aide des equipements
suivants :
- transmissometre ayant une base de mesure de 30m pour les visibilites comprises
entre 50 et Boom.
- transmissometre ayant une base de mesure de 75m pour les visibilites comprises
entre 100 et 1500m.
retrodiffusometre pour les visibilites superieures
Exemples

a 500m.

d'enregistrements comparatifs
Journee du 18 fevrier 1980

figure 3
Transmissom~tre

figure
( base 30m

4

Transmissometre

( base 75 m )
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- 74 IV - Conclusion
L'examen des enregistrements de
permet de constater un tres bon
de mauvaise visibilite dans une
ment ( la visibilite variant de

la journee du J8 fevrier J980 ( figures 3 a 6 )
comportement du diffusometre pendant une periode
large partie de la gamme de mesure de cet equipe6om a 4ooom pendant la periode consideree ).

Mis a part le probleme de la representativite de la mesure, le volume analyse
pour effectuer la mesure de la visibilite etant different suivant le type de capteur
utilise lors de l'evaluation, le depouillement des differents enregistrements et les
observations effectues pendant les situations de brouillard ou de brume ont permis
d'apprecier les tres bonnes qualites de ce nouvel equipement sur toute l'etendue
de la gamme de mesure et notamment dans les basses visibilites ou les indications
sont corrrratibles avec celles des transmissometres.
Compte-tenu, d'une part, du principe de mesure utilise permettant de s'affranchir
des problemes lies a la salissure des parties optiques et d'autre part, de la
simplicite d'installation de ce capteur ( pas de problemes de stabilite ou d'alignement entre emetteur et recepteur comme c'est le cas pour les transmissometres )
ce nouvel equipement para1t particulierement adapte aux mesures effectuees sans
surveillance particuliere ( stations automatiques, mesures sur les routes et
autoroutes, entrees de ports, etc ... )

(Reference I.l2)

A RAINFALL INTENSITY RECORDER
P. Viton
Direction de la Meteorologie

Fran~aise

Abstract
In order to meet the needs of hydrologists who are
concerned with urban runoff, a low-cost rainfall intensity
recorder was developed. It provides a record of the quantity
of precipitation received in the gauge each minute. The results
of six months of testing are provided.

PLUVIOGRAPHE A INTENSITE

Pour repondre aux besoins exprimes par des Hydrologues effectuant des
mesures de precipitations dans des bassins versants urbains de dimensions
reduites, il a ete realise un pluviographe a intensite de faible cout
fournissant les quantites d'eau re9ue avec un pas de temps de une minute.
1 - DESCRIPTION DE L'APPAREIL (figure 1)
L'eau collectee par un cone recepteur 11 a 11 de 1.000 cm2 s 1 ecoule dans un
recipient cylindrique 11 b 11 de 350 mm de hauteur. Au fond de ce recipient se
trouve un capteur de pression differentielle "c" dont le signal de sortie
est proportionnel a la hauteur d'eau accumulee. Un bo:itier electronique "d"
comprenant une base de temps commande par 1 1 intermediaire de deux relais
1 1 ouverture et la fermeture de deux electrovannes "e" et "f".
Au cours de la phase de remplissage, qui dure 48 secondes, 1 1 electrovanne
11 e 11 est fermee alors que p~hdafltt ouverte ; pu'is vient la phase de vidange
d'une duree de 12 secondes;.,r-laquelle "e" est ouverte et "f" fermee. L'eau
captee au cours de la periode d 1 evacuation est retenue dans le cone
recepteur.
Pour pouvoir apprehender les intensites exceptionnelles tout en gardant une
bonne sensibilite lors de la determination des moyennes et faibles intensites (jusqu 1 a 80 mm/h), le recipient ou s'accumule l'eau collectee est compose de 2 cylindres superposes de JO et 45 mm de diametre. On peut ainsi
atteindre des intensites maximales de 4 mm/mn (240 mm/h) avec un tube
n'excedant pas 40 cm, ce qui permet de ne pas depasser la charge normale
acceptable par le capteur de press:i.on.
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Les caracteristiques generales du transducteur sont 1es suivantes
- Alimentation : 220 V 50 Hz
- Puissance consommee : 5 VA en moyenne, 20 VA en crete
- Sensibilite : 0,166 volts/10 mm d'eau
- Linearite : de l'ordre de 1 76
2 - PRESENTATION DES VALEURS DE L 1 INTENSITE
Le signal issu du transducteur est envoye sur les bornes d 1 entree d'un
enregistreur graphique dont la vitesse de defilement du diagramme est de
60 mm/h. La figure 2 montre un enregistrement obtenu lors d 1 une pluie a
caractere d'averses. A la vue de te1senregistremen~, i1 est tres commode
de se rendre compte de la repartition temporaire de 1 1 intensite de la p1uie,
de reperer les valeurs maximales atteintes, ainsi que l'heure auxquelles
elles se produisent.
Cet appareil est experimente
depuis 6 mois ;il donne satisfaction tant
sur le plan de son fonctionnement que sur le plan des resultats fournis.
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b

---·-.

e
,L_

a = Cone recepteur
b = Tube collecteur
c = Capteur de pression relative
d = Boitier electronique
fig. 1 : Schema du pluviographe

e = electrovanne de vidange
f = electrovanne d 1 arr~t
i =COnduit d I evacuation
j = enregistreur graphique

a intensite

type ~m 80.
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Enregistrement de l'intensite des precipitations.

(Reference I.l3)

A STEREO PYRANOMETER
J. Martiney Guerrero and J.R. Canales
Universidad Nacional Autonomic de

M~xico

Abstract

The stereo pyranometer which has been constructed and tested
uses five matched thermopiles which are located on the five outward and
upward facing surfaces of a cube. The instrument provides a measure of
the distribution of the incident solar radiation.
In particular, the information on the angular distribution of
the incident radiant energy is of particular interest to agriculture and
to architecture.
The instrument is described using photographs and drawings.
The test results are given, and applications are mentioned.

(ReferMce !.14)
NEW DEVEIDPMENT OF
ULTRASONIC SNOW DATA LOGGER
YUKIJI MORITA
KAIJO DENKI CO., LTD.

1.

INTRODUCTION
Remote-control snow data loggers in various versions, optical, mechanical, or acoustic,
have been devised and tested. However, they can be used only for researches, not for
routine observation, because of the facts that the measuring environment is severe,
that the loggers are influenced by snow accretion, thaw, and nature of snow, and that
it is difficult to keep the long-term stabilization of the logger.
In 1964, the Sapporo District Meteorological Observatory of the Meteorological Agency
made a basic experiment on an ultrasonic snow data logger, for the first time, using a
fish finder made by Kaijo Denki Co., Ltd. The result of this experiment proved the
possibility of the snow data logger. Since then, Kaijo Denki has carried out researches to put the logger to practical use for 10 years and over.
As a result, in 1977, Kaijo Denki's logger was formally adopted as a wired robot snow
data logger in the AMeDAS (Automatic Meterological Data Aquisition System) of the
Meteorological Agency and has been appreciated as the excellent unique instrument in
the world.
This brochure describes a summary of the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger developed by Kaijo
Denki Co., Ltd.

2.
2-1

ULTRASONIC SNOW DATA LOGGER
History of Development
The history of developing the logger is given in Table 1.

(Refer to Table 1.)

We performed factory and on-site experiments in snowy districts throughout Japan on
the nature of snow and so on under various weather conditions.
2-2

Principle of Measurement
Figure 1 shows the principle of measurement with the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger.
As shown, ultrasonic pulses are delivered from the transducer which is installed
downward at the tip of the observation pole. The ultrasonic pulses are reflected
by the snow surface just below the transducer and come back to the transducer.

- 82 Measuring the reciprocating propagation time gives the distance between the transducer and the snow surface by the use of the following equation. (Refer to Fig. 1)
L

= 1/2

et

(1)

Where, L is the distance (m) between the transducer and the snow surface, c is the
sound wave propagation speed in the air (m/sec), and t is the time (sec) over which
the ultrasonic pulse goes and returns through L.
When the mounting height of the transducer is determined in advance, the depth of snow
can be obtained as:
h

=

Lo - L

(2)

Where, his the depth of snow (m), and Lo is the mounting height (m) of the transducer.
With the equation (1), the speed of sound c should be corrected in advance, since,
strictly speaking, it varies with the temperature and humidity.
2-3

Circuit Configuration and Operation
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger.

(Refer to Fig.2)

The trigger pulses for transmission is fed at a rate of 6.7 pulses per second from
the data converter to the transmitting transducer, where the ultrasonic pulses are
delivered. The ultrasonic pulses received by the receiving transducer are converted
to electric signal pulses, amplified by a preamplifier and sent to the data converter
via the cable, where further amplification and waveform shaping are performed. The
flip-flop circuit produces the pulse corresponding to the time taken from the introduction of the trigger pulse for transmission to the arrival of the received pulse.
Meanwhile, the ventilated thermometer installed near the transducer initiates
temperature measuring signals to the data converter via the cable, where the signals
are converted to clock pulses for sonic velocity correction by a V/F converter.
Counting of the output pulse length of the above-mentioned flip-flop circuit with
these clock pulses makes possible the exact measurement of the distance between the
transducer and the snow surface without being affected by variation in temperature.
Then, the digital signal counted previously is subtracted from the signal corresponding to the mounting height of the transducer. This signal indicating the snow depth
is made more accurate by the averaging circuit and peak value detection circuit
before being outputted.
2-4

Factors Governing Measuring Accuracy
(1)

Errors due to change in sonic velocity
The sonic velocity in the air is expressed as:
C

1 2
= 20.067{T(l+0.3192~)}
/
p

(3)

where, T is the absolute temperature (°K), e is the vapor pressure (atm), and p
is the atmospheric pressure (atm).
The equation (3) includes the term of vapor pressure; the effect of vapor pressure on sonic velocity will be discussed.

- 83 The saturation vapor pressure is 0.00603 atm at 0°C and the vapor pressure e = 0 at a
humidity of 0. Therefore, the equation (3) can be changed to the following quadratic
equation.
C

=

20.067Tl/ 2

(4)

(Refer to Fig. 3)
To eliminate strictly the effect of temperature on the change in sonic velocity, the
temperature distribution along the propagation path of the ultrasonic pulses must be
measured, but this measurement is actually impossible. Fig. 3 shows an example of
temperature distribution near the snow surface.
The clock pulse frequency for sonic velocity correction is, when the resolution is
taken as 1 cm, obtained by the following equation, which is derived from equation
(1) and (4).
f

= 1. 0034Tl/ 2

(5)

where f is the clock pulse frequency (kHz). With this logger, the correction is made
by obtaining the clock pulse frequency from the equation (5).
(2)

Errors due to wind
Since the ultrasonic pulse goes and returns in perpendicular to the snow surface, the
vertical component of wind is offset and has no influence. The horizontal component,
however, lengthens the propagation path of the ultrasonic pulses. The error due to
this effect is expressed as:
- 1

(6)

where, E is the error, and V is the horizontal component of wind velocity (m/sec).
For example, when C = 330 m/s and V = 20 m/sec, the error becomes s = 0.0018 from the
equation (6), which is negligible.
(3)

Effect of the nature of snow
(Refer to Table 2)
Snow surface is liable to absorb and scatter the sound wave.
greatly varied with the nature of snow.

This characteristic is

Table 2 provides the reflection loss in terms of the nature of snow and the ultrasonic pulse frequency, which shows that higher frequency of the ultrasonic pulse is
preferable. However, as the frequency becomes higher, the propagation loss in the
air increases proportionally to the square of the frequency. Therefore, the logger
adopts 40 kHz on the basis of Table 2 and the experiment results. In a severe snow
and wind storm, the reflection loss becomes greater even though 40 kHz is adopted.
This problem is solved by introducing a system where the peak value for a certain
period of time is held, since in no case greater snow depth than the actual depth is
observed in principle.
(4)

Noise Descrimination
The following items are considered for noise.
(a)

Various sounds due to wind and normal noise

(b)

Noise made by snowflakes or raindrops striking the transducer in snowstorm or
rain.

(c)

Noise due to the reflected wave from falling snowflakes or others which enter
the propagation path of ultrasonic pulses temporarily.

- 84 The logger is resistant to any noises by the use of special ANFG
Following Noise Gate) circuit which removes any reflected pulses
from the close vicinity of the snow surface. Any noise which is
dentally does not adversely affect the performance of the logger
averaging system.
3.
3-1

(Automatic
other than those
received acciby the use of

Description of the Logger
Photographs 1~3 show the appearance of the logger.
Transducer
The transmitting transducer has the special cylindrical Ni vibrator which was developed
independently by Kaijo Denki for the purpose of long-term stabilization of use. The
receiving transducer has the cylindrical PZT vibrator having stabilized performance at
low temperatures. The cover of the transducer is designed to prevent shock noises due
to snow accretion, snowflakes, or raindrops, and made of corrosion-resisting aluminum
for long life and light weight. (Refer to Photo 1)

3-2

Ventilated Thermometer
The ventilated thermometer uses a platinum resistor as a temperature measuring sensor.
(Refer to Photo 2)

3-3

Data Converter
The data converter processes arithmetically the signals fed from the rece1v1ng transducer, and produces digital signals indicating the snow depth to display digital data.
Adjustment of the snow level depending upon the mounting height of the transducer can
be made in 1 cm increments by the use of a digital switch.
The logger is usually operated from the utility power supply, but can be operated
from the private power supply unit so that the measuring is continued when the power
fails.
The digital output of the logger is compatible with the MODEM for telephone line of
the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation. (Refer to Photo 3)

3-4

Specifications
Model
Measurement system
Pulse frequency
Pulse interval
Measurement range
Overall accuracy
Resolution
Data output
Operating temp-erature

3-5

JMA-79
Aerial ultrasonic pulse reflection system
40 kHz
150 msec
Max 5 m (for 6 m of mounting height of transducer)
±2 cm
1 cm
BCD 3 digits (to be able to connect to the
telemeter)
Indoor
-30°C to +50°C
Indoor
0°C to +40°C

Example of Observation
Photograph 4 shows a typical application of the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger, and Fig.4
compares the measurements taken with the logger with those taken with a snow scale.
Small difference may exist between them since the snow scale is placed about 10 m
apart from the logger. (Refer to Photo 4 and Fig. 4)
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POSTFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
At present, about 80 units of Kaijo Denki's Ultrasonic Snow Data Loggers are used
throughout Japan, including 62 units for the AMeDAS of the Meteorological Agency.
Their excellent stability and great accuracy have been well appreciated. We'll further
exert our effort to improve their performance.
We are deeply indebted to the staffs of Instrument Division and Observation Division,
Observation Department, Meteorological Agency, for their helpful suggestions in
developing the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger.
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Table 1
Year

History of Development of the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger
Experiment Site

Results

1964

Sapporo Meteorological Observatory,
Hokkaido

• The possibility proved using a
modified fish finder.

1966

Tsuchidaru, Niigata Pref.

• Appropriate transducer developed.
• Optimum frequency investigated.

1967

Inawashiro, Fukushima Pref.

• Output drift reduced by use of
digital system.
• Acoustic noise decreased.

1968-9

Nagaoka, Niigata Pref.

• Automatic sonic velocity correction
circuit developed.

1969-72

Matsumoto, Nagano Pref.

• New transducer developed.

1973

Matsumoto, Nagano Pref.

• Averaging circuit developed.

1976

Tokamachi, Niigata Pref.

Optical, mechanical, and ultrasonic
versions compared in performance.
• Peak hold system

1978

Instrument plant of the
Meterological Agency at Tsukuba,
Ibaragi Pref.

dev~oped.

• Temperature detection method
improved.
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Principle of the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger

(illustrated principle)
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Block diagram of the Ultrasonic Snow Data Logger
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·100cm
HEIGHT

1)

2)

3)

4)
APR.17,1971,
MOSHIRI JAPAN

50 cm
NO.
1)
AIR

'

-5~C

2)

TIME
05 00
06 00

3)
4)

08 00
09 00

2°C

r--ir.-,-T,,-+,,-.-.--7---- TEMP.
',,
'
SNOW

'~,
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Fig. 3

Table 2

Example of Vertical Distribution of Atmospheric and Snow
Temperatures

Reflection loss in terms of the nature of snow and the ultrasonic pulse
frequency (with reference to the reflection loss on aluminum plate)
t - - - - ---E_r_equency

Reflected s~rfiice--------

Aluminum plate
Fresh snow in snowstorm

Granular snow - 1
Fresh snow immediately
after snowfall

Granular snow - 2

40 kHz
0

(dB)

24 kHz
0

(Specific
gravity)

(dB)

-8.4

-21.0

-6.0

-11.0

-12.6

-25.0

-8.8

-5.2

(0.12)
(0.11)
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Photo 1

Transducer

Photo 2

Ventilated
thermometer

Photo 3

Data converter

Data ob"taiaed. at. b&b..ilr:.ura weather !ltdion .. (09r00)
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TEMP.
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Yalv.• ....-or.d by UUrasonia S.OW Dat.a
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Photo 4

Typical Application of
the Ultrasonic Snow Data
Logger

Fig~

4

Snow Depth Mea.sured by Ultrasonic Snow Data
logge-r (Dec. 15, 1m- Feb .. 7, 1978)

SESSION 2
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

(Reference II.l)

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH AUTOMATIC DATA ACQUISITION

s.

Klemm

Meteorological Service of the German Democratic Republik

Beside reports on results of recent developments of meteorological
instruments or sensors for instance for automatic weather stations (AWS)
and results of laboratory and field tests as well as new methods of
measurements the exchange of practical experiences is a major concern of
CIMO. I think especially of experiences with instruments and measuring
equipment which have stood the test of time in operation.
Unfortunately there are only few reports on results of long-term
practical experience at WMO-Technical Conferences like the present
TECIMO-II although to my mind such conferences are Vf}ry well suited for
this kind of papers. On the other hand one can note that new instruments
having been introduced at such conferences are rar~ly mentioned again at
later conferences with regard to their practical application.
Therefore I am pleased to use the oppo~unity to report on some
operational experiences with AWS which is a relatively new equipment. In
the past several papers reported on the envisaged introduction and
operation of AWS which later proved not practicable or were not put into
practice. But due to the high costs of AWS it is essential that such
equipment, even if it does not represent the most advanced technical
standard, is used with the highest possible efficiency.
For clarifying differences of opinions ori th~ useful routine
operation of AWS the session of the CIMO-WG on "Automated Meteorological
Systems" in Washington D.C., 1975,stated:
1. the use of any AWS is of great imp~ance for automatic
meteorolog'ical data acquisition, disregarding the fact that AWS
cannot fully replace the observer;
2. AWS are particularly useful for operation in uninhabited areas
and
3. AWS are of importance as aid-to-observer.
These statements have clearly shown the real possibilities and advantages
of AWS.
At CIMO-VII in Hamburg 1977 [2} it was reported that a total of
2300 AWS were currently in operation. 92% were used in uninhabited areas
including on buoys and only 8% in inhabited areas part of which for
special measurements. AWS for routine operation were used in greater or
smaler numbers in Australia, Belgium, Canada, the FHG, France, the GDR,
Italy, Japan, Norway, the USA and the USSH.
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areas there are well-known examples. The USA and Japan have installed
automatic precipitation networks [ 3 }. In Japan some hundred rainfall
stations using public telephone lines to collect more than 1000 unattended
remote stations are in operation with a high reliability of about 400 days
meantime-between-failure (mtbf). The USSR has successfully operated a wide
network of the AWS M 107 in uninhabited or sparsely populated areas for.
many years. At the last Technical Conference in Sweden 1980 T r e u s s a r t mentioned in his paper [ 12 l the g:reat success in operating AWS
on buoys during the :B'irst GARP Global Experiment. In order to keep the
instruments as simple as possible the measurements were limited to
atmospheric pressure and sea temperature. The location of the buoys was
obtained by satellites at every passage. This drifting buoys project was
a remarkable achievment. It has demonstrated that in combining the
capabilities of satellites and of relatively simple buoys it was possible
to obtain meteorological data even from oceanic areas regularly.
At TECAMS 1975 the author reported on meteorological and technical
problems in operating the AWS A:B'MS in the Meteorological Service of the
GDR, K l em m [ 5 ]. The Ali'MS transmits automatically via Telex the
following parameters in a coded form in hourly messages in 28 seconds to
special Qata collecting centres: Besides message identifier, station index
number, month, day,of the month, hour, minute, wind run during the 10 min
preceding the official time of observation, maximum wind speed during the
preceding hour, mean wind direction during the 10 min preceding the
official time of observation, amount of rainfall, duration of rainfall
and number of lightnings during the preceding hour, hourly total of global
radiation, hourly total of sky radiation, bight of clouds, air temperature,
soil temperatures at depths of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 cm, atmospheric pressure,
dew-point temperature, psychrometric difference and some other specia~
parameters at several stations. In addition the hourly output is stored
and can be interrogated by an agreed code from the collecting centre at
any time up to the next message.
Within the last ten years a long-term plan for the reorganization
of the station network in the MS of the GDR has been largely implemented
mainly due to the operation of 40 A:B'MS. This plan envisages among other
things
the transition from 3-hourly to hourly observations,
an increase of t~e network density with a mean distance of about
30-40 km and with taking into account local-climatological
differences,
the application of all AFMS for rt and nrt data acquisition and
saving manpower.
:B'or achieving this goal 4 different categories of stations with
different combination of man and machine in carrying out observations
have been introduced:
At category-! stations all automatically measurable parameters
are obtained by the A:B'MS and the remaining visual parameters
are observed by observers round the clock in strikt compliance
with the requirements and criteria as laid down in the Technical
Hegulations of WMO. A full number of observers are available to
carry out an additional measuring programme for special purposes.
At category-!! stations visua~ observations are carried out in
addition to the permanently obtained and transmitted AFMS data
by a reduced number of observers only during the day-time. At
night-time the station is unmanned.
The visual observations at category-! and II stations are stored
in the AFMS before transmission time to be automatically transmitted together with the AFMS data.
At category-Ill stations A:B'MS data are automatically transmitted
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observations are made. At these stations only one observer is
present during day-time for checking purposes and for carrying
out a special measuring programme.
Category-IV stations are permanently unmanned stations, only
AFMS data are available for rt and nrt purposes.
The category-III stations at wnich 30 AFMS have been installed play
a major part in this c~ncept. At these one-man-stations 80% of the observati.ons are made outside the observer's working hours. This includes nighttime, weekends, holidays and illness of the observer. The categGry-II
stations were cancelled in the meantime as they did not work as effectively as expected and because of the reliable AFMS-operation at category-III
stations.
·
At the beginning of the automation period in the Meteorological
Service of the GDR the cost/benefit ratio of automatic and conventional
data acquisition was calculated by P e t e r s [ 9 ]. He came to the conclusion that within the period of 10 years the relatively high initial
costs for AWS including maintenance are levelled out by salaries for
5-6 observers and the costs for conventional inst-ruments at a meteorological station.
The experiences ip our Service show that at present for operating
the necessary network whlch includes 30 category-III stations (with an
AFMS and one observer) additional staff of 150 observers would be required
without AFMS. Taking into account the fact that one worker in industry of
the national economy of the GDR produces on an average products worth
100 000 Marks a year one can see the high efficiency of automation, namely
an annual benefit of 15 Mill. Marks is realized due to rouE:h estimations.
In view of the lack of manpower in the GDR this constitutes a considerable
benefit of the national economy.
Through this measure it was possible to increase the density of the
network and to carry out other important tasks for an improved service of
the national economy without additional personnel.
Similar experiences have been made in the USSR State Committee for
Hydrometeorology and Control of the Natural Environment. Through the
installation of 100 AWS AGMS-NN in sparsely populated areas instead of
manned stations an annual saving of 5 Mill. Roubles could be effect~d,
only related to the salaries saved as preliminary estimations have shown

r 10;.

For operating AWS in routine use qualified maintenance is an indispensable precondition. This fact is too often underestimated. In order
to reduce costs in this field a maintenance-on-demand system is being
practised. In addition continuous qualification of the observers with
regard to an expert handling of the AFMS and the sensors is demanded.
Special courses and other measures serve the purpose to enable them to do
a great deal of the calibration and maintenance work themselves by exchanging sensors and special units or modules of the AFMS. I could notice
a similar approach to this problem in the paper of B o u r k e [ 1 ]
"Automation Programme for Surface Observing Stations in Canada".
The qualification measures mentioned as well as improvements on
sensors and units have resulted in an ever greater reliability of the AFMS.
Thereby the mtbf ranges between one to several months. In this connection
I must mention that the observers carry out comparison measurements with
conventional instruments for some elements once a day at different times.
If the difference between automatically and conventionally measured parameters exceeds a fixed threshold the sensor for this element is considered
to be out of order. This means a breakdown of the AFMS and i* statistically
recorded. The threshold for air temperature for example is>- 1°K, for
dew-point temperature> ± 1°K, for air pressure> ± 1 mbar, for wind speed
> ± 20% from the measured value starting with 5 m/s, for wind direction
> ± 300 and for precipitation> ± 20% starting with 1 mm.
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The breakdown intervals of the AFMS operation for the year 1980for r
data collection range between 0,6 and 6,2% and the annual mean value is
below 2%. This means an annual mean rt-availability of more than 98%.
These values correspond to the results reached during the international
comparison between AFMS and M-106 M in the USSR from 1976 till 1977,
K 1 em m [6]. The reliability of the AFMS at that time was 98,7% and of
the M-106 M 99,7%. There were no serious maintenance problems.
The nrt-availability of AFMS is lower and vastly differs from
station to station. By applying strict criteria the necessary addition of
data for some elements because of a breakdown of the AFMS or a sensor is
on the annual average below 10%.
For the operation of AFMS there have been elaborated some new
methods and procedures for both rt and nrt data acquisition. They have
been worked out by synopticians, climatologists and instrument specialists.
These regulations are an essential basis for a high efficiency in operating
AFMS, for a high data quality, for standardization of measurements and
methods, data homogeneity and last no least simplifying maintenance and
calibration work. About these problems some papers were delivered at the
4. International Symposium "On the efficiency of operating AWS"in Potsdam
1978, K 1 em m, K o 1 big, Z i em an ri [ 7 ].
In Byelorussia the AWS M-106 M of the GOSKOMGIDROMET of the USSR has
been in routine use for more than 10 years in a traditional meteorological
network. An interesting report about the advantages and disadvantages of
AWS in comparison with an observer was given by M a n u i 1 o w [ 8} •
An observer has certain advantages compared to AWS especially because of
the possibility of observing visual parameters. On the other hand automated
network systems allow an increase of the network density, of the accuracy
and objectivity of measurements, provide synchronizatibn, reduce time of
data collecting, transmitting and processing and make continuous observations of weather events. Whereas a more cardinal change to automatic
data acquisition is to be expected in future at present a partial automation of the network with AWS as aid-to-observer seems rational and
allows to extend the functions of observers.
The present situation of sensor development, production and practical use for automated weather observing systems is well described by
H u 0 V i 1 a
4 ;. "The present situation in this field is still far
from satisfactory. Some meteorological parameters such as temperature,
pressure or wind direction and speed can be measured by a wide variety of
available sensors. Some other parameters are either more difficult to
measure and evaluate automatically or the sensors suffer from degradation
and need care and attention more frequently." A survey about the present
application of sensors, sensor principles and AWS was presented by
S i m i d c h ~ e w [ 11 ./. He stated, although there existed a considerable number of AWS and design concepts the routine use of AWS was
lagging behind this progress in many parts of the world.
Good examples for a regular reporting on operational experiences
are to my mind papers on automated satellite data acquisition. It seems to
me that in this field a similar development as in operation of AWS has
been performed. While at the beginning of the introduction of this
equipment a fully automated data acquisition was expected the opinion at
present is that the results of measurements by satellites can be improved
both in accuracy and coverage through the introduction of human judgement
at key points in the processing. "This procedure, called interactive
processing, is currently either under development or being implemented for
most operational products in the USA", Y a t e s [ 13 } •
In that respect I appreciate other papers at TECIMO-II on experiences in operating AWS and on the use of different sensors.

r
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AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
PLANNING FOR OPTIMUM NETWORK RELIABILITY
R.S. de la Lande
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
Introduction
Australia currently operates a network of 22 automatic weather
stations most of which were installed in the 1960s and early 1970s
for cyclone warning purposes on remote uninhabited islets and reefs
up to 500 km from Australia's tropical coastlines.
A major factor affecting the operational performance and cost
of the network has been that of difficult access for maintenance
purposes.
In many instances this has prevented an early response
when failures occur resulting in extended outages of service.
Plans
for the updating of the older stations and also for a major expansion
of the network of automatic stations on the mainland are based on the
need to make stations more reliable by appropriate technology
including where necessary the duplication of critical sub-systems or
the complete duplication of the station equipment.
This paper outlines Australian experience to date, discusses
requirements for optimum reliability and the philosophy behind
Australia's current program.
Australian Remote Island Automatic Weather Stations
The 16 remote island automatic weather stations installed for
tropical cyclone warning purposes are located as shown in figure 1.
Their technology is basically that of the late 1950s and early 1960s
with individual updating of some sub-units.
The stations in this
network report every three hours by HF radio in automatic slow speed
morse (14 wpm).
Maintenance of these stations is carried out on a routine visit
basis, usually twice yearly, using two thousand tonne ships operated
by the Australian Department of Transport for lighthouse service
purposes.
In order to minimise ship charter time the visits are coordinated as far as possible with requirements elsewhere in the area
for lighthouse servicing.
Access at other times is difficult to
arrange and is usually only possible by the special charter of small
vessels which unlike the ships operated by the Department of Transport,
do not have such facilities as amphibious landing craft.
A light sea
plane has been used to visit one of the closer automatic weather
stations but the use of such means would be exceptional.
Unless a
failure occurs shortly before a scheduled visit, outage or partial
outage times can be very lon& e.g. up to five months.

- 98 The average Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) of the 16 stations in
the network is 7 months, a failure being defined as an inability to
report any of the most important observations required;
namely wind
speed, wind direction and atmospheric pressure.
There is however a
wide variation in MTTF through the network ranging from J months to
12 months.
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Fig. 1

Australian Automatic Weather Station Network.

Mainland Automatic Weather Station Network
The Bureau has so far installed 6 automatic weather stations on
the mainland and in Tasmania as part of an ongoing program.
These
stations are connected to the Australian public telex network and can
be interrogated and report their data to any telex subscriber with
knowledge of the station telex number and its access security code.
In practice the latter restriction confines interrogation to the
Bureau of Meteorology.
A typical interrogation to obtain a complete
station report costs 10 or 20 cents depending on distances.
The network cons.ists of three stations installed in a pilot
program about 4 years ago and three of a later type only recently
installed.
Preliminary results with the latter suggest that it is
very reliable.
However, results achieved with the first type have
been variable and in one case where the station is located on a small
uninhabited island there have been frequent failures, with lightning
a significant cause:
maintenance· access is by helicopter and is very
weather dependent.
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There are a number of approaches to the enhancement of reliability
of automatic weather stations namely:
(a)

Very high reliability equipment. Use equipment
specifically designed for very high reliability
under the full range of environmental conditions
expected at the worst site for which the equipment
is intended.
In practice such equipment is
inherently expensive and when it does fail poses
the same potential for extended outage if the
site is one with an access problem;

(b)

Pa~tial Duplication.
Use the currently available reliable commercial
grade technology.
Duplicate critical elements
by using redundant sub-systems such as power
supplies, wind sensors, etc.
Where electrical
storms are a maintenance problem the critical
elements such as wind sensors should be isolated
by the use of fibre optical technology or very
short range radio links so that a lightning
strike will not affect the whole station even
though it does damage the sensor involved.
The
present approach within the Bureau of Meteorology
has been to use conventional lightning protection
devices, however the use of optical fibres and
short range radio links is to be considered.

If a station is mains powered the power line is
also a maintenance hazard because of the
possibility of lightning strikes creating surges
which could damage an automatic weather station's
electronics system. This also applies where
telex landlines are employed as the final
communication link to the station;
(c)

Full Duplication.
If full duplication is adopted there are still
some risks resulting from common sub-systems
such as the mains electric power and telex lines.
Totally independent duplication would require
different power supplies and different
communications at least initially from the site
if such risks are to be avoided.

The use of duplicated sub-systems in an active redundant
configuration will increase the reliability of a station.
If one
considers a station consisting of for example two identical subsystems in active redundancy and each with a Mean Time To Failure
(MTTF) ofT, the resultant station Y!TTF will be 1.5T (ref. 1).

- lOO An increase of 50% in the MTTF is significant but a major
advantage in duplication is that the first sub-system failure warns
the maintenance authority that corrective action is required without
there being any interruption in a station's essential role.
Such
notice will usually allow time for orderly and economic corrective
action to be taken before there is another fault which could result
in station failure.
Australian AWS Program
The program covers the re-equipping of the remote island network
to ensure its continued operation, more economic maintainability and
to enhance reliability.
It also includes a network of about 40 mainland stations some of which are already in service and have been
mentioned earlier in this paper.
The mainland stations are required
to ensure the continuity of observations from lighthouses being
automated and unmanned in a Department of Transport program and also
to obtain observations from locations where there are cost or other
problems involved in obtaining manual observations or where major
economies are feasible.
The automatic weather stations in this program are equipped with
wind, atmospheric pressure, temperature, rainfall and wet bulb
depression sensors, the latter however only at sites where weekly
maintenance of the wet bulb can be arranged.
With the exception of
the second set of equipment in remote duplicated installations, all
stations will report when interrogated via the telex network as
described earlier in this paper.
Interrogation is to be carried out
automatically and will also cover the automatic translation of the
local automatic weather station code format into the standard surface
synoptic form.
Regional Offices and maintenance technical officers
will however also be able to interrogate the stations from any telex
machine.
Each parameter in the local AWS code is identified by a two
character identifier.
Capacity exists in this code for up to 100
different parameters including those derived from any duplicated or
triplicated sensors and new or experimental sensor types.
For stations where duplication is necessary for reliability
purposes the second AWS will be of a less costly type of lower
capability which will report basic parameters only, such as
atmospheric pressure, wind speed (10 minute mean) and wind direction
(10 minute mean), and air temperature.
The actual configuration of a station and the method of
communication employed will deper1d on the accessibility of the site
for maintenance purposes.
Difficult access sites are those such as
the remote island tropical cyclone warning stations and also some
lighthouses in coastal waters where access can only be achieved by
helicopter or expensive small boat hire, and where weather or sea
conditions are a major factor in determining whether access can be
achieved on a particular day.
Such stations will be equipped with a primary and secondary set
of automatic weather station equipment.
These sets will be totally
independent except possibly for the use of a common equipment hut.
The primary set of equipment will be of the standard AWS type
described above and the secondary will be of the low capability type.
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national satellite) communication links, will be interrogable and
will employ unduplicated sensors.
Lightning protection may involve
the use of a very short distance radio link from the wind sensor to
the AWS. The secondary (low capability) AWS will typically report
via the ARGOS orbiting satellite system and thus will not be interrogable.
Data received by the satellite is broadcast as received (i.e.
in real time) by the satellite's beacon.
Direct readout stations to
be installed at Melbourne and Perth will receive the AWS observations
from the satellite.
The observations received by this means will be
asynoptic, however between 8 and 10 observations per day will be
feasible from each AWS assuming two operational satellites.
A feature of the duplication philosophy is that both the primary
and secondary systems will be active at all times except of course
when one or the other suffers a technical failure.
Duplication employing identical systems could be employed,
however the advantage of the low capability system is its low cost
and inherent independence of the primary systems.
An essential
operational requirement for the automatic weather stations is that
their reports be received with a minimum of delay at regional forecast centres.
Both the primary and secondary systems described above
meet this requirement.
Systems involving the use of international
geostationary satellites may not satisfy the requirement as effectively because of the need for international communication links such
as the GTS.
Easily accessible stations will not be duplicated.
Depending
on their role it is expected that they will be equipped with either
the standard or low capability type equipment however the standard
type is expected to be used in most cases.
Lightning protection and
other reliability enhancement features may be employed where
appropriate including the duplication of some sensors.
Security
Vandalism is a significant reliability problem both at difficult
and easily accessible sites.
When selecting station sites security is
an important factor which must be taken into consideration.
The
standard Australian automatic weather station includes a facility for
the transmission of a security alarm word when the station is next
interrogated following a security breach.
A security breach sensor,
e.g. an alarm device or a gate opened switch,could be used as an
elementary form of sensor.
Such devices do not of course prevent the
vandalism from taking place but may enable the apprehension of the
people responsible.
Systems Maintenance
The Bureau regional areas (i.e. states) responsible for the
maintenance of the stations are provided with support spares which
include one complete set of automatic weather station equipment of
each type and associated module and component spares.
On site
maintenance involves the replacement of faulty modules which are
brought back and repaired at the regional base by Bureau trained
technical officers.

- 102 Conclusion
The use of duplication at sites where access is difficult and
costly is expected to result in a substantial reduction in service
outages and travel costs associated with maintenance.
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AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVING STATIONS
Shinobu Yanagisawa
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
1.

Introduction

The system conecption of the "Automated Meteorological Data Acquistion System
(AMeDAS)" was presented to the "Proceeding of a W M 0 Technical Conference on Automated
Meteorological Systems (TECAMS)" in 1975 by Mr. Naosuke Arizumi.
After that, MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION has developed and manufactured Type
JMA-75, Automatic Observing Stations which are meteorological peripheral systems of the
AMeDAS remote weather station.
Actually, such observing stations were installed in various parts throughout
Japan ranging from north, Rebun-Island (45°28' N.L), to south, Yonaguni-Island (24°27' N.L.)
by MITSUBISHI as the receiver of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)'s order.
As a result, the total places where the observing stations were installed, thus,
have reached to about 440 during past two years in 1977 'V 197 8.
Furthermore, in 1980, 30 stations of Type J}~-79, Automatic Snow Depth Observing
Stations were manufactured by MITSUBISHI and scattered in various parts of the country.
As for the Automatic snow depth observing stations, they will be reported separately.
Consequently, in this paper, we would like to explain and report exclusively about the
summary, the forecasted malfunctions and countermeasures of the troubles for the Type
JMA-75, Automatic observing stations.
2.

Configuration of Automatic Observing Station

There are two kinds of automatic observing stations which are now available as
mentioned in Item 1 above. They are, Type JMA-75, Automatic observing station which can
observed the meteorological five elements, i.e. (Rainfall, Wind direction, Wind speed, Air
temperature and Sunshine hours), and the other is Type JMA-79, Automatic snow depth observing station which can observe the snow depth.
Type JMA-75, Automatic observing station
This automatic observing station consists of largely following components:
1)

Sensor:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Rain gauge
Propeller type >vind vane and anemometer
(Wind direction and wind speed)
Thermometer
Sunshine sensor
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Main body:
a) Data converter
b) Data printer
c) Power unit
I
d) Connection board
e) Transponder
f) Storing enclosure (outdoor or indoor type)

Total system of the AMeDAS consists of the Center, public line networks and automatic observing stations.
I
But, the Center, public line networks and transponders included in autdmatic observi~g
stations are administered by Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Pub~ic Corporation (N.T.T.).
I

The configuration of such automatic observing stFtion is shown in Figure 1 Block
i

Diagram.

The sensors excepting a rain,gauge, are installed to the mast as a one-piece
structure to the mast. The installingllayout is shown in Figure 2.
3.

Functions and Features of the Observing

Stations~

The signals from sensors are converted or countjed,' and then are stored in each
memory as BCD code for ten minutes.
The code in the memory is printed on a con~inuous paper and shown in each indicator. The
content of each memory is updated or accumtilated every ten minutes by control signal.
I

When a transponder in a station receives a polling/ stgnal from the Center, the
memories are scanned and the contents changed into a transm~psion code which is transmitted
to the Center, and then the state of Fhe transponder is reset ~or stand-by.
I
I

The functions, features and operations of the Type JMA-75, Automatic observing
station are as follows:
i'

t

(1)

!•

!

Functions:

Major functions of the Type JMA-75, Automatic observing station are as shown
below:
(a) Conversion of meteorological data such as r1infall, wind direction, wind
speed, air temperature and sunshine hours.
(b) Data transmission
(c) Printing out - every 10 minutes
(d) Digital display of data
(e) Back up system in an emergency
The Data Converter is a block unit witch mounts function cards (see Figure 1), and
has a central function of an automatic observing station. This is a equipment which
converts the signals from the sensors to adaptive code for the Transponder (TRP) and the
Data Printer (DPT). Also, the data converter includes data memories and data indicators.

1i j

.

The Data Printer (DPT) prints the ~i~nals from the data converter on a continuous

,I

I

paper.
The print format is to print in order, day h~u~, min~te (eve,ry ten minutes), and measuring
i
'
data in a line.

l

The Power Unit supplys D.C. powers: r~quired from other blocks and in an emergency
(a stoppage of A.C. lOOV) supplys D.C. power~ from the seco~dary battery.

,
·.

I

!

I

.

The Connection Panel relays and distributes the signals from the sensor~ ~o the
data converter and others. The comparator of the thermometer signal is included in the
connection panel.
Other major specifications are given 'in Table.
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Features:
Features of the station are as follows:
(a) High-accuracy observation is feasible because a digital conversion system is
being applied.
(b)

Power consumption is reduced by adopting C-MOS IC.

(c) Easy inspection and maintenance are ensured, since a plug-in unit system
according to each function is adopted.
(d) Since the meteorological observing mast, sensor and integrated main body
structure are packaged converniently, the erection can be carried out efficiently.
Figure 3 (Photo) shows actual installation outer view (scenery) of the automatic
observing station.
4.

Countermeasures against Failure and Availability of Service

Following service systems are provided for each observation station:
One or two function cards which are essential for the composition of the
observation stations are safely stored and controlled by various meteorogical observatory
in Japan.
Actually, some members of the meteorological observatories are left in charge of
the primary control of the meteorological observing stations in applicable areas in Japan.
If a function card has been found defects, the member will replace such defective
card with a new card.
Next, the defective card is automatically sent back from the member ·to the
manufacturing shop of MITSUBISHI.
In addition to the above, after investigating the contents of the fault/failure,
basic problems and countermeasures will be examined if necessary.
The trouble static of Meteorological observing stations for initial one year
(for those installed in 1977) is given in Table 2.
In the same way, for those installed in 1978, it is given in Table 3,
For an example, as for the failure of the sunshine sensor, since the count over
trouble was due to the "to fast or late" of the observing station clock and the random
charactaristic of the timing signal, this could be solved.
At present, most of the troubles have been eliminated from the observing stations.
This means that actually the present Automatic Meteorological Observing Stations are
serviceable reliably.
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TABLEl. SPECIFICATION OF TYPE
Main Specification for Sensor

A.

Jl~-75

AUTOMATIC OBSERUING STATION

Wind

~---,

I Air
i
l

Temperature

B.

Main Specification for Converter

J-------t--------+;-~-:-;-;-:-;-.;-:-:-·:_g_R_a_n~g-e----1f-~1~:;;:~:::::,:-~:~;~l:~c~~~~~: ~
:·

t-------+-~~~=-----+-----------1--,~

-----·---,··+---·--·--------·-- -----·-------1

!

(OOO.v999) X O.l-50°C Correction by
!.2:.J°C
digital linearizer l
000 to 999 PULSE

2 ·minute

puls~

1

;! +1 pulse

~

intergrated value ;,
---+---·-··-·--·,---------·----1
Crystal
Day /hour /minute
Digital display
l Monthly difference: l
Time
oscillator
.1 within 30 seconds
i
1
~-------L-~o~u~t~:P~Iu~t~s~ig~Jn~a~l~-------------~----------~-~(~a~t~5L
~C~_L _______ _j
1

-f--------+---------1------------le----

0

C.

Environmental Conditions
Item

Specifications

Remarks

Installation

Outer body and obserbation
mast instaLlation (or mova,· b'le rack and obse)bation
I mi'ISt.in.s..t.allation

-

Installation
Environ-

Temperature -10 to 50°C
(indoor mount)
Humidity: 40 '\, 90%

ment

Power
Suoolv

AC lOOV 50/60Hz

Outdoor bodyshall
be provided with a
ventilating fan and
beat insulating
device.

-

TABLE 3
TABLE

2 THE TROUBLE STATISTIC OF

~~~-75

TYPE OBSERVING STATION FOR INITAL

THE TROUBLE STATISTIC OF JMA-75 TYPE OBSERVING STATION FOR INITIAL
ONE YEAR (rNSTALLED IN 1978)

ONE YEAR (INSTALLED IN 1977)

(1)

Total troubled stations

59

(2)

Total troubles

81

(1)

Total troublEd stations

41

(2)

Total troubles

44

The items of troubles
The items of faults

(a)

zs----~~

(b) Sunshine subsystem
Counting over

22

Mechanical parts

6

Uncertainty

1

(e) R(Rain)
Gauge

4

Paper carriage

3

Uncertainty

2

10

Senser part

(c) DPT (Data Printer)

Parts

15

Electric parts

(b) Sunshine subsystem

Sunshine meter

(d) W(Wind)

Printei)

Mechanical parts

(a,}- Cln.ck
Too fast

DPT(Ila~t-a

Others
(c) Temperature(Thermometer)

4

4

Error over

3

4

Sensor part

1

4

(d) P (Power Converter)

3

1

(e) Clock

3

Too fast

Parts

(f) P(Power Converter)

3

(g) OT(Others)

2

(f) W(wind)
Parts

(g) OT (Others)

3
3
3
4

.....
0
'{)

(Reference II.4)

OPERATIONAL USE OF AN AUTOMATIC
SNOW-DEPTH TELEMETER SYSTEM
0. Yasushi
Observations Department
Japan Meteorological Agency
1.

Introduction

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) had completed a newly designed observing
system, called the Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS), at the
beginning of 1979. Meteorological elements of observations included in this system are wind
direction and speed, temperature, the amount of rainfall and sunshine duration. All the
elements are obtained from 838 stations over Japan islands, while the amount of rainfall is
obtained from above-mentioned stations and 478 additional stations of rainfall observation only.
Aiming at strengthening the system and diminishing many kinds of the disaster caused
by snow, automatic snow-depth gauges have been added into selected AMeDAS stations in
heavy-snowfall regions since 1977 . Until the end of Fiscal Year 1980, the gauges had been
installed in 62 stations, and finally are to be established in about 200 stations. Such an
automatic snow-depth telemeter system included in AMeDAS by October 1980 is now under the
operational use in JMA.
2.

Function of the System

The automatic snow-depth telemeter system is constructed with observing equipment
and a telemetering network system. The observing equipment installed in each station of this
network is composed of a supersonic transmitter-receiver which serves as a sensor of the
snow-depth measurement and is mounted on a vertical pole at a height of 6 meters from the
ground. Pulsed supersonic waves emitted from the transmitter are reflected back to the
receiver by the snow-surface right below it. The distance from the transmitter to the snow
surface is obtained by measurment of the lapse time between emission and reception of the
waves. The snow depth is the difference between the height of the sensor and the distance
above obtained.
Such a supersonic snow-depth meter is installed in the selected AMeDAS stations,
together with other observing instruments used in AMeDAS network. Observed data are
automatically transmitted to Tokyo AMeDAS Center (Computer Center) together with the other
observations through public telephone line, and disseminated (automatically or by telephone
call) to the terminal equipment of this telemetering system distributed in local observatories
(or forecast cen ter) of JMA.
Operational service by the snow-depth telemeter system is limitted to the winter season
from October to May of the next year. Obtained data in this duration are usually collected
and disseminated by the computer center only at the fixed time such as 0, 3, 6 hours of
Japan standard time. If a terminal observatory, however, requires the more data, the
dissemination to the terminal may be carried every hour or every ten minutes. Moreover,
this system is provided with a useful faculty that is a command to remove the automatic
collection and dissemination control. It is very convenient to use the command in case of
special need for warnings and advisories against heavy snowfall over the limited area. By
the request of the command a terminal observatory can make a start automatically to receive
the snow depth data around its district, whenever the amount of 1 hour precipitation exceeds
1 mm at some place in the district. These data disseminations have been continued until the
above-mentioned criterion is not satisfied.

- 112 Output format used for the dissemination is as follows:
NO

STATION

I

SMTR

S1 S3 S6

OS

9S

RS

E

where
:station number ( 5 figures)
NO
STATION :station name ( 7 figures)
:identification ( 1 figure)
I
:amount of snow depth ( 3 figures)
SMTR
:amount of 1 hour snowfall ( 3 figures)
S1
:amount of 3 hour snowfall ( 3 figures)
S3
:amount of 6 hour snowfall ( 3 figures)
S6
os
: 1 day difference of snow depths bounded 0 JST ( 3 figures)
: 1 day difference of snow depths bounded 9 JST ( 3 figures)
9S
RS
:rain or snow sign
:power stoppage information ( 1 figure)
E
3.

Operational Use

The system has been cooperated by JMA and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public
Corporation (NTT) in the same way as AMeDAS operation. In the winter duration, the system
is fully worked on the 24-hour operational basis. The jobs in this system are on-line
collection, distribution of and answering inquiries about observed data and off-line comilation
and statistics.
The collection job is carried out by the computer center calling on all the stations
through the switching network of the public phone line. If the data from a station can not
be received by repeated calls because the switching network has been busy, then the data
is regarded as no data at that time. This trouble is marked with BSY. If the data can not
be read out at all though the switching has not been busy, then the trouble is marked with
TNA (Technical No Answer).
These troubles during from December 1979 to May 1981 are shown in the table below.

Trouble

Total

Rate of occurrence
0. 006 %

BSY

13

TNA
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0. 05

%

2047

0. 94

%

Others

Total number of the correction:

218023

The maintenance of this system is also carried out by cooperation of JMA and NTT.
The snow depth gauges and the connected data converters installed in AMeDAS stations are
to be maintened by the responsibility of JMA, and the remainder by NTT.
At the begining of the operating duration, it is requirred at each station to set the
switch on and to adjust the gauge level so as to show correct values of the ground level.
The system has since been automatically worked until the end of the duration when the gauge
keeps to be set but the power is stopped. As shown in the table, the field operation of
this system had been successfully carried on with quite few and no serious trouble.
Accuracy observed with this sensor has been improved after many field tests. In
1977 the accuracy was about 3cm for the snow-depth measuring. In 1980 the accuracy had
been improved up to 2cm. Moreover, comparisons were made among data obtained from
conventional snow gauge and those obtained from this system. The results show good
correlation among them. For instance, a correlation coefficient is 0. 99 and a standard
deviation 4. ?cm for the nearest stations whose distance is about 200 meters.
To detect logical errors of the observed data, many checks are made at the same time
as the collection job. Among these, an automatic quality control (AQC) is used to
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on the snow depths. AQC is a useful tool to remove the erroneous data from the dissemination
to the observatories.
The corrected data are immediately sent for the district forecast centers and the local
forecast centers through their terminal equipments. Using these data on a real-time basis,
both forecast centers make weather forecasts and issue the advisories and warnings about
the possibilites of the heavy snowfall over their respective districts. Especially in January
1981, severe storms following a great amount of snowfall struck many times over the coastal
area of the Japan Sea. During the period, the snow data reports obtained from this network
system, had always provided very useful information for the timely issue of the advisories
and warnings.
Most important improvement, among others, is that the system has made it possible
to automatically correct the data on a real-time basis. Long before this installation, the
snow-depth observations had been performed at many private institutes with snow gauges
(manually) and reported by use of telephone call only once a day. Such institutes are now
to be abolished and replaced by new network of this system.
4.

Further Problems

As mentioned so far, the system has proved itself a very useful tool for the making
of accurate weather forecasts and giving timely warnings of storms and so on. The improved
accuracy has been enough for the operational use. No serious trouble has been found so far.
As for the instrumet, however, it will be expected to make it more smaller size and
down the cost in future.

(Reference II.5)

A RAINFALL RECORDING SYSTEM
EMPLOYING NON-VOLATILE SOLID STATE MEMORIES

M.G. Bracewell B.E., MIEAust.
Gauging Engineer,
Metropolitan Water, Sewerage & Drainage Board,
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.

L.A. Campbell B.E., MIEE
Technical Director,
Measuring & Control Equipment Company Pty. Ltd.
Epping, New South Wales, Australia.
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INTRODUCTION
The daily read rain gauge, almost universal two decades ago, is unable to provide
data of adequate quality for today's more sophisticated planning and operating requirements,
a situation which will inevitably worsen in the future.
This has led to the development of
rainfall recorders of various types, which have met with varying degrees of success.
Chart
recorders have been used for many years, but they have their own shortcomings.
Whilst they
provide a record of temporal distribution of rainfall, and can be satisfactory when analysing individual rain events, the labour involved in extracting all the available data for a
large network is prohibitive; some charts are very hard to interpret properly; and the
time base, usually a clockwork motor, is unreliable and inaccurate, which is particularly
bad where transient performance and time-matching of several recorders are important.
Add
to all this the problems inherent in keeping mechanical recorders operating in hostile envi~
onments, and the need for a better system is obvious.
The system described here meets the
demands of today for high quality rainfall data.
DATA RECORDING IN REMOTE AND HOSTILE FIELD ENVIRONMENTS
Collection of environmental, meteorological and hydrological data automatically
implies that the recording system must withstand the extremes of the environment being monitored, the data collection equipment can be insulated to some degree from the full extremes
of the environment by employing instrument shelters or housings, but in many locations an
instrument shelter is too difficult or costly to construct or is impracticable for short
term installations.
The ideal environmental recorder should itself be capable of withstan~
ing all environmental extremes.
It should also be small and portable, capable of withstan~
ing the stresses of transportation and accidental handling and simple to install and operate
in order to place minimal strain on the service and installation staff, who themselves could
be experiencing difficult and dangerous conditions.
Reliability and long term operation of
the data collection device is obviously of prime importance, because service visits to such
hostile environments would not be on a short term regular basis.
In the event of failure of the instrument due to unforseen catastrophic events
such as battery failure, or delayed service visits due to inaccessability in floods etc.,
data already collected must not be lost. The importance of reliability of the data collection equipment is highlighted by the fact that the extremes of environmental fluctuaction are
These considerations lead to the
often the most important parameters to be recorded.
following main features required in a recorder Low operating power - battery operation.
Capability to operate in extremes of temperature, rain, humidity and dust.
Endurance at least 3 months.
Capacity at least 1000 mm of rain.
Time accuracy no worse than 2 minutes per month.
Resistant to vibration, shock and rough handling.
Non-volatile recording medium.
Easy data extraction and processing.
Simple to install and operate.
Long life and high reliability -no mechanical wear.
Low cost.
EVENT TIME RECORDING
For a proper understanding of many hydrological processes rainfall needs to be
resolved to within 5 or 6 minutes; typical examples are high intensity storms in arid
areas, and transient behaviour in small urban catchments.
In the latter case, 1 or 2
minutes would be preferable.
Rainfall is, in most areas, sporadic.
It does not rain all the time; in fact,
in most places, it does not rain most of the time.
It is counter-productive to collect
record when it is not raining.
The usual method of recording is to use a fixed time base - chart recorders move
the chart past the recording pen at a fixed speed, digital recorders record a value at
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fixed time intervals.
In either case, a vast amount of record is generated if high time
For example, for 5 minute resolution, a chart speed of at least
resolution is needed.
240 mm per day is necessary, producing nearly 90 metres of chart each year.
A digital
recorder will produce over 105,000 recordings per year. All this record must be processed
at great cost and up to 90%, or even more, may indicate 'no rain'.
In the event time recording system, a digital rain sensor generates a signal on
receipt of a predetermined quantity of rain, commonly 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, or 1 millimetre. The
recorder, which has a built-in clock, writes the time of each event into its memory.
The
only data recorded represents actual rainfall; just as important, the only data which has
to be processed is actual rainfall.
In the Sydney, Australia area, a temperate region with
an average annual rainfall of around 1200 mm, a 0.2 mm rain sensor will generate an average
of 6000 events per year, 94% less than a fixed time system.
In addition, time resolution
of 1 or 2 minutes is achieved without penalty.
The digital rain sensor is a tipping bucket rain gauge.
In the applications
later described, a gauge with a bucket capacity of 0.5mm has been adopted; this is a function of the application, which is basically engineering hydrology.
However, any bucket
capacity may be used.
CHOICE OF A RECORDING MEDIUM
A non-volatile recording medium is one which retains the stored data without the
need for backup power supply. Some examples are:
Perforated paper tape, magnetic tape,
and solid state devices such as magnetic bubble memories, eproms, eeproms and non volatile
rams.
Perforated paper tape and magnetic tape recorders are not ideal for field data collection because of their susceptibility to \'Jear, dust, shock and vibration, moisture and high
operating power requirements.
Solid state devices are more attractive.
After several years of intensive research and development magnetic bubble memories
are now commercially available. These devices are capable of high bit density storage (for
example 1 million bits on a 20mm square chip), but at present bubble memories require complex driving and sensing support electronics involving high current pulses and very low level
analog voltage sensing.
Complexity, high cost and high power dissipation limit the value
Future developments may lead
of present bubble memory technology for field applications.
to a data recorder with a large data storage capacity.
Random access in both recording and reading, i.e., parallel-in, parallel-out, is
far preferable to serial-in, serial-out access in which a single faulty bit location will
garble every record cycled through that location.
In random access memories only the
single record is affected, and that is fairly easy to detect and correct.
In fact, a
memory with only one or a few faulty bits may continue to be used without much difficulty,
which can be very useful if replacement delays are experienced.
This is another factor not
favouring bubble memories.
Erasable, programmable read only memories (Eproms) are well established in computers as reliable, permanent program storage devices, but their potential as a non-volatile
data recording medium has not been widely utilised.
This is probably due to their slow
writing speed and limited data storage capacity when compared with magnetic tape etc.
However the Eprom is ideal for low power field recorders in hydrological and meteorological
applicati&ns which are characterised by slowly fluctuating variables requiring only
occasional logging.
The Eprom can be considered to be an electrical solid state equivalent to magnetic
recording.
Data bit storage is achieved by means of electrical charge retention in an
array of MOS transistor memory cells on a silicon chip, the presence or absence of the
locked-in charge defines the binary state of each memory cell.
Data is stored by
is powered in the "Program"
binary signals representing
procedure stores electrical

electrically selecting the desired memory cells while the device
mode and at the same time applying a programming signal while
This programming
the data to be recorded are also present.
charges as data bits.

Under normally encountered conditions, these charges have a discharge time
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constant estimated to be hundreds or even thousands of years.
The discharge time constant
can be reduced to only a few minutes when the chip is exposed to intense short wave ultraviolet radiation through a small quartz window in the I.C.
Thus the memory can be rapidly
erased, when required, to restore the memory to an unprogrammed and re-usable state.
One
advantage of needing ultra-violet light for erasure is that special equipment is needed to
perform this function and accidental erasure is most unlikely.
Sunlight and strong fluorescent lamps do have a small ultra-violet light component, but data loss takes approximately 3.~ years in room level fluorescent lighting and one month in direct sunlight.
Any
possibility of accidental erasure is totally eliminated by covering the memory chip windows
until erasure is necessary.
The recorded Eprom can be read at high computer compatible speeds simply by addrThe
essing each memory location and reading the stored binary data on the data lines.
Eprom can be read at speeds generally much faster than other commonly used data storage
media and data processing of the Eprom memory module brought in from the field is a short
process taking only seconds to read and a few minutes to obtain the results of analysis.
Electrically erasable programmable read only memories (EEPROMS) and non-volatile
random access memories are now becoming available commercially but at present they do not
have storage densities as high as Eproms and they are much more costly.
It is possible
that these will replace Eproms as pin compatible replacements within the next few years.
THE EPROM RAINFALL RECORDER
The operating principal of the rainfall recorder is illustrated in the system
diagram, Fig. 1. The clock 'A' consists of quartz crystal oscillator and divider producing
accurate 1 or 2 minute timing signals which are totalised in the time register 'B'.
The
clock circuit also generates timing signals for sequencing the recorder through its
programming cycle.
The time register 'B' is a 16 bit binary counter which counts the number of 1 or
2 minute time pulses generated by the clock from the instant the recorder is switched on.
The 16 bit register has a capacity of 65535 counts which amounts to approximately 45.5 days
with a 1 minute time resolution or 91 days with a 2 minute setting.
In the quiescent state the recorder is in a low power standby condition with a
drain of approximately 6 milliwatts on the 12 volt battery.
This power is mainly consumed
in maintaining the clock and time register.
Upon receipt of an event input signal generated by a contact closure in the tipping bucket raingauge, the input latch 'C' is set.
This
activates the control circuit 'D', which switches on the memory programming power supply
'E', opens the gate 'F', and then activates the programming control circuit 'G', causing
the time register data switched to the data bus to be stored in the memory 'M' at the
memory address presented to the address bus by the address counter 'H'. At the end of the
programming cycle the address counter is incremented to the next memory address to be programmed when a following event reactivates the recorder.
The address counter 'H' is a binary counter with sufficient capacity to address
all memory locations.
For example, for rainfall the counter capacity is 12 bits for a 2K
word memory or 13 bits for a 4K word memory.
The memory is organised to accept each data word in two eight bit bytes, thus the
address counter addresses two sequential 8 bit memory locations during each recording cycle
and the programming control circuit actually programmes two bytes per recording.
When the recorder is switched on, the time register and address counters are autoThe address counter therefore directs the recorded data into sequmatically set at zero.
ential memory locations starting at address zero.
When the recorder is initially switched
on an automatic recording cycle takes place.
In this case the time register data is withheld from the data bus and data gate 'K', instead of data gate 'F', is opened.
This causes
the first 16 bit word in the memory to be programmed with the identification data 'J', which
is a link programmed number unique to any one recorder.
The first data recorded in any
memory therefore allows the source of the data to be traced to a particular instrument.
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The Mace Rainfall Recorder, DFR77 (Figures 2 and 3) employs low power complementary MOS integrated circuits and a 32768 HZ quartz crystal to give a time keeping accuracy
similar to any modern digital watch.

FIG. 2. MACE DFR77 EVENT TIME RECORDER
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Front panel controls on the recorder are designed for simplicity of operation.
Typical operating procedure is as follows: The blank memory module and battery pack are
plugged into the rear of the unit and retained with a cover plate. With the "Record/Test 11
switch in the test position the power switch is turned on.
Depression of the "Test" pushbutton or a test input signal causes the recorder to run through a dummy recording cycle.
An indicator is illuminated if the test is satisfactory.
This test procedure automatically
establishes that the battery pack and memory are correctly installed, the clock is operating
and programming voltages and sequence are correct.
After testing the "Test/Record" switch
is turned to the record position. The recorder then automatically logs the instrument
number into the first location in the data memory, thus identifying the source of the data.
Following events generated by the tipping bucket raingauge are recorded sequentially in the
data memory.

FIG. 3. REAR VI EW WITH MEMORY MODULE AND BATTERY PACK REMOVED.
To facilitate servicing of a number of recorders ancilliary equipment such as
battery and memory carriers and portable memory readers are used to safely transport the
rechargeable batteries and memories to and from the recording sites and to check recorded
memories in the field.
For long term recording in remote areas, solar
enables the recorder to operate continuously.
With the
the recorder can operate without attention for 1 year.
memory module the recorder has the capability of logging
est 0.5mm in most parts of the world.

panel powered battery charging
time resolution set at 8 minutes
With two 64K bit Eproms in the
a full year 1 s rainfall to the near-

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Input to the data processing system is achieved by means of a microcomputer controlled translator into which the memory modules are plugged for data readout.
The translator is programmed to read each pair of 8 bit binary numbers representing each data recording.
These are converted to their equivalent decimal value and then
transmitted as an ASCII character string via an RS232C serial interface to the data
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processing computer.
Each transmitted number is terminated by line feed and carriage
return signals which act as data separators.
This format permits the serial data stream
to be connected to a printer to obtain a simple numerical listing of data memory contents.
The translator transmits at all commonly used baud rates from 75 to 19200.
19200 baud an SK word data memory takes approximately 30 seconds to read.

At

Data memory modules are generally received from the field with an attached label
showing time and date of the recording period to the nearest minute.
Location of the
recording site is sometimes included as a check against the identification data already
recorded in the module.
The time and date information is keyed into the computer terminal
for each module.
In many cases the temporary identification label on the module doubles as
a cover for the erasure windows and is removed just prior to erasure.
To erase the data memories before return to the field they are placed several at a
time in a specially designed eraser unit which automatically exposes their memory chips to a
time switch controlled dose of ultra-violet light of wavelength 2537 angstroms at an intensity exceeding 12000 microwatts per sq.cm.
15 to 20 minutes of exposure is required to
guarantee complete erasure.
OPERATING EXPERIENCE
The Metropolitan Water Sewerage and Drainage Board of Sydney, Australia provides
water and sewerage services for a population of 3.2 million, and storm water drainage in
particular areas.
It controls six major dams, with a total storage capacity of 2.8million
megalitres, and total catchment areas in excess of 15,000 square kilometres.
Much of the
catchments is uninhabited mountainous terrain.
To assist in management of the storages,
and forward planning, a network of 80 rainfall recording stations is maintained.
In
addition, 25 recording stations are operated in the Sydney metropolitan area for management
and planning of sewerage and drainage systems.
Climatic conditions vary from cold highlands to hot moist coastal areas.
Seasonal temperature variations from -10 deg.C to over 40 deg.C are experienced in some areas, and
humidities vary from under 20% to over 90%.
Chart recorders have been used for over 25 years.
In general, loss of record due
to mechanical failure has been as high as 20%.
Commonly, clock stoppages occur in wet
weather, so the actual record loss, in terms of rainfall, is much higher.
The first MACE DFR77 recorder was installed in 1977, and at the time of writing
they have been installed in about half the network. The most dramatic effect has been the
drop in percentage of lost record and incidence of recorder failure.
Some early record
loss due to operator inexperience was overcome by development of standardised servicing
procedures.
Incidence of recorder breakdown has been very low, only 3 events, each being
failure of a minor electronic nature.
Repairs were simple and cheap.
An early problem
was battery failure, solved by using a different brand.
No recorder repairs are carried out in the field.
Servicing teams can carry a
spare instrument and return a faulty unit to headquarters for repair.
The other major gain is the flexibility provided by the long endurance.
A nominal servicing period of 6 weeks is set, but no record loss results if a recorder is left for
a week or two because of other urgent commitments.
With a time resolution of 2 minutes,
the endurance of 91 days allows a 100% overrun.
In summary, the MACE DFR77 rainfall recorder is producing more and better record
at lower cost, and at the same time, allowing better use of trained staff.
OTHER APPLICATIONS
When the DFR77 was introduced by the M.W.S. &D. Board as a rainfall recorder, it
was quickly recognised that it could be easily adapted for other purposes.
It is now in
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use as a high resolution recorder for monitoring water supplies in consumption investigations, and for monitoring wet weather sewer overflows, the latter being a source of concern
in all cities today.
In both applications, addition of relatively simple front end signal
processing modules enable it to produce far better records than were available by other
means, a particulat advantage being direct computer processing.
Other uses are being
examined and it is expected to be adapted in a number of other applications.
A discrete time sampling version of the EPROM recorder has also been developed for
applications in which the event timing technique is not as advantageous as in rainfall
studies.
This recorder, the DFR78 is particularly useful for total solar radiation
measurements and river level recording.

(Reference II,6)
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1.

Introduction

The Boulder Low-Level Intercomparison Experiment (BLIE) included, inter alia, a
comparison of four types of radiosonde systems, namely the CORA system of Vaisala Oy,
the GMD-1 system with VIZ sondes, the TDFS low-level radiosonde system of the Deutscher
Wetterdienst and the AirsondeTM system of Atmospheric Instrumentation Research, Inc.
Hereafter these are referred to as the V-sonde (Vaisala), Z-sonde (VIZ), D-sonde (TDFS)
and A-sonde. Past comparisons between pairs of radiosondes had established that the two
radiosondes must share the same balloon train. Throughout BLIE a single balloon train
was used. Temperatures as observed by each sonde were compared to the average of all
four sondes, the average being considered the best estimate of the true temperature. A
description of each of the radiosonde systems, an account of the experimental procedures
and a summary of the results are given in the WMO report by Kaimal et al. (1).
However, an important additional procedure had been added with the expectation that
more precise evaluations of the four types of sondes would be possible. About an hour
prior to the balloon ascent the same four sondes were first carried aloft on the external
carriage or elevator that is a special feature of the 300-m tower at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO). During this tower ascent, temperatures as indicated by each of
the sondes could be compared to the temperatures as measured by the aspirated quartz
thermometers at the seven tower levels, 10, 22, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 m. Thus,
each sonde would, in effect, have been calibrated before it was carried aloft on the
balloon. Any temperature bias inherent in the sonde could be removed from the temperatures
reported during the subsequent balloon ascent and an improved estimate of the true
temperature profile during the balloon ascent would result. During the BLIE there were
a total of 17 cases where both carriage and balloon ascents were achieved with the same
set of radiosonde packages. This paper reports on the results of this method of comparing the instruments.
1.

The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation.
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Experimental Procedure

It was necessary to ensure that the sondes would be in the same air space during
balloon ascent and that their ascent on the external carriage of the tower would simulate·
the conditions of balloon ascent sufficiently to meet the design requirements for expo~
sure of each son de.
2.1

Comparisons on the Moving Carriage

The carriage, on the southwest face of the tower, ascends at a constant speed of
0.55 m s-1. As a result, the exact time of arrival of the carriage at each of the
instrumented levels was known within a second. The radiosonde intercomparisons as
reported by Kaimal et al. (op. cit.) had made use of the 20-minute average tower temperatures routinely available from the BAO computer. However, for this intercomparison
10-second average tower temperatures were used to match the exact time of passage of the
array of sondes at each level. A carriage ascent was completed in 7 minutes and 35
seconds.
Both the A-sonde and the 0-sonde measure humidity by means of a wet bulb thermometer.
Aspiration of the wet bulb thermometer is adequate on a balloon rising at the normal
rate of about 5 m s-1~ but on the slowly ascending carriage special measures were called
for. For th€ D-sonde small, battery powered fan was positioned below the duct containing the dry and wet bulb thermistors to augment the ventilation produced by ascent
of the carriage. The A-sonde achieves its aspiration of th~ wet bulb thermistor during
ascent by means of rotation induced by its helicoid shape. Initially, on the carriage the
A-sonde was suspended from a stiff wire that was made to rotate at the desired rate by a
small motor. The wire failed on two occasions, and although the carriage ascent was
lost, the same sonde survived the impact of its fall and was used successfully in the
following balloon ascent. After the second such failure, this approach was abandoned
in favor of small motors inserted in both thermistor ducts. Since the V-sonde was not
free to lower and operate its switching reel, a small motor was attached to rotate the
reel.

a

The special measures outlined above were required by the humidity sensors of the
0- and A-sondes, but also provided their temperature sensors with greater ventilation
than the V- and Z-sondes were receiving. This should not work to the disadvantage of the
V- and Z-sondes since even the slow carriage ascent would suffice to expose their temperature and humidity sensors to the ambient air. Figure 1 shows the arrangement used
for carrying the array of sondes aloft on the carriage, well clear of the tower.

Fig. 1 Radiosondes on cross
arm attached to moving carriage on the BAO tower.
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Although three of the four sondes being compared shared the 403-MHz band, minor
tuning had eliminated cross-talk problems. Since radiosondes launched a few seconds
apart ascend at different rates and sample different air, a useful comparison could be
achieved only by flying the four sondes on a single balloon train. To attach the four
so~des to a single balloon, a yoke was devised consisting of string and two horizontal
pieces of wooden dowel suspended several meters below the balloon. The V-sonde, which
must be free to lower itself to operate its reel-activated switch, was suspended from
the lower dowel along with the D-sonde. The A-sonde was suspended from the midpoint
of the upper dowel, halfway between the vertical string risers that connected the two
dowels at their ends, and was thus free to rotate and aspirate its dry and wet thermistors. The Z-sonde was suspended above the upper dowel from the point where the yoke
was tied to the string from the large 1000-g balloon. Several pairs of hands were
needed to handle the balloon train at launch (see Fig. 2). The technique described
above resulted in 19 successes out of 20 attempted launches.
2.3

Baselining Procedures

A conventional, white wooden thermometer
shelter was installed in the radiosonde
launch area. An Assman psychrometer manufactured by Casella and a digital barometer
manufactured by Negretti and Zambra were
used to obtain baseline data. For the
carriage ascents these instruments were
transported to the tower base whilst at
other times they were located in the thermometer shelter. Since the exact instant
of a balloon or carriage ascent was not
known in advance, baseline readings of
pressure, temperature and humidity were
made at about 5-min. intervals and the most
recent ones used when the ascent or launch
was imminent.
3.
3.1

Results
General Overview

Twenty intercomparisons were attempted
in all. On the fifth attempt, after a successful carriage ascent, the instruments
were blown against a van during balloon
launch. On the eighteenth .attempt no
carriage ascent preceded the balloon launch. There are 19 successful balloon flights
and 17 data sets for which comparisons of carriage and balloon ascents may be made.
Fig. 2 Radiosonde operators preparing
to release balloon train with all
sondes in tow.

For every carriage ascent the tower temperature at each reference level was compared
to the temperature of each sonde, as shown in Table 1. Differences between sonde and
tower temperature were also computed. The average difference between sonde and tower
temperatures was computed and the "t" test was used to identify stati sti ea lly significant
differences. Values of "t" appear at the bottom of the table. The A-sonde's indicated
bias of +2.4 is significant. The D-sonde's indicated bias of -0.7 is also significant.
The Z-sonde's indicated bias of +0.3 is significant and the V-sonde's indicated bias of
+0. 1 is not statistically significant and we infer that it is without bias. The average
temperature for all the sondes is 0.55 higher than the average tower temperature.
Table 1 illustrates the ideal case when a temperature was obtained for each sonde
at each level. There were seven of these completely successful carriage ascents. In six
other carriage ascents some sondes failed to report temperatures at one or more levels.
For these ascents the missing temperatures were estimated from the relationships suggested
by the available data and mean temperatures and biases computed by combining observed and
estimated temperatures. Finally, there were four carriage ascents for which one sonde
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ready.

The missing sonde was still flown on the balloon ascent if it was

Table 1 Temperatures observed during radiosonde carriage ascent, serial number 1,
beginning at 1025 local time on 27 August 1979. All temperatures are in
degrees Celsius. Tower temperatures are 10-second averages coinciding with
arrival of carriage at each level.
Temperature Differences,
(Sonde) - (Tower)

Temperatures, Tower and Sondes
Height
in m
10
22
50
100
150
200
250
Averages
11

t 11 values

Tower
17.3
17. 1
16.8
16.3
15.8
15.2
14.6
16. 16

z

A
19.6
19. 1
18.8
19.0
18.3
18.0
17. 1
18.56

D
16.0
16. 1
16.5
15.6
15.6
14.7
14.0
15.50

V
17;3
16.5
17.4
15.9
16.5
15.5
14.9
16.29

18.2
17.2
16.5
16.6
16. 1
15.6
15. 1
16.47

20.08

-4.50

0.70

2.27

(With degree of freedom
95% 1eve 1)

==

6,

11

A
2.3
2.0
2.0
2.7
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.4

D
-1.3
-1.0
-0.3
-0.7
-0.2
-0.5
-0.6
-0.7

V
0.0
-0.6
0.6
-0.4
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.1

z
0.9
0.1
-0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.3

t 11 numerically greater than 1.94 is significant at the

There is a very simple comparison that one can make between the carriage ascent and
the balloon ascent. For each ascent we can rank the four sondes from coldest to warmest.
If the sondes appear in the same order on both ascents, we might agree that the carriage
ascent should aid considerably in interpretation of the balloon ascent. In the intercomparison given in Table 1, the ranking from coldest to warmest sonde, D-V-Z-A was
repeated on the balloon ascent. In some cases only one of the two extremes observed on
the carriage ascent was confirmed on the balloon ascent. For example, during the serial
16 intercomparison the carriage ranking of D-Z-A-V changed to D-A-V-Z on the balloon.
The carriage ascent probably sheds some light on the balloon ascent, but the apparent
shift in calibration of the Z-sonde will limit the use of the carriage ascent as a simple
means of correcting the balloon ascent. Based on this type of simple comparison the
value of the carriage ascent to the balloon ascent may be summarized as follows:
Carriage Ascent
Very useful
Somewhat useful
Misleading

Number of Cases
8
6
3

3.2 Detailed Analysis
It will help to illustrate how the carriage ascent may be very useful or somewhat
useful or altogether misleading in interpreting the balloon ascent by discussing some
examples. Figure 3 illustrates four of the very useful carriage ascents. The inserts
in the upper right corner portray the carriage ascent. The solid line is the tower
temperature profile from aspirated quartz thermometers. The labelled dotted lines
portray the coldest and warmest sonde profiles and in some cases a third sonde profile
that is of special interest is also dotted in. Note that the temperature scale for the
carriage ascent is different from that of the balloon ascent.
According to plans for the BLIE, all measuring systems were to report at all of
the tower reference levels, and in addition, at heights of 400, 500, 750, 1000, 1250,
1500, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750 and 3000 m above ground, as measured at the base of the
tower. The equivalent reporting levels for the radiosondes were at pressures of 804,
795, 772, 749, 728, 706, 685, 664, 644, 625, 606, and 587 hPa. These pressures were
derived from average radiosonde data for Denver for the months of August and September
averaged over the 10 years from 1969 to 1978. Since 587 hPa is off scale for the
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ascents in the figures are carried only to 606 hPa. At each of the mandatory reporting
levels, marked by short horizontal line segments, the temperature of the coldest and
warmest sonde is plotted and its identity given by its letter designator. Thus, each
graph of Fig. 3 shows two balloon profiles, one labelled "coldest sonde" and the other
"warmest sonde."
Considering Fig. 3a, the A-sonde, warmest on the carriage ascent with a bias of +0.7
(based on an analysis as illustrated in Table 1) is seen to be the warmest at 13 of 15
levels of the balloon ascent. The D-sonde, coldest on the carriage ascent (bias -0.6)
was coldest at 14 of 15 levels of the balloon ascent. The V- and Z-sondes, without significant bias on the carriage ascent, were also between the two extremes on the balloon
and the ranking from coldest to warmest sonde was D-V-Z-A on both the carriage and balloon
ascents. The carriage ascent indicated that the average of all four sondes was 0.10
warmer than the true (i.e. the tower) temperature. On the balloon ascent the average
temperatures reported by each of the four sondes were A = 15.98, D = 14.45, V = 14.96,
Z = 15.30 and their average was 15.17. Assuming that the group average is 0.10 warmer
than the true temperature, as it was on the carriage ascent, then by subtracting 15.07
from each sonde's average temperature, the biases of the sondes during the balloon ascent
are estimated to be: A= +0.91, D = -0.62, V= -0.11 and Z = +0.23. Carriage biases
had been estimated at +0.7, -0.6, 0 and 0. Note that with two biases of opposite sign
cancelling one another, the adjustment to be made to the average sonde temperature on the
balloon ascent is of little significance.
We turn now to Fig. 3b which portrays carriage and balloon ascents of 29 August
1979. The A-sonde, warmest on the carriage, was warmest at all 15 levels of the balloon
ascent. The D-sonde, coldest on the carriage, although not significantly colder than the
tower, was coldest at all 15 levels of the balloon ascent. The Z-sonde, also positively
biased on the carriage ascent, was second warmest on the balloon ascent. For both
ascents the ranking order from coldest to warmest was D-V-Z-A. The average sonde
temperature was 0.53 warmer than the true (i.e. the tower) temperature on the carriage
ascent. On the balloon ascent the average temperatures reported by each of the sondes
were as follows: A= 17.71, D = 16.09, V= 16.65, Z = 16.91 and their average was 16.85.
Assuming that the group average is 0.53 warmer than the true temperature, then the
corrected average temperature for the balloon sounding is 16.85 - 0.53 = 16.32. Subtracting 16.32 from each sonde's average temperature gives estimated biases for the
balloon ascent of A= +1.39, D = -0.23, V= +0.33 and Z = +0.64. Tower biases had been
estimated at +1.4, -0.1 (not significant), +0.1 (not significant) and +0.7. In this case,
if the adjustment based on the carriage ascent had not been made, inferences based on
treating the average sounding temperature as an unbiased estimate of the true temperature
would have implied sonde biases of A= +0.86, D = -0.76, V = -0.20 and Z = +0.11, leading
to different conclusions than the adjusted biases given immediately preceding.
Figure 3c is of special interest because it portrays a correction in the making to
the V-sonde tower calibration and in all other respects offers good agreement between
the carriage and balloon ascents. On the carriage ascent the A-, D-, and Z-sondes
showed biases of +0.3, -0.5 and +0.6. The V-sonde starts out very warm, but at and
above lOO m it agrees with the tower. On the balloon ascent the Z-sonde was the warmest
at 10 of 14 levels, the A-sonde was the warmest at 5 levels and the D-sonde was the
coldest at 12 levels. The V-sonde appeared to be without bias on the balloon ascent,
being the coldest sonde at one level and the warmest sonde at no levels. Interpreting
the carriage ascent of the V-sonde as indicative of zero bias, the sequence from coldest
to warmest sonde on both ascents was D-V-A-Z. On the same assumption, the average sonde
temperature during the carriage ascent was 0.10 warmer than the true temperature.
Average temperatures reported by the sondes on the balloon ascent were A= 17.40,
D = 16.88, V= 17.15, Z = 18.03 and their average was 17.36. As before, we assume that
the corrected average temperature of 17.36- 0.10 = 17.26 is a better estimate of the
true average temperature for the balloon sounding and we estimate the biases of the
sondes to be A= +0. 14, D = -0.38, V= -0.11 and Z = +0.77. Again, we note that, as in
the case portrayed in Figure 3a, nearly equal biases of opposite sign in the D- and
Z-sondes cancel one another and the adjustment made to the group average for the balloon
ascent is of little significance in interpreting the results.
Figure 3d tells a similar story. On the carriage ascent the sondes showed biases
with respect to the tower of A= -0.37, D = -0.41, V= -0.89 and Z = +0.38. All were
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Fig. 3 Four cases of good agreement between balloon ascent and the associated carriage
ascent, insert upper right. Details are given in the text. Ascents began as
follows, (a) 28 August 1979, carriage 1023, balloon 1104; (b) 29 August, carriage
1031, balloon 1110; (c) 29 August, carriage 2225, balloon 2313; (d) 30 August,
carriage 2230, balloon 2318. All times local daylight.
statistically significant. The sequence from coldest to warmest on the carriage ascent
and the balloon ascent was V-D-A-Z, although the V-, D- and A-sondes were nearly identical
on the balloon flight where their average temperatures were A= 15.22, D = 15.18,
V= 15.16, Z = 16.20, with a group average of 15.44. The carriage ascent produced an
average sonde temperature that was 0.32 colder than the tower temperatures. We use this
figure to derive a better estimate, 15.76, as the average temperature for the entire
balloon sounding, and from this compute the biases of the four sondes to be A = -0.54,
D = -0.58, V = -0.60 and Z = +0.44.
Figure 4 illustrates what the data look like when the carriage ascent is of
limited or no use in interpreting the balloon ascent. In Fig. 4a we are able to salvage
something with a little creativity. Note that the Z-sonde, which is very much colder
than the tower in the carriage ascent, has become the warmest sonde at 10 of 15 levels on
the balloon ascent. The sequence from coldest to warmest sonde has changed from Z-0-A-V
on the carriage to 0-A-V-Z on the balloon suggesting that the other three sondes on the
carriage ascent may contain useful information. The average of the D-, A-, and V-sondes
on the carriage ascent was 25.93 compared to the tower average of 25.89. The agreement
is good enough that we may proceed to use the average of these three sondes as an unbiased
estimate of the true temperature during the balloon ascent. Aside from the Z-sonde, whose
bias we are rejecting as clearly not relevant to the balloon ascent, the "t" test showed
biases for the other sondes of A = 0.0, D = -0.4 and V = 0.0. Average temperatures
observed on the balloon ascent were A= 18.66, D = 17.97, V = 18.75 and Z = 18.88. The
average of the A-, D- and V-sondes was 18.46. Using this figure as the best estimate of
the true average temperature for the ascent, we infer the biases for the sondes to be
A = +0.20, D = -0.49, V = +0.29 and Z = +0.42.
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Fig. 4 Four cases with disagreement between balloon ascent and the associated carriage
ascent, insert upper right. Details are given in text. Ascents began (a) 5 September, carriage 1022, balloon 1129; (b) 31 August, carriage 1633, balloon 1725;
(c) 29 August, carriage 1626, balloon 1710; (d) 31 August, carriage 2227, balloon
2324. All times local daylight.

Figure 4b illustrates a case in which the agreement between the four sondes was
so good on the balloon ascent that the inconsistencies in the carriage ascent are of
little practical importance. The average temperatures of each sonde for the balloon
ascent were A= 19.79, D = 19.48, V= 19.65, Z = 19.56 and their average was 19.62. The
Z-sonde was not included in the carriage ascent. The D-sonde had been coldest on the
carriage (bias -0.3) and repeated as the coldest on the balloon by a few hundredths of
a degree, but the V-sonde, the warmest on the carriage with an indicated bias of 0.5,
was apparently without bias on the balloon ascent where it was within 0.03 degree of the
group average. When the carriage ascent is less than consistent, it is probably best to
use the group average on the balloon ascent as the best estimate of the true value. An
alternative interpretation here would be to accept the D-sonde as being biased -0.3, the
equivalent of assuming an average temperature of 19.78 for the balloon sounding, in
which case one would attribute the following biases to the other three sondes: A= 0.01,
V= -0.13 and Z = -0.22.
In Fig. 4c the carriage ascent is without value. There was no Airsonde ascent.
The D-sonde showed a bias of -0.4. The V-sonde, warmest of the other three, although
not significantly warmer than the tower, was the coldest sonde at 11 of 15 levels on
the balloon ascent and had an average temperature 0.38 colder than the D-sonde. The
shift in calibration of the V-sonde might be as much as 0.9C. One may speculate that
the D-sonde may have retained the same -0.4 bias on the balloon, or that the average of
the D- and Z-sondes, 0.25 cooler than the tower on the carriage ascent was a like amount
cooler than the true average temperature for the balloon ascent, or that the A-sonde,
but not the V-sonde (which is clearly biased) should also be included in estimating
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the true average temperature for the balloon ascent.
how to proceed.

There is no clear preference on

This is the second example of what appears to be a shift in calibration of a sonde,
the first having come in the discussion of Fig. 4a with respect to the Z-sonde.
Presumably calibration~ifts are physically possible, but it is recognized that
discrepancies of this sort may be artifacts introduced by the operators.
The carriage ascent portrayed in Fig. 4d is without merit. The D-sonde, coldest
on the carriage with a bias of -0.8, became the warmest on the balloon sounding. The
V-sonde, displaying an erratic carriage ascent, but warmer than the D-sonde at every
level, was the coldest sonde at 14 of 15 levels on the balloon ascent.
4.

Conclusions

Sets of radiosondes of different manufacture, undergoing intercomparison, were
first made to perform a 250-m ascent on a calibrated tower before releasing them on
a balloon train. The intent was to uncover bias in sondes based on the tower data and
to use estimates of bias to make improved estimates of the true temperature during
balloon ascents. Although some success was achieved with the method, less than half of
the attempts were completely successful in the sense that the four sondes exhibited
close similarity in their temperature interrelationships in the two types of ascents.
The failure to achieve a higher success rate may best be attributed to the failure to
perfect the method of profiling on the tower, using sensors of known bias, before
employing the method on the experiment.
Based on the most useful examples of carriage ascents, as portrayed in Fig. 3,
it is apparent that a satisfactory calibration before balloon launch can lead to better
estimates of bias during balloon ascent.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASOLID STATE RADIOSONDE
IN AUSTRALIA
I

E.R. Lockie
Philips-Telecommunications Manufacturing
Company Limited
Clayton, Victoria, Australia.
Summary
Developed over 30 years for general purpose Radiosonde Sounding in Networks in Australia
and for other South East Asian Met. Services, the RS4 Mk. 11 Radiosonde is described and
its field performance is reviewed.
The importance is stressed of achieving mission reliability and low variability in
performance yet with economy appropriate to this consumable item.
Field data on both
reliability and variability has been included by courtesy of the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology, Department of Science and Technology.

1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1
The RS4 Mk 11 radiosonde has been developed for routine use by upper air stations
in the Australian and other Meteorological Services. This solid state airborne package
is the result of a long history of radiosonde activity, including development and
manufacture.
It has also benefited by the feedback from continued operational usage
within larqe upper air networks, geographically spread throughout regions which range
from the northern tropical zones to the Antarctic stations in the South.
Fig. 1 shows
the RS4 Mk 11 radiosonde, with the access panel removed.
1.2 This radiosonde system is based on the Diamond Hinman principle, (1)
established in the early 1940's in the U.S.A.
It employs sequential
switching of the temperature and humidity sensors and the sensor
data telemetered to the ground station using an audio frequency
f
modulating the radio frequency carrier.
The temperature sensor is
a thermistor specifically designed for radiosonde applications.
The particular thermistor is widely used in radiosonde systems.
The humidity element is a deposited film type.
Both carbon and
lithium chloride salt deposited on a flat substrate have been used.
Both the temperature and humidity sensors are variable resistance
elements.
The dynamic characteristics are well known and have
been the subject of other literature; they are not unique to this
radiosonde and therefore are not dealt with further in this paper.
The pressure sensor uses an aneroid capsule of Ni-span-C
1.3
mounted in a b~roswitch, the contacts of which control the sequential
switching of the temperature and humidity sensors as well as periodically introducing reference resistors as a control. All baroswitches
Fig. 1
are individually calibrated in the factory and subjected to controls
An individual calibration
to ensure conformity to specification.
chart is included with each radiosonde.
1.4
The RS4 Mk 11 electronics package is contained on one printed circuit board,
however, functionally there are two basic sections: a solid state transmitter at
403MHz and the audio and switching circuits.

- 132 The latter utilizes a silicon integrated circuit designed specifically for this
radiosonde.
It contains a resistance-capacitance oscillator circuit -the heart of
the radiosonde in which the sensors and reference resistors together with a temperature
stable capacitor determine the audio frequency.
The sensors and two reference resistors are electronically switched within the I.C.,
under the control of the commutator contacts in the baroswitch as indicated in Fig. 2.
In addition the I.C. also includes a voltage regulator to ensure isolation of the
audio circuits from variations in supply voltage.
This integrated circuit was designed with the objective of obtaining close control
over the circuit components which influence the accuracy and the repeatability of
By placing these components on the integrated circuit substrate, the
a radiosonde.
In addition, the
performance under varying environmental conditions is enhanced.
repeatability of production radiosondes is improved by their inclusion in a common
package.
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1.5
The radio transmitter employs a single transistor with the radio frequency
The materials and physical dimensions
determining element being a cavity resonator.
were carefully chosen to ensure high stability of the radio frequency carrier throughout
the varied environmental conditions and battery voltage variations which prevail
Careful choice of componentry and continuing scrutiny
during the radiosonde flight.
of field performance, including reliability statistics have been applied, to ensure
that the radiosonde is well suited to its application.
l.f
The radiosonde housing is of foamed polystyrene.
Its thermal properties are
used to provide an adequate temperature lag for the benefit of the electronic pac~age
and pressure sensor; resulting in the operating temperature being kept above -30 C
even with an extreme external temperature of -90°C.
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Attention has been given to the prevention of rain influencing the operation of
the radiosonde.
This was achieved by an appropriate arrangement of all wiring
entering the compartment and by the careful sealing of the operator's access
panel on the side of the case prior to release.
1.7
To complete this general overview of the RS4 Mk 11 it is necessary to outline
the battery options employed. As a consumable item, the question of economics has to
be always kept in mind.
This also applies in the choice of battery.
Since the
introduction of this model a battery comprising "dry cells" of the Leclanche type have
been used. The performance and quality level has been well monitored during rnam1facture
and has proven very satisfactory over this period.
The shelf life of this type of
battery has limitations.
Its performance is enhanced if stored in a cool place.
In
practice arranging two or more shipments a year should ensure satisfactory operational
results.
However, where a longer battery shelf life is desired, the water activated (W.A.) type
is supplied for use with the RS4.
For this arrangement the case is slightly modified
to provide drainage and ventilation of the battery compartment. This technique ensures
isolation of the electronics and baroswitch from the battery by-products.
It should be noted that whilst the reliability and field performance data included in
this paper has been obtained with "dry cell" operation, no significant change in
operational characteristics and performance would be anticipated when it is supplied for
operation with the water activated type.
2.0 SPECIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE RS4 MK 11
2.1
Radio Frequency
Frequency Band:
400-406MHz (international band)
Modulcttion:
FM 220kHz deviation. (to lower carrier
+
frequency)
Frequency Stability:
- 300 kHz throughout duration of flight
RF Power Output:
100 rnWatt minimum.
The radiosonde frequency is set in the factory at 402MHz or 403MHz as required.
It
may be readjusted before release to another frequency within the band if so desired.
It should be noted that the radiosonde band in Australia is 400.15MHz to 403MHz.
The
restricted range leads to greater emphasis on ensuring lower spectrum usage by individual
radiosonde flights.
lhis is achieved by a low carrier drift during the flight, the
result of a carefully compensated cavity resonator and the use of a lower F.M. deviation
than some other systems.
Although certain radiosonde designers have used crystal
frequency control, for even lower R.F. drift, the added cost compared with the resonant
cavity cannot normally be justified for general purpose radiosonde applications.
2.2

Audio Section
Modulation Frequency:
8Hz to 200Hz, pulse waveform of duration 200 ~Secs.
Ground station output in chart recorder divisions: 200Hz is equivalent to
lOO divisions.
Low reference frequency (utilized for system control and drift correction if
required):
190Hz or 95 divisions. Typically it is not adjusted during an
RS4 flight.
Sensor Specifications
2.3
Pressure
2.3.1
Type:
Aneroid capsule in baroswitch, temperature
compensated and calibrated individually,
1060 to 5mbar
Range:
+ 1mbar rms
Accuracy:
Calibration format:
Computer generated scale, readily permitting interpolation of readings as required, refer Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Calibration Chart
Scale 60% full size.
2.3.2

Temperature
Type:
Rod type thermistor coated white to reduce solar
therma 1 input.
Range:
+50°C to -90°C
Accuracy:
+0.5°C
A standard law giving ratio of resistance to temperature change is available to permit
conversion of ground station output to actual temperature either using a circular
evaluator or by use of an electronic calculator into which the standard law has been
pre -programrred.
2.4

Relative Humidity
Type:
Carbon film deposit on flat substrate
Range:
10% to 100%
Accuracy:
+5%.
Conversion from output scale divisions to actual relative humidity again utilizes a
standard law and may employ a slide rule or pre-programmed calculator.
2.5
Dimensions and Mass - 125 x 160 x 235mm
Mass inc. batteries 650 gm.

•

•
•

•
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2.6
Ground Equipment
A simple pre-flight "base-1 in ing" is carried out in order to standardise the three
At the same time the total telemetry
sensors against ground based measurements.
system is checked and "standardised" using the reference frequency i.e. setting to
95 divisions.
Special attention has been given to ensuring accuracy and elimination of possible
ground based R.F. errors by using a connector/filter unit which plugs directly into
the RS4 Mk 11 and permits selection of a particular sensor either manually or
automatically during this base-lining process.
This connector is wired into the
base line sensor selection equipment.
The RS4 Mk 11 operates principally in systems using either Philips or Astor ground
equipment.
However, as stated earlier, the origins of the telemetry system being
common with that of the present day U.S. sonde leads to the RS4 being used quite
satisfactorily with a number of other ground equipments intended for this type of
radiosonde system.
3.0 PRODUCTION - QUALITY CONTROL ASPECTS
The RS4 Mk 11 has been developed within the laboratories of Philips-TMC Ltd. Victoria,
Australia, in conjunction with the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, and is manufactured
in the Radio Communications factory of that Company.
A dedicated department provides
the specialised equipment necessary for its manufacture, including automated testing
and calibration equipment for both lOO percent production testing of the sonde as well
as for Quality Control purposes.
The manufacturing operation also encompasses the
aneroid and baroswitch.
The capacity of the plant is in excess of 40,000 units per
Production support
year, oresent utilization being comfortably within that figure.
facilities such as Materials ~1anagement, Quality Control, Industrial En_aineerina and
Development are provided from within the overall communications plant.
The production
activities and their respective testing or control functions are summarised as follows:
3.1
Baroswitch
Manufacture of metal work (Capsule, Commutator, Assembly) using in-house plant and
outside specialists.
Capsule manufacture includes, exercising, heat treatment, ageinq
and testing.
Each individual baroswitch assembly undergoes rigid inspection, computer
controlled testing and calibration, including temperature variation or "cold run"
checks. The computer printout produces a calibration scale including the "cold run"
test data (sample at Fig. 2)
Production Quality Control is also enhanced by the
re-testing of a small percentage of the finished product.
3.2
Transmitter and Electronics Package
The P.C. Board assembly, including the transmitter, cavity resonator, and the
integrated circuit is hand assembled and then soldered in a controlled "drag" solder
process.
Following visual inspection this assembly is tested for both R.F. performance
and audio characteristics in an automated electronic tester.
The final assembly i.e. the printed circuit board plus sensors and baroswitch, all
pre-tested, are fitted into the case and hand wired.
The final test includes all
functions and a re-test of certain parameters such as Radio Frequency and Deviation.
Quality Assurance provide an overall audit and certain dedicated quality control
measures.
Among these are the regular simulated flight testing of radiosondes over
the specified range of environmental conditions and the assimilation and interpretation
of field flight data provided by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology.
3.3
All standards employed are traceable direct to sub-standards either of
N.A.T.A.* certified laboratories or of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. The
applicable manufacturing standard employed is the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
specification A570 issue 7.

*

N.A.T.A. - National Association of Testing Authorities.
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4.0 OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY
The me_asure of success that can be attributed to the RS4 MK 11 can largely be gauged
from examination of the statistics gathered from its usage within.the Australian
Network of Upper Air Stations. This network comprising 34 stations is operated and
maintained by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology.
The operational reliability can be equated to the level of assurance of achieving
a satisfactory flight with the data obtained being accepted by the network model.
The costs associated with fail€d flights needs little elaboration.
In the event of
the need to repeat a flight in o~der to obtain satisfactory data the cost includes not
only the radiosonde but balloon gas etc. - and of course there is inevitably a delay
if such a repeat flight is required.
The mission success level for the last 3 years is shown in the following barchart,
Fig. 4, giving:
Total defects occurri_rJq prior to balloon burst
Total defects occurring prior to 250 mbar
The level of baseline rejections is also shown.
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Failures are defined by the Bureau of Meteorology and include flights in which useful
but incomplete data was obtained. The improvement from 1978 to the present high
level of performance has been achieved by continued attention to production techniques
and quality control.
The reliability figures over the last two year period, i.e. second quarter
to 1979 to the first quarter 1981, show that the level of successful flights
to 250 mbar is about 99% and to balloon burst exceeds 96%.
At the base line the quality level for this same period is greater than 99%.
In evaluating such data it is important to keep in perspective the very nature of a
radiosonde.
It is a consumable item and requires a cost effective approach
necessitating a balance between Acceptable Quality Level (AQL) and price to the Met.
Service.
5.0
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
The operational performance within the Australian network has been the subject of
From recent studies and reports as
continued monitoring and study by the Bureau.
yet unpublished, the following results have been made available.
5.1
As a basis for assessing radiosonde data quality, the lOO mbar variability has
been used following the method of Hooper (2). Statistics on the lOO mbar data
variability have been gathered from 5 Australian stations and the statistics contain a
total of 79 station months.
The overall variability for all stations up to mid 1980 is 24.2 metres.
This compares favourably with radiosonde variabilities for various radiosonde
types in the northern hemisphere presented by Jones (3).
In his publication
he gives variabilities for 1979 ranging from 20 to 70 metres with a mean
value of 36.
5.2
In a further study a series of tests were carried out by flying 20 radiosondes
in pairs with appropriate separation laterally and in operating frequency to avoid mutual
interference. The differences in geopotential temperature and dewpoint at standard
Initially single radiosonde flights with two ground
pressure levels were recorded.
equipments were conducted in order to establish the contribution likely from the
variability in ground equipment and scaling. The results of that study are summarised
hereunder as:
Variability in radiosonde observations due to the radiosonde is
estimated to have standard deviations of:
(i) 0.35~C in temperature
(ii) 0.64 C in dewpoint and
(iii) 1 mbar in pressure; 6 m in height at 100 mbar.
These figures are obtained after allowing for a minor contribution from ground
equipment and scaling as mentioned earlier.
The dewpoint data was obtained with lithium chloride humidity elements currently in
use at that time. With the present move to carbon film type some improvement in
this figure may be expected.
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6.0 FUTURE TRENDS
Development in the future will be based on using new technology to consolidate
performance and reliability.
That consideration will be given to size and weight
is inevitable, but it is interesting to note that reduction below the present
level will achieve very little advantage to the user, either in flight cost or
handling ability.
The possible elimination of all electromechanical contacts
must be seen as a challenge for the future.
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THE U.S. OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
STATUS AND PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS

Harold W. Yates
National Earth Satellite Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Washington, D.C.
The U.S. currently operates two geostationary satellites providing continuous
data from 75W and 135W longitude and a third satellite at l05W longitude carrying
a new instrument called the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS). The VAS instrument
promises a capability to provide temperature structure of limited areas of the
atmosphere at a time resolution down to one-half hour and a spatial resolution
of 15 km. Early results using this new capability are described.
The TIROS-N series of polar-orbiting satellite has been operational for
three years providing quantitative inputs to the U.S. National Weather Service
forecast models.
Beginning in 1983, planned improvements to the instrumentation
include an additional channel for the Scanning Radiometer (SR), an Advanced
·
Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) to improve the all-weather capability of the
temperature sounding system, a Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument
for the global monitoring of ozone profiles, and an Earth Radiation Balance
Instrument (ERBI) to measure the radiation exchange between the earth and space
on both a global and a mesoscale. The status of current operational products
will be described and the advanced capabilities discussed.

(Reference II.9)
COMPUTER BASED ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
OF WEATHER SATELLITE IMAGES
H.Jo Labudda and H. Kappel
Dornier System GmbH
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

Both polar-orbiting and geostationary satellites are
transmitting an enormous stream of information which can be
exploited, either directly or indirectly in meteorology and
related applications. Computer based ground receiving stations
are capable of automated reception and storage of desired
portions of this information. They also provide other features
which enable the information to be used easily, including:
enhancement of images, comparison of images, derivation of
temperature patterns and wind profiles, cloud analysis and
printing. It is expected that such a capability will greatly
aid the work of meteorologists and of scientists and engineers
in related field.
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QUALITY CONTROL AND DATA COMPATIBILITY
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ASPECTS OF DATA COMPATIBILITY
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Introduction
Large Meteorological Centers receive, process and apply many thousands of observational reports on a daily basis in order to fulfill their basic missions of providing
guidance for nationwide and global forecasts. This present-day operational data base
includes reports from a number of different systems. For example, the four charts comprising Figure 1 contain the locations of upper-air reports from various systems, received within a few hours of one of the two regular daily upper-air analysis operations
at NOAA's National Meteorological Center (NMC). Such data of upper-air temperature,
pressure and wind are obtained from the worldwide radiosonde network, from operational
satellites (presently TIROS-N and NOAA-6) of the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
(TOVS) series, the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES), the Japanese Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS), the European Meteorological Satellite
(METEOSAT) and from aircraft including those on special weather reconnaissance flights.
The number of different systems used to supply operational data may well increase in the
foreseeable future if some of the instrumentation used for the recent Global Weather
Experiment is viewed as suitable for supplying regular observations.
A determination of the value (or usefulness) of any
ficult task, A major part of the problem is the lack of
which the behavior of all instruments and systems can be
such a standard appears rather remote, primarily because

data set is indeed a very difan international standard by
judged, The development of
of the large expense involved.

Thus, a basic problem which the user has had to contend with over a number of years
involves the areal consistency of observations taken by different systems, and indeed
taken by various instruments within a given system. This review will focus on some of
the methods employed by the data users for gaining insight into this problem. A number
of the evaluation methods involve comparisons of large numbers of observational reports,
A more recent and more complex method involves the use of forecast models, specifically,
the verification of the model's forecasts (for a variety of weather situations) when
various data sets are used individually or merged for input data.
Radiosonde Data Compatibility
As mentioned above, compatibility may be questioned even with regard to data reported from different types of instruments which comprise an observational system, A
typical example of this problem is the global radiosonde system, which employs a large
number of different instrument types. The incompatibility of reported radiosonde data,
especially from stratospheric levels, has been investigated for a number of years and the
results of such studies, in the form of data adjustments, have been absolutely necessary
for proper and intelligent meteorological use of radiosonde reports.
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Fig. 3 - Mean day-night differences of reported lOO mb geopotential heights from instruments used in various countries for the year 1975 (derived from information contained in Spackman [9]).
3.

Observational procedures (such as a new application of station correction) have
not been altered since the time when the compatibility study was carried out.

The first requirement may be satisfied by a simple calculation which requires knowledge of the nominal balloon release time and ascent rate. Small errors in solar angle
computations generally do not have a large effect on the resulting adjustment value.
The second and third requirements, however, are much more sensitive and require updated
information to the user, on a regular basis. To this end CIMO and CBS have jointly developed a system that will allow the type of information outlined above to be gathered
and passed along to the user through the WMO METNO Code. Hopefully, WMO Members will
report changes in station equipment and procedures as they occur. In addition, it is
expected that the WMO will prepare a catalogue of such information, which can be regularly updated and made available to users.
There has been an additional great value in monitoring and publicizing the behavior
of the various types of operational radiosonde instruments (i.e. other than informing
the user of the needs for data adjustments). This value relat.es to the knowledge which
can be gained by the data producer regarding the operational behavior of his particular
instruments, especially as it relates to the the behavior of the other instrument types.
For example, since monitoring such as outlined had been initiated, several major instrument types have been completely replaced or altered. The end result has been a marked
improvement of radiosonde instrumental behavior, especially noticeable at the higher
levels. A major example of such an improvement is exemplified by the results of day-.
night temperature computations for the French instruments shown in Figure 4. The previously used METOX instrument had exhibited a rather large day-night difference (greatest
at 10mb), when compared with other instruments. The development of the new Mesural
instrument, however, has resulted in a tremendous improvement in the high level data
compatibility.
As a final comment on this subject we stress that any adjustments based on the
compatibility principles outlined cannot insure accuracy of reported data, but only
general consistency of the data base. Such consistency, however, is a meteorological
necessity for synoptic use of the data bases, Accuracy on the other hand, can only be
insured by a concerted effort on the part of radiosonde developers to completely understand the behavior of their particular instruments.
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Fig. 4 - Mean values of day-night differences computed
at NMC from observations taken by the French
Mesural instruments,
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In addition, we reiterate that the evaluations and user adjustments of data have
been keyed to reported information ( i.e. data received via the Global Telecommunications
System (GTS), A variety of processing techniques are used by the data supplier previous
to transmission on the GTS, and these may include corrections derived by laboratory or
other tests to improve accuracy.
Satellite-Radiosonde

Comparison~

Temperature-profile satellite instrumentation can yield a vast number of upper air
temperature soundings for use in operational analysis and forecast systems. For example,
the present TOVS system provides over 4000 global observations every day. The value of
such a data base is not fully known as yet, even though this information is being used
in an operational mode. Other new meteorological observing systems in the past have
been evaluated while operating in a real-time mode.
A number of evaluations have been accomplished by simply comparing satellite observations with colocated radiosonde measurements, A much more complex method of satellite
data evaluation, called the Data System Test (Desmarais et al. [1]), involves comparing
forecasts generated by models using the different data bases (e.g. satellite vs. radiosonde), Results from both types of evaluations have been vigorously debated. Much of
the debate centers on the radiosonde accuracies which in some cases are not fully known.
In addition, the sensitivities of the models to the different data bases are not fully
known.
Our discussions here will focus on the comparison of satellite and radiosonde data.
Such comparisons began on a regular basis with the receipt of data from the first operational temperature sounder (April, 1969) called the Satellite Infrared Radiometer Spectrometer (SIRS). Since that time several different types of retrieval systems (to convert satellite measured radiation data to usable meteorological temperatures) have been
developed. These systems have varied considerably in terms of their dependence on radiosonde (and rocketsonde) data. It was found that the retrieval systems based on physical
principles generally yielded meteorological information that had significant biases with
respect to radiosonde data. The present TOVS system minimizes this problem by employing
an updated radiosonde data base and an historical sample of rocketsonde .observation for
the operational statistical retrieval scheme.
Globally averaged root mean square differences between mean-layer temperatures derived from the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 satellites only within cloudles areas and temperatures
for the same layers measured by eo-located radiosonde observations are shown in Figure
5. These differences computed for March 1981 are part of a regular monitoring effort
being carried out at the National Meteorological Center (other studies and further ref-
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erences are Smith et al. [8]; Phillips et al. [5]; Scoggins et al. [7]. The number of
colocated observations per month is quite large (about 13 thousand), especially for
tropospheric levels. Colocations are reduced at the upper levels due primarily to the
decreasing availability of radiosonde data. It also should be added that although the
number is a global value the majority of values are from the Northern Hemisphere, again
due to the availability of radiosonde data.
Recent results of the monitoring indicate that reported radiosonde and satellite
retrieval data have generally become more compatible with time. This is especially true
at stratospheric levels, since the newer satellite instrumentation has greater capability
to measure temperature at those levels than ever before. The monitoring efforts have
also uncovered problem areas that were corrected before they would certainly have led to
major difficulties in the use of the satellite data. This has added considerably in
making the monitoring effort a ve,ry worthwhile tool.
A number of problems still prevent full operational use of satellite retrieval data,
especially over the land areas in the troposphere. One of the major problems is the
treatment of such data in forecast models, which are now dominated by the relatively
dense land radiosonde network. Some models show a sensitivity to using mixed data bases
with different characteristics. Over oceans the satellite data provide information that
was heretofore unobtainable because of the sparsity of the radiosonde network over these
areas. Paradoxically, there are relatively few radiosonde stations operating over the
oceans to provide the very important information for development of the satellite retrieval systems and for the monitoring of the satellite retrievals.
Use of Rocket Data for Compatibility Studies
The meteorological rocketsonde, for a number of years, provided the only information
of the stratospheric circulation at levels above the radiosonde height limitation (about
30 km). Useful information from most rocketsonde observations extended to about 55 to
60 km. Being a relatively very expensive observational tool, this instrument has generally been rather limited in use. At the time of greatest popularity, the rocketsonde
network consisted of more than 20 sites, which provided at least one observation per
week. Some stations even operated on a four-day per week basis. This was during the
period from about the middle 1960s to the middle 1970s.
As with the radiosonde, different types of rocketsondes have been used throughout
the history of the network. The result was that the user was faced with the same general
type of data incompatibility problems that plagued users of stratospheric radiosonde data.
However, some of the reasons for the incompatibility were significantly different (e.g.
primary aerodynamic heating of the rocketsonde due to the relatively rapid descent rate

- 151 of the parachute while measurements are being made). Since the rocketsonde network
observations were quite sparse when compared to those from radiosondes, the empirical
methods utilizing regularly scheduled reported data could not be applied. Instead a
limited number of carefuly planned instrumental intercomparisons have been held.
Results of rocketsonde intercomparisons, conducted during the early 1970s at
Wallops Island, Virginia and White Sands, New Mexico, pointed to some instrumental inconsistencies in the measurement of temperature. These problems were serious enough to
stimulate a redevelopment of one of the rocket systems then being used in the United
States. In addition, an international experiment held at the Guiana Space Center, French
Guiana in September 1973 indicated some major differences among rocketsonde systems
employed by the USSR, the US, France and the UK. The results indicated increasingly
large temperature differences with increasing height between the USSR and other systems
beginning at about 40 km. Rather large differences in radar measured winds were also
noted. Unfortunately, there is no standard in rocketsonde instrumentation for a determination of the absolute accuracy of any system.
After a review of instrumental problem areas, another intercomparison was held at
Wallops Island during August, 1977. Participants included only the US and the USSR.
Results of these tests (Schmidlin et al. [6]) indicate that agreement between temperatures measured by the two systems had improved somewhat. These latest differences are
shown in Figure 6. A rather large improvement in the compatibility of measured winds
was noted. The present mean and root mean square (RMS) differences of the meridional
and zonal components are shown in Figure 7.
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Knowledge of rocketsonde measurement compatibility has allowed a more intelligent
use of the data, especially for synoptic analysis purposes. Such information has also
resulted in a greater confidence level when using rockets~nde observations for the evaluation of high-altitude data gathered from satellite sounding systems. Results of a recent study are given in Table 1. The mean temperature differences between US rocketsondes
and the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 operational satellites were computed from the retrieved satel1 ite temperatures and rockE!tSonde observations specially schedulerl to coincide with the
satellite overpasses.
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Temperature differences (OC) between TOVS satellite layer mean temperature retrievals
and rocketsonde measurements (Satellite minus Rocket)
TIROS-N (December 1978-July 1980)

NOAA 6 (October 1979-July 1980)

mb

Mean

SD

No

mb

Mean

SD

No

10-5

-1.0

3.1

568

1Q-5r

-o.s

3.1

265

5-2

-0.6

3.4

568

5-2

-1.1

4.2

265

2-1

-0.2

5.2

546

2-1

-4.3

4.9

265

1-0.4

+1.5

6.7

552

1-0.4

-4.3

4.4

265

TABLE II
Observational error characteristics currently in use by NMC in the Operational Optimum
Interpolation Analysis System.
Radiosonde
Level (mb)
1000
850
700
500
400
300
250
200
150
100
70
50

RMS Error (m)
0.2
2.8
5.7
ll.2
15.0
20.2
23.7
27.3
31.0
36.4
36.4
36.4

TIROS-N and. NOAA-6
(clear radiances)
Level (mb)
1000
850
700
500
400
300
250
200
150
100
70
50

RMS Error (m)
12.5
20.0
25.0
25.0
27.5
36.5
44.5
44.7
45.0
45.0
45.0

Numerical values of the means and standard deviations of temperature d~fferences
between rocketsonde observations and satellite retrievals have improved considerably
over those indicated by earlier comparisons. This points clearly to the increased usability of the satellite data. The systematic differences can be used directly for adjustment of data sets, while the standard deviations give an indication of the confidence
levels of the information. It should be noted that, since rocketsonde systems had not
changed during the periods of observations the differences are probably a result of
satellite instrumentation behavior or data processing change.
Compatibility of Reported Wind Data
Operational wind data are obtained by a number of different'systems. They include
the geostationary satellites (GOES, GMS, METEOSAT), the regular aircraft system, as well
as the Automatic Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR) and special aircraft reconnaissance
flights. The most complete wind observations are derived from rawinsonde observations
from the global network. The rawin reports are available on a synoptic (0000 and
1200 GMT) basis, while both aircraft and satellite observations are taken at times
throughout the 24 hour period or continuously, as in the case of satellites.

- 153 The radiosonde is the only operational instrument which provides a complete vertical
profile of wind information, compatible with present-day analysis needs (i.e. the observation contains winds at all mandatory pressure levels and at many other points throughout the vertical profile). Some special type dropsondes (the Omegasonde) can produce
similar information from aircraft altitude to the surface. Observations from satellites
and regular aircraft are keyed to unique atmospheric levels (e.g. cloud altitudes in the
case of satellites and flight levels in the case of aircraft) and, thus, a given report
is generally much less useful than a rawin report.
Evaluating the compatibility between wind measurements taken by different types of
instruments may be accomplished by using operational data, although a major problem
is the acquisition of sufficient numbers of colocated observations (within reasonable
areal and temporal limitations). Such compatibility studies are carried out at NMC on
an ongoing basis.
Information on the compatibility of mean wind speed derived from GOES A, aircraft
and radiosonde observations is shown in Figure 8. All of the observations used for this
evaluation were located within 3° of latitude and one hour of time. In addition, the
colocated observations are keyed to levels above 500 mb. The most compatible sets of
wind observations over the two year period were received from the aircraft and"radiosonde
systems. Less compatibile were those from colocated aircraft and GOES A. Systematic
differences occurred between those observations taken by colocated rawins and GOES A.
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Fig. 8 - Mean wind speed differences between rawinsonde, aircraft and GOES A observations.
Need for Compatibility and Accuracy Information
The need for analysis and forecasting systems to utilize the most accurate and compatible data base cannot be overemphasized. To this end, such systems are being developed which include a consideration of the general level of observational errors for a given
system. A well known example of an analysis system which uses this procedure is that of
Optimum Interpolation (OI) technique (Gandin [3]), This system has been introduced
at a number of Meteorological Centers because of its ability to handle the present integrated data base. A prerequisite for OI, however, is a knowledge of the errors of vari-

- 154 ous systems. The geopotential height error (RMS) estimates used at NMC are keyed to
specific pressure levels for both the radiosonde and the TOVS system and are shown in
Table II. These are useful estimates, but cannot be considered as precise determinations.
In fact, the previous information on radiosonde compatibility clearly shows that each
type of radiosonde should have its unique error characteristics. The same may be said
about the two operating satellites of the TOVS system and the various aircraft systems.
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A BASIC SYSTEM FOR QUALITY CONTROL OF OBSERVATIONS

B. Dahlstrom
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute

Abstract

A general system for quality control of geophysical observations
is presented. The system could be used for meteorological, climatological,
hydrological and oceanographic data.
The basic concepts are elaborated and the organization of a total
checking system is outlined. Proposals are made for implementation,
including the methods and algorithms required and a tentative standard for
"flagging" data. The proposed system is flexible and modular so that subfunctions may be moved, as required, for better results.
Three basic principles are adhered to, as far as

possible~

Use the total information available in any observation;
Distribute the quality control procedures as near to the data
source as possible;
Use a common scheme for checking methods and algorithms,
independent of the particular variable involved.

(Reference III.3)

STUDY OJi' METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS VARIABILITY SPECTRA
AND REQUIREMENTS TO METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

K.N. Manuilov, A.S. Krantsberg,
N.A. Rubitshev, V.G. Sorokin
USSR State Committee for Hydrometeorology
and Control of the Natural Environment

As it is known, hydrometeorological elements are
spatial
and temporal functions. Their fluctuations are not regular and
defy predetermined description. The value of a meteorological
element at a point of measurement can be offered as:

s = z(t)
(t)

where

Z(t)~{t}-

+

.A {t)'

an informational component of the meteorological
process that is of interest to a user;
interfering localized disturbances caused by
atmosphere turbulence.

Analytically Z(t) is given as some mathematical model
reflecting the physics of a meteorological process. One of the
widespread models of an informational component of the meteorological process is its presentation as a degree or harmonical
polynomial, the coefficients of which are assessed from the
results of measurements.
Another mathematical model of the meteorological process
is presented as a function, the measurement spectrum of which is
restricted by some upper frequency

fs
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The interfering disturbances ~ (t) can be presented as
a multiplicative unsteady-state process:

J (t) = 1f (t)
where

U(t)lf'(t)-

\) (t),

a steady random process, a higher-frequency one
than Z(t);
a random or predetermined function, varying slower
than Z(t) and, probably, depending on Z(t) or other
meteorological elements at a point of measurement.

Such a presentation brings the interfering disturbances to
a steady ~andom process. Simultaneously it reflects an unsteady
feature of interfering disturbances [J]*.
Thus the variations of a meteorological element at a point
of measurement:

~(t)

=

z(t) + LV (t) u(t)

are presented as an additive-multiplicative model of an unsteady
random process

[5].

At present statistic methods of description of variability
of meteorological elements by means of covariational functions
or, as the same, by means of spectral density, i.e. the dissemination of the fluctuation variance by frequency, are widespread. Therefore it is expedient to carry out the presentation
of models within the framework of a correlative theory of random
processes.
The identification of models being brought to stationary
ones is reduced to the verification of the stationarity of some
process. For example, when identifying an additive-multiplicative
model it is necessary to check the stationarity of centred and
normalized processes. The verification ofthe stationarity within
the framework of a correlative theory can be carried out by the
checking of agreement of the spectra of various fragments of one
realization of a process. The various criteria of spectra

*

Indicates references
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agreement are considered, for example, in
The certainty of information got as a result of meteorological measurements depends on correctness of a mathematical
model selection, i.e. on its compatibility with a real physical
process, on the value of variance and the form of an interfering
disturbance spectrum Jl(t), as well as on the error of measurement • Unfortunately in literature there are extremely insufficient data about the degree of compatibility of selected models
Z(t) with a real process.
The requirements~r reasonable accuracy of measuring
equipment can be determined at first approximation proceeding
from the task of restoration of a process Z(t) using the results
of network measurements made at time intervals~T. According to
the known Kotelnikov theory,using these data,it is possible to
restore a process, the spectrum of which does not overstep
the limits of a frequency band
J~T
If one uses this
bandpass model of a meteorological process Z(t) , all components
of a process registered by a device with frequencies higher than
= 21/jT
should be attributed to .A(t) and considered as
disturbances, distorting the measurement result and consequently
the process restored. The measure of arising ambiguity is dispersion
of all components of a process (i) with frequencies
higher than
It is possible to determine it,knowing a spectrum
of variations of hydrometeorological elements and taking as
a value
an existing interval between measurements (for majority
of network meteorological measurements ,6j = 3 h).

[0,

].

fs

6 RA

fs .

S

However the use of the mentioned bandpass_model of a process
proves to be correct, if one disengages himself from the analysis
of its compatibility with a real meteorological process and
proceeds only from organizational possibilities
of a primary meteorological data collection system. In general
it is necessary to bear in mindtkedegree of the above-mentioned
compatibility. Therefore the component Q)~ , caused by unadequacy of a m~delZ(t)to ·~ real meteorological process, should
Z
include the variance of ambiguity 6'~ , as well as a component 6AA,
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connected with distorting action of disturbances

jl(t).

It is expedient to set an admittable value of variance€)~
2
of a random component of a measuring device error as a part of 0 H:

However it can be found that the measurement error, got as a result

does not meet the data users requirements, arising from the
essence of the tasks solved by means of the data got. In this
case it is insufficient to increase the accuracy of measuring
devices so
as to provide the required accuracy of solving
the tasks of the highest level. It is obvious that when <L.t..0,5r.0,5
the decrease of instrumental errors in fact does not influenceGIH,
leading only to unjustified complicationsand rising
equipment prices.
The essential increase of representativeness of meteorological data can be reached by means of improvement of a measuring
process in the following directions:
- more accurate definition of an adopted model of an informational component of a meteorological process Z(t) and
corresponding decrease in the value of~Hl • This trend
of improvement, connected with important physical research
necessary for working out the requirements
a mathematical
model Z (i) , should lead to a variation \n primary data
processing algoritlLms;

of

- improvement of
and processing
z
the value 6'H).
the filtration

meteorological measurement data collection
algorithms with the object of decreasing
and more accurate restoring of Z(t) due to
of high frequency components oft~process;

- decreasing to a certain degree the interval .AT between
measurements whtch will also lead to a decrease of
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, and more accurate restoring of
variance
the results of primary measurements.

Z{t)by

It stands to reason that parallel with the mentioned
directions of improvement of a measuring process there is also
a possibility of increasing the certainty of meteorological
data due to the increase of accuracy of network measuring means •
.s"4c.h.
However the realization ofAarrangements on the increase of
accuracy of modern measuring equipment, connected as a rule with
significant expenditur~ is reasonable only with the provision of agreed decrease of OH.A •
For this,it is necessary to possess the data on probability
features of temporal variability of meteorological elements.
The experimental research on
meteorological element
spectra was carried out by a number of investigators. So~for
example,the wind velocity spectra were got by Van der Hoven [7]
and later by N.L. Bizova, V.N. Ivanov and S.A. Morozov [2], the
air temperature spectra - by A. S. Monin and V.:N. Kolesnikova [4].
On the basis of those
studtes, some conclusions on the character
of meteorological data temporal variability were made. In particular it was found that their spectra had so called "mesoscale
minima ", i.e. considerable decrease of
process power in the
mesoscale field of frequencies.
However in connection with an insufficient scope of
research, arelatively small volume of received experimental
data and also in view of the incompatibility of the conditions
of the experiment with the conditions of standard surface meteorological measurements the results of previous research
cannot
serve as a basis for elaboration of the requirements fornetwork
measuring systems.
Bearing it in mind,the Scientific Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Instrumentation together with the Central
Construction Bureau and Hydrometeorological Service of the
Byelorussian SSR carried out wide experimental investigations
of temporal variability of four meteorological elements, i.e.
air temperature, dew-point, wind velocity and atmospheric pressure.
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The investigations were organized makiflj u.se c.f
the M106-M106M
Automatic Stations, deployed in Byelorussia and adjusted formore
frequent measurements.
The measurement automation frovided
considerable experimental 4ata
under various weather
conditions and synoptic
situations in various seasons at a number
of points in the territory of Byelorussia. The primary material
of the investigations (punched tapes) was
processed
by the "Minsk-32" computer.
Taking into account that the spectral theory of random processes is worked out at present only for stationary processes,~he
received series of measurement were checked for time-independance
of mathematical expectation and variance. It was shown that
an initial process can be described by means of an additivemultiplicative model.
Then,according to a peculiar programme for centred realizations,covariational functions were calculated and by means of
Fourier transformation some selected spectral densities were
calculated. To increase the certainty of the results and to
decrease the variance of spectral assessments on data processing
a correlative "Bartlett window" [r] was used and additional
smoothing of spectral assessments on frequency bands was carried
out.
For verification some realizations were additionally processed by a computer by means of quick Fourier transformation.
The received spectra practically coincided with the spectra got
as a result of the above-described data processing.
The results of the investigations were analysed and compared
with the data got by previous investigators. On analyzing 7 it was
confirmed that in a mesoscale field of frequencies the spectra
powers are decreased in the overwhelming majority. It was found
that the fluctuation variances in that field were still comparatively great and that their values should not be neglected and
the drop of spectrum power on transferring from low frequencies
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to a mesoscale field, as a rule, was shifted from the frequency
of
~ : ~h to higher frequencies. The values of ambiguity
variance ~L~
on restoring the process of meteorological elements
variations on the variations, realized at time intervals Ll'T: 3h
and llT =~ h
were determined.

Js =2

In the Table the values of a mean square error of ~HA
ambiguity are shown. Taking into account that the use of filtration of high frequency spectrum components decreases the ambiguity
of restored processes, in the Table the values of ~H~ are presented for traditional measurements, in which the filtration is
usually not used (with the exception of the smoothing due to
equipment time lag),as well as for measurements with peculiar
filtration of high frequency components as 20-minute data averaging. Taking into account that meteorological element variability
depends on seasons, selected spectra were averaged separately for
winter and spring-summer seasons. Accordingly,
the Table
contains the values of <?H)l for both seasons.

Values of

TABLE:

6'HA

----- ----------------------------------------------Extreme values
Mean values
Meteorological ele- Month -------~--------with20-min
ment
out
averag- out
~veragfilting
filt- ing
ration
ration

:~~~=-];;=:~:--

-------~---------

------ --------

without
filtration

20-min.
averaging

Air tempe- Decem- 0.3
rature, °C ber
May
0.55

0.25

0.15

0.1

0.70

0.35

0.5

0.3

0.2

0.95

0.45

Dew point, Decem- 0.45
°C
ber
May
0.7

0.35

0.25

0. 15

1.2

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.35

1.7

1.5

Wind velo- Decem- 0.7
city (mean ber
for 2 min) May
0.85
m/s

0.5

0.5

0.35

0.95

0.7

o. 65

0.6

0.40

2.0

1.0

Pressure,
mb

0.18

0.15

0.1

0.35

0.2

0.018

0.1

0.05

0.40

0.25

Decem- 0.2
ber
May
0.2
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From the results of the investigation the following basic
conclusions can be drawn:
1. An additive-multiplicative model is applicable for description of the processes of meteorological element
variability.

e'HA

2. The received values of ambiguity variance
can
serve as a basis for determination and substantiation of
requirements to the error of measuring meteorological
means.

3. For decreasingGH1. it is expedient:
a) to use the filtration of high frequency components;
for this purpose it is possible,for example 1 to use
a combination of an analog filter as an inertial
sensor with 10N20-minute averaging of quantified
measurement results;
b) to reduce the period of data measurement and output
up to one hour.

as

The results got can serveAthe basis for further research
leading to the improvement in certainty and accuracy of meteorological data given to a user.
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THE BOULDER LOW-LEVEL INTERCOMPARISON EXPERIMENT
J.C. Kaimal and J.E. Gaynor
NOAA/ERL/Wave Propagation Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado 80303
H.W. Baynton
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado 80307
and
F.G. Finger
NOAA/NWS/National Meteorological Center
Washington, DC 20233

1.

INTRODUCTION

An experiment designed to compare all feasible techniques for making soundings of
the lower troposphere was conducted in Boulder, Colorado, in August and September of 1979.
The experiment, called the Boulder Low-Level Intercomparison Experiment (BLIE), was planned
in response to Resolution 6 (CIMO-VII), which stated "the need to establish compatibility
between the variety of low-level atmospheric sounders now developed." The choice of the
Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) for this experiment was dictated largely by the availability of a fully instrumented 300-m tower at the site, backed by a data acquisition computer system capable of real-time processing and display of standard tower and visitor data.

Eleven member nations of WMO participated in BLIE with a total of 20 sounding
systems. The actual comparison tests were preceded by a week for checkout and preparation
and a two-day workshop where participants described their sensors. The tests extended from
27 August to 5 September and were followed by a one-day discussion session to reach collective agreement on the comparison results.
Essential information on all participating sensors is given in Table 1. Gaps in
the sensor identification numbers on the left indicate techniques described at the workshop
but not included in the comparison tests because of the long lead times needed for processing
their data. Participation in BLIE required that processed data be submitted to the organizing committee within 24 hours of any operating period or that analog voltages be made available for real-time sampling and processing on the BAO data acquisition system. Without these
restrictions, the discussion session held at the end of the experiment to evaluate the results would not have been possible.
2.

DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT

The BAO tower instrumentation and associated data acquisition and processing systems were operated continuously for the entire period. Functioning in a 20-min averaging
mode, the data acquisition system printed out summary listings of BAO data at the end of each
averaging period. The listings provided a set of common reference data for comparison of all
sounding systems. Although each listing was withheld from the participants during the core
observing periods until after the 24 hours allowed for submission of their data, it was
subsequently available for system checks and calibration.

- 168 A major problem in planning the experiment was crosstalk and interference between
systems operating concurrently. Most radiosonde and tethered balloon systems used telemetering frequencies that overlapped. Balloons and kites served as reflecting targets for sodars,
interfering with their Doppler measurements. The remotely piloted aircraft, besides being a
reflector, generated its own acoustic noise and used radio frequency bands shared by the
radiosonde and tethered balloon systems. Doppler sodars are known to interfere with one
another even when their operating frequencies are far apart.

Table 1.--Sensors used in the BLIE.
Sensor

Sensor
designation

Country

Parameters*
measured

type
Tower system

Principal

U,V,W,T,Td

U.S.A.

J. C. Kaimal

Wave Propagation Laboratory,
NOAA, Dept. of Commerce

u,v,w,T

Japan

T. Hanafusa

Meteorological Research
Institute, Japan Meteorological Agency

S,D,T,RB

Finland

I. Ikonen

Vaisala Oy

(BAO)
2

Sonic anemometer-

Affiliation

scientist

thermometer

(Kaijo Denki)
3

Tower system

(Vaisala)
4

Remotely piloted
aircraft (SAM-B)

T,RB,P

France

D. Martin

Etablissement d'Etudes et de
Recherches Meteorologiques

6

Kite anemometer

S,D

U.S.A.

C. F. Woodhouse

Approach Fish, Inc.

T

Switzer-

P. Ravussin

Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne

(TALA)

.

Radio acoustic
sounding system

land

(RACES)
FM-CW radar

U,V

U.S.A.

R. B. Chadwick

Wave Propagation Laboratory,
NOAA, Dept. of Commerce

11

Bistatic sodar

u,v

U.S.A.

W. D. Neff

Wave Propagation Laboratory,
NOAA, Dept. of Commerce

12

Monostatic sodar

u,v,w

U.S.A.

P. B. MacCready

AeroVironment, Inc.

u,v,w

U.S.A.

M. A. McAnally

Radian Corp.

u,v

Sweden

S. Salomonsson

University of Uppsala

8

(AVIT)
13

Bistatic sodar

(Echosonde)

14

Monostatic sodar

(Sens i tron)

15

Bistatic sodar
(XONDAR)

u,v,w

U.S.A.

R. L. Peace, Jr.

Xonics, Inc.

16

GMD-1/VIZ

S,D,T,RB,P

U.S.A.

R. B. McBeth

National·Center for Atmospheric Research

F.R.G

E. Schiillmann

Deutscher Wetterdienst

radiosonde
17

TDFS low-level
radiosonde

18

CORA radiosonde

S,D,T,RB,P

I. Ikonen

Vaisala Oy

D. B. Call

AIR, Inc.

19

Airsonde radiosonde

20

Tethersonde profiler

U.S.A.

A. L. Morris

Ambient Analysis, Inc.

21

Tethered balloon
profiler

S,T,RB,P

Poland

K. Stefanicki

Institute of Meteorology
and Water Management

22

Tethered balloon
pro filer

S,E,T,Tw

Japan

M. Hayashi

National Institute for
Pollution and Resources

23

Tethered balloon
profiler

U.S.A.

R. B. McBeth

National Center for Atmospheric Research

''S - wind speed
D

Finland
U:S.A.

wind direction

U - wind component (positive from west)
V - wind component (positive from south)

W - vertical wind component (positive up)
T

- temperature

T - dew point temperature
Td - wet-bulb temperature
--------------------------------------~w_________

RB - relative humidity

P - pressure
E

- elevation angle

- 169 Coordinating this complex set of interactions called for optimal use of time sharing, spatial separation, and frequency tuning. The major crosstalk problems were solved
before the experiment started by planning the location of sensors in the field and assigning
specific observing windows for each sensor.
Assignment of sensor locations (Fig. 1) was based on several considerations: the
crosstalk problem, the availability of a.c. power, and the need for certain sensors to be far
from (or close to) the tower. Groups operating in shifts, or flying instruments on the same
balloon train had to be close together for easy communication.
Major areas of activity centered around the tower base, anchor point B, and the
temporary building. Air-conditioned office trailers were provided at each of these locations
to house equipment and personnel. The circled numbers in Fig. 1 indicate the sensors occupying each trailer.
The electronics for the tower systems were situated in the trailer close to the
tower to keep signal lines short. Radiosonde and tethered balloon activities were located
near the temporary building to be far away from the tower and its guy wires. Since the
remotely piloted aircraft would not be operated when the balloons were flown, its landing
strip was placed close to the balloon launch area.

Anchor
Point

c

(Rec) 11

(Rec)~~

'I

(Xmit)

(Xmit)

Landing

Launch

Strip

Area

r--, r---,

101 L@toi

N

~@J

-----=

®----------

t=J

TEMPORARY
BUILDING

t

0~

~~

o.l-1----V 'Jf-<A'"N"V
Scale (m)

'
'

0

100

200

300

County Road 8

Figure 1.--Location of sensors operated during BLIE.
gives the key to the number designations.

Table 1

- 170The sodar antennas were laid with their axes aligned E-W and N-S and their centers
close to anchor point B. With this arrangement, the sampling volumes of the bistatic sodars
and the lower levels of the monostatic sodars were close to each other. Their remoteness
from the tower was intentional; to avoid reflections the sodars were placed at a distance
from the tower equal to or greater than the expected height range of the devices.
Operating around anchor point A and sometimes around anchor point C (see Fig. 1),
the kite anemometer was sufficiently removed from the other sensors to avoid interference.
Its only potential conflict was with the remotely piloted aircraft, but this was avoided by
scheduling kite and aircraft operations at different times.
In the initial plan three observing periods with 2-h breaks for rest and refreshments were scheduled for each day:
Period 1 (0800-1200 MDT):

Period of boundary layer growth.

Period 2 (1400-1800 MDT):

Period of nearly constant boundary
layer depth.

Period 3 (2000-2400 MDT):

Period of stable boundary layer.

As the sensors were checked out, adjustments had to be made and the observing
periods extended in either direction to make room for sensors that could not be operated
within the core observing periods. The basic schedule is shown in Table 2. The schedule and
the operating procedures described in this chapter were tested in a short dry run beginning
at 0800 MDT on 25 August.

Table 2.--Daily Operating Schedule.*
Starting Time (MDT)
Sensor
Period 1
2
No. Type

1

BAO

2

Kaij o Denki

3

0800
1400
2000

0820
1420
2020

0840
1440
2040

0900
1500
2100

0920
1520
2120

0940
1540
2140

1000
1600
2200

1020
1620
2220

1040
1640
2240

]]00
1700
2300

ll20
1720
2320

l140
1740
2340

Vaisala
SAM-Bt

6

TALA

7

RACES

8

FM-CW

11

WPL

12

AVIT

13

Echosonde

14

Sensitron

-----§

-----§

15

XONDAR

16

GMD-1/VIZ

••••••••• §

17

TDFS

••••••••• §

18

CORA

••••••••• §

19

Airsonde

••••••••• §

20

Tethersondet

21

IMWMt

22

NIPRt

23

BP/NCARt

*This basic schedule was modified when participants dropped out after the first week.
tNo flights of SAM-B or tethered balloons were made during Period 3 because of the need for visual contact with aircraft and balloons.
§--indicates initial measurement period that was later changed; •••• indicates carriage measurements.

- 171 According to the schedule, the sodars were assigned separate time slots. Initially, AeroVironment and WPL sodars were operated concurrently; however, when interference
was suspected, the AeroVironment sodar was moved to different time slots outside the core
operating period during Periods 1 and 2. The remotely piloted aircraft was not operated at
night because of the need for visual contact. The sodar schedules for Period 3 were rearranged to take advantage of this need.
Tethered balloon and radiosonde operations were scheduled at different times withir
the observing periods. The only exception was the profiler from Poland that interfered with
other telemetry systems and was assigned a period outside the core observing periods. The
tethered balloon profilers were not operated at night because they required visual monitoring.
Many other factors entered in the planning and execution of the experiment.
include the following:

They

1.
Selective elimination of data from wind directions known to cause flow distortion because of upwind tower interference.
2.
Consideration of variations caused by the spatial separation between sensing volumes
being compared, and of the effectiveness of the 20-min averaging in reducing these effects.
3.
Reduction of radiosonde measurement variability, arising from differences in ascent
rates or air spaces sampled, by releasing all sondes in a single balloon train.
These points are discussed in detail in the report on the experiment prepared by
Kaimal et al. (1980) for the World Meteorological Organization.
3.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Although the BLIE data justify a wide range of analyses, only a few selected scatter diagrams are presented here. The objective is to convey an idea of the types of variability one can expect in a comparison test of this type. Admittedly this is a limited
sample chosen from systems that performed well. The report by Kaimal et al. [1] includes
scatter diagrams of all the compared sensors and statistical information on sensor means,
rms difference from reference (tower data or average of readings from same sensor type), and
correlation between sensor and reference. Also included there are comments from the participants and notes by the editors where explanations for departures in the results were warranted. The aim of the report is to present the results with minimum interpretation, but
with enough additional information to help the reader further assess each instrument's
performance.
The examples chosen for this summary include comparison of a tower profiling system
with the BAO (Fig. 2); two Doppler sodars, also with the BAO (Fig. 3); two radiosonde systems
with the average of the five sondes tested (Fig. 4); and a remote piloted aircraft and a
tethered balloon profiler with the BAO (Fig. 5). The tower systems compared extremely well
with one another. So did the acoustic sounders with the BAO, considering the spatial separation involved. The sondes used in the free balloons, tethered balloons, and aircraft showed
good agreement in their temperatures, but had much larger scatter in their converted dew
points when compared to the BAO tower measurements. This is not entirely surprising in view
of the difficulties inherent in measuring humidity. It should be pointed out, however, that
the best agreement in temperature and dew point data is found between the two tower systems.
As the experiment evolved, it became clear that the likelihood of any final calibration corrections emerging from it users might invoke for data compatibility between
different techniques, would be remote. Many of the devices tested were new systems, still in
the process of development. A large number of the systems used microprocessors to get data
printouts in real time. Between operating periods, the participants were often busy refining
their system's performance, their computer programs, and even their probe characteristics.
There is no reason to expect the exact offset and rms difference figures (Kaimal et al.,
1980) obtained from this experiment to hold for the next commercial versions of those instruments. What the experiment did demonstrate, however, was the potential for most systems to
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Figure 2.--Scatter plot of data from the Vaisala tower system vs. data from
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Figure 3.--Scatter plot of data from AeroVironment (AVIT) and Xonics (XONDAR)
Doppler sodar systems vs. data from the BAO sensors. U is defined
positive for winds from the west, and V is positive for winds from
the south.
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- 174 perform respectably, given proper attention to design and calibration. Also demonstrated was
the degree of agreement one can expect when comparing systems with differing sampling volumes
and/or large spatial separations between them. For a majority of participants, the experiment provided the opportunity to test their device for the first time against other soundings
systems and to use that information to further improve the accuracy of their measurements.
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A SUMMARY REPORT ON ERRORS ARISING
IN THE USE OF RADAR FOR PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT
G.A. Clift
Consultant, United Kingdom

Abstract

This paper discusses the various errors which can arise
in radar precipitation measurements, such as bright band, anomalous
propagation, attenuation, beam-filling, low level growth and evaporation, etc. It also touches on radar instability and the importance
of adequate data sampling. It discusses briefly the attempts to
overcome these problems in operationally-oriented systems, both
automatically and by human intervention. Mention is also made of
technical developments now in the research phase which may eventually
lead to improved accuracy of data.
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CORRECTION OF THE SYSTEMATIC ERROR IN PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT BY HELLMANN
GAUGES IN THE SWISS NATIONAL NETWORK
Boris Sevruk
Laboratory for Hydraulic, Hydrology and Glaciology, Federal Institute of
Technology, Zurich, Switzerland

Ab s t r a c t : Due to systematic effects of wind, wetting and evaporation, the measured
values of precipitation in Switzerland in the April to September summer season are 3-8% too
small. The losses vary in time and space depending on the altitude as well as the type, frequency and quantity of precipitation, especially snow. Corrections for multi-year monthly
averages are based on routine observations of wind speed and air temperature and can be
quickly estimated for any part of Switzerland using charts or equations experimentally derived for this purpose.
Introduction
Accurate precipitation data are of primary importance for hydrological calculations.
However, the commonly accepted standard method of precipitation measurement using exposed
can-type gauges is subject to appreciable systematic error (-3% to -30% or even more). This
error is due to systematic wind field deformation above the gauge rim, wetting, evaporation,
splashing of raindrops and blowing of snow. These systematic error components are related
with the meteorological and instrumental factors listed in Table 1 and can be statistically
analysed. The general model for correction takes the following form:

/1/
where:

PK
corrected amount of precipitation
k = conversion factor due to wind field deformation
Pc = the amount of precipitation caught by the gauge
Pg
the measured amount of precipitation in the gauge
~P1-~P 5
corrections for various systematic losses according to Table 1
~Pr = random observational and instrumental errors.
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Main components of systematic error in precipitation measurement and the r e 1 e v a n t
meteorological and instrumental factors listed in order of general importance.
Symb. Component of error Magnitude

Meteorological factors

Instrumental factors

k

Wind speed at the gauge
rim during precipitation
and the structure of
precipitation
Frequency, type and amount
of precipitation, the drying time of gauge and the
frequency of emptying the
container
Type of precipitation, saturation deficit and wind
speed at the level of the
gauge rim during the period
of evaporation
Rainfall intensity and
wind speed

The shape, the orifice
area and the depth of
both the gauge rim and
collector
The same as ahove and in
addition the material,
colour and age of both
the gauge collector and
container

t1P1
6P2

t1P3

Loss due to wind
2-l 0%
field deformation
above the gauge
*l 0-50 %
orifice
Lossduetowetting 2-10%
on internal walls
of the collector
and container when
emptied
Loss due to evapo0- 4 %
ration from the
container

t1P4

Splash out and
splash in

t1P5

Blowing and drifting
snow

* snow

1- 2 %

Intensity and duration of
snow storms, wind speed and
the state of snow cover

The apperture area and the
isolation of the container, the colour, age and
the type of funnel
(rigid or removable)
The shape and depth of
collector and the kind of
the gauge installation
The shape, the orifice
area and the depth of
both the gauge rim and
collector

The conversion factor k as well as the corrections 6P1_ 5 for a particular gauge can
be estimated experimentally by field comparisons or by laboratory tests [12]. The problem is
more than 200 years old but only in the last 10 years have experimentally based correction
procedures for national networks been developed. The required meteorological factors can be
estimated using standard meteorological observations at the gauge site or in its vicinity
[12]. Thus corrections for the precipitation data from national networks can be obtained.
At present, different correction procedures are applied in various c9untries [13] (U.S.S.R.
[2], Finland [10], Denmark [1], Sweden [4] and Switzerland [14]) due to their specific conditions (topography, climate, network system and density, method of observation, instrumental
technique) and the purposes for which correction is made (long-term, short-term data, regional or local hydrological balances, precipitation-runoff models, river forecasts etc.). Even
continental long-term annual precipitation has been corrected [19]. However, to date, most
countries have not made corrections.
This paper describes the correction procedure developed experimentally for the sums of
multi-year monthly averages of summer season precipitation from the Swiss national network.
This procedure is easy to use because it is based exclusively on data published in Yearbooks
of the Swiss Meteorological Institute. In addition, approximate correction values can be
quickly estimated without any data, using the charts and diagrams enclosed.
Comprehensive reports concerning the correction of the systematic error in point precipitation measurement (in English) are given in [12] [131. For the activities of the WMO
in this field see [5], [17], [18], for a bibliography fl8] and for the history [12].
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Methods
As the components of systematic error vary in relation to instrumental and meteorological factors from very small to quite significant values, not all of them need be taken into
consideration for certain gauge types, seasons and regions. Thus, the systematic error of
the Hellmann gauge (Swiss standard) for liquid precipitation in Switzerland includes losses
due to wind field deformation and wetting but the evaporation _loss from the container in the
summer season is small and needed not be corrected D~ . This is due to the small apperture
area of the container and to the fact that precipitation at the 120 gauges sites is measured
twice per day. Hence, the corrected amount of liquid precipitation PK in Switzerland is
computed, as follows:
(mm)

/2/

and correcting values are estimated from the difference
p - p = p (k-1) + k t'IP1+2
(mm)
/3/
K
g
g
where pg is the measured amount of precipitation, k is the conversion factor due to wind
field deformation and t'IP1+2 are wetting losses of the collector and container.
The conversion factor k is related to the wind speed during precipitation at the
level of the gauge rim and to the precipitation structure [3] . As the wind speed is measured
3 times per day at heights between 10 and 25 m above ground level, it was reduced in relation
to both the rain duration (using the empirical coefficient L ~] and to the level of gauge
rim (using the logarithmic wind profile and the angle a: of gauge shelter [6]), according to
the following equation:

uhp
where

u

L

=

log-hzo
H (1.0-0,024 a) Lu
logzo

average monthly wind speed during
precipitation u at the level of
the gauge rim, P in (m/sec)
average monthly wind speed based
on 3 observations per day at a level of 10-25 m above the ground

/4/
h height of the gauge rim, in (m a.g.l .)
H height of the wind vane, in (m a.g.l.)
z0 parameter of roughness, in (m)
a average vertical angle of obstacles at
the site, in degrees

= up/u, empirical coefficient depending on the number of precipitation days

[9]

The precipitation structure can be characterized by the proportion of low intensity
rainfall N (P. f 0.03 mm/min). This parameter N has been estimated empirically on a multiyear monthly basis as a function of the mean monthly precipitation intensity per day and the
monthly air temperature:
p
/5/
N = 145 - 53 1og (__g_ T )

,

m

where

N is defined as above, in (%),

Pg

is the measured amount of precipitation in (mm),

T is mean monthly air temperature in (OC) and m is the number of precipitation days per month.
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With exception of both a , which must be directly measured at each gauge site and z ,
0
which was estimated to be uniform for all sites, all data needed were taken from the yearbooks of the Swiss Meteorological Institute. Knowing uhp and N, the conversion factor k
was estimated according to the diagram given in ~~ or [8] . For the months with snow and
rain, k was weighted by the proportion of snow in the monthly precipitation amount.
The k values computed using equations /4/ and /5/ were compared with those measured at gauge sites using elevated and pit gauges. On average the difference was found to
be 25%. The greater field values of k are due to both insufficient insplash protection and
different wetting characteristics in the elevated and pit gauges, which have not been accounted for by the field tests. Equations /4/ and /5/ have also been tested using the data from
12 gauge sites. The differences between the computed and measured values were small.
The monthly wetting loss was estimated using the number of precipitation days and the
mean daily wetting loss. Results from 12 test gauge sites showed that the drying time can
be considered constant and equal to 1.5 hr for the summer season in Switzerland. The number
of rains with rainless intervals between them longer than 1.5 hr is related to the number
of precipitation days. Thus, the mean daily wetting loss is calculated to be 0.3 mm for rain
and 0.15 mm for snow.
Using the above mentioned procedures the multi-year monthly averages of precipitation
sums from 65 gauges sites, evenly distributed over Switzerland, have been corrected for the
period from April to September 1971/77.
Results
Figures 1 and 2 show spatial and temporal variations of wind speed and the parameter
N for precipitation structure in Switzerland. As may be seen from the Figures, the wind
speed is generally small and shows no regional pattern at all. The differences in the precipitation structure are large, however, due to specific orographic conditions of various
regions in an Alpine country like Switzerland. In Figures 3 and 4 the regional variation of
correction values are evident. Table 2 summarises the correction values for 4 gauge sites
representative of 4 regions in Switzerland.
The results show that corrections for systematic error in precipitation measurement
during the summer season in Switzerland, vary in the time and space depending on the altitude as well as the type, frequency and quantity of precipitation, especially snowfall. Wind
speed and gauge site exposure are less important due to low wind speeds and the selected,
generally sheltered gauge sites of the Swiss national network. Nevertheless, differences in
the correction values from various regions in Switzerland are considerable. For example the
corrections amount to 3% in Tessin (see Locarno-Monti, Table 2), 4% in Central Switzerland
(see Schwyz, Tab. 2), 6% in Mittelland (see Bern, Tab. 2) and 8% in areas of high altitudes
with much snow (see Davos Platz, Tab. 2). Maximum values occur in April-May due to frequent
snowfall and generally small droplet sizes of continuous rainfall. Minimum values are to be
expected in Juni-August due to larger droplet sizes of prevailing convective storms. On aver-
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Table 2
Correction of the systematic error in precipitation measurement by Hellmann
gauges for representative gauge sites in Switzerland;
April to September 1971/77.

Month

Gauge site
(m a.s.l)
Locarno Monti

Davos P1atz
H = 16 m
a=

70

1.8
2.6
2.2
1.8
1.9
1.7
2.0

5.5
6.4
5.8
5.7
6.4
5.2
5.8

3.4
3.6
3.2
2.8
2.9
2.7
3.1

1.015
1.015
1.010
1 .010
1. 010
1. 010
1. 010

1.025

4.2
5.2
5.3
4.9
4.9
3.6
4.7

2.4
4.1
2.5
2.2
2.5
2.7
2.6

7.0
7.2
7.5
7.1
6.9
5.0
6.8

4.0
5.6
3.5
3.3
3.6
3.0
3.8

60
45
30
30
35
45
40

1. 015
1.010
1. 015
1 .010
1. 010
1. 010
1. 010

1 .025

4.4
5.5
4.7
4.6
4.0
3.2
4.4

6.0
5.7
3.5
3.7
4.6
5.0
4.5

6.4
6.5
6.8
5.9
4.9
3.9
5.7

8.6
6.7
5.1
4.7
5.7
'5.9
5.9

90
65
50
40
45
50
55

1.025
1 .025
l. 020
1 .020
1. 015
1.020
1.020

1.100
1 .075
1.030
1.025
1.020
1 .045
l. 04(,)

2.1
4.2
4.9
5.1
5.2
3.2
4.1

3.4
5.0
3.8
3.4
4.4
3.9
3.9

25
25
15
10
10
15
15

1. 010
1 .010
1.010
1. 010
1.010

4
5
6
7
8
9
4-9

177
128
214
217
193
131
177

14.9
17.5
17.6
16.2
16.2
11.9
15.8

5.6
13.0
15.6
18.0
17.5
13.6
14.2

1.6
1.6
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4

0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

40
40
25
20
20
30
30

560

4
5
6
7
8
9
4-9

74
97
134
125
86
66
97

15.6
18.3
15.6
15.3
13.3
10.9
14.9

8.1
12.9
15.6
18.2
14.8
13.7
14.4

2. 1
1.9
2.3
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.8

0.8
0.7
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7

1580

4
5
6
7
8
9
4-9

61
84
127
150
118
90
105

13.8
17.5
18.2
17.6
17.9
13.0
16.4

1.6
7.0
9.5
11.8
11.8
8.1
8.3

1. 9
1.9
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.9

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.1

17°

(rain+snow)

Correction of
system. error
p - p
K
g
(mm) (%P g )

3.0
4.6
4.0
3.6
4.2
3.3
3.8

0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6

448

k

Wetting
1oss
p1+2
(mm) (%P g )

1. 015

1.6
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.3

H = 22 m
a=

1. 010
1. 010

11.3
15. 1
18.4
21.2
20.4
16.2
17.1

no

Bern

(rain)

10.2
15.3
13.3
12.0
14.0
10.9
12.7

H = 22 m
a=

(%)

164
178
179
204
219
191
189

= 16°

Schwyz

uhp
(m/sec)

Conversion factor
due to wind
N
k

4
5
6
7
8
9
4-9

366

H = 16 m
a

Data taken from the
yearbooks
p
m
T
u
g
(DC) (m/sec)
(mm)

8.4 13.8
10.8 12.9
8.9
7.0
9.0 6.0
6.5
7.7
7.4 8.2
8.7 8.3

1-'
CO

w
I

- 184 age the April to September summer season correction amounts to 7% in Switzerland.
Because of the distinct characteristic variations in correcting values within each
region as well as relevant differences between regions, it is possible to estimate the corrections very quickly for any part of Switzerland, according to Figure 4, with an error of
± 30%. The corrections to be applied to winter precipitation are in preparation.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF
THE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE GLOBAL RADIATION

B. Burtin, R. Carels
D. Crommelynck
R. Dogniaux
Institut Royal Meteorologique de Belgique

I INTRODUCTION
Our knowledge about the solar radiation at the surface of the earth
is well known with respect to its total value (total radiation) in
function of its origin (global, diffuse and direct radiation) for standard
conditions (horizontal plan or in the direction of the Sun). More or less
dense networks have been established in the different regions of the world
and the needs of the users of solar pannels are quite enough covered. The
situation is not the same with respect to our knowledge of the solar
spectral distribution of the radiations. Therefore, some users are obliged
to be satisfied with informations based on sporadic observations made in
ideal situations which are note transferable from one place to another
and also not from one moment to another. This leads to erroneous or not
appropriate conclusions.
The knowledge of the spectral distribution of the radiation lS important for the following reasons :
a) for the evaluation of the electrical energy wich can be furnished by
solar cells at given locations;
b) for the evaluation of the efficiency of biomasses in function of the
radiation climate and its specific spectral distribution;
c) for the understanding of the photobiological processes;
d) for the knowledge of the radiative field as an agression agent on synthetics products and others;
e) for the establishment of the climatology of the spectral radiation;
f) for the studies of the interaction between the atmospheric gaseous
liquid and solid medium with the radiation incident and its influence
on the spectral radiation distribution at the ground level.
The interest of these observations in the field of applications of
solar energy has unanimously been recognized by a group of experts and
consultants participating in a Workshop on Spectroradiometry in Stuttgart
ln October 1979 (1).

- :t8-6 ·2 WORKING PROGRAMME AND STUDIES REQUIRED
2.1

Records and measurements

Spectral measurements of solar radiation have been systematically and
continuously recorded at the Royal Meteorologlcal Institute of Belgium
since January 1st, 1980 as a research programme financed by the Commission
of the European Communities and the Service de Programmation de la Politique
Scientifique (Belgian Government) (2)
The measurements are performed on a horizontal surface ~n the spectral
region between 300 and 1000 urn.
315, 400, 446,
on the one hand, unintermitting in time at 8 wavelengths
545, 646, 730, 816 and 914 urn with spectral pyranometers particularly
perfected for the purpose.
and on the other hand, unintermitting in wavelengths and for typical sky
conditions, with a double monochromator type Cary 14.
The results are presented
in the form of daily tables
giving respectively
the spectral irradiances (half hourly variations)
Fig. 1
the spectral radiant exposures (half hourly and daily sums)- Fig. 2 &. Fig. 3.
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DENSITE SPECTRALE D'ECLAIREMENT SOLAIRE
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- 188 Furthermore, for typical sky conditions (clear sky and overcast sky),
the following quantities are presented in the form of tables or figures
- the spectral concentrations of solar irradiance into the 300 - 1000 nm
spectral region, Fig. 4.
- the ratios between solar and diffuse radiations and the global radiation
for clear sky conditions, Fig. 5.

The publications are available for 1980 in the form of half-yearly
periodical issues (3), (4).
2.2

Methods of calibration

Proper methods of calibration adapted to spectral measurements are
very important not only for the determination of the initial coefficient
of calibration
but also for assuring during the period
of records regular
.
,,
check~ngs of the behav~our of the spectropyranometers. The methods adopted
for our purpose are described in (2).

.

The first method based on the utilization of an integrating sphere as
source of radiation requires two steps
a) measurement, with a reference cell, of the spectral flux of the penetrating radiation into the sphere; the corresponding spectral irradiance at
the exit of the sphere can then be calculated knowing the characteristics
of the integrating sphere;
b) measurement of the signal given by the spectropyranometers corresponding
to the irradiance determined sub (a). In this method it is assumed of course
that, within the spectral bandwidth of the sensitivity of the cell, the
irradiance measured does not vary during these two measurements.
As an alternative method, the spectropyranometers can also be catibrated
by classical way with reference to the solar incident spectral irradiance
deduced from the measurements with the monochromator or with an artificial
source whose spectral irradiance is well known. Of course in this cas~, the
relative spectral sensitivity of the spectropyranometers must be kno~n
independently. The use of these methods implies the assumption that the
spectral irradiance within the narrow spectral bandwidth does not depend
of the wavelength, a small error is thus accepted.
3 COMPUTATION PROGRAMMES
In order to automatize as much as possible the reducing operations of
the records, two programmes in FORTRAN V code have been carried out : the
first programme, for application to the continuous records of the radiant
exposure; the second one for the measurements of the spectral concentrations
of solar irradiance, deduced from the monochromator.
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1. Description of the radiometer
An absolute radiometer was made by the Meteorological Research Institute, Japan to
measure a direct ?Olar radiation intensity precisely.
The appearance of the absolute radiometer is shown in Fig.l. The total len2th and the
cross section area of the radiometer are respectively about 28.0 cm and 58.1 cm . The
schmatic drawing of inner structure of the radiometer is shown in Fig.2. The diameters of
view-limiting aperture ( a 1 ) and of cavity aperture ( a ) are respectively 7.802± 0.001
0
mm and 5.610 ± 0.001 mm. At an area surrounding the cav~ty aperture a plain polished ringshape mirror is set owing to sending the solar
direct beam incident on it out of the radiometr
The diffuse lights originating from the
diffuse reflection due to the imperfect smoothness of the ring-shape mirror, which is a
small part of the reflection, and coming from
the sky are almost absorbed by a black wall
and diaphragms of view-limiting tube. The
small part of the diffuse light becomes a
stray light to enter the cavity and causes a
measuring error. Since the view-limiting tube
consists of a cylindrical copper block tube,
whose thickness is about 8.o mm, the temperature disturbance due to the absorption of the
diffuse light is negligibly small. The inner
walls of view-limiting tube and cavity are
coated with the Parsons' Optical Matt. The
solar radiation energy absorbed by the cavity
and Joule heat caused by the electric current
in the heater flow through a thermal resister
to a heat sink. The heat sink consists of
copper block. The inner surface of heat sink
surrounding the cavity is plated with gold.
As shown in Fig.2, the view-limiting tube, the
cavity and the heat sink are thermally
insulated by the inner and outer cylindrical
tubes from an external field. The inner tube,
whose thickness is about 0.50 mm, is made of
brass with plating of gold and the outer one
is made of brass with silver coating. The
view-limiting aperture and ashutter are
Fig. 1 Appearance of radiometer
surrounded by an enclosure in order to minimize
the disturbance from the external field.
Table 1

wavelength(nm)
absorptance

300
0.9989

400
0.9992

500
0.9993

600
0.9993

700
0.9994

800
0.9994

1000
0.9993
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2.1. Cavity absorptance
The reflectance of the coneshaped cavity as shown in Fig.2 is measured by the aid of a
Gonia reflectometer with light source of He-Ne raser ( wavelenght of 632.8 nm ), As the
result, the reflectance is 0.062 %. Unless very thin thickness of the black coating,the
reflectance of coneshaped cavity is independent of the thickness of coating. The characteristics of the cavity used are as follows: The apex angle of coneshaped cavity is 60°and
the thickness of black coating and the distance between the cavity aperture and the apex of
cone are respectively about 0.06 mm and 7.5 mm.
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Using values of spectral absorptance of the Parsons' Optical Matt ( Blevin and Brown,
1966) and using Gouff~ theory of cylinders ( Williams,l961 ), the spectral absorptance of
the cavity are calculated. Regarding the above calculated spectral absorptances as the
relative spectral absorptance of the cavity and using the measured absorptance of the cavity
at the wavelength of 632.8 nm, the spectral absorptance of the cavity are estimated. Some of
the results are shown in Table 1. Using these spectral absorptance of the cavity, the
effective absorptance of the cavity are obtained for the solar radiation with extraterrestri
-al value and for that penetrating the model atmosphere with various conditions. The absorptance of the cavity is almost independent of the atmospheric conditions ranging from an
extreme clear condition ( Rayleigh atmosphere ) to an extreme turbid condition ( K (500) =
4 K (500) with the Junge's size distribution of aerosols, where K (500) and K (500~ are
res~ectively the scattering coefficients of aerosols and of air moTecules at w~velength of
500 nm ) in the case of a solar altitude of 45.
Considering the measured and estimation errors, the effective absorptance of the radiometer is0.9991 ± 0.0003.
2.2. Area of apertures
The areas of view-limiting aperture and especially of cavity aperture are important to
determine the measurement accuracy of the radiometer. We ask Dr. Yokoyama, National Research
Laboratory of Metrology to measure the areas of the above two apertures. Using LitzStrassman UMM and Homel Form Tester, the effective diameters of the apertures are measured.
The diameters of view-limiting aperture ( a ) and of cavity aperture ( a ) are respectively
1
0
a = 7.802 ± 0.001 mm, a = 5.61010.001 mm. Therefore the areas of the two apertures
1
0
are respectively s
47.81 ( l:t0.0002) mm2, So= 24.72 ( 1±-0.0004) mm2.
1
2.3. Stray light
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reflectionofdirect solar beam incident on the ring-shape area surrounding the cavity
aperture described in the previous section. In order to eliminate or minimize the stray
light and the thermal disturbance due to the absorption of it in the view-limiting tube of
the radiometer, it is desirable to send the above reflected light out of the radiometer as
possible. For this we employ two methods: One is to set a ring-shape plain mirror around
the cavity aperture. The other is to set a ring-shape paraboloid mirror around the cavity
aperture. For the present radiometer, the ring-shape plain mirror is emploed.
Denoting the actual solar radiation intensity and the measured solar radiation intensity
respectively by I and I and the diameters of view-limiting aperture and of cavity aperture
respectively by a~ and a~ and furthermore denoting a 11 stray light generating 11 factor,
which is proportional factor between the amount of stray light and the amount of solar
radiation incident on the above ring-shape area, by~ , the following expression becomes
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Using the He-Ne raser, we determine d for the present radiometer at wavelength of 632.8 nm
and 0.001 is obtaind as the value ofo(. Considering the spectral absorptance (reflectance
·Of the Parsons' Optical Matt and of the ring-shape plain mirror and furthermore using the
values of a , a and ~ , the effective value of factor K for terrestrial radiation becomes
1
0
0. 9991 ~ 0. 0002.
2.4. Areas heated radiatively and electrically
A measuring error is caused by the difference between an area irradiated by the incoming
solar radiation and the area covered by the cavity heater. In order to estimate the error,
an experiment is done: Some of cavities, which have the same characteristics as the cavity
described in the previous section but different area covered by cavity heater, are made.
Then the electrical power of the cavities, which cause the same temperatu~e difference
between cavity and heat sink, are made. The relation between the electrical power and an
area of cavity heater ( heater length ) can be obtained, The additional electrical power
~W due to the difference of heater length 1 from the heater length 1 , in which the area
covered by the cavity heater is the same as the irradiated area, is tRen estimated by the
following expression using the relation between the electric power and the heater length,

where A 1 denotes the difference of heater length 1 from 1 .
0
to the origin above becomes

I -
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Then the correction factor due

~i.

J. -::JZ.o
Taking the estimation errors of .:11, W and ~into
account, the uncertainty of the correction
(}j_
factor is the order of 0.002.
2.5.

The thermal resistance of optical black

The radiation energy is absorbed at the surface of optical black coating of cavity,
while the Joule heat due to electrical heater is absorbed inside of the optical black
coating. Owing to the thermal resistance of the optical black, the electrical power
( energy) and the radiative power (energy), both of which cause the same temperature
difference between the cavity and the heat sink, may differ from each other. In order to
estimate the error due to the thermal resistance of the optical black, the equations of hea
conduction among and inside the optical black, heat resistor and air are solved. The error
due to this is estimated to be negligibly small, that is, the order of 10 -4.
3. Summary and considerations
The errors originating from the electrical system of measurement of the radiometer is
estimated to be the order of 0.001.
The over-all uncertainty of measurement of the radiometer due to the origins described
so far is about± 0.0039 (uncertainty total ) and± 0.0023 (uncertainty as sum of squares )

194 The studies are continued to improve the accuracy of measurement of the radiometer
including the determination of either of the above two methods sending the light reflected
at the ring-shape area out of the radiometer.
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DATA BASE QUALITY
A.R. Thomas and F.G. Finger
Climate Analysis Center
Washington, D.C.

Present day uses of global meteorological data bases make it
necessary for the information to be reliably received and to be accurate
and consistent in space and time. Yet problems with instruments, observational practices, and communications may degrade the data sufficiently
so that some type of quality-control becomes mandatory. Instrument-type
errors may appear as incompatibilities among reports. Observation errors
may be random or systematic in nature and generally result from carelessness or misinterpretations in taking readings, performing calculations,
and transcribing data. Communications errors occur frequently and may
result from misreading written messages passed from observers to
communicators, improper message coding and formatting and equipment
malfunctions. Alone or in combination these problems interfere with
efficient construction of data bases used in operations and/or research.
Recent developments for dealing with a full spectrum of global
data deficiencies encountered at a major meteorological center are
discussed. This includes description of a blend of automated and manual
(interactive) methods for treating approximately 36,000 surface reports
each day.
Future developments of advanced techniques for performing fully
automated quality control of internationally telecommunicated data are
also outlined.

(Reference III.lO)

PRECISION OF METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
IN A MONITORING APPLICATION
T.J. Lockhart

Meteorology Research, Inc.
Altadena, California 91001
P. L. Finkelstein*
Environmental Monitoring and Systems Laboratory
Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711
1.

INTRODUCTION

A contract funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency entitled Meteorological Quality Assurance Field Activities began in August 1980. It has as a goal
three main objectives, which are:
Project 1

Test and develop methods for establishing accuracy of
standard meteorological measurements in the environment.

Project 2

Study examples of data from monitoring stations containing
a documented chronology of instrument failures to estimate
the cost-benefit ratio of quality assurance programs.

Project 3

Conduct two field experiments to estimate the functional
precision and comparability of commonly used meteorological instruments.

This paper is a preliminary report of the data gathered during part of the first
field experiment of Project 3. The measurements of particular interest are wind speed,
wind direction and temperature gradient in the lowest 10 m of the atmosphere.
Instruments were chosen against two general criteria. They must be commonly
used and as different in sensor design as possible. This led to the selection of a
vane-oriented propeller, a small three-cup unit and a large three-cup unit for the
anemometers. For the wind direction measurement a light weight propeller damped vane,
a small undamped vane, and a large front-vane damped vane were chosen.
Three different types of aspirated radiation shields were chosen. One uses a
down-pointing reflective glass dewer type, one is a horizontally mounted (North pointing)
multiple shield assembly and one is down-pointing with multiple shielding including an
initial sun shield. Temperature transducers included both linearized thermistors and
100-ohm platinum resistance sensors.
*On assignment from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
U. S. Department of Commerce
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radiation, vertical wind speed, temperature, and precipitation. These results will be
reported at a later date.
2.

FUNCTIONAL PRECISION EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

2.1

Installation

Three 10 m towers were installed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center at
Edwards Air Force Base, California on a line perpendicular to the forecasted prevailing
wind direction (037°-217°). The towers were about 10 m apart. Each tower supported two
wind sensors at the 9.5 m level, approximately 2 m apart; two fixed propellers for
vertical wind component measurement at the 10 m level, 1 m apart; and two pairs of
aspirated radiation shields 0.5 m apart with one sensor intake at 2 m and one at about
8.6 m. On a nearby tripod were mounted three pairs of solar radiation sensors. Each
sensor was connected through appropriate signal conditioners to a digital data logging
system for recording. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the installation.
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Figure 1.
Data Handling

Schematic Representation of the Installation

All variables except for temperature and dew point were sampled each four seconds.
Temperature and dew point were sampled each minute. The unit of data for the experiment
reported here is the four-minute average of the four-second data. All sorting into
subsets was done on the four-minute average data. The averaging was done arithmetically
on the recorded voltage samples and later converted to engineering units. This avoided
the potential discontinuity problem with wind direction for those systems with a 540
degree output.
The resolutions of the sampled data are as follows:
Wind speed
Wind direction
Vertical wind component
Temperature
Temperature gradient
Solar radiation

-

-

-

0.1 m/s
1 degree
0.07 m/s
0.2°C
0.02°C
5 1.4 W/m2
~
~
~
~
~

- 199 The effective resolution of the average of 60 samples can be expressed as (~)-1 or
0.13 times the sample resolution.
The purpose of the experiment was to see how well identical systems agreed
under r(e~listic measurement conditions. The functional precision (C) as suggested by
Hoehne 1J is simply the root mean square of the difference between simultaneous fourminute averages. This is a measure of the random variation of the difference between
the two instruments. The second value necessary to describe the difference population
is the systematic difference (d) or bias which is simply the average difference.
3.

DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY DATA

3.1

Wind Measurements

All initial series of data were reduced to basic four-minute periods, converted
to engineering units and then used as input to a statistical analysis program. These
data were not verified and edited in terms of separating periods of calibration, instrument test or periods of instrument failure. Of the 5,202 four-minute periods used
there are likely to be less than one percent which need to be removed.
The distribution of wind direction was peaked during this period within a 50
degree sector centered on the tower line as shown in Figure 2 which unfortunately
provides much of the data with upwind interference. Of this data set, 17 percent were
from an unobstructed direction (approximately± 35 degrees of the line perpendicular
to the tower line). The average wind speed for the unobstructed 17 percent data is
2.0 m/s while the average wind speed for all data is 4.7 m/s. Characterization of the
flow field is drawn from the propeller/vane sensor. These data were compared with the
total set to note any effect of the possible upwind shadow interference.
N
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(1)Hoehne, W.E. Standardizing Functional Tests. IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience Electronics, Vol GE-11, No. 2, April 1973.
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Table 1 lists the bias and functional precision for the three pairs of wind speed
and direction instruments. The data are categorized by wind direction as coming from
the unobstructed sectors, or for all wind directions. For the unobstructed cases, the
bias is less than .1 m/s for all instruments, while only one instrument pair was greater
than .1 m/s for the all direction case. It therefore seems that wind speed pairs usually
agree with each other within the resolution of the instrument and certainly within the
expected accuracy of the instrument.
Table 1
Bias and Functional Precision for Wind Data
Propeller/Vane
Unobstructed All
Speed
(m/s)
d

c

-0.01
0.04

-0.07
0.23

Small Cup/Vane
Unobstructed All
- 0.07
0.11

0.03
0.26

Large Cup/Vane
Unobstructed All
0.10
0.15

0.26

0.48

Direction
(Degree)
d

c

-0.6

- 2.0

- 2.2

29.8

18.0

10.6

- 2.0

10.1

- 1.3
17.4

- 1.9
12.8

For wind direction the bias is, with one slight exception less than 2° for both
categories, which is greater than the resolution of the instruments, but within accept~
able accuracy. Note that the bias is larger when summarized over all directions for
both speed and direction for the propeller/vane and the large cup/vane, but smaller for
the small cup/vane. The reason for this is not clear, but it may have to do with a
combination of the higher average wind speed in the all direction case, and the 15 second
internal time constant in the small cup/vane set.
Functional precision for wind speed, like bias, is smaller in the unobstructed
case. This suggests that the variability is due indeed to a small, but real, bias
between the systems, which is not at all unreasonable considering the difficulty in
calibrating anemometers to better than .1 m/s. For wind direction the opposite seems to
be true in each case. The reason for the decrease from the unobstructed to the all
direction data is not obvious, but it may again have to do with the increased mean wind
speed and less meandering of the vanes. This could be true both in terms of vane response
to large changes in wind direction as well as turbulence in the wind itself. Tests of
functional precision and bias as functions of wind speed, direction, and other meteorological variables will be made to see if this hypothesis can be verified. Dynamic
performance of each system as determined by wind tunnel tests will be described in our
final report of this project, which should be available in 1982.
Figure 3 is an example of wind speed and direction records from two identical
instruments. The individual records for wind direction are indistinguishable from each
other as are the wind speed records for all but the latter six hours of the day. We
note that during this period, the wind direction is along the line of the towers, and
the instrument seems to be seeing a "shadow" effect. The Hoehne method doesn 1 t preclude
these conditions in its recommended procedure, but perhaps one should take this into
account when using the method in the future.
The Hoehne method assumes that the error in the samples is random and that there
is no autocorrelation in the difference. For the wind measurements this was found to
be true.
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3.2

Example of 4-Minute Average Wind Data Pairs

Temperature Gradient

In the case of the temperature gradient measurement the wind direction criterion was even
more restrictive. Only those nearly perpendicular flows from the north-northeast could
be assumed to be free of all shadowing influence. This means that only eight percent of
the total data could be used. A similar analysis was done to the temperature gradient
data as was done to the wind data. Table 2 summarizes the functional precision and bias
for the two data sets for the three types of measurement systems. One addition is the
single system standard deviation (S) which is simply the square root of one-half the
difference between the square of the functional precision and the square of the bias
(this assumes the two systems have the same standard deviation).
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Table 2
Bias and Functional Precision for Temperature Gradient Data
Glass Shield
Unobstructed All
0.00
0.06
0.04

-0.01
0.08
0.06

Horizontal Shield
Unobstructed All
0.288
0.32
0.11

0.24
0.27
0.09

Vertical Shield
Unobstructed All
0.13
0.13
0.00

0.17
0.34
0.21

The data suggest that shadowing is not a serious problem (at least in this windy
location) since there are very small differences between the unshadowed data and all the
data. An exception is the functional precision of the vertical shield. Again there
seems to be a slight but real bias which is causing much of the difference. Note that
vertical separation between upper and lower sensors is not included in the analysis,
thus the differences are independent of height separation.
A further example of the temperature gradient data is shown in Figure 4 where the
time series plot of three diurnal cycles demonstrates both the dynamic range of the
gradient over the 6.6 m separation distance and the fidelity with which the systems track
the atmosphere.
· 4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has been a brief introduction to an on-going project. Only the most
cautious of conclusions should be drawn from the information presented here, as it is a
preliminary look at the data. Nonetheless it is felt that an interesting and useful data
set has been developed, and the analytical tools are at hand to allow one to learn a
great deal about the capabilities of common meteorological instruments to make precise
measurements. A detailed analysis of these data for all the instruments studied, as
well as discussions of field studies which are a part of this project but are not yet
completed, will be presented in future reports.

SESSION 4
ADAPTATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

(Reference IV.l)

CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THE
APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY IN METEOROLOGY

A. Van Gysegem
Institut Royal Meteorologique de Belgique

INTRODUCTION
The growning influence of the atmosphere on human activities results in an increasing
interest for more and better meteorological information and more efficient use of the data.
This increasing interest, together with a knowledge and availability of new technological
means has already a great influence on our classical methods and techniques of observation,
and it can be predicted, without doubt, that the use of new technology will increase in the
next years.
These new possibilities are to a large extent due to the change from analoge to digital techniques and the development of new and improved integrated circuits, microprocessors
and minicomputers which find applications in sensors and data acquisition, transmission,
processing and visualisation of data. The demand for meteorological information also results in the development of new techniques and measuring systems in research centra. After
field tests, they are taken over for routine measurements as for instance remote sensing
techniques.
The demand for more use of new technology is also due to more severe requirements for efficient data management, to the increasing stream of information of different
nature and use of i t for different applications. There is a general tendency for an efficient combination of different types of measurements by joining several subsystems into a
complex, by preference automatic operating system where also other information as numerical
forecast data or air quality data are accessible in a direct useful way.
However, before
such a complex system can be installed a high degree of automatisation is requested.
The
availability of new technology renders this transition possible.
As an illustration of this course of things we shall consider in this paper the following applications : automatic ground observations, aerological measurements, radar observations, meteorological sate:lites and remote sensing techniques.
Some of these topics
will be more detailled by other speakers in this session.
We shall limit ourself to rather
more general considerations.

GROUND OBSERVATIONS
Automated meteorological networks are now in use for many purposes, not only for replacing, optimalisation and automatisation of existing measuring systems, but also for new
dedicated investigations and applications as for instance air and water quality, urban climatology, local weather forecast, airfield and road control, storm warning, nuclear power
plant safety and protection of high power lines meteorological control, flash flooding, etc.
With this evolution, new problems arise which are mainly due to the specific spatial and
temporal characteristics of the meteorological events to be observed and the particular use
of the data.
This resulted and still results in a multitude of experimental and management
approaches which,in practice, are not always based on a good coordination between specialised meteorologists and the users.
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In spite of the different applications a distinction can be made between the following categories of automated weather stations
- Real time station, where the accent is put on the direct access of the measurements in a
directly useful and reliable form.
Real time preprocessing and quality control, teletransmission, central processing and visualisation and integration into small or big networks are
important tasks.
The initiative of the measurements is taken by the central processing
centre directly or indirectly (via regional centra/or even satellites) or by the station itself at regular time intervals or in alert situations.
- Off line stations or stations of the climatological type, where the accent is put on the
storage facilities of the data in a form suitable for later direct input in computer systems.
Before storage the raw data can be processed for quality control and integration over specific time intervals and calculation can be performed of additional parameters requiring large amount of raw data.
- Multi-purpose stations which combine the possibilities of the two already mentionned stations.
The modular construction of the station hardware and software is the most important
characteristic.
- Special purpose or research stations with highly specialised and dedicated equipment.
In former proceedings the remplacement of classical stations by automatic stations
with conservation of all functions and central management was the main goal ; now there is
a tendency to give more possibilities and autonomy to the automatic weather stations.
The
development and optimalisation of integr~ted circuits and microprocessors played an important role in this process.
The flexibility of in- and output-hardware, software and memory
capacity makes it possible to realise systems which can perform a large number of operations
on and calculated with the raw data.
Parameters as the vector wind, wind peaks, mean wind
speeds based on a large number of measurements, wind variability, etc. can now be calculated.
In some cases additional parameters as stability of the air, air quality indices, etc. are
also obtained.
In accordance with the particular application new sensors or measuring devices are developped and integrated as sonic anemometers, fast response thermometers and hygrometers, remote sensing techniques, devices for measuring different fluxes, etc.
Typical is also the integration of new techniques which give a larger autonomy to the
stations as electronic circuits with low power consumption and the use of new power sources
as solar cells.
The development of new memories with important capacities and which are
less dependent on external conditions can perhaps solve the problems of data storage, eliminating the well known difficulties with magnetic or paper tapes and replacing paper recordings.
The evolution in teletransmission techniques changes the classical image of data transmission by telephone, radio or telex. Teletransmission methods and techniques are taken
over, for which the efficiency and reliability is demonstrated in many industrial, private
and governmental applications.
The transmission speed can be increased up to 300, 600 or
1200 baud for asynchroneous and more for synchroneous transmission.
In addition special error detection codes are introduced garantying reliable data.
Satellites are integrated in
measuring systems for acquisition and transmission of data.
This is not only the case for
ground observations but also for the other observations we will discuss in this paper.
Typical is also the increase in time frequency of the measurements. Data are transmitted in
real-time, or after grouping in the station or in a regional center, to the central processing station.
In more and more cases data are transmitted quasi continuously permitting,
for instance, nowcasting.
General problems, which could be explored by, for instance WMO, are optimal network
configurations,exposure of instruments for particular applications and standardisation of
all or at least a number of parts of the complete data acquisition and processing chain.
AEROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
The general tendency in aerological observation is to increase accuracy and reliability of the results at lower costs.
In order ro realise such a goal, new radiosondes (the
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allowing automatic reception and processing of the transmitted data.
For wind measurements,
outputs of windfinders are digitised or new methods (OMEGA, LORAN, etc.) are introduced.
However, the use of new technology is especially concentrated around the processing of the
raw data with microprocessors or minicomputers resulting in an automatic output of PILOT,
TEMP and other messages. Automatisation eliminates human uncertainties or errors from the
computations with benefit to the results : the computers are able to use more complex corrections to reduce residual errors.
However, the human observer is perhaps better in selecting important features as the significant levels. Also the human being has a critical faculty which enables him often to realise that something is wrong, even when the results are
superficially plausible.
Both abilities (pattern recognition and quality sensing) are difficult to reproduce in computer software. Reability of soundings can be verified by comparing the results with previously (12h) obtained soundings or height maps.
This can easily
be done by a trained operator but will request larger computer facilities and software if
an automatic operation is envisaged.
Getting sufficient experience in these software procedures is a long term process and
asks for well coordinated investigations by different teams. An international exchange of
software procedures, for instance, with the aid of CIMO, can solve lots of difficulties and
shorten the transition period ; it will also be helpful for the standardisation of procedures and methods of observation.
The growning interest for low level measurements resulted in the development of new
dedicated techniques as for instance : tetroons, kytroons, special low level radiosondes,
remote sensing systems, high tower measurements, etc.
The success of the WMO International
Intercomparison of Low Level Measurements in BOULDER (U.S.A., 1979) gives evidence of this
interest. As there is a great demand for low level systems and many problems still wait
after solutions, exercices of this kind and exchange of information are desirable.
METEOROLOGICAL RADARS
The use of radars to measure rainfall quantitatively or the distribution of clouds or
precipitation has been etablished over many years.
The first meteorological radars date
from 1940. However, it was only in the last decade that techniques were developped enabling a network of weather radars to be operated economically, such that users of the data
could receive it in real time in a form which might be easily assimilated.
Improvements in
following areas of primary importance opened the way for such a development namely the increased flexibility produced by digital techniques,computer processing of the radar data,
improvements in digital communication and data display systems (or man-computer interactive
image systems).. Radar data are digitised and the conventional p.p. I/r .. H.i. displays, with
their limitations particulary when data on precipitation intensity are to be presented, are
replaced by television calor, raster scan displays, combining techniques for digital processing of radar data with new techniques of image data handling.
Radar data may be transmitted over considerable distances using suitable
narrow band links (ex. 2400 baud) and
displayed with false colors indication of precipitation intensity and grid overlays.
By
telephone call, real time radar images are obtained from selected radars.
In more complex
(computer)system the distribution of rainfall intensity is estimated and the results combined with other data, such as satellite images. Although several networks are now planned
or already partially installed, not all data processing problems are solved, especially
adequate computer software to eliminate the several types Of errors.
There also is still a
lack of information concerning the accuracy of radar measured amounts of rain on a operational base.
Taking into account this evolution, international agreements concerning standardisation of data transmission and interrogation procedures will be in the benefit of international exchange of meteorological radar data.
REMOTE SENSING
Remote sensing of the atmosphere can be defined as sensing by electromagnetic or
acoustic techniques qualitatively and/or quantitatively a chemical or physical parameter in
the atmosphere were the monitoring instrument and the parameter under investigation are spatially separated. For atmospheric applications, remote sensing techniques can be devided
in two categories :
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available radiation in the atmosphere (ex. solar, earth reflected or emitted radiation).
Active systems are characterised by the introduction of specific radiation into the atmosphere. Active systems have the advantage that the whole measuring process can be fully
controlled avoiding difficulties due to changing characteristics of natural radiation. This
definition covers a wide range of instruments and can include already operational instruments for measuring radiation and sunshine, Dobson measurements of total ozon content, meteorological radars, satellite measurements, etc. To limit the discussion, we will narrow
this range to new technologies which are developped in the last two decades, in particular
systems based on the interaction of laser radiation and/or acoustic radiation with the atmosphere.
Systems, based on the use of lasers, operate in the U.V., VIS or I.R. region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Considerable work has been done in recent years on the development of laser systems in attempting to demonstrate their capability to remotely measure atmospheric conditions. At the present time most developments are related but also limited
to observations in the lowest layers of the atmosphere, although it is anticipated that in
the future this range could possibly be extended to the whole troposphere and stratosphere.
These experimental devices are now approaching the stade of maturity that will enable quantitative measurements.
For an overview of the possibilities I refer to a Technical Note
Meteorological Observations by Laser, Remote sensing techniques which I prepared for the
CIMO VII meeting.
Laser systems for cloud height determination can be considered almost as
operational.
Several laser ceilometers are already available.
Meteorological lidar systems
capable of measuring vertical profiles of temperature, water vapor and wind, horizontal and
slant range visibilitiy, concentration of various atmospheric constituents at different
heights, cloud and aerosol structures in the troposphere and the stratosphere are not operational but substantial progress is made in demonstrating feasibility. As not all possible
techniques and methods have yet been worked out, feasibility studies and new developments
are typical for research activities over the last years. With new technological possibilities, optimalisations of existing systems are performed.
However, not all theoretical desired technological means are available today.
With new optimised systems new possibilities
are offered but also new problems arise, which ask for more detailed theoretical studies of
the interaction of (laser)radiation with the atmosphere.
It is not yet clear if laser systems offer all the practical possibilities which are expected from theoretical considerations and if the limitations are not to severe for this relative expensive approach of meteocal measurements. For different applications alternative methods could also be adequate.
Lidar systems become more and more complex and highly sophisticated so that specialists are
necessary for developmen~ maintenance and even operation.
An important consideration is evaluating practical systems for routine use in meteorology is the potential eye-safety problem.. As it is to be expected that laser systems will
be put into operational use, internationally agreed safety regulations should be worked out.
Such regulations will have an impact on the choice of laser systems and can counter new and
promising techniques.
In acoustic systems a short sound puls is emitted into the atmosphere (1000-3000 Hz).
Inhomogeneities in the index of refraction cause scattering. The scattered, in particular
the backscattered radiation, is received and recorded as a function of time. Analysing the
amplitude and frequency-shift of the backscattered signals provides a mean of getting information on atmospheric conditions in the lowest layers (up to 1500 meter) of the atmosphere.
The most widely used type of instrument is the monostatic acdar.
Several hunderds of acdars
are in use all over the world.
In this intrument the amplitude of the backscattered signal
is recorded on a fac-simile type recorder, giving a continuous display of the lower atmosphere.
By analysing the recordings, information can be obtained on the stability of the atmosphere and the height of inversions or the mixing layer.
I already pointed out (TECIMO II
in Hamburg, 1977) that the interpretation of the recording is not always straightforward and
information about the general weather conditions or additional low level measurements are
desirable for a full understanding of the data.
Over the last years there is a general tendency of digitising these acdars allowing more information to be extracted from the amplitude of the signal and computation of additional parameters such as structure constants.
Important progress is also made in analysing the frequency-shift of the backscattered signal,
allowing the computation of the horizontal or vector wind in real time up to the height of
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Several Doppler-acdars are now commercially available. For more information reference can be made to the WMO Low Level Intercomparison Experiment in BOULDER
(1979), the results of which were already discussed in this conference. A good point is
that as a result if this intercomparison some participating systems now undergo system optimalisation.
In order to evaluate these systems for routine operation, more information
seems to be necessary concerning their performance in different types of weather conditions
as rain or heavy wind.
It seems that good wind data are not always obtained during such
conditions. This imposes limitations for routine use in all weather conditions and some
research groups start exploring other technological possibilities as for instance the FMCW-radars. As for laser active systems not all technological possibilties are evaluated
and new developments, such as a combination of acoustic and microwave systems to measure
the vertical temperature profiles, undergo laboratory and field tests.
Concerning passive
techniques multiwavelength radiometers, also used in satellites, seem to offer interesting
possibilities for measurements of vertical temperature and humidity profiles up to important heights in the atmosphere,especially when combined with other remote sensing techniques.
A common problem for remote sensing, giving meteorological informations at different
heights, is calibration.
Ideally one would like to compare the measurements made by remote
sensing techniques with accurate well calibrated measurements of exactly the same parameter, simultaneously with the same integration time over precisely the same volume by fully
reliable and accepted standard instrumentation.
In practice this is rarely achieved and
has limited and continues to limit the rate of development of improved new systems.
Following considerations can clarify this problem. Almost all standard instrumentation are in
situ sensors while remote sensing devices provide some averaging over a line, area or volume, which can be several orders of magnitude larger than the volume· seen by the in situ
sensor.
They explore the atmosphere over large ranges and during a very short time (nanoseconds up to milliseconds).
The difficulty is to locate standard instruments at these
ranges over a sufficient long time interval. A major problem is the unavaibility or unsuitability of standard meteorological instrumentation for calibration of remote sensing devices.
Solutions for the calibration problem have to be found and consequently applied before a particular technique can be incorporated into an operational network.
SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In systems, based on new technologies microprocessors or minicomputers becomes more
and more a major part of a system, and when discussing problems, related to techniques and
methods of observation, the software becomes a matter of concern and can no longer be neglected.
In general a distinction can be made between the system software, as operating
system, languages, complex data base and transmission management, etc.which is delivered by
the manufacturer, and the application software written by or in charge of the user.
The
system software is dedicated to a particular system and is used to run, in the most efficient way, the user application software. Once a system is selected one has to run the
particular system software.
The application software is written in function of the meteorological requirements and involves a good cooperation between specialists in meteorology
and computer techniques.
When considering standardisation of meteorological instruments
attention can be paid to the software part of the system. Exchanges of used algorithmes
and in particular procedures to determine some parameters as for instance the significant
levels in wind-P.T.U.soundings can be very helpful. Agreements, concerning the software proceduresfor data communication are useful when considering for instance different networks
of radarsand automated meteorological stations.
The introduction of new technology in the measuring part of a system invokes the problem of hardware uniformity and standardisation. This is of special importance for such
systems which will be incorporated in operational networks with exchange of data between
networks. An example is the laser ceilometer.
Recent comparisons (1979) indicate that the
setting of the treshold (see sunshine measurements)by the manufacturer gives rise to different cloud heights outputs.
As more and more new systems are proposed and introduced, international comparisons
increase in importance, especially when combined with a technical meeting where the operation and performances of the systems are explained.
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A good example is the WMO .International Comparison of Low Level Systems (BOULDER, U.S.A.,
1979) which is already discussed in this conference. As not all meteorologists are familiar with those new systems, the result of such intercomparisons deliver interesting information and guidelines for selecting new equipments. Exchange of information by the participating groups is in benifit of instrument standardisation.
Meteorological, technical and administrative aspects are to be considered when installing new observing systems. From meteorological point of view the thrue needs of the users
are to be etablished and translated into effective proposals.
This often requires a profound study of the time and space variability of the meteorological phenomena to be measured.
Exposure of the sensors and representativity of the measurements over a certain
area are to be considered.
The purpose of the measurements and the methods to accomplish
the tasks are to be fixed.
Technical aspects of the questions involves the matching of requirements and instrumental approaches and ask for a good understanding of the capability
of observing systems and the implications of using a particular instrument system of combination of systems in operational programmes. The development, installation and operational
use of new insErument systems and methods of observation invokes problems of administrative
nature as organisation, maintenance, education and training of technicians, operators and
users.
Based on an exchange of information and acquired experience, recommandations can be
formulated, by for instance CIMO, on required performances, procedures for intercomparisons
and standardisation of techniques and methods, impact on observing programs, education and
training, use of the new improved observing systems, etc.
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MICROPROCESSORS IN INSTRUMENTATION

C.E. Robinson, P. Eng
Atmospheric Environment Service

Canada
Introduction
Instrumentation covers a broad spectrum of technologies and applications. Applied
physics, mathematics and electronics all cross boundaries in this field and varying
technological devices complement each other in today's innovative design solutions. The
mechanical solutions of yesterday are becoming the electronic solutions of today. With
the advent of micrporcessor technology, software solutions are rapidly displacing digital
hardware designs.
New specialty circuits and devices which are becoming available from today's
electronic component manufacturers are providing design solutions to many delicate and
complicated instrumentation problems. Today's designers must step away from many of the
traditionally accepted methods of designing and rethink the fundamental problems from a
systematic point of view.
General Data Loggers
Many commercial data loggers have system architectures not unlike that shown in
figure 1. This is a simple, multichannel analog data logging system which scans each
channel, converts the analog signal to a digital value and transmits these values via some
form of communications interface.
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- 214 These data loggers are generally inexpensive and are available from a number of
suppliers. To specialized users, however, a significant amount of unique interfacing is
necessary since analog inputs tend to be normalized. For example, a 0 to l volt or +5
volt input range is common. For direct use on the user's standard sensors, the user must
devise appropriate conversion circuitry to provide valid analog input to the data logger
such as the one shown in Figure 2. Usually these interfaces provide minimal processing
such as linearizing or engineering unit conversion and a further processing burden is
placed on a user after the data have been collected.
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FIGURE 2 - UNIQUE USER INPUT INTERFACING
General Data Acquisition
Some commercial manufacturers have recognized the
have endeavoured to sell complete systems to a subset
commercially available data acquisition systems for
example. Figure 3 illustrates a data acquisition system

problems of specialized users and
of these users.
There are many
meteorological applications, for
of this variety.
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FIGURE 3 - SPECIFIC APPLICATION DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
As a user, if your applications fall within this subset then you are probably
lucky. Your post processing requirements for the data may be minimal and the equipment
may be used immediately.
All the user needs to do is install it, prepare the field
cabling and provide ongoing maintenance. In many instances these services may be part of
the package deal from the manufacturer.
Most of these types of systems are expandable, to some degree, with the addition of
appropriate interfaces, so changes in requirements may be accommodate within limits.
To many users, however, whose requirements are more specialized and whose volumes
are relatively low, the costs of adapting these types of systems tend to outweigh the
costs of developing custom equipment. For example, the sensors which are provided with
these complete systems may work well in most applications but may not be acceptable to
specialized users with environmental and/or compatibility constraints.
Similarily,
diversification of measurement restricts these systems in applications where as many as
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option of the user.
This is usually possible but a technical interaction is usually
necessary for changing strap options or controller cards in accordance with the specific
custom need.
Many varieties of architectures are available for systems of this type with many
optimizing schemes concerned with bus normalizing, common interconnections, modular
packaging and connector standardization, to name a few.
Technological Advancements
In today's technology, many of these complex system considerations have been
reduced to low cost alternatives. For example, sensor remoting used to be a very tricky,
usually analog problem. Wind sensors had resolvers, variable resistances and contacts
which had to be read remotely. Temperature elements usually returned to a 4 wire bridge
connection in a specialized interface.
It is feasible today to remotely convert these analog values with inexpensive A/D
converters and to process the data, convert to engineering units, average, integrate,
detect maxima, minima, gust values and rates of ~hange and report these data over serial
channels to a central data communications center for dissemination and/or further
processing. Microprocessor technology, analog support chips and communication devices are
providing inexpensive alternatives to many measurement problems.
With distributed
intelligence such as this, the processing burden has been offloaded from the central data
acquisition function and most of the system considerations are based on communication
methods and protocol standardization.
Figure 4 illustrates some sensor remoting techniques. For some sensors, remoting
is a simple task.
Frequency output devices, contact closures and serially encoded bit
streams are available from some types of sensors.
These signal levels and types are
usually easily accommodated with optical couplers, tone detectors and specialized
deserializing devices such as universal asynchronous receiver transmitters (UARTS).
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FIGURE 4 - SENSOR REMOTING & PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS
The Canadian Meteorological Data Collection network has been using a variety of
automatic weather stations since the late 1960's.
Each system contained significant
improvements over its predecessor and was developed under a different set of constraints.
The latest in this series is a system by the name of READAC. This system grew out of a
diverse set of user requirements and developmental experience.
The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.
It represents a loosely
has
coupled,
multiprocessor,
distributed
intelligence system architecture which
Each
interconnection and communication standards for each of its functional blocks.

- 216 sensor is connected to its own peripheral interface which is responsible
processing, sampling, conversion and EMI protection for this specific sensor.
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FIGURE 5 - READAC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This functional independance permits proper engineering of independant building
blocks without interferring with other standards or modules. All peripheral interfaces
communicate with the Shelf Controller via a parallel, low power, medium speed bus and
handshake standards must be followed in accordance with PROTOCOL 2 specifications. These
PROTOCOLS simply ensure reliable data transfers between modules and provide orderly access
to the Shelf Controller.
Complex peripheral interfaces may listen to the data transfers on this parallel bus
and utilize the specific raw data as required for multiparameter algorithms such as MSL
pressure and present weather.
Similarily,
serial PROTOCOL
standards have been established
between the
Communications Controller and the Shelf Controller to permit a functional separation of
communication interfaces.
All communications controllers must access the data in
accordance with PROTOCOL 1 specifications to properly request and accept data and test for
transfer errors and sequence violations.
Field Considerations
Three major concerns which users must deal with on an ongoing basis are
electromagnetic interference (EMI) protection, packaging and cable interconnections.
Properly designed systems must include these criteria in the systematic considerations to
ninimize the cost of non standard interconnections from site to site, increasing
maintenance frequency, and random, specialty add ons at problem sites.
EMI problems are highly variable.
In many sites, the problems appear to be
insignificant whereas other sites have high coupling to RF signals, power lines and high
frequency of lightning.
Intelligent design at the outset can remove most of these
problems by filtering all long lines to sensors, proper shielding for RF and proper
lightning protection in the form of ground arrays, sensor grounding and lightning rods.
New technology permits an added level of isolation since functional blocks may be
integrated directly into the sensor housing as shown in figure 6. This is a feasibility
model of a wind direction sensor in which optical position detection is used with
preprocessing and message serializing of vector components. A single chip microcomputer
performs the complete processing and transmission functions.
Optical isolators permit
protection on signal lines which minimize longitudinal coupling effects.
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FIGURE q - INTEGRATED SENSOR ELECTRONICS
Packaging is a unique user requirement. Indoor systems have completely different
constraints than arctic outdoor systems or' equipment to be mounted on drifting bouys. The
Canadian READAC field station has a functional packaging method as shown in figure 7. It
is intended to provide sturdy interfaces which may be directly plugged into a backplace
mother board.
FRONT PANEL

COMMUNICATIONS

CONNECTOR ON
REAR FOR BUS

"-.MOTHER BOARG
-..~

SENSORS

\
SHELF CONTROL
\

CARD GUIDES

REMOTE PERIPHERAL
POWER

FIGURE 7 - FIELD STATION PACKAGING

FIGURE 8 - PERIPHERAL INTERFACE PACKAGING

The front panel is rigid enough to permit direct connection of field cabling to the
appropriate interface.
Internal EMI protection is self contained in each interface as
shown in figure 8.
The mechanical packaging is intended to be relatively inexpensive
since standard sheet metal techniques and straight milled, standard extrusions are used in
its construction.
Software Considerations
Although the devices which are becoming available through new technology allow
complex tasks to be performed by a few inexpensive components, we must be cautious in
estimating the development and support costs and times, For example, many single chip
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version but it may take a year to develop and fully test the model prior to final
acceptance and procurement. Specialized support equipment such as development systems,
emulators, compilers, assemblers and state analysers may be required. If your volumes are
under 1000 pieces, masked ROM may not be cost effective and erasable programmable ROM
(EPROM) or fusible link ROM may be a more effective alternative. These devices require
more support equipment such as PROM programmers and custom interfaces to diversify your
capabilities by supporting several devices.
Software development may use standard methods through assembly languages or high
level compilers but special consideration must be made for high speed applications and
unique hardware. Remote equipment must have auto reset devices to prevent lockups and
built in diagnostics to provide heuristic feedback to maintenance personnel.
A close
relationship exists between the hardware and software so both must be actively integrated
to develop effective solutions.
Special skills must be developed by your design personnel and in many cases, a
contractual use of specialized, distributed industry is effective.
It is necessary to
maintain a technological base in-house to properly assess the timeliness of industrial
solutions and technological choices.
Conclusions
Many of these techniques have been tested in feasibility models and recent
development contracts. New technology can be applied in these ways and cost effective
solutions can be developed. We must be cautious about our selection of technologies for
our future systems due to the rapidly changing availability of components and long
development cycles. The necessity to functionalize system building blocks and separate
system applications is becoming apparent in order to reduce development and implementation
cycle times. For long term needs it may be necessary to stockpile the selected technology
for maintenance and sparing constraints to reduce the risk of obsolesence and
redevelopment.
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SENSOR DESIGN WITH NEW TECHNOLOGY

Veijo Antikainen, Jouko Jalava, Eero Salasmaa
Vaisala Oy
Finland

Introduction
The sensors described in this paper are specially designed for the Vaisala RSBO
radiosondes. During the development work, which was initiated 4 years ago, the
latest developments in electronics and manufacturing technoloqy were exploited, both
in regard to the sensors and the transducer electronics. The creative power of the
designers was strongly encouraged during the development work.
The accuracy and long term stability alone are difficult requirements for an inexpensive field instrument such as the radiosonde. Other demanding requirement was aviation safety i.e. light weight and frangible construction as well as reasonable cost.
Mechanisms with moving parts were to be avoided.
The set of sensors consists of an aneroid capsule with capacitive transducer inside
in the vacuum, a ceramic temperature sensor and a thin film humidity sensor which is
an improved version of the HUMICAP produced earlier. All of the sensors are capacitive with compatible dynamic ranges, which essentially simplifies the transducer
electronics. In the radiosonde one type of reference sensor (reference capacitor)
only is needed to eliminate the influence of drift of the transducer electronics.
Other view-points when selectinq the sensor principle were the existence of the
capacitive humidity sensor, a simple, stable and frictionles barometer construction
and small risk of self heatinq problems in temperature and humidity measurements.
The transducer circuit developed for the RS80 radiosondes is b~sed on the RC principle, and is capable of measuring with a resolution of 1 fF (lo- pF). The electronic
circuit is outside the scope of this paper but it is important to note that it is
fully insensitive to chanqes of stray capacitances between sensor terminals and
electrical ground. This is of basic importance for the feasibility of the sensor
solution.
The pressure sensor (BAROCAP)
Construction
The pressure sensor is a small aneroid capsule with capacitive transducer plates
inside. The diameter of the capsule is 30 mm and the weight of the complete assembly
only 5 g. The construction of the pressure sensor is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Transducer plates a) are supported by membranes b) made of special steel alloy. The
supporting rods c) of the plates are fixed to the membranes with hermetic glass-tometal seals d). Instead of the simplest possible solution of Fig. 2 an inverted
construction (Fig. 1) is used in the radiosonde to obtain maximum sensitivity at low
pressure. The sensor is assembled with precision welding techniques. As mentioned
earlier, the transducer electronics senses the capacitance between the plates only,
with no influence of stray capacitances between the transducer plates and the membranes, which is grounded.
Some advantages of the construction are:
There are no joints in the construction which could "slip" when the sensor
is exposed to mechanical stresses. Neither does the construction contain
any springs, arms, contacts or assembly frame common in old designs.
Transducer plates are protected against moisture and dust.
The simple and small size construction has made it possible to achieve a
very small temperature dependence. With changing temperature the
temperature differences stabilize fast and this contributes to the result.
Test results
Results of a 17 week stability test at surface pressure are shown in Fig. 3. The
pressure reading of 5 complete radiosondes were compared with a Neqretti & Zambra
barometer, the calibration of which was verified during the test period using a dead
weight piston gauge as a primary standard. Since complete radiosondes were tested,
stability tests of the temperature sensor were carried out simultaneously. (Fig. 5)
Table 1 shows the results obtained from a test made with the repeated calibration
method at the radiosonde calibration plant. In this test ten radiosondes were calibrated several times and the results compared with the original calibration. The time
interval between the first and last calibration is 17 weeks.
Table 2 shows the results of a short term repeatability test.
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The temperature sensor (THERMOCAP)
Construction
The temperature sensor is based on dielectric ceramic materials, the temperature
dependence of which can be accurately controlled with selection of materials and
processing parameters.
Metal electrodes are formed on both sides of a tiny ceramic chip (0.5 x 0,5 mm2,
thickness 0.2 mm). The capacitance between the electrodes is a function of
temperature. To ensure complete moisture protection the sensor is hermetically
sealed in a small glass capsule (2.5 x 0 1.5 mm) with two connecting leads
(0 0.4 mm). To avoid uncontrolled stray capasitances, which could be caused, for
instance, by water droplets on the qlass capsule, an electrically qrounded thin film
aluminium coating is deposited on the sensor capsule and leads. This coating also
has excellent radiation properties for minimizinq the radiation error (max 2•c at
5 mb) of the observation [1]. Of course, there is also an insulating layer on the
leads to avoid short circuit. Fiq. 4.

Fit:~.

4.

a) chip with electrodes, b) connecting leads, c) qlass capsule,
d) insulating layer, e) metal coating

Test results
17 week stability test in room temperature, see Fig. 5.
Repeated calibration method, see Table 1.
Tab le 3.

Short term repeatability test, see
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Fiq. 5.

The humidity sensor (HUMICAP)
The construction and principle of the humidity sensor HUMICAP is familiar from the
earlier publications [2], [3]. Its production started in 1973 for Vaisala radiosondes and for industrial appli~ations. Since then, an intensive development work
has been carried out mainly to increase the life of the sensor in polluted environments and to improve its performance at very hiqh humidity. The development work
included polymer research and improvements of the manufacturing process.
Test results
In the radiosonde application there are no special requirements for resistance
against pollution. The repeated calibration method shows no detectable drift, larger
than the calibration accuracy, and the life of the sensor seems to be very long under
ordinary storing conditions.
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For ot~er app~ications !h~ improved ~UMICAP sensor was tested in ordinary city climate b~ l~stall~nq 11 hum~d1ty probes 1n a Stevenson screen situated in the center of
Hels1nk1. Da1ly comp~r1sons ~ere made with an aspirated psychrometer as a reference. The r~sul~s obta1ne~ dur1ng a 1 year observation period with 482 observations
are shown 1n F1g. 6. (S1nce none of the HUMICAP 1 s failed or needed recalibration
during the period the test is continuing).
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Since the standard deviation (STD) of the HUMICAP-readinq is almost constant during
the whole period, the difference between the mean of all 11 HUMICAP measurements is
compared with the psychrometer in Fig. 7. The solid line is the mean of 10 consecutive observed psychrometer - HUMICAP differences. The dotted lines depict the mean
deviation of the above mentioned mean difference. At least part of the differences
seem to be caused by the slight nonlinearity of the sensor as a function of humidity,
which was not corrected in this experiment. Other observational errors are obviously
caused by errors of the psychrometer and different time constants of the HUMICAP
sensor and psychrometer.
The sensor mounting
Fiq. 7 depicts a Vaisala radiosonde of the RS80 family, equipped with the sensors
described in this paper.
The pressure sensor is soldered directly on the circuit board of the transducer
electronics. For qood exposure to free air the THERMOCAP and HUMICAP are mounted
close to the tip of a support made of flexible circuit material. The support is
insulated and coated with thin electrically grounded aluminium film.
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Fiq. 7.

1. Barometer BAROCAP

2. Transducer electronics
9. Thermometer THERMOCAP
10. Hygrometer HUMICAP
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Summary of ten double soundings is shown in Table 4.
The large deviation in the humidity is caused by an experiment made during the comparison. One sonde of each pair of the double sounding is fitted with a rain protector
cap to study the functioning of it in rainy weather. As a result of these experiments the protector is recommended.

Level
Sfc-600
600-300
300-160
160- 80
80- 40
40- 20
20- 10
10- 5

N

PRESSURE mb TEMPERATURE•c HUMIDITY % RH
Mean Std
Mean Std
Mean Std

1882
1959
1680
1734
1511
962
159
0

.11
-.05
.00
.07
.08
.06
.22
0.00

1.19
.96
.61
.42
.40
.39
.09
0.00

-.02
.02
.02
-.00
-.01
-.05
-.24
0.00

.29
.26
.32
.38
.43
.52
.49
0.00

9887

.05

.77

-.01

.37

-4.01
6.35
-2.65 4.35
-3.02 10.85
-.68 5.37
.16 3.18
.57 2.07
-.14
.84
0.00 0.00
-1.84

6.42

Table 4.
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A MICRO COMPUTER BASED SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED COLLECTION OF
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS USING THE SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORK
M.J.

Hassett

Australian Bureau of Meteorology
Introduction
Meteorological observations are made on behalf of the Bureau of
Meteorology, by cooperative observers (persons not employed by the
Bureau) at over 400 locations throughout Australia.
Cooperative
observers are part time observers to whom the Bureau pays an allowance.
They are typically Post Office officials, farmers, lighthouse keepers,
holiday resort managers etc.
The observations are made up to seven times daily and are relayed
to the Bureau in the majority of cases, as ordinary or urgent telegrams,
or as telex messages.
Because of the rising cost of such telegrams, a Telephone
Observations Collection System (TOCS) has been planned to enable the
observations to be collected automatically using the telephone network.
The TOCS system will consist of around 260 outstations and four
central stations.
The observer will enter observations into the outstation, where it will be stored until called by a central station.
The observational data will then be rapidly transmitted to the central
station, generally for a cost of one local call.
The cost savings anticipated when the system is fully operational
is in excess of $400,000 annually.
The capital outlay for the system
will be approximately $500,000.
System Configuration
Figure 1 illustrates a typical TOCS system.
Each Observer is
provided with a Weather Observer's Terminal (WOT) which is connected to
an ordinary subscribers telephone line installed specifically for TOCS.
A telephone handset is normally not connected to the TOCS line, but can
be if desired.
Calls are dialled by the Central Station Auto Calling Units (ACU)
when so commanded by the TOCS Controller.
The WOT, having had the
meteorological observation previously entered, transmits its stored
data upon receiving a call from an ACU.
The data received by the ACU
is passed to the TOCS Controller which carries out limited message
validation checks.
Satisfactory messages are then encapsulated in a
standard meteorological message envelope, translated to CCITT No. 2
alphabet, and transmitted to the Computer Message Switching System
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- 229 (CMSS) for input to the Real Time Analysis System and distribution to
other recipients.
Meteorological data for local use only, and certain
housekeeping data is printed on the local printer.
Operation
Weather Observer's Terminal (w.o,T.).
The W,O.T, is a small data entry terminal 22 cm wide, 34 cm deep
and 9 cm high, weighing around 3 kg.
It has a keyboard with 18 keys,
comprising ten numerics, the period and solidus, and six control keys.
It also has a six digit numeric display (corresponding to the maximum
size of a meteorological code group) and a two digit group counter.
There are two message buffers within the WOT, each of 250 character capacity.
One is the edit buffer into which observations are
entered and can be reviewed and corrected as desired.
The other is
the message buffer, which is read out non-destructively when the WOT
is called by the Central Station. Transfer of data from the Edit to
the Message buffer occurs when the relevant control key is pressed.
The WOT in its quiescent condition has displays extinguished.
The displays will light and the edit buffer become accessible only
upon entering a simple "security code" on the keyboard.
This is
intended to minimise risk of data loss by children or others tampering
with the keyboard.
A "beeper" in the WOT will sound if the operator
makes an illegal key stroke or fails to operate a key for 10 minutes,
having started a data entry.
Central Station.
The Central Station consists of a Controller and a variable
number of Auto Calling Units.
The latter are provided generally on
the basis of two for the first 25 WOT and 1 for each additional 25.
Upon comman.d by the Con troll er, the ACUs will dial and supervise
the call. The call will be retried a certain number of times (as
permitted by Telecom Australia specifications) upon encountering
various network conditions e.g. busy, no dial tone etc.
\fhen a
successful call to the WOT is established the ACU and WOT exchange
handshake signals similar to those used by standard auto-answer modems.
Data transfer then takes place between the WOT and the ACU, whereupon
the latter carries out a checksum error check on the received message.
Retransmission is requested if an error is detected, until either an
error free message is obtained or a timeout occurs.
A limited number
of retries will be made (i.e. dialling again) before generating an
operator message if all attempts fail.
Error free messages will be passed to the TOCS Controller which
checks the date/time group to ascertain if the message is current or
"old". An old message will be retried after several minutes when
hopefully the observer will have entered a current message.
The TOCS Controller incorporates a time-of-day clock which enables
automatic interrogation of the various WOTs according to their observation program.
An address list is maintained in the TOCS Controller
which contains the Name, Telephone number and observation schedule of
every WOT.
The address list is held in RAM and can be edited at will
by'the system operator.
Back up lists are held on mini cassette and
can be readily loaded in via the cassette drive on the operator's
console (HP 2645A) following power up.
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Tenders for the TOCS system were called against a comprehensive,
though functional specification. A contract was awarded to a Sydney
communications equipment manufacturer, J.N. Almgren Pty Ltd, who has
proposed a system based on the Motorola M6809 microprocessor. The
three major components of the system, the WOT, the ACU and the TOCS
Controller, are each microcomputers in their own right.
This provides
flexibility to modify operating procedures for the WOT as experience
with the system is gained.
So far as the Central Station is concerned,
it provides distributed processing, separating the tasks of telephone
interface from the supervisory and control functions.
Telecom Approval.
Approval of Telecom Australia (the Australian Telecommunications
authority) for connection of TOCS to the telephone network involved
technical and policy considerations. With the limited keyboard on the
WOT, it was agreed that TOCS would not be classed as a data service
and could therefore contain integral modems in the WOT and ACU. The
usual technical requirement for isolation of the telephone lines has
been achieved by the use of double insulated line transformers and opto
couplers between the main TOCS equipment and the components associated
with the line connection.
Installation and Maintenance.
Installation of the WOTs is simply a matter of plugging the
power and telephone cords into their respective sockets.
Installation
can therefore be combined with training the observer on observational
procedures.
Central Station installation can be readily accomplished
by existing technical staff.
Maintenance of the TOCS equipment will initially be carried out
on a centralised basis in Melbourne. WOTs which fail in service will
simply be exchanged via parcel post using special transit boxes.
Trouble shooting of the WOTs and Central Station equipment will be
carried out with the aid of special diagnostic programs in ROMs
inserted in place of the normal software ROMs, or by emulation on a
6809 Exorcisor system.
Decentralisation of maintenance to Regions may
occur in the future as staff become more familiar with microcomputer
equipment.
Economic Factors
The Bureau presently pays approximately $2.20 per observation
lodged by phonogram. The same observation will in the majority of
cases cost only nine cents to collect by TOCS.
On top of this however
are fixed overheads including telephone rentals, operation and maintenance costs, and in the case of observing stations at Official Post
Offices, a handling surcharge.
The following analysis illustrates the economic benefits of the
TOCS system. The figures relate to those 260 stations in the network
presently proposed for TOCS installation:
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Annual Cost
for Network
Average per
Station

Total

Existing means of Data
Collection

$2,388

$621,000

Operating Cost of TOCS
System

738

192,000

$1,650

$429,000

Savings due to TOCS

Capital Investment
(including maintenance
support facilities)

$46o,ooo

The above figures show that the capital investment would be recovered
in a little over one year's operation of the full scale system.
Future Prospects
The TOCS system will be expanded progressively as automatic
Subscriber Trunk Dial (STD) facilities become available to remote
subscribers.
The Bureau has over 150 Cooperative Observers beyond
the reach of the present STD system.
A version of WOT capable of accepting data from automatic weather
stations or meteorological sensors, will be produced in the future.
The existing WOT has provision for plugging in a small interface board
which will enable external sensors to communicate with the WOT using
an RS 232/V24 type interface.
There is also the possibility for the Central Station to act as
a concentrator whereby it would store all its observations and transmit
these over the switched network at say 1200 b/s.
For the present, this
is not necessary as the 75 baud circuits associated with CMSS already
exist and are necessary for the other meteorological communication
purposes.
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LOW COST AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
USING A NOISY TELEPHONE NETWORK
H. Kaleff
Israel Meteorological Service

A low cost automatic weather station which uses the
ordinary telephone network for data transmission was developed
in the laboratories of the Israel Meteorological Serviceo It
measures air temperature, humidity and wind speed and direction.
The signals are digitized into binary coded messages which are
transmitted at 2 bits per second over the telephone lines using
frequency shift keying between 1350Hz and 2800Hz. The receiver
uses vary narrow band pass filters to isolate the signal and
converts the data into a useful digital form •.

(Reference IV.6)

EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES FOR LOW POWER AUTO STATIONS

J • Cook , P • Eng •

Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada
Many designs of automatic weather stations, evolved for synoptic and airport
applications stress maximum flexibility for sensors, processing, and data presentation.
Realizing these large systems can lead to nightmares, because of complexity, cost, long
design turnaround time and subsequent rapid obsolescence. The architecture and components
of the system designed to optimize flexibility can be inefficient for small, high volume
applications.
This paper deals with the design philosophies of a SMALL, limited system, that may
be used with a maximum of 8 climatological sensors, where real time data is required. The
criteria that the design tries to optimize are:
1. Low power consumption
2. Reliability,

e~en

in arctic conditions

3. Ease of Installation and Servicability

4. Low Cost.
The obvious dogma that results, is to m~n~m~ze parts.
ratings of all our criteria. All other things being equal:

In this way, we improve the

1. Fewer parts consume less power,
2. Fewer parts are more reliable (1 microprocessor is more reliable than 5
microprocessorst)
3, Fewer parts to install mean fewer parts to service and to spare.
4. Lower system cost results, as system cost is based on parts cost.
The system is intended to be an extension of our 'bottom of the line'
MATER 1 (MAgnetic Tape Event Recorder) which records the event outputs of climatological
sensors 2 ,
including
wind,
precipitation,
sunshine,
temperature,
humidity,
and
radiation. It functions by recording the number of the channel that an event came from,
on a magnetic tape cassette, advancing the tape one increment, and then waiting for the
next event to occur. The system is designed for unmanned sites. The tapes are centrally
decoded on a computer that graphically displays the data and allows data manipulation
before archiving. As all processing is done after the data is recorded, old data can
still be used as new processing is dreamed up. The MATER field system cannot display or
transmit data in real time, so work has commenced on the topic of this paper.
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The above figure is the new system block diagram.
The sensors are
climatological sensors that are currently being used on MATER. These sensors
common interface standard of being in the event mode. Sensors that have analog
such as radiometers, are interfaced through an integrator box that contains up
converters. Any combination of sensors can be used up to the maximum of 8.

existing
have the
outputs,
to 6 V/F

The sensor inputs to the microprocessor system are therefore all in the event mode.
The processor bus is a simple parallel bus, and is used to interface to the
outside digital world. Any or all the digital devices shown may be used as required.
Modular Software is used. Each input and output device has a separately written
program. When the sensors, sensor processing, message formats, and output devices are
selected the applicable modules are paramaterized and linked on the MDS system (a computer
based Microprocessor program Development System).
The design philosophies for this small system are outlined below, many of which
have evolved from features of the other AES auto stations.
1. Low Power Consumption
The main source of power is a pair of 12 volt batteries, as in the MATER
system. One powers the processor system, and the other powers the sensors. The two are
opto-isolated which minimizes the possibility of damage to the processor system from
transients and system cabling accidents.
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The power consumption goal is 1 ampere-hour per month, which is the
equivalent of about 1 milliamp continuous drain. This low power consumption allows small
batteries to be used and still allow months of power reserve for solar panels or hydro
power outages.
Several techniques can be used to achieve this goal of low power
consumption.
C/MOS logic predominates, and is run at 5 volts, which
consumption, with an increase in reliability, but a sacrifice in speed.

reduces

power

Duty cycle techniques are used in those areas that inherently consume larger
amounts of power.
A specific power hungry area is the microprocessor.
Duty cycling
allows a non C/MOS microprocessor and ROM (Read Only Memory for storing the program) to be
used. Both devices are only powered if there is something for them to do (such as respond
to an event on the input, or a data output request). This technique allows a very wide
choice of processors to suit programmers and programming equipment. If a processor need
to run only 0.1% of the time, a proportionate saving in power will be realized. However,
there is an increase in circuit complexity in order to achieve quick and glitch free power
up, and to isolate those circuits that are powered continuously ( such as input latches,
RAMs, real time clocks).
This technique has been used in an electronic min/max
temperature sensor 3 • This self powered, stand alone instrument samples temperature, and
stores the daily minimum and maximum and average values. The memory stores the daily
values for 10 days, to allow data to be retrieved from periods of observer absence. The
unit has features to ensure reliable data, such as not accepting a reading unless three
consecutive samples are within a certain tolerance of each other. It also discards the
readings taken from 3 minutes before and after the observer initiated an output, in order
to minimize observer body effects.
Another technique to save power in the microprocessor system is being
studied.
This approach, though simpler, is based on a meager choice of C/MOS
microprocessors that are available with static registers. A C/MOS processor at speed (2
Mhz) uses only slightly less power than an N/MOS, although it uses much less at slow clock
rates. In this technique, the processor is stopped, or run slowly most of the time, as
when servicing a tipping bucket rain gauge, but is switched to full speed when required by
complex processing tasks, or a rapid sequence of inputs.
This power shift technique achieves comparable results to the duty cycle
technique described previously, but without the complexity of circuit isolators, and
buffers for eliminating power-up glitches.
Of course all RAMs,
ROMs,
PROMs,
microprocessors and peripheral chips are C/MOS to mlnlmlze power consumption.
As
mentioned previously, the C/MOS microprocessor must have static registers.
Duty cycling is used in other areas to conserve power.
The V/F, or
integrator function is in fact the count output of an A/D that operates at a maximum rate
of once per 2 seconds for the radiation integrators4, to once every 4 minutes for the
temperature and humidity sensors. Some sensor switches are replaced by optical shutters
that use LEDs and phototransistors. The duty cycling technique is applied because of the
power consumption of the LEDs. In the case of the 77C anemometer 5 the infra-red light
emitting diodes are pulsed for only 15 microseconds at a rate of 65Hz
Output devices that consume power are powered up only when used. Printers,
recorders, and transmitters are generally needed once per hour, while visual displays are
needed only when someone is reading them.
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2. Reliability
Due to the arctic climate of some parts of Canada, all components should be
available in a -55°C rating. An operating temperature range of +55°C is the minimum
necessary for electronics housed within sensors, and systems simply -hung from anemometer
towers in arctic conditions. Where soil conditions allow, a 3cm diameter thermosyphon, or
heat pipe can be used to bring heat up from 2 to 3 meters underground to moderate the
inside temperature of an insulated box to a guaranteed minimum of only -20°C. The heat
pipe which is typically a 4 meter long copper pipe capped at both ends, containing about
10% freon by volume, has a typical temperature gradient of less than l°C when conducting
lOO watts of heat6,7•
We have found no substitute for quality control to enhance reliability in
the field.
Water tight enclosures are water tight only if tested.
We need water
tightness in the enclosure to allow air exchange only through the controlled breather
system. Otherwise, a semi-tight system or sensor enclosure will suck in water along the
gasket areas due to the rapid cooling of the enclosure that may accompany precipitation.
All outdoor electronics is temperature cycled ~0°C for 5 cycles and then
tested before system assembly. This temperature cycling, even when not powered shows up a
significant amount of 'infant mortality'. The assembled system is tested at -50°C for at
least a day before it can be field installed. These tests have yielded failure rates that
often have been in the majority of items procured, proving to be cost effective, when
compared to the cost of repairing equipment in the field.
Transient and EMI protection is indispensable for sensor contained
electronics, and is often necessary for input and output lines.
In the past, this
protection was designed by guess, and performance was hard to judge by the variability of
field conditions. We have recently purchased a portable interference generator that meets
the IEEE 472-1974/ANSI C37 .90A specification for testing of equipment for use on long
lines. This generator outputs transients of amplitudes of from 500 to 5,000volts peak, at
frequencies of 0.5 to 7.5Mhz, with decay rates of 3 to 8 cycles, at 8msec intervals. This
simulates storm coupled transients on lines, and has enough power, and often does demolish
inadequately designed equipment.
Protection systems that we use incorporate lightning rods, gas discharge
tubes on signal and output lines, with secondary bulk device protection and EMI filtering
at sensor outputs and system inputs.
Underground cables are enclosed in conduits of
magnetic material, in order to protect against the surprisingly large underground currents
induced from lightning strikes within a km range.
Protection circuits can be easily
removed for replacement or testing.

3. Installation and Servicing
Systems will be made available in complete packages to m1n1m1ze the need for
improvised installation. This helps insure consistent performance and ease in maintenance.
In the hardware design stage, system module exchange must be demonstrated
with thermally insulated arctic mitts on both hands by one individual.
A test set with keyboard and display is useful to verify system performance.

Test sets are also available for testing and simulating sensors and cabling.
Field maintenance consists of changing sensors, the processor module, or the
output modules. Because of their small size, a complete replacement system set can be
carried to each site at each visit if desired.
Most system module repair is done by the original manufacturer.
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Applications
The system is cost effective for even a single sensor auto station at remote
or local sites, and yet can handle up to 8 sensors.
Because of its very low power
consumption, it is ideal for locating at very remote areas.
As the system interfaces to the digital world, it can be used at the
receiving end of a small network and output the data on a display, a printer or a tape
recorder.
Another application is for stations that interface with the observer with
keyboards, displays, and printers during the day, and work fully automatically at night.
While technilogical developments tend to encourage building larger and
larger systems, it is hoped that this paper illustrates the power of even a small simple
limited and low cost system.
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A SOLAR POWERED TELEMETERING WEATHER STATION
G. Sagstad
Aanderaa Instruments
Bergen, Norway
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In this paper we will describe a fully self contained automatic weather station which
can easily be mounted and dismounted. Fitted with upto 11 sensors, all of the most
common weather parameters can be measured. By choice, the data can be transmitted by
VHF to a remote receiver, and/or locally recorded on tape. A unique feature of this station
is that analog and digital sensors can be interchanged without necessitating any electrical
changes. The station is normally powered by a combination of rechargeable batteries and
solar cells, which allows the measuring system to be left alone for a long period of
time. A low weight modular mechanical construction allows different mechanical configurations, which can all be mounted and dismounted by a few persons.

GROUND WATER LEVEL · ...

GROUND
TEMPERATURE
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This weather station, designed for use at remote places without electricity supply, can
operate both as a recording station and as a telemetering station. It consists of a set
of hardware, 11 sensors inlets for air and ground data, and a datasampler.
The hardware of the station consists of a ground based housing for the datasampler and
the connector board for the ground sensors. The housing is equipped with a mast support
con~ for supporting the mast carrying the air mounted sensors. The mast is usually
assembled from 9 mast sections, giving a 10 meter observation height for the air sensors.
With a 10 meter mast, two sets of guy wires should be used.
The housing is also equipped with a hinged base, permitting the station to be assembled
in a horizontal position and then raised. This also permits the station be laid down
for easy servicing.
HARDWARE SET 2700

1

- - - MAST CABLE 2767

- - V H F TRANSMITTER 2660::

- - - - MAST SECTION 2772 (9 ea.)
~CONNECTOR

MAST CAP
2769

~

SOLAR POWER
--UNIT 2730::

~~

/

BOARD 2861
FOR GROUND SENSORS

_

DATALOGGER
DL·1 ::

- - SENSOR ARM 2710

HOUSING WITH MAST
SUPPORT CONE 2720

.,,---CONCRETE FOUNDATION

::oPTIONAL (Not included in
HARDWARE SET 2700).

The datasample~ triggered at regular intervals by a built-in quartz clock, scans the
output from the 11 sensors in sequence and converts the output from each sensor to 10
bit binary data words.
If recording of data is wanted, the datasampler is furnished with magnetic tape for

recording. When used as recording station, one has to visit the station at regular
intervals to collect the recorded data. In such cases the station may be operated by
a battery rather than solar cells. The datalogger can accomodate a standard 9 volts
battery for powering the complete station.
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When telemetering is wanted, a VHF transmitter and a solar power unit are plugged
on top of the sensor arm. The station is then fully self contained. The solar power
unit will provide sufficient power for year round operation when sampling interval
is 10 minutes or longer, provided the station is located below the polar circles.
For shorter sampling intervals, or use above the polar circles, two or more power
units will be required. A combination of the above two types of operation is possible
without optional equipment.
The VHF transmitter will transmit data in real time as measurements are take11. Several
weather stations transmitting on the same frequency can be used in one area, and received
by the same receiver, provided the transmission is spaced in time.
VHF-Transmitter 2660
normally operating at frequency 142.025 Mhz
transmits data in the Aanderaa 10-bit code
as measurements are taken. Radiated power is
0.5 Watt. Transmission range up to 50 km.
dependent upon local topography.

VHF

R

Solar Power Unit 2730
based on silicone cells imbedded along its
outside wall, provides a voltage of 8.4V
for powering the station. Five equally spaced
rows, each of 28 cells, are used. Cell size
is lx2 cm. The power section contains rechargeable batteries of 4 Ah that will provide
power for long periods of darkness. Charging
current in bright sunshine exceeds 100 mA.

The sensors for this station are of the Aanderaa three wire type (analogue) or the
Aanderaa shift register type. Other sensors can be connected via the connector board
in the mast housing, and may require special interfacing. A set of sensors for the
10 meters observation height is available
Wind Speed Sensor 2593
This sensor measures the average and maximum
wind speed during the sampling interval. A new
principle is employed whereby the arithmetic.
mean of the wind is always obtained regardless
of the sampling interval length, provided it is
longer than eight seconds and does not exceed
three hours. The maximum wind speed is the
highest that has occurred over a two second
period at any time during the sampling interval.
Range 0.5 to 60 m/sec. Accuracy ! 2% of reading.

SENSOR 2053

1Wind Direction Sensor 2053
This sensor consists of a light wind vane,
pivoted on top of a housing. Inside the housing
a compass with potentiometer ring is magnetically coupled to'the vane. When wind direction
is measured, the compass is clamped and the
wind direction is obtained as a potentiometer
se.tting. Damping fluid in the vane will oppose
rapid wind changes, but will permit light wind
line up. Accuracy-::: 2.5°.
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Air Temperature Sensor 2775
measures air temperature by use of a 500 ohm
platinum sensor, protected from radiation by
a radiation shield. Temperatgre range is
-44 to +49°C. Accuracy : 0.1 C.

AIR TEMPERATURE
SENSOR 2775

Air Pressure Sensor 2810
measures air pressure by use of a miniature
monolitic silicone pressure transducer maintained at constant temperature by use of a
heating resistor diffused onto the silicone chip.
Range is 850 - 1050mb. Accuracy: 0.2 mb

AIR PRESSURE
SENSOR 2810

RADIATION
SENSOR 2770

RELATIVE HUMIDITY
SENSOR 2820

VHF RECEIVER 2670

ABC 80 DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM

Radiation Sensor 2770
measures short wavelength incoming radiation
in the range 0.3 to 2.5 micron by sensing the
temperature rise of a blackened surface. Range
is 0-100 mW/sq.cm. Accuracy is : 2 mW/sq.cm.
A short and long wave (0.3 to 60 micron)
version, designated 2811, is available.
Relative Humidity Sensor 2820
The functioning principle of this sensor is
based upon the relationship between relative
humidity and length of a hygroscopic fibre. The
variation of length is transformed into a
proportional force which in turn is applied to
a silicone beam. A deflection of the beam
causes a resistance change in two diffused
resistors which form an electrical half bridge.

Receiving Station
The telemetered data are received by a VHF
receiver that can easily be fitted on top of a
mast, or to a wall, by using a bracket. It
delivers output signals in the Aanderaa 10-bit
code, and requires no tuning or adjustments.
Power requirement is 8-9 volts, and 30-35 mA.
The receiver is housed in a housing identical
to that of the transmitter 2660.
ABC80 Data Display System
If the weather station is furnished with the
radio transmitter and power unit mentioned
earlier, the station can operate for a long
time without attention, as change of tape and
batteries is not nece~sary. Data can be received
by VHF-receiver 2670 and displayed by the ABC80,
as shown on figure. The system also permits
recording of received data for computer analysing or online communication with a central
data processing unit. A standard program for
displaying of data is available.
Data will remain on screen until updated by
the next set of data. A hard copy of displayed
data is obtained by connecting a printer to
the ABC80.
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TAPE READER 2650

Tape Reading
When the weather station is used as a recording
station the data is recorded digitally on magnetic tape in the so-called Aanderaa format.
For computer analyzis of data, the tape reader
is furnished with a RS232C output that permits
the unit to be plugged directly to a computer
having RS232 I/0 option.

Installation of the station can easily be carried out by one or two persons. As no
individual part of the station is more than 110 cm in length, the complete station is
delivered in a convenient package measuring 110x40x50 centimeters, and the gross
weight is 56 kg. This provides for easy handling and transportation. Neccessary
preparation prior to raising the mast, is to make a small fundament with four~ inch
bolts, and to install 4 eyebolts for the guy wires. The mast is raised by use of a
small manual winch supplied with the station. All the guy wires should be measured
and adjusted to as correct length as possible when the mast is still in horizontal
position. The winch is attached to the eyebolt opposite to the hinge of the housing
and the winch wire to the corresponding guy wire set. With the other guy wires
attached to their corresponding eyebolts, the stability of the station during lifting
operation is ensured, Final adjustment of the guy wires is provided for by rigging
screws (turnbuckles). For service of mast mounted sensor, the station is laid down
by reversing the described operation.

RAISING OF WEATHER STATION

(Referenc~

IV.B)

APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
OF DOPPLER ACOUSTIC RADARS
I.A. Bourne and H.N. Brann

Physics Department
University of Melbourne
Australia

Abstract
Wind profile and turbulence measurements in the
lowest thousand meters of the atmosphere are needed for many
micro-meteorological studies and in particular, for investigations aimed at understanding the dispersion of air borne
pollutants. Doppler Acoustic Radars are rapidly being
accepted as a particularly useful tool in these studies and
the number of commercial systems presently available
indicates that this technique has graduated from a development
to an application stage.
Although the instrumentation and method of implementation differs from system to system, the operational characteristics of the technique are now well established. This paper
critically examines the limitations as well as the advantages
of the technique from an application viewpoint and is based on
the performance of systems operating at four sites for periods
up to three years. Particular attention is given to the
advantages of monostotic and bistatic systems, site selection,
the degree of skill required in interpretation of the numerical
data and the facsimile displays, and to the data handling and
analysis problems that are likely to be encountered.
It is concluded that doppler radors are a valuable
addition to the range of available techniques; however their
degree of usefulness presently depends heavily on the appropriate
application of the system, on the appreciation of the limitations
of the system, on the ability to integrate the radar data and
other meteorological observations, and the ability to suitably
process and display the available data.

(Reference IV.9)
A NEW RADIOSONDE DESIGN CONCEPT
FOR AUTOMATED OBSERVATIONS IN THE 1980's

J.M. Beukers
Beukers Laboratories, Inc.
St James, NY 11780

M. Friedman
VIZ Manufacturing Co.
Philadelphia, PA 19144

Abstract
"To meet the economic requirements of the automotive
and electronic toy industries, microprocessors and their
associated micro circuits are currently being produced in
q~antities and at prices which make these devices an attractive
alternative to the analog components currently employed in the
conventional radiosonde. This paper describes a new radiosonde
concept created specifically for automated observations in the
1980's. The atmospheric probe measures pressure, temperature
and humidity, wind speed and direction, and incorporates a
4-bit microprocessor, an analog to digital converter of 10-bit
accuracy and a 512 byte read-only memory. Sensor information is
acquired, pre-processed and transmitted in the form of a parity
checked narrow band digital data stream.
The economic and technical significance of what is
considered to be a major step forward in atmospheric sounding
is discussed in detail, together with a description of the
technical aspects of the electronic and sensor systems of the
radiosonde.
The simplified operational procedures that result
from the use of this new technique are presented in conjunction
with a description of a compatible microcomputer data processing
equipment for the ground based meteorological stdtion.''

(Reference

IV.lO)

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FINNISH RADIOSONDE SYSTEM

P.J. Kostamo
Vaisala Oy, Finland
ABSTRACT
The MicroCORA/C Automatic Radiosonde and Wlndfinding System is introduced.
This
system is compatible with the New Vaisala RS 80 radiosonde.
Comparision sounding
results for radar and Omega are given.
General Equipment Description
The MicroCORA/C Automatic Upper-Air system is a further development of the already
extensively used CORA system, originally introduced in 1974. lt is adapted to use the
Vaisala RS 80 radiosonde family.
A system block diagram is shown in Figure 1.
Equipment comprises the telemetry
receiver for 403 MHz meteorological aids band with associated antennas (omnidirectional
and directional options).
Omega navaids are used for windfinding by means of a
correlation detector. Optional windfinding methods may be implemented using the
Loran-C navaids, a 403 MHz radiotheodolite or a radar.
The system is automated by means of a NOVA series minicomputer with specially built
peripheral devices:
Solid state storage for up to 190 kilowords of programs
A frequency sampling interface for sonde signals
Several serial interfaces for system options
On-station programable data storage (solid state)
C-cassette recorder is available for storage of data and programs in an ANSI/ECMA
compatible form.
This permits transfer of data into readers produced by other manufacturers.
System control is implemented
records on each ascent.

via

a

printing

console,

which

also

produces detailed

The system provides punch tapes of TEMP and PILOT messages, ready for transmission
in either ASCII or Telex codes (CCITT No. 2).
Options include analog recorder for PTU data, No-Break mains supply,
communications connection and various installation accessories.

direct tele-

A kit of equipment and programs is available for the current users of CORA systems to
allow an economical upgrading of the existing systems to the MicroCORA/C performance
levels.
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Figure 1. MicroCORA/C System Diagram

Processing programs
The introduction of new program storage technology has made it possible to develop
further the computation methods used in the MicorCORA system.
These provide
improved accuracy and convenience of use, as well a extensive maintenance support and
data analysis facilities. A block diagram of the program system is shown in Figure 2.
EPOS Operating System controls the program transfers within the system, provides the
interface with the operator (command interpreter) and verifies program storage
reliability. lt also identifies program modules at start-up to establish system "identity".
Consequently program modules may be added, removed and re-located without changes
of the EPOS or other modules.
DIAGNO System Diagnosis Program provides routine checks of the system prior
launch. lt also includes extensive diagnosis capability for hardware maintenance.
In it's normal configuration it includes the following parts:
NOVA Processor CPU and Memory test
Program storage tests (functional and contents)
PTU Sampler interface test, including serial interfaces
Correlation processor test
Operator console interface test
Optional system part's interface tests

to

- 253 At system power-up these tests are run once, and a report is generated for each part.
For maintenance purposes the same programs may be run as single sequence or
continuous reliability tests. For this purpose these programs generate detailed analysis
maps indicating fault location, the number of accepted and rejected verification cycles.
Figure 3. shows an error map sample for the PTU Sampler card. Each digit in the map
corresponds to a given diagnostic event classifiable as to circuit location and type of
response.
For instance digit 11 1 11 in location defined as 10/12 would indicate that a
given counter circuit output does not respond to probing, but remains permanently at
0-state.
PTU Sampler card diagnostics output details the results of 160 separate verification
operations, providing a good idea of where the fault lies.
In addition to this type of test, the DIAGNO package includes several short programs
used to excercise given circuits in a repetitive manner. Their operation can then be
examined at test points by means of an asci lloscope.

I
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Figure 2. MicroCORA Program System
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details are available on many tests on
command.

CORA 9 Sounding Program guides the operator through the sonde preparation procedure,
then produces a monitor listing during the ascent, edits the TEMP and PI LOT messages
and finally generates detailed listing of the computed data describing the ascent. A
number of special features are to be mentioned:
Sonde preparation procedure is extremely simple.
The system is normally ready
for launch within 20 minutes from start of preparations, including waiting time to
warm the equipment.
Radiosonde ground check is optional, but control data is printed out in any case.
Omega synchronization is automatic
Balloon launch detection is automatic, based on sonde signal characteristics.
Data base time resolution is 10 seconds throughout the flight both for wind and for
PTU data. This resolution is used in all consequent computations.
Quality control criteria are applied during the ascent and related descriptors are
generated for printout after the sounding.
End of sounding is detected automatically
Messages are edited automatically
Message can be transmitted directly to the communications netword if so desired.
Wind observations can be made using the Vaisala WS 80 windsondes.

- 255 The system is designed for use by a single operator. lt has been found possible to
use part-time operators as the system does not require continuous attention. The
preparation and monitoring tasks can be split in segments of a few minute•s duration,
allowing the operator to carry out other work.
Post ascent analyses
The system processor can be used to carry out data formatting and analysis work.
Database generated during the ascent is normally used, but alternatively recordings
made on cassettes can be analyzed as well.
The optional METPAR program lists 21 parameters as functions of altitude or height at
operator selectable intervals. The same parameters may be plotted on the terminal with
operator selectable scaling and height resolution.
Military message formats have also been written for the system.
The system may include a BASIC interpreter to permit local program development for
analysis purposes. Programs may be stored on cassette or on punch tape.
System reliability
Theoretical analysis for the CORA system was carried out in 1976. According to this
analysis the system would have approximately one failure per 3 years in office type
environment, and one failure per year in tropical high temperature, high humidity
environment. These figures have been confirmed by field experience. The analysis
excluded essentially mechanical sybsystems (cassette unit, operator console).
Windfinding accuracy
The methods of computation of the Omega winds have undergone intensive development
during the past years. "this interest has resulted from the growing popularity of this
method, as well as from the relatively visible role played by the special sounding
systems in the FGGE.
1he development work has largely been based on the extensive material collected during
the FGGE, consisting of nearly 10.000 observations. These records have been used for
test and evaluation of various methods.
Few comparision efforts with other types of windfinding systems have been made in
recent years.
Consequently Vaisala Oy organized a series of ascents with radar and
MicroCO RA tracking the same balloon.
The radar was used in autotrack mode and it 1 s output was sampled at 10 second
intervals with data recorded on cassette. Sonde position was computed at this resolution and susp1c1ous data were automatically rejected based on three dimensional
acceleration criteria. Thereafter data was smoothed over 4 minutes by means of a least
squares line fit procedure, still eliminating some of the noise points. The running
average was computed for each 10 seconds to form a data base similar to that generated
by the MicroCORA.
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The data was machine plotted at this resolution, a sample plot is found in Figure 4.
Speed profiles are in m/s, direction in degrees.
Dotted line shows radar data.
Examination of radar source data files indicate that a significant part of the differences
may result from radar measurement noise.
Differences of profiles were computed for
segments of 10 minutes. These are shown in Table 1.
The results of this experiment show that considerable progress has been achieved in
Omega windfinding accuracy.

time
(min)

RMS wind victor

error (ms- )

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

1.1
1.0
0.7
1.1
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.5

Table 1.

Sff (ms-1)
MEAN

SD

MEAN

ffc (ms-1)
SD

n

0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.4

0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5

10.1
10.9
11.4
9.7
9.6
8.1
7.1
6.2

5
5
5
5
5
5
4
2

4.7
5.5
5.7
4.3
3.7
3.9
4.1
2.6

Comparison results, radar and MicroCORA
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(Reference IV.ll)

ON THE FUTURE VIEWS OF DEVELOPMENT OF NAVAIDBASED WIND-FINDING SYSTEMS

A. Lange
Finnish Meteorological Institute
1.

INTRODUCTION

The author served as the CIMO Rapporteur on the Meteorological Use
of NAVAID Systems. The report submitted to CIMO-VIII gives a review of all
navigational methods used in meteorological observing systems. However, main
applications are found in connexion with upper-air wind-finding systems.
The Modular NAVAID Sounding system programme procured by WMO
appeared to be succesful during the First GARP Global Experiment. The author
had an opportunity to follow closely the performance of the ship-borne
sounding units while taking part in the centralized data processing at the
TWOS NAVAID Data Centre established by Finland for the purpose. The Omega
navigational network was used in the upper-air wind tracking. Quality
control of the processed wind data was based on careful and tedious
inspection of plotted raw signal data. It was observed that a well-trained
and experienced sounding operator can produce highly reliable upper-air data
on basis of the quality control made at the raw signal level. The FGGE
processing was performed in a delayed mode i.e. the TEMP SHIP messages were
intended only for research and not for operational use.
The potential advantages of the modularity of the WMO NAVAID
Sounding System were later demonstrated in an experiment called STREX in the
Alaskan Gulf of Pacific Ocean at the end of 1980. In this case a satellite
data communication link was utilized to relay the raw signal data from two
shipborne data acquisition modules A to a single processing module B. This
centralized processing scheme worked operationally in real time fashion and
the TEMP SHIP messages were inserted in GTS timely.
In the instances above the used centralized processing schemes
were conducive to the high quality of the produced messages. Now, on basis
of the collected large raw data files and the carefully processed sounding
data a research and development work had been going on aiming at fully
automated quality control of the mini- or micro-computer processed sounding
data. In fact, the equation system for computing a wind profile from the
respective raw signal data is often to a large extent overdetermined.
Therefore, it appeared to be possible to develop various effective internal
c~ecking procedures for the validity of the processed velocity profile. An
analogy is found for instance in the hydrostatic checking of height values
of TEMP messages or even in the internal parity bits or checksums used in
all computerized data processing.
Recent outcomes of the research and development work are
summarized in the referenced NAVAID report. However, a very recent
computerized solution to a reported problem with anomalous multipath
propagation of NAVAID signals from distant Omega transmitters needs to be
discussed here.
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MULTIPATH PROPAGATION OF OMEGA SIGNALS

During the processing of the FGGE NAVAID data from the Tropical
Wind Observing Ships serious discrepancies were observed between different
computed wind profiles at some geographical locations. The computed winds
were dramatically dependent on the selection of used Omega transmitters. It
became soon obvious that the Omega signals do not always take the shortest
path. Especially in the equatorial regions the west to east propagation is
most effective. Very often a west to east transmission trmels three quarters
of the great circle distance and overrides completely the corresponding
shortest path signal. In fact, in the antipodal regions of an Omega transmitter the signals interfere. The resultant wave travels to a direction that
depends on the signal strengths of the signal components which arrive from
all different directionsaround the globe. NAVAID wind computations are
adversely affected by an abnormal arrival direction if the Omega station is
not excluded or an arrival direction correction not applied. During FGGE,
the Australian Omega station was not yet in operation and there were
difficulties in the manual process of finding stations with reasonably
adequate signals for some distant ocean~c areas.
3.0MEGA CORRECTION ALGORITHM
A computer algorithm has been developed for detection of multipath
propagation problems and correction of the respective adverse effects on
computed wind profiles. The method is based on Gauss & Markoff~s theory on
least squares and unbiased estimators~and Rao~s MINQUE theory.
The results are demonstrated by a typical Omega wind-finding
example for the eastern Pacific. The sounding was made 17 June 1979 at 20.00
GMT on board U.S. ship Knorr. The latitude and the longitude were 10,20° N
and 113,49° W, respectively.
Four pages of figures are included, Figure 1 shows the signal data.
Each station has its own vertical channel. The ship was maintaining constant
speed and heading. Therefore the corresponding phase values cha~ge linearly
in time. Observe that Liberia and Reunion are parallel to Japan and Hawaii.
If their
signals would have taken the shortest path their
lines should
have been parallel to Trinidad. They have taken the opposite very long path
around the globe. Their inclusion in standard wind computations would cause
a catastrophe. This fact is clearly indicated by the discrepancies between
the wind profiles shown in left hand side figures 3,5 and 7 on the next
three pages. The computed meridional components of stratospheric winds are
completely different.
In contrast, all right hand side figures 2,4,6 and 8 show remarkable identity among the computed profiles. The Omega correction algorithm
has managed to remove the adverse effects of the multipath propagation
anomalies of the Liberia and Reunion signals. The profiles seem to be
identical to the extent of their estimated accuracies and averaging intervals.

REFERENCE:

Report of the Rapporteur on the Meteorological Use of
NAVAID Systems. CIMO-VIII, Mexico City, October 1981.
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(Reference IV.l2)

METHANOL- WATER HYDROGEN GENERATORS
Michael Feord
Johnson Matthey Metals Limited

Hydrogen has been generated for the filling of balloons for about 200 years. The French did it in the late 18th
century and the Americans during the Civil War. These early generators relied on a reaction between a metal and
an acid. They were grossly inefficient in our terms, and would not have passed the slackest of safety audits·, but
over the years the methods changed and efficiency and safety have increased.
In more recent times there have been three basic methods of generating hydrogen for filling meteorological
balloons: the reaction of metal hydrides with water, the reaction of silicon and caustic soda in water, and the
electrolysis of water. I would like to describe the development of a fourth and novel method of hydrogen
generation.
Our involvement in the generation of hydrogen started when we were asked to solve the problem of providing
hydrogen for a mobile meteorological system. Our customer had such a system which was being updated and
improved. The old system required a balloon every four hours and the hydrogen was supplied from high-pressure
cylinders. The provision of these cylinders was a difficult logistic task which would become almost impossible
when the new system was introduced, as this would require a balloon every hour.
The specification for the generator was as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 - Specification for a Mobile Hydrogen Generator
Hydrogen : Output
Purity
Water content
Temperature
Dimensions -to fit trailer
Weight
Electrical power consumption
Hydrogen storage facilities
Operator attention
Operation conditions

4.2 m 3 /h
96% minimum
0.1% maximum
Ambient ±5° C
2.5 m x 1.25 m
1 tonne maximum
6kW
Built-in
Nil after start-up
Ambient temperatures
of -40° C to +55° C

Two possible methods of producing hydrogen could be discounted immediately. Simple chemical reactions need
too much operator attention, bulky and expensive chemicals and large quantities of water, and would be
unlikely to meet the specification on the water content of the hydrogen. Electrolytic generators would be too
heavy and would use too much electrical power.

- 266 This left the use of chemicals which can be broken down over a catalyst into a hydrogen-rich gas. Examples of
these are ammonia, the alcohols, naphtha and hydrazine.
From these, methanol, the most basic of the alcohols, was chosen. lt is widely available, relatively inexpensive,
breaks down easily over a catalyst, is non-corrosive and can be transported in thin-walled containers. Among the
reasons for discounting the other possible sources were: ammonia has to be contained in thick-walled pressure
vessels, not dissimilar from hydrogen cylinders, naphtha has variable chemical compositions and requires an
expensive catalyst for re-forming, and hydrazine is corrosive and unstable.
A further advantage of methanol is that it can be mixed with water to give an increased hydrogen content from
a given volume and weight of fuel. Each methanol molecule breaks down to two molecules of hydrogen and one
molecule of carbon monoxide CH 3 OH z 2H 2 +CO. The carbon monoxide then 'shifts' to carbon dioxide by
combining with the oxygen atom in the water, thereby releasing another molecule of hydrogen
CO+ H2 0 z C0 2 + H2 • With an equimolar mix the overall reaction is CH 3 OH+ H 2 0 z 3H 2 + C0 2 •
Thus we established the source of the hydrogen-rich gas, but one characteristic of all these possible sources is
that their product contains, at best, 75% hydrogen. To fill balloons and meet the specification most, if not
all, of the other gases must be removed. The process to remove the non-hydrogen gases would have to be
compact, relatively light and continuous. Here we had an advantage.
For about 15 years prior to this development we had made equipment for the purification of hydrogen. An alloy
of palladium and silver is permeable to hydrogen. Only hydrogen will pass through a membrane made of this
metal alloy. Its main application is for the production of ultra-pure hydrogen from commercial grade hydrogen.
As nothing but hydrogen can pass through the membrane, the hydrogen output is extremely pure and dry. lt is
also used to purify gas mixtures such as cracked ammonia.
The requirements for the diffusion to take place rapidly are pressure and moderate temperature. Both of these
conditions are present in the process of changing methanol and water to a hydrogen-rich gas. Therefore,
membranes to extract hydrogen from this gas could be introduced with little or no extra control equipment and
very little increase in the weight or volume of the generator.
A flow diagram of the generator is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 -Simplified flow diagram
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and purification of gas takes place. The fuel goes first through a heat exchanger where it is heated by the
outgoing gases. lt then passes to a vaporiser where it is taken to the reaction temperature and then to the catalyst
chamber where it re-forms to the hydrogen-rich gas mixture. From here the mixture goes to the diffusion unit
where hydrogen diffuses through the membranes. The gas which does not diffuse leaves the system by means of
a spring-loaded relief valve.
Hydrogen can either be taken direct to the outlet of the generator to fill balloons or it can be routed to inbuilt
storage cylinders which are filled without the use of a compressor. In practice, the flow rate from the generator
alone is too slow to fill balloons in a reasonable time, so the generator is run continuously with hydrogen filling
the store. For about 10- 15 minutes each hour hydrogen is used both from this store and from the generator
for filling a balloon. When the balloon-filling outlet is closed hydrogen is automatically re-routed to the store.
What are the advantages of the generator in practice? As we have seen, hydrogen was previously supplied in
cylinders which were mounted on a trailer whose combined weight was 7.5 tonnes. There would have been
sufficient hydrogen in these cylinders for only six normal days of operation so it would have been necessary
to transport the cylinder trailer every six days, sometimes long distances, to have the cylinders refilled. The
combined weight of the generator and trailer, methanol-water fuel and extra diesel for the electrical generator
(to cope with the extra power demand) for six days is 2.3 tonnes, and an extra six days' supply of methanolwater and diesel would weigh about 700 kg. Savings in weight and man-time are therefore considerable.
Since the development of this mobile generator other models have been produced, designed mainly for static
applications. The principles of operation are exactly the same but the experience gained with the original
generator was used to improve the design and efficiency of the later models. There are large generators based on
modules each capable of providing 10 m 3 /h and two smaller models making 1 and 2 m 3 /h respectively. The
smaller models were designed principally for meteorological applications.
During the development of the mobile generator, functional trials were carried out on it by the UK
Meteorological Office, whose personnel also gave invaluable advice on the design of the smaller generators for
static meteorological work.
Let us look at the system again, but this time in more detail and specifically with the reference to its operation
at an upper air station. The system we recommend consists of a G 1 or G2 generator with a 4 m 3 store. This
is shown in Fig. 2.
The fuel tank contains a level sensor which switches the generator off if the fuel level drops too low, thus
preventing air being pumped into the system. Between the fuel tank and the pump are a tap and a filter, whose
purpose is self explanatory. The pump is a metering pump, that is a positive displacement pump on which the
length of the piston stroke can be adjusted. As the hydrogen output will depend on the quantity of fuel which
passes through the system, this output can be varied by adjusting the length of the stroke. The system works at a
pressure of 21 bar, indicated by a pressure gauge. There is also a switch at this point set to turn the generator off
if the pressure should reach 25 bar. We have seen the flow of fuel through the reaction chamber which comprises
the vaporiser, catalyst and diffusion sections of the system. These three parts are contained in a heater drum
which provides the heat required to start and sustain the reaction. On the pure hydrogen line to the generator
outlet is another gauge and a pressure switch. The switch is to protect any equipment outside the generator, such
as the storage tank, from overpressure. lt is not possible to overpressurise the pure hydrogen side of the system.
The waste gases, that is all the gases which do not diffuse, go out through a spring-loaded valve, set to keep the
pressure of the system at 21 bar. You will see that there is a water trap on this waste gas outlet. Although the
product of methanol and water is hydrogen and carbon dioxide if the reaction goes to completion, in practice
not all the carbon monoxide reacts with the water. Therefore, some water is left and has to be removed at this
point. There is a small heater on this trap to prevent freezing in sub-zero temperatures.
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- 269 Safety is of prime consideration. Hydrogen is flammable and must be handled with sensible precautions. Before
it can ignite it has to mix with oxygen. No free oxygen is present within the reaction system which is sealed
against the ingress of air. Every precaution is taken to prevent leakage of hydrogen from the system but, in this
unlikely event, a source of ignition is needed for it to burn. All methods of generating hydrogen involve energy,
a possible source of ignition. The energy is sometimes the result of the reaction, such as the heat
given off in chemical water systems, or a necessary input like the current which flows through an electrolytic
cell and the heat required to sustain the reaction of methanol over a catalyst.
The electrical controls for the methanol-water generator are housed separately from the generation system so
that they can be sited in a non-hazardous area. With regard to those electrical components which are associated
with the generation equipment, the heater is controlled at below the auto-ignition temperature of hydrogen
while other components, pump motor, pressure switches, fuel level switch and connection boxes are selected for
their suitability for use in hazardous areas and with hydrogen.
Although precautions are taken in the construction of the generator, it is still essential that it should be installed
in a well-ventilated area where any escaped gases are dispersed before they can form flammable mixtures and, of
course, extraneous sources of ignition must be excluded from that area. The simplest of shelters is suggested for
the generator, sufficient to keep off rain and accumulations of snow or sand. Installation consists of first making
the necessary electrical connections from a suitable power point to the control cabinet and from this cabinet to
the generator; then the pipework connections between the generator outlet and the storage tank and from the
tank to the balloon filling shed. When fuel is put into the generator tank the system is ready to run.
Operation of the generator is simple and automatic. Once the controls have been set correctly on commissioning,
further adjustments are not necessary. The only resetting which may be required is on the pump to vary the
hydrogen output. The generator is switched on and the reaction chamber heats up. When the temperature
reaches app,roximately 320aC the pump switches on. As the pressure rises the waste gas valve opens, venting
sufficient gas to control the pressure of the system at 21 bar. The temperature continues to rise until 375°C is
reached. A temperature controller then feeds sufficient power to the heaters to maintain the system at this
temperature.
By this time hydrogen has started to diffuse through the membranes. This hydrogen is piped direct to the
hydrogen storage tank. Because of the mechanics of the diffusion process a compressor is not required to
pressurise this tank. We have seen that diffusion is a function of, among other things, pressure. While the partial
pressure of hydrogen in the impure gas is greater than the pressure of the pure hydrogen, diffusion will continue.
lt is possible to reach a store pressure of about 15 bar but it is not economic to work at this level. As the
pressure drop across the membrane decreases the hydrogen flow rate goes down. Therefore, one sets the system
up to give the most economical use but with a desired level of reserve hydrogen in the store. Let us assume
that a station flies four balloons a day with an average of 3m 3 of hydrogen in each. With a G1 generator set to
give 60% of maximum output the store would be at 4.65 bar pressure (18.6 m 3 hydrogen) before a balloon fill
and 3.9 bar afterwards. In the next six hours the store would refill to 4.65 bar once more. The average store
pressure can be raised or lowered by altering the setting of the generator output. If the store pressure drops more
than usual, on a balloon burst for instance, the flow rate will increase, thus increasing the store filling rate. With
this self-compensating feature, once the pump has been set correctly further adjustment is not necessary.
The metering pump is the only moving part of the system and the only part requiring routine maintenance,
which should occupy only a few hours each year. The rest of the system is best left untouched unless there is
some obvious symptom of malfunction. Repairs, if necessary, are by means of component exchange.
The decision on the best system for a particular location will vary. The factors which have affected the
decision to buy a methanol-water generator have included the basic simplicity of the system, safety, the relative
smallness of the plant, ambient temperature conditions, little operator and maintenance requirements and the
availability and cost, including transport costs, of the consumables.

- 270 Except for an electrolytic generator on a site with mains water and electricity supplies the provision of hydrogen
requires the transport of consumables to the site. If mains electricity is not available and generation of power is
by, say, a diesel generator extra diesel will be required for the power demands of both electrolytic and methanolwater generators. A rough comparison of the weights of these supplies for 100 m 3 of hydrogen is:
Cylinders
Chemicals
Methanol-water
Electrolytic

900 kg
230 kg
140 kg + 50 kg diesel for on-site power generation
250 kg diesel for on-site power generation

Although the development was started by the need for the mobile generator described, the first working
generator was used at the British Antarctic base at Halley Bay. There are now three methanol-water generators
working in the Antarctic where the suitability of this type of generator for sub-zero operation is clearly
demonstrated, particularly as no external heating is required and the hydrogen is extremely dry.
Generators of all types have been sold in the UK and in 12 other countries including several in the Middle East.
80% of the generators have been for meteorological work. The main applications for the non-meteorological
generators are providing hydrogen for the cooling of alternators in power stations and for the manufacture of
semiconductor devices and integrated circuits where the ultra-high purity of the hydrogen is of paramount
importance.
Fig. 3- A G1 hydrogen generator with its separate electrical control cabinet

Overall dimensions

Generator

Electrical
control
cabinet

Width

762

512

Depth

1448

438

Height

1200

1200

The dimensions of the G2 generator are the same as those shown above. The major difference between the two is
that the G2 model has an additiooal reaction chamber (the drum-like enclosure on the right of the generator).
' · ...

(Reference IV.l3)

PYRANOMETER WITH ADJUSTABLE TIME
CONSTANT AND SENSITIVITY
J. Martinez Guerrero
Institute of Geophysics, Mexico City

Although definite progress has been made in solarimetric design,
the main limitation resides in the thermopile itself, traditionally
characterized by small sensitivity and a rather large time constant.
Fortunately, with the availability of a new family of thin film
thermopiles of an extraordinary high sensitivity, a pyranometer could be
constructed with a variable thermal shunt which was juxtaposed in contact
with the thermopile and could be separated gradually. In order to accomplish
this, the thermoelectric transducer was mounted on a cylindrical cavity whose
bottom is a movable piston which changes the characteristics of the thermal
circuit associated with the thermopile. This adjustment is externally
controlled using a peripheral scale clearly seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1
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The sensitivity and the time constant are interdependent. Obviously,
when the thermal shunt is in full contact with the thermopile, it is impossible
to establish the thermal gradient among the thermoelectric elements; therefor~
in this condition, the sensitivity approaches zero. On the other hand, when
the thermal shunt is displaced from contact with the thermopile, the electric
signal increases to an asymptotic limit, a tendency which is observable in
Figure 2.
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With reference to the time constant, a m~n1mum value is attained
when the electric signal is zero, due to the thermal conductivity of the
shunt. A maximum value appears when the piston is not in physical contact
with the thermopile, as is readily seen in Figure 3.
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The following data represent the limits of the

instrument~

a) The maximum sensitivity of the ~resent thermopile ~s 133.2 millivolts
per Langley/minute (190 ~vw-lm- ) and corresponds to a position of
lOO divisions on the scale.
b) The minfmum value of sensitivity is 3.5 milivolts per Ly/min
(5 MVW- m- 2 ) corresponding to a position of 0.1 divisions on the
peripheral scale.
c) The maximum value of the time constant is 3 seconds and corresponds
to a position of lOO divisions on the scale.
d) The minimum value of the time constant is 150 milliseconds and
corresponds to a position on the 0.1 divisions on the scale.
With this range of values it seems possible that a compromise
between sensitivity and time constant could be found that would satisfy any
particular need in the area of solarimetry. Nevertheless, further work is in
progress toward attaining still smaller time constants in order to attain
higher resolution measurements. Obviously, this system can be adapted to other
types of solarimetric or radiometric instruments.
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Meanwhile, a full solarimetric network 1s in operation with an
equalized set of calibration constants.
Finally, we are indebted to Insolar & Metrix that provided the
materials and the new thermopiles for the present work.

SESSION 5
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

(Reference V.l)
LOW-COST SYNOPTIC OBSERVATIONS SYSTEMS IN 1990
P .J .R. Shaw
Bureau of Meteorology, Australia
When thinking of observations systems ten years ahead or more we can see two
kinds of development occurring. One of them is the use of new technology to make
measurements of types and in quantities which are not presently available. The potential
of these new data changes the meteorological scene : the analysts and forecasters who are
our most influential customers will adapt their operations to the new data, and existing
networks based on earlier concepts will be seen to have a changed relevance. This then
produces a requirement for the second kind of development, which is to rationalize our
existing observational networks and make them effective in the new environment. The
opinion expressed in this paper is that there will be no substantial redefinition of the
role of conventional observations systems, that they will continue to be necessary, but
that their cost will have to be contained.
High technology
A brief recital of the new measurement systems will make the point that the
demands for data made by meteorological analysis and forecasting centres are changing and
will continue to change. In the first place, meteor~logical satellites have transformed
analysis, particularly the vertical profiles obtainable from the Tiros Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOVS) . TOVS has apparently not attracted such attention in the
northern hemisphere as in the south, no doubt because the radiosonde network in the north
is quite good, but in the south the dense data it gives over the oceans are having a big
impact. The TOVS data were complemented (during FGGE) by sea surface pressure (and sea
temperature) from drifting buoys and already some studies have demonstrated the objective
success of analysis and prognosis based on them. The buoys by themselves had in the
southern hemisphere during FGGE an effect which to southern hemisphere analysis centres
seemed like turning on a light in a dark room.
Another new measurement system which when available became indispensable is the
automatic collection of inflight wind and temperature from aircraft with inertial
navigation systems through the aircraft integrated data system. These data, and winds
aloft derived from geostationary satellites have had great impact especially in the lower
latitudes.
Meteorological radar has now been in use for many years. Modern communications
and data processing are making it even more useful for short-term forecasting of severe
weather and for forecasting tropical cyclones, by extracting the most important information
from the raw data and presenting it promptly in an appropriate form.
Automatic weather stations, at least in simple forms, have already become
virtually a part of the conventional surface networks in many countries for remote
localities, and now the AWS techniques are being applied in denser networks. They have
the advantages that automation brings, being able to make measurements continually and
repeatably at locations which would otherwise be inconvenient and being in some
circumstances cheaper than manned stations.

- 278 All the above new measurement systems are presently operational and well-proven,
and in the next ten years their use will spread. But also there are other techniques now
emerging from the development stage which will become operational. We can confidently
expect that a whole suite of sensors for automatic weather stations will be able to make
observations that now are mostly made only by human observers. Automatic stations will
be widely used in local dense networks, particularly useful at airports and for warnings
of severe weather. The automatic measuring system on aircraft will be used for vertical
profiles during take-off and landing as well as at flight level, increasing the frequency
and density of tropospheric profiles. Acoustic, radar and lidar sounding techniques will
be used for local profile measurements of wind, temperature, humidity, turbulence and
atmospheric dispersion, as well as for specific measurements of critical quantities such
as slant visibility, low-level shear and gust fronts. Over-the-horizon HP radar will be
used for measurement of sea state and of wind speed and direction over the ocean.
These high-technology measurement systems all have rather high capital cost and
most of them are useful only or especially when the data are used in numerical analysis or
otherwise processed by a computer, so their applications tend to be in areas where hightechnology data processing and communications systems also are available, and where there
exist the skills to make use of them and to operate and maintain all the equipment. The
areas where such capital is evidently justified are numerical weather prediction, severe
weather warnings, and services to critically weather-dependent and high-cost activity such
as aviation and shipping.
The World Meteorological Organization has undertaken the World Weather Watch
Integrated Systems Study which will collect and focus ideas for "improving the current
WWW system by incorporating new technology and developing a future WWW system that takes
account of the new requirements placed on the system". The Study includes the data
processing and communications systems as well as the observing system, and will be
invaluable for planning future meteorological services. It will no doubt give much
attention to the excitement and great achievements in the application of high technology
to meteorological services, but it will also recognize that there are many areas where
high technology is not appropriate unless it is also very cheap.
Low costs
In some countries, and no doubt in some applications of meteorology in all
countries, capital and labour costs make the use of new technology difficult and
exceptional, or even force contraction as competing demands attract resources to other
areas. In this process it is the established conventional networks that come under
pressure because in the new circumstances there are obvious questions about their
relevance and the priority to be given them.
Reports of observing systems experiments using FGGE data seem to indicate that
even for the broadscale numerical weather prediction on which they concentrate, the
conventional upper air and surface networks contribute substantially to the quality of
forecasts. For meso-scale and local weather processes the operational demand for rather
dense conventional networks has not abated - rather the contrary. When one considers also
the demand for climatological data it is clear that the conventional networks will have to
be supported indefinitely. However, for many meteorological services, the operation of
upper air and surface stations is a major cost. The WMO networks catalogue lists over
1500 electronic upper air stations and over 8000 synoptic surface stations, and there are
twice that number of climatological surface stations, so there is incentive and opportunity
to reduce costs, even marginally.
Attention centres on capital cost and labour cost, these being the biggest
components. Automation reduces labour costs, but increases capital cost in most cases and
does not always meet presently perceived needs, automation of visual observations being a
case in point. Technology should be used to reduce the capital costs as well as the labour
costs, and to improve performance. But best results will be achieved with an overall
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discussed here), observational procedures, possible changes in the nature and timing of
measurements, and network management.
Upper air stations
In many meteorological services, the surface-based synoptic upper wind and
radiosonde network is a major consumer of funds. The ground equipment for sonde and
electronic balloon tracking measurements can hardly be purchased for less than $lOOk,
with the maintenance and replacement cost that implies, and it requires several full-time
trained staff to operate it, two or four times every day. The administrators of funds
may well ask for review of such expenditure, and may reinforce their suggestion by asking
about replacement by satellite, but only the most ardent advocates of satellites suggest
significant reduction of the surface-based network. Scientific and operational opinion
continues to insist that the surface-based measurements are still absolutely necessary.
Nevertheless, there is not likely to be any significant expansion of the network, although
some stations may be re-located.
The obvious way to get costs down is to automate to the point where the combined
wind and sonde sounding can be made by one man on shift. For many years, one man alone has
been able to make the wind sounding, and two men the combined sounding, using manual
computation methods, and now one man can do both with very little extra equipment. What
is required is automatic wind-finding equipment which computes winds, and a hand
calculator for radiosonde computations. Full automation, with no man there at all, seems
impractical. Automation to the point where a man is needed only to prepare and release
the airborne equipment and to monitor the ground equipment may well be useful at stations
(such as airports) where he can thereby be released for other duties, but it tends to be
expensive. In both degrees of automation there is a need for completely reliable balloon
release gear operable by one man in strong winds.
An attractive idea is the use of part-time operators for upper air soundings.
This would require a substantial degree of fool-proof automation, but the main obstacles
are the practical ones of recruiting, training and supervising part-time employees.
The cost of consumables may be a very large part of the total expenditure on
consumables. Technology in radiosondes is managing to reduce price rises and it is to be
hoped that this will continue with even greater ruggedness and reliability as another
product. In a cost-cutting environment there does seem to be a case for reducing the
number of surface-based stations which make observation above 20km. It costs $5,000 per
station per year to make the measurements in the 20 to 30km altitude range. Requirements
for detailed analysis stop at 20km, and the requirements for data at higher levels, for
some numerical weather prognosis schemes and for research, can be tolerably met by a much
less dense surface-based network supplemented by satellite soundings.
Surface stations
The discussion of economies at upper air stations may not seem important to
countries which have few of them, but there would be more general concern about the cost
of conventional surface observations. There seems to be no suggestion that fewer surface
stations will be needed- rather the contrary. Expansion of networks will evidently occur
in the areas where advancing technology can now satisfy a need, especially in dense
networks for special services, specialised measurements for important users, and
measurements in remote localities.
The existing synoptic and special networks will
continue but we have to consider how their cost may be contained.
There are two distinguishable applications for automatic weather stations (AWS) those where "visual observations" are required, and those where they are not. The term
"visual observation" is used here to denote observations of visibility, cloud and weather,
which are defined in visual terms and are very expensive to automate. An AWS which will
make visual observations has a cost of the order of $lOOk or much more, but an AWS which
measures only wind, temperature, humidity, pressure and rainfall may cost only $20k or less.
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for visual observations at any particular locality for which an AWS is planned. Stations
where visual observations are not essential occur in several circumstances. Remote island
or outback stations may be essential for wind and pressure measurements for broadscale or
regional analysis, but visual observations, more applicable to local forecasts, may well be
dispensed with especially with the information on clouds available from the satellites.
Also some special dense networks, such as may be used for tropical cyclone warning service,
may have essential need for pressure and wind, but less requirement for other elements.
An AWS with two or three data channels may also be a very useful backup for a full AWS at
a remote locality. AWS of this type will be used in increasing numbers, mainly in
expanding or re-arranging the networks.
There are of course many stations where visual observations are essential but
for one reason or another cannot be manned. It may be simply that there is nobody there
at all, or that employing an observer costs too much. They include vital synoptic
stations, at airports for example, or key points geographically; at such places there
will be no alternative but the expensive fully programmed AWS.
One may add the paradoxical statement that there are stations where visual
observations are essential, bu~ the man and the full AWS are both too expensive and they
will in future just not be provided. Such stations are all too common, and there is
great pressure to cut costs by putting in the cheaper version of the AWS.
There is an urgent need for low-cost AWS equipment. The essential specification
is ruggedness and reliability: precision and accuracy are less important and outer limits
for them can be defined in terms of space and time gradients and the distance to
neighbouring stations. On-site data processing should be only what can be done cheaply.
We need visibility and cloud base sensors at prices well below $5000, and inventive use of
whatever other cheap sensors come to hand, lightning flash counters being an example.
There ought to be some potential for an infra-red camera with low-speed transmission,
called up from a central point. Even wind sensors are still a problem in cost/reliability
terms.
Another avenue to explore is the possibility of squeezing more information out of
satellite imagery and satellite-derived winds in combination with low-cost AWS. For
instance regression techniques may yield information on cloud height from surface
measurements and imagery which, while not comparable with ordinary visual observations
would nevertheless be operationally useful.
Communications
The means for transmitting messages is of course an essential part of any
observing system, and is briefly mentioned here for completeness. The cheapest facility is
the national switched network where it exists and where its quality is sufficient. There
are clever ways of using it to keep down the cost per message, to interface it to a
computer, and to interrogate stations when required or obtain data on a fixed schedule.
Point to point radio transmission by dedicated HF or VHF/UHF links is appropriate in
special cases only - for instance HF for emergency backup facilities, and VHF for local
dense networks.
The communication method that shows greatest promise is relay by satellite.
This is still not without problems but we may expect its use to increase. The telemetry
equipment on the ground can cost as little as $5000. At present the volume of traffic
which satellites could handle is large but not unlimited: substantial networks could be
accommodated if we accept asynoptic data. Delays on the GTS may be too great at many
places, but can be removed with a local readout station. This however will cost from
$10k to $40k depending on which satellite is used, the degree of automation and ~xisting
facilities. It is to be hoped that future developments will reduce costs further.
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Most meteorological services make some use of part-time or voluntary observers
in their surface networks, even if only for climatological observations. This practice
can be taken quite a long way, to the point where seven three-hourly observations per day
all year round can earn a modestly comfortable income for a family and comprise a
substantial part of the synoptic network.
A very successful development of the part-time observer system is the tropical
cyclone warning system in which volunteers have been recruited in the area prone to
cyclones. If they already have a telephone all they are provided with is a cheap
barometer and in some cases a hand-held anemometer to measure wind speed, and they are
called on to report when a tropical cyclone threatens. Reports are also asked fo~ at
other times to check continuity and barometer calibration. Observers are paid for their
reports. The success of this system is due largely to the high network density which
provides redundancy, and to the motivation of people who are well aware of the dangers of
tropical cyclones. This network needs a low-cost anemometer suitable for permanent
installation on a pole.
A very promising development for future AWS networks is a very low-cost AWS
installed on a remote island in the Southern Ocean. This is a data collection platform
communicating through the French ARGOS system, although being a fixed station it does not
require the position-finding facility of ARGOS. It is based on the DCPs successfully used
in drifting buoys during FGGE. It has an aneroid barometer with strain gauge transducer,
anemometer cups and vane, a thermistor for air temperature and a rain gauge. Messages
are received at the NMC about three hours after every TIROS satellite pass; this can be
eliminated with local satellite readout. At the time of writing the system has been
working perfectly quite unattended for 14 months, and it cost $12,000 complete.
Conclusion
This paper has digressed away from measurement systems towards network management
and design, taking in communications as well. All these aspects have to be taken into
account in long-term planning, and of course they will have a determining effect on the
kinds of equipment and measurement systems that we will employ in the future.
It seems plain that technology applied to measurement systems will meet the
challenge of providing those forms and quantities of specialised data for which powerful
economic demands exist. We will no doubt have certain kinds of satellite data, automated
aircraft reports and advanced sensors for AWS whatever they cost. They may indeed be less
expensive than we fear.
There is less reason to be confident about technological solutions to the problem
of very low-cost upper air and surface synoptic measurement systems. There is an urgent
need for solutions, although it may not be felt very urgently in all countries. It is to
be hoped that development and application of very low-cost technology will receive more
attention and success in the future.
In any case it is appropriate to review the conventional surface-based
observations systems to see that they remain effective in our changing circumstances.
There are many possibilities, and they include a mix of manned and automatic stations,
part-time observers, observations of different elements at different times and places and
development of alternative techniques or measures to substitute for conventional
observations. There is plenty of opportunity for technological development and for
ingenuity in management and rationalisation of requirements.

(Reference.V.2)
OBSERVATION AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
MONITORING SYSTEM
V.N. Lopatin
USSR State Committee for Hydrometeorology
and Control of the Natural Environment

The Observation and Natural Environment Monitoring System,
being developed in the Soviet Union, is a multilevel measuring
informational system. The main purpose of the system is the
provisionto industry, agriculture, transport, science and
population of all the types of data on present and forecast
conditions of natural e~vironment.
Functionally the system consists of four basic subsystems;
- a subsystem of getting the primary hydrometeorological,
geophysical, oceanographic data, the data on natural
environment pollution, etc.;
- a subsystem of data acquisition, transmission and dissemination;
- a subsystem of data prOicessing;
- a subsystem of bringing the data to users.
Taking into account the speciticity of this conference and
CIMO I shall mainly dwell on the features of the developed system
for getting the natural environment condition data, which is one of
the main subsystems of the system.
Here are the main
functions of a data-getting subsystem:
- carrying out
systematic observations of atmosphere,
soil, surface waters, seas and oceans, ionosphere, magnitosphere, ozone atmospheric layer, etc.;
- carrying out the observations of background. and local air
pollution, surface and sea water pollution, monitoring of
pollution;
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- providing the operative observations on the beginning 1
changing and stopping of dangerous anthropogenous and
weather phenomena in natural environment;
- observation of the condition of agricultural crops on
the USSR territory;
observation of ice condition in polar sea basins;
- observation of variations of meteorological element
values in the regions of active impacts on nature and
climate, etc ••
The primary processing of data measured is also related to
the functions of the subsystem, including the corrections and
constants, calculation of tendencies and extreme values of
parameters, calculation of mean values and filtration of high
frequency components, comparison for the purpose of controlling
the data received with the most permissible values, joint processing
of a number of data on the elements observed to identify weather
phenomena, data coding, formation of primary data file, etc ••
The subsystem of getting the data on natural environment
condition includes:
- surface data reception points combined at a network
(hydrometeorological stations, points of upper air sounding,
including rocket sounding, aeronautical meteorological
stations, radars, points of air and water pollution monitoring, etc.;
-weather ships, fixed and drifting buoy automatic stations,
measuring points on passenger and commercial ships, etc.;
- meteorological and geophysical satellites and space stations.
The solving of various problems put before the subsystem fo~
reception of the data on natural environment is feasible with
various practical constructionsof the subsystem. It is natural
to assume a subsystem as the totality of independent networks and
measurement complexes, each of them making measurements and
observations according to its own programme (for example, a network
of meteorological observations, a network of hydrological observations of surface waters, a network of ~grometeorological observations, a network of air pollution monitoring, etc.).
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However such a structure does not provide the minimum of
expenditures and requires substantial observational and administrative staff.Combining various observational programmes at a single
station network is more rational and economical. This improves the
organization of the works, reduces the probability of doubling the
sources of primary data reception, cuts down the expense of
operation, minimizes
number of maintenance staff and equipment
used. Therefore we have adopted the concept
of a single (unified)
subsystem of getting various data on natural environment with the
combining of observational programmes, as a rule, at common complex
points of observation and measurement • This concept
is a traditional one for the Soviet Union.
It goes without saying that the combining of various observa-

tional programmes into one measurement complex will lead to the
complication of measurement point structure as a whole, as well as
to
increasing
the density of measured. data flow ih. +he. network. In this case the important task is to do ~he normal work
of the network without significant increase ln the. number of obsersupporting and administrative staff.
ving.,
It is evident that the problem should be solved by means of
automation of observations and primary data processing. However
essential difficulties stand on the way of network observation
automation. One of the obstacles is the difficulty of providing
regular and skilled maintenance of complex automatic equipment
at numerous network points moved away from transport main lines
(the North, Siberia, Far East, Middle Asia, etc.). This necessitates a differentiated approach to network instrumentation.
The largest part of observation automation is planned to be realized first of all in developing regions of the country with
sufficient transport communications. 11alcing into consideration
innovative social trends and n·ecessity of releasing observational
staff for employment in the field of material production, at the
majority of stations, deployed in developing regions, a total
observation automation is planned. The main obstacle in realizcn9
a total automation of ·meteorological observations is the absence
of acceptable instrumental techniques or· measurement or determination of all the meteorological elements, being a part of synoptic
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code (KH-OI or FM-16 Code). To solve this problem
work is
carried out to exchange
visual observations on an instrumental
base with use of processors, making joint processing
data got
from various measuring means. It is known, however, that a certain
number of meteorological elements of synoptic
code, in fact,
cannot be measured instrumentally and requires the use of observer
labour. I suppose that it would be expedient to raise once more
a question about changing the parameters of synoptic
code so
that the whole process of meteorological element observations
can be automated as much as possible.

of

In less developing regions where sufficient transport
communications are absent, a partial observational network
automation is planned; equipping the stations with modern but
simplier automatic and semiautomatic "aids-to-observer 11
facilities. This will raise the operativeness and quality of
the data got, improve storm warnings and simplify the work of
observers. As a result it will be possible to transfer a significant number of stations on the operation in fully automatic
regime (without observers) at night-time and on days-off.
In the data reception system the essential meaning as before
will have comparatively simple but more reliable automatic
stations with reduced volume of observations and restricted
functional possibilities, intended for operation in sparsely
populated and inaccessible regions of
Land and sea (buoy
stations). The main purpose of these stations is the reception
of data (especially, storm data) from
sites and areas, important for national economy, where the creation and operation of
manned stations is practically impossible or unreasonable. Moreover automatic stations and networks with a small volume of
observations will be used for solving national economy problems;
the control of hydrological regime of rivers and water storage
basins, observation and storm warning of showers, floods, mud
floods, tsunami and
automatic monitoring of air and water
pollution in the regions of the exhaust of contaminating matter ,
etc ••
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The efficient metrological provision of the whole subsystem
and its separate units is a substantial condition of the successful functioning of the system. T~ false assessment of certainty
of measurements in the subsystem,A the reception of doubtful data
can lead to significant losses and waste of capital. In this
connection in the process of the subsystem development, the development and improvement o:t' a network of metrological points
providing systematic calibration of measuring means and supervision for correctness of measurement process are carried out.
The system ~echnical foundation is based on wide use of a new
complex of hydrometeorological measuring means, providing maximum
unification and standardization of technical equipment used.
In general the creation and deployment of the system will
allow to increase significantly the volume and improve the
quality of received present and forecast
information about the
natural environment. Simultaneously the system will to a great
extent cut down the expenses o:f the reception of data, their
collection, processing and bringing them to users. The social
effect of the system use will be connected with the release and
transfer of a significant number of people occupied in labour
of little rroduc+co~ ' bound up with observation and maintenance
of measuring station network,into the sphere of material production.

(Refer~nce
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A CROP DISEASE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR
By D. J. Painting and R. E. w. Pett ifer
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1.

Introduction

A prototype microprocessor-controlled Crop Disease Environment Monitor (CDEM) system
designed to measure and process meteorological variables to assist in the prediction of
certain crop disease has been described together with preliminary results of trials
(Pettifer and Schofield 1980). The task of CDEM is to provide local representative data
to make useful predictions for individual crops on a particular farm. The first prototype
device was deployed during the 1980 growing season and tested basically for engineering
and measurement reliability. The data from the early trials revealed some weaknesses of
the prototype device and established operating procedures which will be fully testedduring
the 1981 trials of the second prototype machine.
2.

The Improved CDEM

The overall system and sensors are essentially unchanged from those described by Pettifer
and Schofield. A detailed system description is not repeated here. The main differences
between the second and the first prototype devices are confined to the hardware engineering
operator displays and sensor interfaces. In particular it has been found necessary to
measure wet bulb depression using a differential temperature bridge arrangement thus
avoiding errors introduced by absolute measurement of wet and dry bulb thermometers using
independent interfaces. No redesign of the interface Kelvin bridge circuits was necessary,
however, as the original design allowed for differential measurement. The block diagram of
CDEM (figure 1) now reflects this change of configuration.

3.

The Operator Displays

The range of data output available to the operator has been enhanced and now consists of
the following functions called up by a simple two digit thumbwheel switch and push button
(see also the photograph- figure 2)
Number
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
30
31
32
33
34
35
80
-l<-

Funet ion/Data
Date and time of last observation
Disease index for Hop Downey Mildew
11
Potato Blight
"11
"11
Barley brown rust
"
11
" Rhychosporium
"11
11
Apple Scab
"
Septoria
"
"
"
Latest wet period
0900 hour observation
Max, Min temperatures
0900 hour Wind and Rainfall*
+12 V and -12 V voltage levels monit()r
Primary ( +20 V) battery voltage monitor
+5 V logic supply monitor
Raw sensor data

If sensors are fitted.

The displays are read on a large and easy to read liquid crystal type display panel.
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Fig. 2

4.

The Surface Wetness Sensor

The prototype trials showed that the surface wetness sensor was very reliable provided
that it is cleaned regularly. Since there is no precise definition of surface wetness it
is difficult to judge the performance objectively of the CDEM sensor, however during the
1980 trials whenever CDEM indicated WET at the time of the 0900g observation in the
presence of an observer (22 occasions) the observer considered the reading to be realistic.

5.

The 1981 Field Trials

At the time of writing, the second prototype CDEM has been deployed for field trials with
the Agricultural Development and Advisory Service (ADAS) at Bristol. During these trials
careful comparison measurements will be made 11sing conventional instrumentation. The
wetness threshold and stability of the wetness sensor will be under particular scrutiny
and the system software amended as necessary to yield meaningful disease forecasts. Comparisons will also be made with broad-scale 'Synoptic' type disease forecasts. It is
anticipated that many of these trial results will be available for discussion at the time
of presentation of this paper.

Reference
1•

PETTIFER, R. E. W. and SCHOFIELD, R.

1986

A Crop Disease Environment Monitor
WMO Instruments and Observing Methods
Report No. 1 Automated Meteorological
Systems 1980.

(Reference V.4)

ACRE - AN AUTOMATIC CLIMATOLOGICAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT
By D. J, Painting and R. E. w. Pettifer
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1.

Introduction

For climatological purposes, a close network of stations is needed. The policy in the UK
Meteorological Office has been to provide from its own resources a skeleton network of
hourly or 3-hourly observations of high quality, made at professionally manned synoptic
stations required mainly for other purposes; the essential detail is filled in by a much
larger number of daily observations contributed by voluntary observers. In recent years
it has become increasingly difficult to maintain this network. Stations are lost when (for
example) airfields close, reflecting the generally reduced requirement for meteorological
services for aviation, and both social and financial factors have led to the loss of
important voluntary stations..
To ensure that the climatological network does not fall below an acceptable m~n~mum it has
been decided to set up a limited number of climatological stations which record
automatically.
The Automatic Climatological Recording Equipment (ACRE) has been developed to meet this
requirement. No automatic system (at present available) is capable of making and recording
the full range of meteorological variables currently reported at manned climatological
stations; furthermore many of the sensors now accepted for climatological purposes dictate
the need for mains electrical power to be provided. Frequent inspection and maintenance
of sensors is also important to ensure the reliability of recorded data for climatological
purposes.
2.

The ACRE System

An overall block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1. The data acquisition equipment is a low powered mi~roprocessor controlled system based on the IM 6100 CMOS microprocessor. Programme storage is b,y EPROM which prevents loss of programme memory in the ~t
of extended power failure. An independent battery supported real time clock is provided
and data are recorded on magnetic tape using the 3M Cartridge System type DC 300A. The
recording system is mains powered but can tolerate power interruptions of up to 12 hours
without loss of data. Tape changes are at monthly intervals.
The equipment is housed in a waterproof building supplied with mains electrical power.
This allows routine surveillance and maintenance as necessary of the electronics and sensors
at intervals of not less than seven days.
3.

The Automatic Data Inputs

In Table 1 is shown the present range of sensor inputs, sensor types, the recordedresolution
and field accuracy derived from recent trials against conventional instruments.
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SENSORS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
Variable

Sensor

Air dry bulb temperature
Wet bulb temperature

ERT1

10 cm earth temperature

Recorded
Resolution

Field9

Comparison
Sensor

~acy

Mercury-in-glass

ERT

0.1°C

Mercury-in-glass with 4 cm
of tubular wick
.38°C* Right angled mercury in glass

"

11

ERT

0.1°C

.29°C

"

11

ERT

0.1°C

Grass minimum temperature

ERT

0.1°C

.09°C
.61°C

Maximum (dry bulb)

o.1°C

0.16°0

Standard mercury max.therm.

Minimum (dry bulb)

ERT2
2
ERT

0.1°C

0.11°0

Standard alcohol min.therm.

Relative Humidity

PCRC 3

4.51%
0.7 kn

Wet and dry bulbs

30 cm
100 cm

ERT

1%
1kn
10°

Gust Speed

ECG4
Wind Vane5
6
ECG

Gust Direction

Wind Vane 7

10°

Wind Speed (hourly mean)
Wind Direction (hourly mode)

Gust Timing
Radiation (daily)
(hourly)

0.2 mm
Pyranometer 0.1 mWh cm-2

"

"

"

"

"

"

Standard min therm. with
radiation shield

Same sensors with chart O/P

8.4°

"

11

"

If

0.6 kn

"

"

11

"
"

11

11

14.46°*
"
1.42 min 11

1 min

Rainfall (daily)

Notes

1kn

Lagged therm. in vent pipe

"

"

0.25 mm Std 5" collector
2.69 mWh Pyranometer
1.10 mWh

"

1.

Electrical Resistance Thermometer

6

2.

Same thermometer as for dry bulb

7

3.

Phys-Chemical Research Corps PCRC II 8

Tipping Bucket Recorder

4.

Cup Generator Mark 4A

Standard Deviation of compared values

5-

Wind Vane Mk 4G

* Differences outside target specification

9

Same sensor as wind speed

"

"

as wind direction
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With few exceptions an accuracy of recording has been achieved meeting targets set when
drawing up the system specification. The most interesting exceptions are the grass minimum
temperature and 10 cm earth temperatures. These differences are not really unexpected when
considering the exposure of instruments which differ so fundamentally from the conventional
devices, but for the sake of continuity of climatological recording the differences cannot
be ignored and investigations are in hand to explain and if necessary adjust for the
expected changes.

4.

Manual Input Data

Provision is made for the manual input of data. These data include serial numbers and
calibrations for selected sensors and also measurements such as snow depth and coded observations eg state of ground. The input device is a teleprinter which can also be used to
interrogate the system at any time.

5·

Data Processing and Quality Control

Considerable effort has gone into resolving the problem of data reduction from the automatic
measuring system to a form which satisfies the climatologist who has been used to
data derived largely from visual methods of instrument reading with the attendant problems
of repeatability, uniformity, uncertainty of averaging and other subjective factors. Many
of these factors are not recognised until one attempts to automate the measurement and data
reduction process. Thus each sensor is sampled at a rate commensurate with the natural
rate of change of the variable and taking account of its transducer and interface. Quality
control routines are then used to validate successive samples so that, finally, statistical
data of known quality and repeatability are derived.

6.

Concluding Remarks

An automatic climatological recording equipment has been developed. In field trials of the
system,data recorded have been compared with conventional measurements leading to the conclusion that ACRE is largely capable of replacing conventional climate stations which use
human observers. Some real differences in the recorded measurements remain to be investigated. This is to be expected when attempting to preserve the continuity of climatological
recording. At the time of writing this paper further field trials are in progress with an
expectation of resolving remaining problems leading to the (operational) introduction of
ACRE over the next few years.

(Reference V.5)

INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR
AIR NAVIGATION METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

M.R. Sierra and J.S. Rodriguez
Instituto Nacional de Meteorolog!a
Espana

lli!E9DUCTION
The Itegrated System for Air Navigation Meorological Aids RV-180 developed by Abengoa, S.A. with the assistance of the Spanish Institute of Meteorology, provides a rational and reliable method of observation of those meteorological parameters that
affect and help landing and take-off operations in aiports.
Work on the System, both theoretical and practical, started three years ago, compli~
ce with ICAO recommendations (Annex 3 of Meteorological Service for Internacional Air
Navigation) and Guide of Meteorological Instruments (WMO).
Keeping in mind its practical application, the System does not provide any new obseE
vation techniques, it condenses and streamlines already existing ones a high degree
of reliability, shortening diffusion in real time and simplifying maintenance, and it
allows for simultaneous data recording for cheking and statistical purposes.
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FUNCTIONS
The System automatically carries out metering, assessment, scanning, integrated display and diffusion in real time of meteorological parameters, and it also enables ma
nual input of observations covering phenomena that cannot be evaluated by automaticmeans.
In principle, the parameters procedded are:
- R.V.R. (Runway Visual Range), calculated as regards transmissivity (atmospheric transparency), background luminosity and intensity of runway lights.
- Meteorological visibility.
- Height of geiling.
Wind speed and direction (instant mean, gusts and components concerning runway direction).
- Temperature.
- Relative humidity.
- Dew point.
- Atmopheric pressure (QFE,QHN).
- Rainfall.
- Radiation.
Display in real time, is done on CRT or alphanumeric display, graphic recorders,
netic recording on cassete tapes, etc., simultaneously in:
-

ma~

Meteorological office.
Control tower.
Observatories at head on runways.
Flight control centres.
Crew room.
Information posts, etc.

The system is controled from a console normally located in the Meteorological Office
where the following functions may be carried out:
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-

Image selection.
Establishment of alarm limits (maximum and minimum)
Alarm acknowledgement.
Magnetic recording-on request and automatic.
Copyingof different magnetic recordings.
Manual input.
Analysis of singnals from sensors, etc.
FUnction date/hour.

SYSTEM'S CENTRAL UNIT
The Central Unit is a microcomputer housed in a single chassis. Inlet and outlet
connectors are at the back and, in front are the switches, a 32 character alph~
numeric display and a functional keyboard. The whole is built without moving m~
chanical parts and a small number of components, which makes the system most r~
liable and provides high MTBF.
Figures 1 and 2 show block diagrams of the system's Central Unit hardware andsoftware. The Central Unit holds the following peripherals:
Alphanumeric terminal with keyboard (console with 6 different images choses by
functional key).
TV monitors.
FUnctional keyboard and alphanumeric display.
Telphonic modem or other device, for remote transmission of system Remote Units
and which can, in turn, hold these devices.
FUnctional keyboard and alphanumeric display showing actual time and any of the

- 300 processed data selected by means of the keyboard, also enabling presentation of
each signal transmitted by sensors.
Magnetic tape to cass-ette.
Printer.
:Analogic input equipment. The system allows for analogic output by means of an 8
bit (10 bits) D/A converter of all processed data, those acquired directly in the
field, as well as those that have been calculated.

FIG.1 DIAGRAMA DE BLOQUES DEL EQUIPO (HARDWARE)

FIG 2

OIAGRAMA DE BLOQUES DEL SISTEMA OPERATIVO Y PROGRAMAS (SOFTWARE)
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PROCESSING OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS (Application Programmes)
These programmes make up the system by handling the data, fundamentally including:
Acguisi tion of data - Data are displayed in the form of analogic signals through IIIUltiplexors and 12 bit A/D converter.
Data processing - The process varies depending on the type of metering. The usual
ones are:
Acquired measurements. The value acquired is directly proportional to the value to
be displayed. The usual method of processing is to calculate the arithmetical mean
of the last 16 values obtained and then applying the values corresponding to zero -·
and to the sce~e factor.
There are some calculation variants for this type measurement, as follows:
- Vectorial measurements - In the cases, instaed of calculating the arithmetical
mean, each pair of measurements is broken down to its components.
- Measurements with divided scale: some sensors have different scales factors, depending on the margin in wich the measurement lies.
Processing of wind data. The values received on the speed and direction of wind are
broken down in longitudinal and transversal components that are stored in a FIFO memory. The FIFO size may be varied by the console in roder to calculate the aver~
ge of values being got from 2 to 10 secs. FIFO values enable the following data to
be displayed:
-

Direction and intensity of average wind v,ector.
Mean transversal and longitudinal compon0nts.
Gusts (instant values above in 110 knots to average speed.
Extreme changes of direction (When instant speed is more than 10 knots over the
mean speed and there are fluctuations of wind direction of more than 60Q).

- 303 Processing visibility and RVR. The transmissometer technique is used and calculation procedures are those recommended in ICAO circular 113-AN/85, RVR is ea!
culated with regard to the runway, and its markings and RVR with regard to runway lighting. In the first case, the law of Koschmieder is applied:
R = B In e

LnT
And in the second, the law of Allard:

I

where,
R = RVR in metres.
B =Length of the transmissometer baseline.
T = Transmission factor of the atmosphere over the transmissometer baseline B.
e = Visual threshold of luminous contrast.
E = Visual threshold of lighting.
It= Intensity of luminous source in direction of observer
FIELD EQ.UIPMENT

The flexibility of the Central Control Unit allows for the majority of sensors on
the market to be integrated to the system. Their distribution and installation is
done in accordance with ICAO recommendations.

- 304Transmission of the signal received by these sensors is done in two ways, either
by concentration of the signals and teletransmissi6n to the Central Unit or by di
rect trasnmission by inserting the corresponding transducter of the signal received by the sensor to the Central Control Unit. In the latter case, the physical
means of transmission must be carefully done, normally a telephone cable is used,
properly protected against electromagnetic inductions, overvoltages and physical
agents.
Energy supply to field equipment is done by means of screened copper conductors,
provided with, differential automatic switches and magnetic switches will be taken from an uninterrupted energy source normally available at aiports.
Sensor poles are easly lowerable and protected against atmospheric discharges and
equipment housing is connected to ground.
TEST

&

CALSSIFICATION.

The System now installed or being installed at five Spanish airports (Bilbao, Vitoria, Barcelona, Mallorca and Santiago de Compostela) is in the process of being
classified by the National Institute of Meteorology.

Experience acquired over the last two years of operation in airports has made continous development possible, widening the scope to include new magnitudes, possibi
lities of autocalibration, new outputs for data display, etc

(Reference

V.6)

NEW CONCEPTS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING IN
AIRPORT METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Juhani Jaaskelainen, Vaisala Oy, Finland

ABSTRACT
This paper describes an application of information processing principles in meteorological
data acquisition, control and distribution, capable of handling all meteorological data
required at a typical airport. · Local data from multiple runways and external weather
stations as well as data received from the AFTN communications facilities are processed.
Display formats in tabulated and graphic colour display forms are included.
The paper also discusses means of improving system reliability, such as multi-level
testing, redundant processors, graceful degradation methods, back-up displays and
recorders, and their impact on data availability.
MIDAS 410 System - third generation in Airport weather monitoring
The first airport automatic weather observing system in Vaisala was developed in 1975.
The data collection principles and general data processing and dissemination practises
used in this minicomputer-based system were developed in co-operation with aviation
authorities, and are still in use in many of the more recent AWS developments.
The second airport AWS generation by Vaisala, MIDAS 310 was introduced in 1979, and
MIDAS 340, intended for multi-runway airports followed a year later. These systems
applied for the first time microcomputer technology for solving in a very cost effective
way the airport meteorological data collection and dissemination problems.
On this background and wide experience on airport meteorological practises Vaisala has
developed a new third generation Airport Weather Monitoring System, MIDAS 410, which
is capable of performing the basic meteorological data collection and processing for one
or multiple runways in real time and also adds many advanced features and new concepts to airport meteorological systems. The following chapters give a introduction to
the system.
System layout, resource sharing and redundancy
A typical layout at the MIDAS 410 System is shown in figure 1. Three system levels,
differing in the amount and complexity of the data processing performed, can be identified:
1.

Remote station level

2.

Data processing level

3.

Communication level

- 306 Standard RS232C digital serial interfaces are used in communication betw~en the sys~em
levels. The total system workload 1 measurement 1 quality control, pr~cesstng, desserr;lnation and telecommunication is distributed to the multiple processors 1n the system hierarchy. This approach quarantees fast response times and good expandability characteristics.

SENSORS
oRVR
•CB
•WINDS

RUNWAY 1
SENSORS
•RVR
•CB
•WINOS

RUNWAY 2

RUNWAY 3

SENSORS
• RVR
•CB
•WINDS

•P,T, U

I

I
I
1.-----,
I

IL------'

L . , _ __

I
I
I

IL------' I
LATC __!Q_WE_B_ _j

____.

I'----~

01<45164

I

l_BRIE.:!~ _ _j

Figure 1: MI DAS 410 Airport Weather Monitoring
System, typical layout
The processors of different levels operate independently, and failure at one level does
not affect the operation of other levels, thus allowing graceful degradation in the
system.
The system components and devices can also be tested on a level-by-level
basis, which significantly eases the fault isolation and decreases system down-time.
Normally the reliability requirements can be met with single computers at each level,
each bein~J capable of performing the vital functions of adjacent levels.
Backup
displays and recorders are also normally used.
If the system reliability is of major
importance, dual redundant computers can be used at each level in the system
configuration.
Sensors
The sensors and sensor sites can be selected to suit the airport conditions. Standard
installation for a major runway contain the following sensors ar the touchdown/takeoff
sites and runway center:
RVR
Wind speed and direction
Cloud base (not in cente!r)
Pressure (only in center)
Temperature and humidity (only in center)
Runway temperature (only in center)

- 307A wide variety of other sensors can be used (e.g. Visibility,
pressure sensors) on each field site.

Radiation,

redundant

Remote stations
Remote station perform the basic data acquisiton (sensor sampling), lowe~t l~vel quality
control, simple caluculations, and generate a digital output messa~e wh1ch. IS ~sed by
the next level processor. An example of a remote station message 1s shown m f1gure 2.

AUS 31 TIME 0135 05:00
THIN
22.9
T
D10
.o
F10
p
23.
UHAX
BA
PAVE 1020.5

22.9
237.0
1020.5
13.54

TMAX

u

PI'1IN

22.9
23.
1020.5-

FMAX
UMIN
PI'1AX

.o
23.
1020.6

Figure 2: Remote station message
The remote stations can be of varying degrees of complexity, e.g. WAT 21 Transmitters
for wind measurements or MILOS outstations for up to 9 sensors. Only a 2-wire telephone grade connection to the outstation is required.
The Vaisala tower-based wind shear warning system can also be used as an remote
station. This station maintains a continuous watch over wind shear and temperature
inversion, and alerts when a critical condition occurs.
At some airports it is advisable to situate advance warning stations for winds, visibility
or cloud base to 5-10 km distance from the airport. These external stations can be
easily accommondated by the system.
Data processing system
The data processor collects the data from the remote stations, and performs quality
control routines, calculation of the required meteorological parameters and tables, e.g.
RVR, Meteorological visibility, QNH, QFE, dew point etc, and generates at 30 second
intervals an output message of the format shown in figure 3. The processor also
maintains continuous watch over the weather conditions for detecting significant
changes.
The processor is controlled from a single CRT terminal, continuously displaying the
collected and processed parameters. Normally the data is also logged on a teleprinter
at certain intervals, and when changes in the weather occur.
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TOTAL
EAUS
DATE= 81 04 29 TINE= 16 13
REM STATION
= 1
2

-------------------------------

FA!JE (K1)
FNAX ( K1) :
FMIN<K1> :
DA!JE(DEG):
DMAX!DEGl:
DMIN<DEGl:
PRES OIB l
QFE!NBl
QNH!NBl
TEMP<Cl
TDEI.J< Cl
RHUM <:% >
RAIN<MN>
IJ-TENP<Cl:

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
0.5

1.0
0.5
0.5

0.• 5

999.9

1000.0
1003.2
20.7

22.2

-0.6

-0.5

24.0

22.0

0.0

22.4

Figure 3: MIDAS 410 data proce!:?sor output message

Communication processor
The MIDAS 410 communication processor takes care of the local data distribution, data
storage, METAR/SPEC JAL and SYNOP message generation and of all communication
between the system and local/remote operators and telecommunication networks such as
AFTN, telephone and telex lines.
The System data base contains in a solid state memory the
from previous 3 hours, including all remote stations, and
messages (METAR/SPECIAL) from other airport received
channels. The data base is readily available for distribution

airport weather information
the standard meteorological
via the telecommunication
to all users at the airport.

METAR/SPEC IAL and SYNOP messages are generated by the system from the data base,
with minimal manual intervention.
Automatic transmission at specified times is also
possible. ~~ETREP messages are generated automatically every 30 minutes and distributed to all users at the airport via CRT terminals or Closed-Circuit TV-network. An
example of METREP format (CCTV) is shown in figure 4.

METREP

EFHK/04

IJIND SPEEDCKT>:
IJIND DIRCDGRl :
PRESSURE<MBl
TRANSFER LEVEL:
TEMPERATURE<Cl:
RAIN<MMl

TINE= 12 24

DATE= 81 05 15

AVE= 5.0 MAX= 8.0 MIN= 2.5
AVE= 220.0 MAX= 240.0 MIN= 170.0
OFE= 998.1 OFF= 999.9 ONH=1001.7
=

AIR=

=

35

25.0 DEU=
2.0

VISIBIL: 30000
CLOUDS : t/8 BOOM
CLOUDS : 1/8 2000M
IJEATHER: CLEAR
REMARKS: RUNYAY 04 IN USE
Figure 4: METREP message

10.5

35000
2/8 15001'1
2/8 :3000M

- 309 Backup displays and recorders
The system architecture provides for real backup displays and recorders. The remote
station messages are received by special display and recorder coltrollers, which perform
the necessary computations and data conversions for display and recording purposes.
Digital displays and analog recorders are available for all sensor parameters.
An
example of display devices, WAD 21 Averaging Wind Display Unit is shown in figure 5.
The unit shows 2 or 10 minute mean wind speed and direction and wind variance.

Figure 5: WAD 21 Averaging Wind Display Unit
Workstations and operator terminals
Special attention in the system design was given for the different requirements of the
system users.
I ntergrated workstations ar·e provided for the met. observer and the
forecaster, integrating to a single workdesk a C RT -terminal, video monitor, displays
and recorders, as shown in figure 6.
The forecaster's workstation can also be
equipped with colour graphics terminal.
CRT-terminals or video monitors are used for
distribution of the meteorological data to ATC-tower and other users such as Briefing
office and radar r·oom.
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Figure 6: Observer•s workstation
Information processing and colour graphics
The system widely uses the concepts of information processing in the meteorological data
management and distribution.
The system real-time data base is continously updated
with quality monitored information, processed, and made available for the users in a
wide variety of different formats:
METREP messages for airport internal use (ATC-tower, observer, forecaster, etc.)
generated at 30 minute intervals.
METAR and SPECIAL messages for airport external use, transmitted via telex and
AFTN lines.
SYNOP messages for external use at 3 hour intervals.
TOTAL messages for the observer and forecaster, giving and overall view to the
airport weather situation with instant warnings if significant changes occur.
Graphical presentation of wind shear and temperature inversion with mast station.
Trend-type colour graphics display over the previous 3 hours for all significant
parameters.
The measured and computed parameters in tabular format, over the previous 3
hours.
The received METAR and SPECIAL messages from other national or international
airports in tabular format.

- 311 Conclusion
MIDAS 410 system contains all the features of a modern airport meteorological data
collection system.
The system concept is, however, not only the data acquisition.
Most efficient use of the available computers, terminals and displays has been made to
achieve a very reliable, flexible and easy to use system. The requirements of the
meteorological data users have been evaluated, and new display-, processing- and
presentation technigues has been developed for making the best use of all available
information, and for providing each user with data formats best suited for his
purposes.

(Reference V.7)

INTERCHANGE OF WEATHER RADAR DATA IN AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
PROGRESS AND PLANS

G.A. Clift
Chairman, COST 72 Co-ordinating Committee

1.

Introduction

"COST 72" is an acronym for "European Co-operation in the Field of Scientific and
Technical Research: Project No. 72". The idea behind COST is that, where projects
require financial and/or scientific and technical resources beyond those available in any
one country, a number of them can come together under the aegis of the European Community
and pursue them jointly.
In general terms COST 72 deals with the standardisation of meteorological instruments,
but currently there is only one active sub-project - the European Weather Radar Project.
Eight countries have so far signed a Memorandum of Understanding and others are likely to
do so.* The Memorandum covers an initial period of five years, one of which has already
elapsed.
The objectives of the Radar Project are:
(a)

To study the technical and financial aspects of a co-ordinated
approach to a European radar network.

(b)

To improve the quality of radar data and the correlation
between radar data and meteorological phenomena, primarily
in the form of precipitation levels and totals, for shortperiod forecasting and other purposes, for potential users
such as meteorologists, hydrologists, aviation, construction
industry and agriculture, taking into account especially
the giving of warnings aimed at saving life and property.

(c)

To optimise the cost-benefit ratios of national networks,
bilateral networks and, ultimately, European networks.

(d)

To study the possibility of standardisation cf radarobserving systems with the aim of facilitating the
economic production of equipment on a European basis.

(e)

To examine the possibilities of combining weather radar
data with cloud data from meteorological satellites.

While, undoubtedly, some development and investigative work remains to be done, it
will be seen from the above that the Project is essentially operationally oriented, and
it will be appreciated that this wide-ranging undertaking calls for a high degree of
scientific and technical management.
• The following countries have signed: Denmark, Finland, France, Federal Republic of
Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom. Italy has played an active
part in the discussions; other countries expressing interest are Austria, Republic of
Ireland, Portugal and Yugoslavia.
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Benefits

The benefits of weather radar are, by now, well-known. In addition to the more
traditional detection and observation of storms, in Europe mainly for issuing warnings
to aviation, it can provide near-real time precipitation data of a nature not obtainable
from other sources. It can provide from one location data of an acceptable accuracy from
which:
(a)

areal rainfall totals can be computed and hence run-off and
streamflow can be predicted;

(b)

the movement of weather systems can be shown and tracked on
a display. This together with other data from the radar can
be used to provide forecasts of the time of onset, the intensity
and time of cessation of the rainfall within the system.
Vertical profiles of the precipitation can also be provided;

(c)

solid precipitation can be detected and measured;

(d)

hazardous or dangerous meteorological phenomena can be detected.

This Project will add to the benefits of a single radar system, those to be obtained
from networks. For example, weather systems and their changes can be followed not only
over whole countries but from country to country, and thus precipitation affecting streamflow in rivers crossing boundaries can be monitored continuously.

3. Current Situation
The countries listed in the footnote to Section 1 all operate one .or more radars.
Some are already merging data from two or more and are producing data in a format suitable
for either display on colour televisions or as an input to computer models. All have plans
for increasing the number of radar systems and/or the uses to which the data can be put.
Thus the time is now right, not only to co-ordinate the development of systems and networks, but to exchange, for mutual benefit, information about experience gained in the
field. COST 72 provides a forum for such co-operation, particularly as the participating
countries include several which are well-advanced in radar work and which have looked at
the wide range of problems involved. Furthermore advice will be available to member
countries which have not yet derived full benefit from their existing radars.

4. Tasks
In order to meet the objectives, the topics to be considered include the following:
(a)

User requirements.

(b)

Format and frequency of data to be transmitted.

(c)

Transmission media.

(d)

Merging of data from two or more radars and of that from radars,
satellites and conventional meteorological sensors.

(e)

Setting up of trial networks.

(f). Establishment of experimental mesoscale analysis centres.
(g)

The accuracy of data obtained from the radar system.

(h)

Radar data as a means of identification of hazardous or
dangerous phenomena.

(i)

Detection and measurement of solid precipitation.

(j)

Examination of the operational efficacy of Doppler, dual
polarised and dual frequency radars.

- 315 It is not practicable to undertake all tasks at once; indeed, until user requirements were determined, there was little point in proceeding further. This has now been
done and work on (b), (g) and (h) is under way. A Seminar held in March 1981 in UK
provided the platform for exchange of information on the state of the art in the various
countries and clarified the way ahead.

5. User Requirements
Consideration of user requirements quickly led to the realisation that, whilst there
are important common denominators, there are also differences both nationally and internationally. Difficulties in deriving an agreed schedule arise, inter alia, from inborn
conservatism which can only contemplate precipitation data in the form acquired from
raingauges, and from uncertainty on the part of both users and radar meteorologists about
the data that can be provided now and in the future. The most effective ways of using
the data have also to be discovered; this can only be done in an evolutionary pattern.
The COST 72 Co-ordinating Committee is conscious that it must keep user requirements
constantly under review in order to develop the best operational system for supplying
data to many different bodies in the form most appropriate for their needs.
The paper by Newsome (1) sets out the problems and the proposed first stage solutions.
Within it are tables of typical user requirements (reproduced at Annexes 1 and 2) as seen
at present for both "normal" and "abnormal" weather conditions.• Two types of user were
recognised, primary - meteorological/hydrological services and secondary - local government, electricity supply authorities, civil aviation, road, rail and sea transport
authorities, the construction industry, agriculture and recreational interests. Each
country has, of course, its own variations of both users and requirements under normal
and abnormal conditions. COST 72 is concentrating on the "core" data which is of common
interest principally to the primary users.

6.

Format and Frequency of Data

If interface difficulties are to be avoided, the importance of establishing a
standardised format quickly is obvious. It is, therefore, one of COST 72's top priorities
and a working party has been established to recommend a suitable format for the data to be
exchanged:
(a)

between neighbouring countries (high resolution in space and time)

(b)

between countries generally (low resolution in space and time)

It is self-evident that countries which are not neighbours are unlikely to require
high resolution data from each other, though it is believed that "coarser" data will
become an important input to numerical meteorological models.
Several countries have already progressed sufficiently with the use of weather
radar that, naturally, they are unwilling to start again. A COST system must allow for
this, and it has taken note of the fact that two processing systems have already been
developed:
(a)

The system used in Switzerland and Germany. Data from more
than ten elevations are collected and processed to provide a
three-dimensional picture of precipitation systems (2, 3).

(b)

The system used in the UK. Data from four elevations are
collected and processed to produce the pattern of surface
precipitation (4).

* ''Normal" and "abnormal" weather conditions were defined in Newsome' s paper to be:
Normal conditions are intensities and durations of precipitation which do not cause
the user significant problems.
Abnormal conditions are intensities and/or durations of precipitation which cause
tne user significant problems and may cause him to take precautions to minimise the
adverse effects of such events.

- 316 The evolution of these two different systems is due to the different environments
in which they have been developed, but it is possible that they could, with advantage, be
combined into one basic software specification acceptable to all.
Some radars currently in use may be of lower performance than is required to meet
the network requirements, but these are likely to be eventually phased out. The more
modern systems and those planned for future installation, even if of different manufacture,
will be of sufficiently comparable performance to provide meaningful network data and to
meet the spatial and temporal resolution requirements contained in Annexes 1 and 2. In
exchanges between neighbouring countries (or within individual countries), the finer
resolutions may be needed (say, 2 or 5 km. squares and 15 or 30 minutes), but for more
general exchange, coarser resolutions (20 km squares and 60 minutes) may be adequate.
These matters have still to be resolved as have a number of others under the general
heading of data formats, e.g. the questions of transmission of data from higher elevations
in addition to surface precipitation fields, the number of intensity levels and the degree
of quality control (including removal of interference, bright band effects, ground clutter,
etc) prior to transmission.

7• Accuracy
Much effort has already been expendeq by radar meteorologists on this subject, mainly
in relation to specific areas, equipment or precipitation events. COST 72 provides the
opportunity to carry out a wider study under operational conditions and to put together
the findings of different countries operating in very different environmental conditions.
A member country has undertaken to collate data of radar/raingauge comparisons as a first
step towards a comprehensive accuracy investigation which will continue throughout the
life of the Project and ultimately involve all members. The findings will, of course,
reflect into user requirements and data formats.

8. Hazardous or Dangerous Phenomena
Some member countries are particularly concerned to seek ways of forecasting, even
on a short timescale, high winds and heavy precipitation liable to cause damage to
aviation, property or crops or which might endanger life. It is believed tnat weather
radar can be a major source of data leading to such vital forecasts and a study of this
possibility is being instituted by a member country. Again, the findings will reflect
into user requirements and data formats.

9. Conclusion
Some of the future tasks, e.g. the merging of data and the production of software
specifications to meet the various requirements can only be undertaken successfully
with the support of existing "centres of excellence 11 within the member countries.
Willingness is already evident. Indeed, as an exercise in international co-operation,
the European Weather Radar Project may be considered to be ambitious. However, the
belief that radar, in addition to being valuable in its own right, will be an increasingly important input to both meteorological and hydrological numerical models makes the
Committee enthusiastic in pursuing its aims. Provided that this enthusiasm is matched
by all those who need to be involved, then the success of the Project will be assured.
10.
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USER REQUIREMENTS ('NORMAL' WEATHER CONDITIONS)
Authority

~.Area

Central
(Principal)
Office

of Interest

National

2. Areal Resolution (sqkms)
~.

Agriculture

Hydrological

J'!leteorological

Recipient
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Summary
The Meteorological Office Short-Period Weather Forecasting Pilot Project, which began in
1978, required the development of techniques for processing radar and satellite imagery, In
this paper we describe the data processing system which enables data from several radars to
be composited in real-time, as well as being combined with data from Meteosat to give the
mesoscale pattern of precipitation. The resulting data are presented within a mini-computer
environment to small teams of research meteorologists and forecasters. The primary aims of
the Pilot Project are to use these data to improve understanding of mesoscale weather
systems, and to devise methods for preparing detailed forecasts of precipitation for 0-6 h
ahead.
The system we describe is structured as a distributed processing mini-computer network
mostly using dedicated communications lines rented from the UK Post Office. Instantaneous
fields of precipitation, and rainfall totals integrated for short time periods over areas
defined by users, are distributed from each radar site to a number of Meteorological Office
and Water Authority users, who are presently assessing the usefulness of the data for realtime operations. Data from each radar are also transmitted to Malvern for compositing in
real-time to produce an instantaneous precipitation field over a substantial portion of
England and Wales. We describe the data archives which are being created.
1.

Introduction

The aims of the Meteorological Office Short-Period Weather Forecasting Pilot Project,
which began in 1978, have been listed by Browning(6).
The Project is expected to take 5 to 8 years to complete, and is primarily concerned
with the measurement and forecasting of surface precipitation, although data from several
levels in the atmosphere will be collected to improve the estimates of the precipitation
reaching the ground.
Mesoscale observations of precipitation and cloud have been greatly improved by recent
advances in real-time radar data processing and satellite imagery. Work on quantitative
rainfall measurement by radar over the previous decade in the United Kingdom. (Central Water
Planning Unit, Reading{l2) and in many other countries, particularly the USA (for example
Wilson(24), Woodley et al(25), Saffle(20), together with the considerable work reported in
the literature on the use of radar for general weather surveillance and analysis (for a
review see(7)), provided the impetus for the use of radar as a key element in the mesoscale
observational syste~ At the same time, work had been in progress for several years at
Malvern, which had led to the development of digital methods whereby data from several radars,
equipped with on-site minicomputers, can be transmitted to a central location and composited
automatically to give a map of the precipitation distribution over a large area
Finally,
the advent of the geostationary weather satellite, Meteosat, providing half-hourly cloud
imagery over an area including the UK, made the use of satellite cloud data for very shortperiod weather forecasting a realistic proposition.
These advances have made it feasible to bring together digital radar and satellite data
in near real-time, so that methods can be developed for using them with more conventional
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meteorological analysis and forecasting is carried out by forecasters using an interactive
video display computer system. This concept, known as the FRONTIERS plan (Forecasting Rain
Qptimized using !ew rechniques of fnteractively !nhanced !adar and ~atellite), will beimplemented as part of the Pilot Project.
An extensive data communications system linking a number of minicomputers providing data
from a number of radars and from Meteosat has been established. Software systems have been
prepared in order to accomplish both real-time and off-line data processing. Detailed
descriptions of these systems will appear elsewhere(l7,15), The purpose of this paper is to
describe briefly the data processing system as a whole, emphasizing how data will be provided
to accomplish the other aims of the Project specified above.
2.
2.1

The Pilot Project Data Network

Sources of Data

The radar network presently being used consists of four radars (Figure 1). Details of
the actual radar hardware are given by Ball et al(5) and in several internal Met. 0. RRL
reports. The radars at Camborne (Cornwall) and Upavon (Wiltshire) a
old Plessey 43S radars
(lOcm wavelength, 2° beamwidth) sited in a non-optimum manner, and therefore give somewhat
limited coverage compared with the other two radars. The radar at Clee Hill (Shropshire) is

FIGURE 1:
Coverage of the UK weather radar
network at present. The outer frame
minus the shaded areas shows the
total area of the radar composite
map derived in real-time. The height
of the axis of the lowest beam for
each radar is represented by the
1500 and 3000m contours. Dashed lines
are the boundaries between
the radars used in deriving the
composite map when all four radars
are functioning. The letter M shows
the location of Malvern referred to
in the text.

a Plessey 43C radar (5.6 cm wavelength, 1° beamwidth), which has a horizon at or below 0° in
virtually all directions. The 43C is the radar that was operated until recently at Llandegla
as part of the Dee Weather Radar Project. The radar at Hameldon Hill, near Burnley
(Lancashire), is a new Plessey 45C radar (5.6 cm wavelength, 1° beamwidth). Although the
Hameldon Hill radar forms part of a separate project, known as the North West Radar Project*
Project*(l3) data from this radar i~ b~n3 used in the Pilot Project. The Camborne, Upavon
and Clee Hill sites are manned (in the case of Clee Hill, Civil Aviation Authority personnel
are close by, but no Meteorological Office staff are on-site). The Hameldon Hill radar is
completely unmanned, and represents the first such quantitative weather radar in the
British Isles. These radars are capable of producing precipitation data at one-minute
intervals with a minimum resolution of about 1 Km, although resolutions of 5 min and 2 or
5 Km are used in the Pilot Project.

* The North West Radar Project is a cooperative venture supported by the Meteorological
Office, the North West Water Authority, the Water Research Centre, the Central Water
Planning Unit, and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
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the Equator, and was capable of providing IR and visible cloud imagery at 30 min intervals
with a resolution in the IR at 50°N of 6 km E-W and 12 km N-S (plus some over-estimation of
the northward extent of cloud because of the oblique angle of view). These data were
received at a central ground station in Darmstadt (Federal Republic of Germany) for processing, archiving and re-distribution to real-time users via Meteosat itself(l9J. There are
two types of user receiving station: primary and secondary. The Primary Data User Station
(PDUS) receives high resolution digital data, and the Secondary Data User Station (SDUS)
receives data in analogue format (WEFAX). The United Kingdom Meteorological Office has
established a SDUS at Lasham (Hampshire), and we made the best possible use of data obtained
via Lasham after having been digitized at the Met. Office, Bracknell before the satellite
ceased to provide IR and VIS data in November 1979. A PDUS has been established to receive
data from Meteosat II.
2.2

The Computer Network

Each radar in the network shown in Figure 1 has its own on-site minicomputer, which is
used to accept the raw radar data, apply various corrections and output the data in a number
of formats to a variety of locations, including a compositing centre in the Met. 0. RRL at
Malvern. The software in use at the radar sites is based on work carried out at Malvern by
the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment over several years. Further developments and
additions are likely to be made to it for several years to come(lS). This software has been
developed for use with Digital Equipment Co. (DEC) PDP-11 series minicomputers(4,S). The
initial choice of computer in the early 1970s was based upon the availability of extensive
software and hardware servicing support provided by that company. These advantages remain,
and as the task of rewriting software for another system would in any case have required
considerable work, DEC PDP-11 series computers are being used throughout the Pilot Project
data processing system.
The software has reached a degree of complexity which requires special test facilities
within the Met. 0. RRL, similar to those used by the Atmospheric Environment Service in
Canada(!). In order to aid the speedy identification of faults in the radar site system,
specialized diagnostic software has been developed in the Met. 0. RRL for use at the radar
sites. This software provides tests for the various computer interfaces used on-site, the
radar-computer interface unit, and the display system.

FIGURE 2:
The type, location and interrelation of
the minicomputers making up the UK
radar-satellite network. The key is as
follows:-
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Meteorological Office Short Period Weather
Forecasting Pilot Project Computer Network
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radial communications system centred on Malvern. This differs from the larger American
National Weather Service AFOS (!utomation !ield Qperations and ~ervices) computer network,
in which communications are effected using a ring system known as a 'multidrop' system(6),
All the communication lines used in the Pilot Project, with the exception of the links from
the Hameldon Hill radar, are private wires leased from British Telecom. Communication
between Hameldon Hill, Warrington and Franklaw (Figure 2) ,is accomplished by the use of the
North West Water Authority microwave communications system(l3),
In order to provide data of sufficient intensity resolution for compositing and analysis
at Malvern, 8-bit (208 intensity levels only are used) radar data are sent to Malvern via a
synchronous line network, operating at 2400 baud, A field of surface precipitation is transmitted from each radar site every 15 minutes. Satellite data are received at Malvern from
Lasham via Bracknell every 30 minutes via a 600/1200 baud private line (Figure 2). Private
Post Office lines have error rates in the region of one bit in 106 bits, although errors
often occur in bursts. It was considered that simple error checking methods would suffice,
and the techniques employed are described in Larke and Collier(l7),
Data from individual radars are supplied in a 3-bit format to a number of other Meteorological Office locations and Water Authority users. These data are transmitted via 600/1200
baud private wires leased from the Post Office.
Several of the computers in the Pilot Project system are located within the Met. 0. RRL
at Malvern (Figure 2). Data from the individual radar sites are fed at 15 minute intervals
into the PDPll/40 computer at Malvern, in which the radar composite picture is generated and
recorded on magnetic tape. Satellite data were also received into this computer and
archived or magnetic tape. The radar composite data are passed in near real-time to a
further PDPll/34 computer known as the Display Computer (Figure 2). This computer is
employed to reformat and display the radar composite and satellite data for flexible use by
a team of forecasters. The display computer software, although relatively simple at present,
is being enhanced in line with the FRONTIERS program described by Browning(8, see also 21).
Development of the radar site software is carried out at Malvern on a PDPll/34 computer.
Radar video data and azimuth interrupts may be simulated on this computer with a version of
the electronic radar-computer interface used at the radar sites(3),and an analogue-to-digital
unit provided with data from a simple clocked electronic signal generator. This facility
allows the radar-site software to be developed and tested at Malvern before being passed to
the radar sites. Routine off-line data processing, such as the provision of hardcopy, is
also carried out on this computer, and on a further (PDPll/20) computer. All the computers
at Malvern have magnetic tape drives and a removable disc capability (with the exception of
the N.W. Radar Project data recording computer, and the network computer which has a 'fixed
head' disc). This enables software to be developed on one computer and easily used on
another computerC14).
3.
3,1

Real-Time Data Processing

Data Processing at the Radar Sites

Ball et a1( 5 ) have described the software system which forms the basis of that used at
the radar sites. No commercial operating system is used at the sites, as the intention is
to keep the on-site computer hardware configurations as small and as simple as possible.
Nevertheless, the software is still complex, involving several nested interrupt routines
whose priorities are a function of time. The primary tasks carried out in real-time within
the main radar data processing software modules are summarized by James(l5), Some of these
tasks differ from those described in (5).
,
3.2

Compositing Data from Several Radars at Malvern

Ball et a1( 5 ) describe software developed by the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
(RSRE) to produce, in near real-time, a composite picture of surface rainfall based on data
from three radar sites. A form of packet switching communications system was developed
initially to enable control of the network as a whole being passed from one radar site to
another if necessary(22), However, the need for any radar site to be able to control total
network operation is not great. Moreover, it is accepted that radars which are part of
separate projects (eg the Hameldon Hill radar) must not be interfered with by other sites.
Thus, following the suggestion by Ball et al(5) that the network communications could be
simplified, we have developed new software for use in the network computer at Malvern, and
in the computers at the radar sites. Essentially, the network computer software adopts a
passive role, 'listening' for data from the radars within a pre-set temporal window every
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At Malvern the data from several radar sites are processed simultaneously every 15
minutes on an interrupt basis. At present four radars are involved, but the software has
been written to cope with data from at least eight radar sites.
3.3

Satellite Data Processing

The need in the Pilot Project is for infra-red (IR) and visible (VIS) satellite data
(and combination thereof) in digital format covering part of the British Isles and surrounding areas. Therefore the SDUS Meteosat data received at Lasham were transmitted to the
Systems Development Branch (Met.0.22) of the Meteorological Office at Bracknell, where the
data were digitized on a PDPll/40 computer, the area required being extracted and projected
on to an extended National Grid (for compatibility with the radar data), and transmitted
to the Met. 0. RRL at Malvern, where it arrived about 5 minutes after being received at
Lasham. These data could be sent, either on a 128 x 128, 10 Km grid formatted in the same
way as the radar data transmitted from radar sites, or on a 256 x 256, 5 Km grid in a packed
format. The 128 x 128 grid format enables the data to be displayed on a colour monitor
using an electronic store for radar data as described in (3). The 256 x 256 grid format,
the normal mode of transmission to Malvern, enabled the data to be input into the Network
and Display computers (Figure 2) for further processing. Data were transmitted from
Darmstadt every half-an-hour. Following on improvement in the schedule in June 1979, each
picture was received at Malvern about 15 minutes after the observation time. The satellite
data were used by the Forecasting Techniques Group of the Met. 0. RRL as soon as they wer~
received in the Display computer (section 3.4) by using a series of simple teletype
commands.
3.4

The Malvern Computer-driven Radar-cum-satellite Display

The total system of processing, analysing and forecasting using radar and satellite data
has been discussed by Browning(8), A computer-driven display is being developed for this
purpose at Malvern (Figure 2).
It will take a considerable time to develop in full the required software and to optimize the way in which forecasters implement the various tasks. At present only simple
software techniques exist, which enable radar and satellite data to be stored on a computer
disc, combined, and displayed separately or in combination, and simple objective forecasts
to be made (see 11). The techniques now in use for combining the radar and satellite data
require further development before they can enable the FRONTIERS strategy, outlined in (8)
to be fully implemented.
The radar and satellite data are displayed using an electronic store developed by the
RSRE, known as the Fast Update Store(2)
Data are passed to this store very rapidly by a
Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer from the computer core, and may be displayed on either
a 256 x 256 grid or a 128 x 128 grid. Sequences of in excess of 50 radar or satellite
pictures or the combination may be replayed at variable speed. Forecasters may select
pictures using a variety of software facilities. The details of the analysis and forecasting procedures will be the subject of future reports (but see (11)).
3.5

Data Formats and Types of Terminal

In the Pilot Project, data are distributed to selected Meteorological Offices and Water
Authorities direct from individual radars (section 2.2). Data will also be distributed to
some users after further processing (ie the compositing of data from individual sites, and
analysis by a forecaster using the Display computer) at Malvern.
The dataare formatted as a stream of 3-bit (7 intensity levels) numbers framed by
various sequences of control characters, and may be displayed by the user on a colour
( )
4
monitor using a commercially available electronic store designed, initially, by the RSRE
This store, in the form currently available from JASMIN Electronics Ltd, may hold up to nine
pictures from individual radars or four pictures of the radar composite which may be
replayed in time lapse sequence. Subcatchment data transmitted from the individual radars
may be displayed on a simple strip printer(5), Data may also be recorded and replayed by
users using an audio cassette recorder and a modem.
Figure 3 shows the maximum hardware
configuration that a user could have.
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FIGURE 3:
The terminal equipment available to a
user for receiving data from an individual
radar via a telephone line. The user may
have all the equipment shown, or a part
of it (modern 1 and the user data buffer
are mandatory). Examples of the
individual radar picture data and.
subcatchment output are also shown.
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4.

Off-line Data Processing

The aims of the Pilot Project include research into methods of producing short-period
precipitation forecasts, and fundamental research into the structure, mechanism and
behaviour of meteorological systems. In order to achieve these aims, it is necessary to
establish an extensive meteorological data base. A requirement existsC6) for an archive
comprising radar, satellite and more conventional meteorological data. Such an archive is
being established at Malvern, and includes raingauge data, facsimile satellite IR and VIS
data, occasional serial radiosonde data (from a Mk Ill radiosonde system at Malvern), and
data from a vertically pointing radar situated at Malvern, as well as instantaneous and time
integrated digital radar and satellite data.
In order to ensure that the radar data received at Malvern are of acceptable quality,
a significant amount of effort has been put into the development of quality control
procedures. These procedures involve the comparison, both off-line and in near real-time,
of the radar data with raingauge data, and the early identification of the effects of
hardware faults by the Met. 0. RRL team of forecasters.
In order to achieve easy reference to data, one radar composite picture and one satellite
picture per hour are selected from the archives for routine reproduction as hardcopy (lineprinter output). These hardcopy files, known as the 'condensed data set', provide the means
of easily and quickly identifying cases of particular interest. An example of a printout
is given in Figure 4. The condensed data set can be updated, daily if the users demand it,
within one hour of the radar composite and satellite magnetic tapes being removed from the
Network computer. On request, other data, including hourly integrations of the radar site
data, may be made available as hardcopy or as a magnetic tape copy. The area integrations
(subcatchments) recorded on the magnetic tapes at the radar sites are also available to
users.
Interest in these archived data has been expressed by several Water Authorities who hope
to carry out off-line case stuaies of hydrologically interesting events. Arrangements have
also been made to supply hourly integrations of the surface precipitation field for each
radar, based or the data acquired at five minute intervals, to the Hydrometeorological
Branch (Met.0.8) of the Meteorological Office at Bracknell. These data will be combined
with available autographic and daily raingauge data to produce a database which should
enable practical hydrometeorological research to be carried out.
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An example of the hardcopy product forming
the 'condensed data set'. The example is
a radar composite picture made up of data
from the Camborne, Upavon, Clee Hill and
Hameldon Hill radars at 19306MT on
14 December 1979. Different symbols
represent different rainfall rates as
shown. The coastline is shown dotted.
The area not observed with the radars is
shown by a pattern of '7's. The key to
the symbols is as follows:Symbol
Blank
C/J

1
2

Rainfall
Rate
(mmh-l)

o.o
0 to <1.0
1.0 to <2.0
2.0 to <4.0

Symbol
3
4
5
6

Rainfall
Rate
(mmh-1)
4.0
8.0
16.0
32.0

to
to
to
to

< 8.0
<16.0
<32.0
<64.0

5.

Future Developments

The Data processing system described in this paper has been producing data for over two
years. The basic software package at the radar sites has now operated for almost three
years, although several improvements have been made to it during this period. Satellite
data were received at Malvern (although not continuously recorded) from May 1978 to
November 1979. The network software, and the first version of the software to combine radar
and satellite data, have been extensively tested off-line, and have been in continuous use
since June 1979.
In excess of 5.106 bits of information are processed each hour in the total system.
This includes data from only four radars. A further radar site in the London area is in
the planning stage. When Meteosat II is launched in June 1981 it is intended to receive
digital data directly via a PDUS, which has been installed at Malvern. The FRONTIERS
strategy also calls for the future use of data (cloud texture information)from the TIROS-N
polar orbiter satellites and conventional synoptic data. During 1982 data from individual
radars will be composited at 5 minute intervals. Clearly the data processing system will
expand throughout the next few years of the Pilot Project.
The new generation of mesoscale numerical weather prediction (NWP) models(lO), being
developed in parallel with the Pilot Project, is likely to require new sources of data for
model initialization. Browning(8) has pointed out how the FRONTIERS strategy relates to
these NWP models, and has stressed the need to investigate how radar and satellite data
together might be used to define the humidity field over a wide area, in a timely and more
accurate fashion than using more conventional data. The data archives being established in
the Pilot Project provide the necessary database and the opportunity to investigate how this
can be achieved.
~ Controller HMSO London 1981
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ADAS, A VERSATILE ATMOSPHERIC DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM WHICH AUTOMATES THE
MAKING OF ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS

DAVID B. CALL
Atmospheric Instrumentation Research, Inc.
1880 South Flatiron Court, Suite A
Boulder, Colorado 80301
ALVIN L. MORRIS
Ambient Analysis, Inc.
729 Walnut, Suite C
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Introduction
A new microcomputer controlled data acquisition system is described. The system
serves as the heart of a number of meteorological observing systems. Included are a remote
weather station, a meteorological probe that can serve as a secondary standard for many
applications, and tethered and free balloon sounding systems.
ADAS - General Description
ADAS, an acronym for atmospheric data acquisition system, is a small, versatile system
that serves a vital functi~n in a number of atmospheric measurement systems. Figure 1 is a
picture of ADAS. An HP-97 calculator and a cassette tape recorder are included for comparative purposes. ADAS is described briefly here, and its use with atmospheric sounding
systems is used as an example to demonstrate its power and versatility.
ADAS consists of a Z-80 microprocessor, an optional ultra high speed math chip, several ROM chips, a programmable frequency counter, a paper tape reader, an LED digital display, a keyboard, several input/output ports and a theodolite interface.
Each of the input devices used with ADAS must produce an audio frequency signal whose
frequency is a function of the value of the variable the device is measuring. The programmable frequency counter in ADAS measures each incoming frequency. Using that measurement,
reference frequency information and calibration coefficients entered through the keyboard
or via paper tape, the microcomputer calculates the value of the meteorological variable
being sampled. Measured data are then used by the microcomputer to calculate data derivable from the measurements.

w

~

Figure 1. ADAS~ center~ is shown attached to an optical theodolite equipped with shaft encoders.
calculator and a cassette tape recorder are shown with ADAS for comparative purposes.

An HP-97

- 331 When used with a theodolite tracked radiosonde, for example, ADAS calculates and is
typically programmed to display and output clock time, height, humidity, potential temperature, wind speed, and wind direction. It also is usually programmed to display and output the measured variables, pressure, temperature, wet-bulb temperature and elevation and
azimuth angles.
A radio receiver is an essential part of any system in which ADAS receives information
via radiotelemetry. A dual, high resolution shaft encoder interface is an integral part of
ADAS. Thus ADAS can readily be used with an optical theodolite equipped with shaft encoders to track a radiosonde balloon. Alternatively, it may be used with a GMD-1 or RD-65
radiotheodolite. In any of these uses, it is the heart of an automatic atmospheric sounding system.
ADAS output is digital, and the user can select almost any combination of physical
units he may want by making appropriate entries via the keyboard on the front panel or by
pulling a properly punched paper tape through the tape reader. Once the microcomputer is
programmed to perform a particular set of instructions, the program is retained in memory
until it is changed, even though ADAS may be turned off. _Thus if ADAS is dedicated to one
purpose, it need be programmed only once to accomplish that purpose. If it is used for
many purposes, the program may be changed by pulling a paper tape through the reader or by
keyboard entry.
ADAS is 31.1 cm long, 22.2 cm wide and 8.9 cm high. Its mass is 5 kg. It may be operated on 12V DC or 115V or 220V AC power. It uses less than 12 W of power, and when operated on AC, either 50 or 60 Hz current is satisfactory.
Output ports include IEEE-488 (HP-IB), RS-232C, 20 ma TTY, modified HP-97 and analog
cassette tape recorder. The output rate from a tape record can be varied from 300 to 1200
BAUD; output format is Serial ASCII with 512 characters per record.
The front panel contains a 25-key keyboard, an 11-digit LED display, and a pullthrough paper tape reader. The LED display identifies the variable being displayed and the
units in which it is measured.
Atmospheric Sounding Applications
Although ADAS may be used with a Tethersonde™, or an assemblage of sensors mounted on
the end of a coaxial cable, or with sensors mounted in more conventional instrument shelters, its use as part of an automatic meteorological sounding system is the example we
shall describe in some detail here.
When used with a radiosonde, ADAS must receive its signal from a receiver. Two frequency bands are commonly used. These are called 403MHz and 1680MHz bands for convenience.
A specially designed 403MHz receiver may be mounted inside the ADAS case. When ADAS is
used with 1680MHz radiosondes, the receiver in the GMD-1 or RD-65 radiotheodolite is used.
An Airsonde™ type radiosonde must be used, regardless of the frequency.
The simplest atmospheric sounding system consists simply of an Airsonde™ and ADAS
with the built-in 403MHz receiver. The LED display on the front panel is the output device. The Airsonde™ on a free balloon measures and transmits meteorological data to ADAS.
Airsondes™ may measure temperature only, but the most complete ones measure pressure,
temperature and wet-bulb temperature. From these ADAS calculates and displays the following variables, typically: date, sonde status, clock time, pressure, height, temperature,
humidity and potential temperature. The units may be chosen. For example, height can be
displayed in meters or feet, or both, above sea level, and in meters or feet above the observing site. Similarly, temperature can readily be displayed in Fahrenheit or Celsius,
or both.
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Airsonde™ and an audible angle-read signaler that is controlled by ADAS. The angle-read
signaler gives an audible "alert" signal followed by a "read" signal at the time that the
angles should be read. The operator must read and record azimuth and elevation angles.
These must be combined with height calculated by ADAS for the instant the "read" signal is
given to yield wind direction and speed as functions of height. A plotting board or small
programmable calculator may be used to calculate wind velocity.
Since ADAS has a built-in shaft encoder interface, shaft encoders mounted on the theodolite can communicate angular data directly to ADAS. Then ADAS gives the alert and read
signals to the operator to enable him to center the cross-hairs on the balloon at precisely
the time that ADAS interrogates the shaft encoders. ADAS then calculates and outputs wind
direction .and speed in addition to the meteorological measurements derivable from the Airsonde™ signal. An optical theodolite is shown connected to ADAS in Figure 1.
At least two radiotheodolites are in common use for tracking radiosondes. These are
the GMD-1 and the RD-65. Both use the 1680MHz radiotelemetry signal from the radiosonde to
track the balloon. Shaft encoders can be mounted on these radiotheodolites and connected
to ADAS. ADAS can also accept the audio telemetry signal via cable from the GMD-1 or
RD-65, 1680 MHz receiver. This, with angular data from the shaft encoders, is used by ADAS
to calculate and output complete meteorological sounding data. The 1680 MHz Airsonde™
must be used. Since Airsondes™ do not require baseline checks, the operator has only to
turn on the system (including the Airsonde™) pull the calibration tape through the tape
reader, assure himself that everything is operating properly, inflate a balloon, and release the balloon-borne sonde. The system then makes all required measurements, calculates
the desired variables, and outputs measured and calculated data - all automatically. ADAS
always reads theodolite angles at the time the Airsonde™ is measuring pressure to assure
that the height and the angular data used to compute wind velocity are all concurrent
'values.
The output ports on the back panel of ADAS were listed in the General Description Section above. These permit ADAS to output data to print~rs, cassette tape recorders, teletypewriters, and to other computers. A modification has also been designed for HP-97 calculators that enables them to receive data from ADAS. A modified HP-97 calculator provides
a highly portable, battery operated printer that is also capable of being programmed to do
additional calculations. With it and a shaft-encoder equipped optical theodolite, ADAS becomes a complete, portable, highly automated meteorological sounding system. A few frames
of data typical of the printout from such a system are shown in Figure 2.
Although Airsondes™ carried aloft on free flying balloons have been emphasized in
this discussion of applications of ADAS, tethered balloon sounding applications are equally
important. A new Tethersonde™ sensor package developed for use with ADAS has a mass of
less than 250 g, with battery. A 9V transistor type battery is capable of operating the
sensor package electronics for 8 hours. A small, 2.0m 3 aerodynamically shaped balloon on
a 225N (60 lb) test line is adequate to carry the sensor package and to control ascent and
descent. Pressure, temperature, wet-bulb temperature, wind direction and wind speed are
all measured directly.
System Design Philosophy
ADAS has been described, and its use with Tethersonde™ and Airsonde™ sensor systems
has been discussed from the point of view of the user in previous sections. Sensor quality, calibration, data reduction, data quality and system performance and maintenance have
all been kept in mind in designing ADAS and its companion sensor packages. System goals
and design are discussed in this section.
ADAS is modular in construction. It was designed for low mass, good volumetric efficiency, ruggedness and serviceability. The microprocessor, PC board, front panel, rear
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Time
Pressure (mb)
Temperature ( °C)
Rel. Hum.(%)
Potential Temp.(K)
Height(m)
Stratum Height(m)
Wind Dir. (de g)
Wind Speed(m/ s)

10.1137 ***
803.1 ~~**
20.5 ***
81.5 ***
312.7 **i'
999.4 ***
955.1 ***
281.6 ·~**
8.9 ***

10.3242
787.0
19.6
83.6
313.5
1173.6
1128.5
302.5
11.9

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

10.3347
770.1
19.0
78.0
314.8
1359.8
1315.0
270.0
19.9

***
***
***
***
***

Time
Pressure(mb)
Temperature ( ° C)
Rel. Hum.(%)
Potential Temp. (K)
Height(m)
Stratum Height(m)
Wind Dir.(deg)
Wind Speed(m/s)

10.3210
795.3
20.1
83.7
313.1
1083.4
1041. 4
309.4
12.5

***
***

10.1314
778.2
19.2
82.7
314.1
1270.1
1221.9
270.0
18.4

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

10.3419
761.5
20.2
60.8
317.1
1456.3
1408.1
273.3
25.3

***
***
***
***

*~H<

***
***
***
***
***
***

~~**

***

*~~*

***
***
***

~~**
**~~

***
***
***

Figure 2. Typical HP-97 printout showing some of the variables that can be determined in real time during an AirsondeTM sounding using ADAS and a shaft encoder equipped
theodolite. Time for the first data frame is read 10 hours 31 minutes and 37 seconds.
Height is the AirsondeTM height above the launch site. Stratum height is the height of
the middle of the stratum through which wind velocity is measured. Averaging time for the
wind measurement is approximately 32 seconds. An internal clock in ADAS enables ADAS to
measure precisely the time increments between theodolite readings.
panel, UHF receiver, and power supply-theodolite interface board are all modules that can
readily be removed and replaced in the field. More important, such replacement does not
require any recalibration of ADAS if the replacement module is functioning properly.
A calibration facility at the factory is an important facet of the meteorological
measurement system of which ADAS is a part. A computer controlled chamber is a vital part
of the calibration facility. It is large enough to hold many sondes for simultaneous calibration. Pressure and temperature are varied according to a preset pattern, and both are
measured by carefully calibrated and maintained reference sensors. Control and measurements, including measurements of the output of each sonde, are done by computer. The computer also prepares a record of each sonde's performance, and it punches a perforated paper
tape for each sonde that contains all of the calibration information required by ADAS to
reduce the data from the sonde. This eliminates the need for the usual single point baseline calibration and yields precision of measurement throughout flight that can only be
achieved by complete calibration through the full range of values encountered during
flight. Factory calibration is made possible by using sensors having long-term stability.
All of the sensor packages used with ADAS (i.e., the Airsonde™, Tethersonde™, and
the standard meteorological probe) share common transducer type and data format, and all
are calibrated by computer control. All sensor data are encoded as FM audio tones that are
accompanied by reference tones. Transducer output is not a linear function of the variable
it is measuring, and no effort is made to linearize it in the sensor package. Equations of
sensor transfer functions are contained in the microcomputer firmware, and the calibration
coefficients produced by the calibration facility computer provide ADAS the information it
needs to produce accurate meteorological data from incoming tones. Note that computer to
computer transfer of calibration information virtually precludes human error from entering
into the process. By using non-linear sensors with long term stability, by using very
stable reference resistances and capacitances in the sensor package, and by making use of
sensor to reference tone frequency ratios to compute sensor data, the goal of producing
low cost, high precision sensor packages that are fully calibrated at the factory has been
achieved.

- 334 As everyone who has operated a meteorological sounding system is aware, signal quality
is often a problem. For that reason, ADAS firmware was designed to perform several data
assurance operations. The UHF receiver that is an integral part of ADAS when 403MHz sondes
are in use, locks onto and tracks the radio carrier frequency being transmitted by the
sonde. The status of the RF carrier lock is monitored continuously, and if lock is lost,
ADAS recognizes that valid data are not being acquired and it does not attempt to use the
information being sampled. Also, the lock status of a phase-lock-loop that filters the
audio sensor frequency is tested for noise level as each data channel is being sampled. If
the audio signal is too noisy, data from that channel are not displayed. An eight-frame
running mean value of each reference frequency is calculated by ADAS. Only if noise in the
reference frequency falls below some preassigned level during the time it is being sampled
does that frequency get included in the running mean. Thus, good reference frequencies are
available unless seven successive reference values are lost. Also ADAS will remain synchronized with the sensor package during the loss of signal through seven complete data
frames. If it should lose synchronization, ADAS regains it usually at the end of the
second good data frame following that loss. When a sensor channel is too noisy and data
are lost, a 999999 is displayed, and the data from that channel are not used in any calculations by ADAS. These data editing features in ADAS eliminate the subjective estimates
that are inherent in standard radiosonde systems.
ADAS contains a 12V rechargeable battery and automatic charging circuitry that operates whenever connected to AC power. Because ADAS is designed to be battery operated,
total power consumption and power supply efficiency are critical. The power supply is 83%
efficient, and total power consumed is typically less than 8 watts. Since power use within
ADAS is well distributed, forced cooling is not required, and low operating temperatures
promote high reliability.
The level of electronic component integration is high, with 20 to 40 thousand transistors per integrated circuit. This density and the 3rd generation firmware give ADAS high
performance and great flexibility. The microprocessor does many tasks simultaneously. It
continuously measures the audio frequency of the incoming signal, it calculates the measured meteorological variables from the frequency data, it calculates 40 other variables
such as height, that may be computed from the measured variables, it displays the data on
the front panel in numeric form with appropriate alpha-numeric identification, it monitors
the keyboard and paper tape reader for input, and it executes the operation specified. It
also transmits up to 25 computed variables to all output ports (i.e., RS-232, 20 ma current
loop, etc.) simultaneously in user designated order and at user designated BAUD rates. It
measures theodolite angular data at the time the Airsonde™ is measuring pressure and it
makes accurate measurements of the time interval between theodolite angle measurements.
Finally, it keeps track of date, time of day and Airsonde™ status.
The firmware in ADAS can be programmed to select significant and mandatory level data
and to prepare a message for transmission on meteorological data communications networks.
This would, we believe, make an ADAS based sounding system as nearly fully automated as a
sounding system can be.
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1680MHZ RAWINSONDE OBSERVATION SYSTEM WITH DATA PROCESSING
Shinji Urimoto
Chief Engineer, Manager of Engineering Department
Meisei Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
1. Introduction
We have been manufacturing a simple 1680MHz Rawinsonde Ground
Receiving System, Model RD65A, and more than 200 units of RD65A
have been used for upper air observation. But, strong requests
have been received from our users of RD65A for development and
designing of Automatic Data Processing System for upper air observ
ation.
I would like to introduce the Full line of Automatic OnLine Rawinsonde Data Processing System which has been designed
newly.
The Automatic Data Processing System can be used with existing
RD65A Ground System with simple modification. Also, some types
of software for the Data Processing are available depends on the
requirement in observation.
2. System composition
Full line of this system has been re-designed to insure high
accuracy, high stability and simple operation in Upper Air Observation.
The following units are included in this system:(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

RS-II-80MB
RD-80L
MSD-80
DPS-0300
MSC-80

Rawinsonde, 1680MHz
Automatic Tracking Ground Station
Digitizer/Interface unit
Data Processor
Rawinsonde Base-line Check Box

RADIO-SONDE
RS2-80MB

1

RADIO-THEODOLITE ----->
Rll-80L (MOR-15)

~

BASE LINE CHECK BOX
MSC-80

DIGITIZER/INTERFACE

DATA PROCESSOR
!------->

MSD-80

llPS-03~0

- 336 3. RS-II-80MB Rawinsonde 1680MHz
This Rawinsonde has been designed newly for Automatic Data Processing, consists of 1680MHz Oscillator, V-F Converter with Multiplexer, Sensors and Battery. The block diagram is shown:
a) Sensors
All data of Meteorological elements
are detected as
variation of resistance value.
Sensors characteristics are approximated by polynominal
equations.
The constants of
each sensor are
L_
attached to each
sensor for processing at factory.

l

Temperature Sensor
Rod type Thermister made by VIZ Manufacturing, U.S.A. is adopted
as Temperature Sensor.
Humidity Sensor
Carbon type Humidity Sensor is adopted, and its measuring range
is l-100%RH. Resistance value is 14Kohm + 3 Kohm at 33% RH.
Pressure
Ni-Alloy Aneroid Capsule drives a Precise Micro Potentiometer
directly.
The variance of Aneroid Capsule is detected continuously from Potentiometer as resistance variation.
Since Direct
Drive mechanical is adopted, So, it makes the sensor strong
against shock and vibration.
The sensors are fully
independent, and each
sensor is fully convertible.
If defective sensor was
found at the time of Baseline check, another sensor
is to be replaced easily.
Then, new constants, attached
to the sensor is to be put
into Data Processor for
processing.
b) V-F Converter
Each meteorological sensors and High/Low reference elements are
connected to Bridge Arms respectively.
The output voltage from
Bridge circuits are multiplexed by multiplexer and are converted
to Frequency Variation of l00-1400Hz at V-F Converter.
Data transmission sequence is as shown below:
The rate of one sequence is 8 seconds, that is one element/sec.

I HR I T I p I u I LR I T I p I u I HR I T I p I u I LR I T I p l u I
8 seconds ___/
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c) l680MHz Oscillator
Oscillator is solid-state and it has Strip Line Resonator.
Modulation method is PNM (Pulse Number Modulation) - AM (ICU:
Interrupted Continuous Wave Modulation) . The range of Pulse
Number is l00-l400PPS. Output power is 400mW at least.
l/4" Dipole Antenna is mounted on the Printed Circuit Board of
Oscillator.
d) Battery
Water-Activated Battery is used for DC Power source.
20VDC, lSOmA and capacity is about 120 minutes.
4. RD-80L

Output is

Automatic Tracking Ground Station

RD-80L has been developed as New Ground Station, and Mono-Pulse
System is adopted instead of Conical Scanning System which was
adopted to RD65A system.
Four Yagis Array Antenna system is
adopted to Antenna Assembly, and with combined signals from each
four antennas, Sum Pattern and Difference Pattern (Error Pattern)
are obtained.
Antenna is moved automatically to put the target
on the direction of Null point of Difference Pattern.
Data of Meteorological elements are fed from Sum Pattern, so the
data signals are stable.
In addition to the above, it can
eliminate
influence of ground reflection wave.
There is almost no mechanical movements except Driving units, and
high sensitibity of Angle Error Detection cause~ high tracking
accuracy.
Pre-Amplifiers are built in the Antenna Assembly.
a) Performance
Receiving Frequency

l680MHz + 20MHz

Antenna Gain

more than 16 dB

Receiving Band Width

about lMHz

Lobing System

Mono Pulse System

Type of Antenna

4 Yagis Array Antenna

Tracking Speed

more than 8 degree/sec.

Movable Range

AZ: + 270 degree
EL: ~2 degree to +92 degree

Noise Figure

less than 4 dB

Angle Resolution

0.01 degree

Weight
Antenna Assembly

- AZ unit
- EL unit
- Antenna

22 kgs
30 kgs
14 kgs

Receiver/Control

28 kgs

Power Supply unit

25 kgs

Digitizer/Interface

20 kgs

System Cable and running spare

30 kgs
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5. Digitizer/Interface
Output signals of Meteorological elements are converted to
Digital value, and these digital data are fed to Data Processor.
Digitizer/Interface consists of AGC Amplifier, Counter, F-V
Converter and M-CPU.
Input signal from Receiver is held at
constant level with AGC Amplifier, and are counted in Counter.
M-CPU extracts SYNCH signal from value of count, and meteorological data are demultiplexed.
Each meteorological data is averaged and then fed to Data Processor together with Time signal.
F-V converter is built in Digitizer/Interface for Analog Data
Recording and/or manual data processing.
Block Diagram of Digitizer/Interface is shown:
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MCPU

Signal

.,......__,..

AGC. AMP.

COUNTER

-

H

INPUT
PORT

r

!<---------> ROH

~
Data select

OUTPUT
PORT

r----

1------'
~

F/V
CONVERTER

INPUT
PORT

RAH

DATA OUT
OUTPUT ~
PORT
~ STROBE

~

t
To Rec.

ANGLE DATA

Fig 6 Block diagram of DIGITIZER

6. Data Processor
Various data processings are available upon request of operator.
The simple basic version is shown hereunder.
a) Base line Check
Prior to the releasing Rawinsonde, Base line check of Rawinsonde
is to be carried out in Base line Check Box.
If necessary,
factors of compensation of each meteorological sensors are
calculated and these values are memorized in Processor.
b) Real Time Processing
During the observation, the following jobs are carried out in
Data Processor.
1) Read Data of P(pressure), T(temperature), U(humidity),
HR(high reference), LR(low reference), T(time) and Azimuth &
Elevation Ang~es data.
2) Calculation of absolute value of P, T and

u.

3) Calculation of Height of Rawinsonde.
4) Calculation of Wind Speed and Wind Direction - averaging
1 min., 2 min. and 4 min.
5) Marking of Singular point.
6) Print-out of data.

- 340Storage of computed data on Magnetic Tape or Cassette Tape is
available as optional expansion.
This system is designed to be used with another type of MicroProcessor or Large scale Computor if the user already has in
their facility.
Also, another type of software is available
upon request, including PILOT MESSAGE and TELEGRAM FORMAT TO
WMO.

r-----------'

Data
!<---->:

CMT or MT

L - - - - - - - - -- -

;
~

Block Diagram of Data Processor

7. Twin-Flight Test
During the month of February, 1981, we carried out "TWIN-FLIGHT"
test to che0k the stability and responce of seonsor adopted in
Mldel RS-II-BOMB Rawinsonde.
.
The P-T curve is shown in the next page.
The temperature data between Rawinsonde No.l and Rawinsonde No.2
are shifted for 2 degree C. to give easy comparison.
The Rawinsonde sets were picked up at ramdom for this twin-flight
test. Through this twin-Flight Test, we have confidence on the
stability of Sensor which we adopt RS-II-BOMB Rawinsonde.
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A SYSTEM TO AID THE OBSERVER
P. Viton
Direction de la Meteorologie

Fran~aise

Abstract
The French meteorological service decided to undertake
the development of such a system in order to attain the following
goals:
an overall reduction 1n equipment costs at meteorological
stations;
a family of universal modules suited to meet the various
needs;
- support to the observer by automating repetitive tasks
while providing the automatically acquired data in a useful
format.
The equipment which was developed comprises two basic
modules, namely; the measurement acquisition module, and the central
control module.
The measurement module is an integrated remote measuring
module which 1s capable of measuring and providing a hard-copy record
of the measured data;

the sampling frequency can be selected.

basic module can measure 9 variables;

The

optional conditioning circuitry

can be added as removable electronic cards in order to enable the
reduction of data from more complex sensors (e.g. for visibility,
cloud height, solar radiation, etc.).
All data undergoes some simple operations in order to provide
means, extrema, cumulations and integrations of the data, as required.
The central control module, which is built around a common
microprocessor, can control the operation of one or more of the

- 344 measurement acquisition modules.

It carries out further data processing,

edits tables of data, encodes the data and transmits the data into a
variety of output peripherals.

It can also take in information and

instructions by way of a key-board.
Using these two sub-systems, one can put together systems
which satisfy any particular meteorological data collection and
diffusion needs on a large airport.
The preliminary results of testing are presented.
SYSTEME D1 AIDE A L'OBSERVATION
11

MISTRAL11

Jusqu'ici les stations Meteorologiques fran9aises sont equipees de chaines de
telemesure individualisees. Ainsi la plupart des parametres usuels (force et
direction du vent, temperature et humidite de l'air, precipitations, hauteur
de la base des nuages etc ••• ). Apparaissent a 1 1 observateur sous une forme analogique, sur une serie de diagrammes. Le remplacement de ces materials par des
appareils de m~me type, s'avere de plus en plus onereux, avec 1 1 abandon progressif dans le secteur industrial de l'enregistrement analogique au profit de
dispositif numeriques plus modernes.
Les stations automatiques actuelles b&ties autour de microprocesseurs se presentent comme une solution seduisante. Outre la collecte de donnees, elles
peuvent alleger le travail de 1 1 observateur en effectuant une serie de tAches
repetitives : calcul de moyennes, valeurs extremes, codage d 1 information, commandes automatiques des organes de transmission etc ••• En principe, elles sont
succeptibles de repondre aux differents besoins existant dans les stations
meteorologiques, en leur incorporant des logiciels appropries. Mais la multiplication des programmes s 1 avere etre une charge importante et onereuse, si
bien que la souplesse de ces equipements reste relative. Leur fiabilite est en
general plus reduite que celle des telemesures separees.
Dans ces conditions la Direction de la Meteorologie s'est attachee a developper
un equipement modulaire realisant au mieux !'adequation entre les cofits des
materials a mettre en place et les differents besoins a satisfaire.
Pour ce faire on a dissocie le dispositif de mesure et de collecte des donnees
de l'organe de centralisation et de traitement. Le premier module est un material specifiquement Meteorologique puisque relie a des capteurs qui nous sont
propres mais dont le nombre est tres variable. Le second est constitue par un
systeme mini informatique banalise pour lequel on peut beneficier des reductions
des couts resultant des fabrications en grandes series. L 1 unite d'acquisition
peut fonctionner sans etre reliee a un centralisateur; les donnees acquises sont
alors mises a la disposition de l'operateur a l 1 aide d'une imprimante. Sous
cette forme, 1 1 equipement remplace avantageusement !'ensemble des telemesures
individualisees. Ces modules peuvent aussi etre geres par un centralisateur pour
constituer un systeme entierement automatique de collecte, de traitement et de
diffusion des donnees meteorologiques.
I - L 1 UNITE D1 ACQUISITION : Elle se presente sous la forme d'un coffret en
materiau plastique etanche au ruissellement et contenant :

- 345 Dans la partie super1eure toute 1 1 electronique de mesure, de conversion analogique numerique, de traitement et de transmission.
- Dans la partie inferieure un hornier de raccordements recevant les cdbles
provenant des capteurs, ~es cables de liaison avec les deux peripheriques
d 1 utilisation et la ligne d 1 alimentation 220 V. 50 Hz.

La disposition retenue est celle d'une carte mere sur laquelle sont implantes
1 1 unite de traitement, les memoires, et 28 connecteurs recevant des cartes de

conditionnement.

Figure 1 : module d 1 acquisition
du systeme MISTRAL.
Photo MN N° 11178

Ces conditionneurs permettent !'adaptations des signaux issus._des capteurs, la
selection des trai tements a apporter a chacun des parameti~·~!V':acqu is' 1' ajustement des facteurs d 1 echelle etc ••• Dans tousles cas 1 1ilnl.t6 d'acquisition
comprend :
- Une carte de configuration avec laquelle 1 1 utilisateur peut introduire dans
le systeme, a 1 1 aide de 4 commutateurs l'indicatif d'identification de la station, la correction de longitude correspondant au lieu d'implantation necessaire au temps solaire vrai (T.S.V.), l'intervalle de temps separant 2 transmissions successives vers les peripheriques (de 1 a 6 mn).
- Une carte reserve de marche qui assure la sauvegarde de l'heure et une selection de donnees lors d 1 une coupure du courant d'alimentation. Elle genere un
signal toutes les minutes de maniere a permettre a l'unite centrale de realiser
le datage. La duree de sauvegarde est de 6 heures ; Elle est assuree par une
batterie 3,6 V 40 m A.
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- Deux cartes conditionneurs Entree-Sortie asynchrone, boucle de courant V 24
qui permettent la liaison avec 1 1 imprimante et 1 1 enregistreur magnetique ou
le centralisateur. Elle possedent un commutateur de selection de la vitesse de
selection (de 110 a 9600 bauds).
Ces quatres cartes conditionneurs sont implantees sur des connecteurs bien
definis.
En fonction des mesures a effectuer on peut mettre en place de 1 a 22 cartes
de conditionnement des capteurs. Si on excepte le conditionneur recevront 2
parametres se presentant sou forme impulsionnelle qui reste specifique et doit
etre enfiche sur un connecteur precis, les autres sont sensiblement ideniques
et n'ont pas de position assignee, (toutefois le conditionneur anemometrique
doit toujours preceder celui de la girouette). L'ordre d'implantation des cartes
d'entree fixe 1 1 ordre d 1 edition des donnees.
Chaque conditionneur capteur comporte
- un ensemble de 4 diodes qui peuvent etre ou non mises en circuit. Elle definissent 16 combinaisons correspondant a 16 types de capteurs differents.
- un premier commutateur a 4 bits avec lequel on peut choisir un traitement
determine pour le signal transitant par cette entree (moyenne, extrema, etc ••• ),
- un deuxieme commutateur a 8 bits utilisables pour certain capteur seulement,
permet de fixer des seuils de mesure, d 1 introduire des coefficients d 1 etalonnage (cas des pyranometres par exemple).
Les diverses combinaisons produites par les 4 diodes et les deux commutateurs
de chacun des conditionneurs definissent une information codees sur 2 octets
qui permet au microprocesseur de reconna1tre le type de capteur, d'identifier
le traitement a appliquer au signal d 1 entree et d 1 appeler le sous programme
de traitement specifique.
L 1 unite d 1 acquisition a ete realise en 2 versions
I - 1 - Une unite d 1 acquisition de base destine a equiper les stations meteorologiques synoptiques et les stations effectuant des mesures a caractere agrometeorologiques. (Rayonnement et temperature dans le sol). En plus des fonctions
d 1 acquisition, 1 1 equipement elabore a partir des donnees primaires les grandeurs
suivantes : (Voir tableau N° 1).
- La vitesse moyenne du vent (F 10) calculee sur un intervalle de 10 minutes
glissant par pas de une minute. Elle represente la moyenne arithmetique des
valeurs de la vitesse instantanee mesuree pendant la periode consideree.
- La direction ~oyenne (D 10) prise sur 10 minutes et consideree comme !'argument du vecteur vent moyen calcule a partir des vecteurs vent instantane.

TABLEAU N° 1
Grandeurs mesurees et elaborees par !'unite d'acquisition

PARAMETRES MESURES OU
REPERES

FREQUENCE
DE
PRELEVEMENT

Temps
Vitesse instantanee du ven

250 ms

Direction instamtanee du
vent

250 ms

GRANDEURS ELABOREES

CAPTEURS ASSOCIES

Datage :(jour, heures,
minutes)
Anemometre electromagnJA~Vitesse moyenne sur 10
tique
mn (F 10)
Girouette a resistance .Direction moyenne sur
10 mm (D 10)
• Vitesse maximale sur
10 mn (FM 10)
.Direction associee
(DM 10)
transducteur piezo eledtrique

a

Pression atmospherique (P)
I

~

M

6 mn

Temperature de l'air, au
sol, dans le sol
(TT,T+50,T+10,Tsol,10,100)
Temperature du point de
rosee (Td)

6 mn

Humidite relative (VV)

6mn

6mn

Hauteur de precipitation(Rt) 6 mn
250 ms
Duree d'Insolation (DI)
Eclairement energetique

250 ms

Hauteur de la base des nuages (HBN)

250 ms

Rapport des coefficients d~
diffusion et de transmission d'une impulsion lumineuse dans un volume d'air

250 ms

thermosonde de platine
Sonde hygrometrique a
sorption thermo contro
lee
Transducteur hygro. a
cheveux
Transducteur a augets
Heliographe a cellules
photoelectriques
Rayonnement global (RG)
Pyranometre
sur 6 mn
Rayonnement Diffus (RG)
sur 6 mn
Temps solaire vrai (TSV

GAMMES DE MESURESI RESOLUTION

0-60 ms-

a

nuages

Diffusiometre

(hh) minima au cours de
la minute prededant l'e
dition
Visibilite meteorologique (VV)

0,1 ms
inct de 20°

0-36
0-60 ms

-1

0,1 ms

0,1 mb

900 - 1050 mb
--4,0, + 70°C

0,1°C

-16, + 26°C

o, 1 °C

20, 100%

1

-

-

1/100 d'heure

.
.
.

o, 1

a

10.000 m

jcm

0,1 jcm

-2
-2

1 mn
10 m

0 - 1500 m

20

%

0,2 mm

0 - 720 mm/h

-

-1

inert de 20

0-36

1

Telemetre

1

20

a

1000 m
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- La vitesse maximale (FM 10) representant la vitesse instantanee maximale
reperee au cours des 10 minutes precedentes la lecture.
- La direction instantanee ace maxima (DM 10).
- La visibilite meteorologique (V V) obtenue en convertissant le courant ana-

logique provenant d'un diffusiometre en terme de visibilite, exprimes en metres
en utilisant un tableau de correspondance place en memoire.
- La hauteur de la base des nuages (HBN) qui est le minima des

valeur~

revelees

dans la minute precedant !'edition des valeurs.
- La duree d 1 insolation (D.I.) correspondant a la duree pendant laq;1elle la
tension issue du capteur reste superieure a un seuil donne.

- Le temps solaire vrai (T.s.v.) deduit du temps universe! en y ajoutant la
correction due a !'equation du temps dont les valeurs pour chacun des jours
de l'annee se trouvent en memoire et la correction de longitude, specifique
au lieu d'implantation de la station (+ 4 minutes par degre de longitude EST).
- Les rayonnements global (RG) et Diffus (RD) representes par les moyennes
des tensions prelevees aux homes de deux pyranometres dont l'un est associe
a une bande pare solei!. Les coefficients d 1 etalonnage des transducteurs sont
introduits par programmation.
- Les donnees reeueillies et traitees sont automatiquement transmises vers
une imprimante et appara1ssent suivant un format presente au tableau n° 2.
Toutes les heures sont editees, la date (quantieme de 1 1 annee et heures), le
n° d'identification de la station et la grille des symboles representant les
parametres collectes.
Toutes les 6 minutes, a partir de 1 1 heure ronde (o6, 12, 18 ••• etc ••• ) est imprimee une ligne correspondant aux valeurs des parametres releves lors d 1 un
cycle de mesure.
L 1 imprimante peut-etre installee, soit, a proximite du module d 1 acquisition,
soit depo~ee jusqu'a 5 Km ; la liaison etant alors assuree par des !ignes
telephoniques ordinaires.
Sous cette forme cet ensemble constitue une telemesure numerique multivoie,
facilement consultable. L1 operateur a en outre la possibilite de commander
une edition particuliere et de supprimer !'impression d'un ou plusieurs parametres de son choix.
La deuxieme sortie prevue est normalement reliee

a un

enregistreur magnetique

fonctionnant suivant les normes ECMA.
I - 2 -Unite d 1 acquisitions pour aerodrome : cette version est destinee a
l'equipement des stations meteorologiques situees sur les grands aerodromes.
11 est prevu de l'implanter a proximite d'un ensemble de capteurs (cas des
transmissometres telemetres a nuages, anemometres ••• disposes en extremite
de pistes d'atterissage). Son conditionnement et son architecture generale
sont identiques a ceux du module d'acquisition de base. Elle est normalement
associee a un centralisateur, mais peut aussi etre reliee a une imprimante.
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- 350On trouvera dans le tableau n° J la liste des capteurs qui peuvent lui etre
associes, ainsi que les differents traitement operes sur les grandeurs primaires. A noter que les vitesses et directions moyennes son~ elaborees sur
des intervalles de 2 et 10 minutes et que les portees visuelles de piste
(PVP) sont calculees a partir des signaux issus des transmissiometre (PTA),
du luminancemetre (seuil d 1 eclairement) et d'une information relative a la
puissance des feux de balissage. La recherche des valeurs de la PVP implique
la resolution des 2 equations.
~

LogT

• Log

1

E

et

•

I

E -y::2
t 2

LogT
B

ou les symboles signifient
T

valeur du PTA fourni par le transmissiometre

B

base de mesure du transmissiometre (30 a 50 metres suivant !'installation}.
La waleur a prendre en compte est introduite par programme.

I

intensite lumineuse du balissage. Cette grandeur est variable d'un aerodrome
l'autre. La valeur de I a considerer est codee au niveau du conditionneur.

a

seuil de contraste
E = seuil d 1 Eclairement visuel dependant de !'indication du luminencemetre.
t

La portee visuelle de piste retenue
valeurs V1 et V2.

a l'issue

du calcul est la plus grande des

Les donnees recueillies et elaborees apparaissent sous le format semblable
celui presente au tableau n° 4.

a

TABLEAU N° J
GRANDEURS MESUREES ET ELABOREES PAR L'UNITE D'ACQUISITION POUR AERODROME

PARAMETRES MESURES
OU REPERES

FREQUENCE DE
PRELEVEMENT
DES MESURES

CAPTEURS ASSOCIES

GRANDEURS ELABOREES

r-i
I!)

Vitesse instantanee du
vent

250 ms

Anemometre electromagnetique

Direction instantanee
du vent

250 ms

Girouette
tances

1 ou 6 rnn

a

resis-

a

250 ms

Te1emetre

nuages

Pouvoir transmissi£
de l'air (PTA)

250 ms

Transmissiometre

(")

1 ou 2 mn

Vitesse moyenne sur
2 et 10 mn (F02,
F10)

o-60ms-1

o,l. ms-1

Direction moyenne
sur 2 et 10 rnn
(002, D10)

0-36

incr.de zoo

Thermosonde de platine

Hauteur de la base des
nuages (HBN)

Seui1 d'eclairement
(Et)

RESOLUTION

Datage (jour, heures
minutes)

Temps

Temperature (TT)

GAMME DE
MESURE

Luminancemetre

!

- 4o, 70°C

0,1°C

HBN minima relevee au cours de la
minute precedent
1 'edition

0-1500 m

10 m

Portee visuelle de
piste (P.V.P)

75 a 2000 m
(suivant la
valeur de
la base)

25 mn PVP<.250 m
50m 250<PVP<.

Boo
100m 800.(PVP..(
2000
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TAB. N° 4 : Presentation des donnees fournies par !'ensemble Module d 1 acquisition pour aerodrome et imprimante.

En plus d 1 un fonctionnement en mode autonome (module d 1 acquisition associe a
une imprimante (et/ou) a un enregistreur magnetique) on peut aussi faire fonctionner 2 unites d 1 acquisition avec un m~me jeu de peripheriques. Cette possibilite est particulierement interessante pour assurer la collecte des donnees
meteorologiques sur des aerodromes de faible et moyenne importance ou les
capteurs se situent sur des aires geographiquement eloignees (economie du centralisateur et reduction des longueurs des c~bles de mesure a mettre en place).
II - LE CENTRALISATEUR : cet equipement b&ti autour d'un minicalculateur associe
modules d 1 acquisition permet de constituer des systemes importants et
automatiques de collecte, de traitement et de diffusion des parametres meteorologiques sur les grands Aerodromes.

a des

Ses fonctions essentielles sont les suivantes :
- gestion de 1 a 6 modules d'acquisition par l'intermediaire de lignes telephoniques asynchromes et suivant la procedure interrogation reponse. Les periodes
d 1 interrogation sont reglables et comprises entre 1 et 6 minutes.
- constitution de collectif de donnees
- gestion de 2 !ignes de diffusion

a diffuser.
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- une voie asychrome half ou full duplex

a interface

telephonique V 24.

- une voie asynchrome full duplex pour transmission sur !ignes telegraphiques specialisees.
(Les donnees sont alors codees en code CCITT n° 2).
- gestion du conversationnel avec l'operateur par l'intermediaire d 1 une console
alpha numerique et d 1 un clavier permettant !'introduction de donnees qui ne
peuvent pas etre apprehendees automatiquement (nebulosite, qualite des nuages)
- liaison avecuune imprimante locale.
Actuellement les phases de mise au point et d 1 evaluation du prototype du systeme MISTRAL touchent a leurs fins et nous devrions parvenir a un materiel
operationnel et produit en serie dans le courant 1982.

(Reference V.l2)

PROMIS-90
THE FUTURE SWEDISH WEATHER SERVICE SYSTEM

Lars Ag
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
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Introduction

The rapidly changing society and the development of new technologies
have called for a new look at the weather service system - from observations to dissemination of weather information. The present system
is basically built on 19th century technology and philosophy and the
amendments and developments taking place after the second world war have
not been integrated with their full impact in the present weather service. Many countries face a similar situation as Sweden. New needs and
demands from the society can simply not be met with the methodology in
operational use today.
At the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute this has become
evident in the last 5 years. This is the reason for the design of a completely new concept of the future weather service. This paper will give
a short outline of the future Swedish weather service system with special
attention paid to observational aspects.
PROMIS-90 - PRogram for an Operational Meteorological Information System
- costs money but will give ample returns - improved benefits to society
but above all a possibility to meet the challanges of the future. PROMIS90 has been more fully presented in [ 1]
2.

Premises and assumptions

The design of the future weather service must directly stem from the
needs of information it is going to satisfy. As a starting point society~s needs of weather information have been carefully analysed. This analysis has been based on sources both within and outside Sweden. Among
them can be mentioned a comprehensive investigation of the Swedish construction business by T. Haag, enquiries made by the Swedish Radio and
Television company. The results - concerning both the public and industry
and their need of warnings and general weather information - point to
great and increasing demands for short range, detailed forecasts as well
as longer forecasts - 5 days to a month. It also seems clear that large
profits can be made by rationally using weather forecasts in many branches, e.g. construction. Typical cost-benefit ratios are about 1/100.
The future weather service must be designed in such a way that these demands can be met. The development of the weather service must also be
viewed against the general technological and scientific developments.
Computers will get even more important in forecasting taking over more
and more of the various steps in producing 1-10 days forecasts. The foundation is the advanced dynamical/mathematical models with subsequent statistical interpretation that have been developed and taken into operations lately. To capitalize on these results in a new weather service
system requires fairly small investments. As a member of ECMWF - European
Center for Medium range Weather Forecasts - Sweden can utilize the latest
developments in numerical modelling in operational forecasting.
The development in the computer field is very favourable to investments
in computer forecast models. Computer components are expected to fall in
price with between 25-45% up to 1985. On the other hand expenses for programming and system development will grow.
A modern weather service already uses large data volumes. A transition
to digital transmission techniques will lead to considerably higher communication speeds. An analysis shows, however, that costs get fairly
large if the planned Swedish data network will be used. An optimization
can be done if decentralized computer facilities are used to translate
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pictures in digital form. Such procedures can be used for plotting of
synoptic charts and outputting of numerical analysis and forecasts. The
amount of transferred data can then be substantially reduced.
3.

System analysis

The design of an integrated weather service system for both short range
and long range forecasts has been preceded by a careful analysis of requirements of observations, analysis and prediction methods and final
products, disseminated to the users of weather information. This analysis has been carried out for different time and space scales and suggests that one should make a division between forecasts for the range
0-12 hours ahead and from 12 hours to 10 days ahead. We conclude that the
former forecasts are more conveniently made and disseminated at regional
weather offices (RW) and the latter at a central weather office (CW) .
This analysis is summarized in the appendix.
''Nowcasting", 0-2 hours forecasts, requires real time observations, transmission of data and fast presentation to the meteorologist. This can only
be accomplished by an automated system. On the other hand the forecast
methods depend to a large extent on the human meteorologist. In this system a relatively dense automatic station network, weather radar and satellite information are used.
The central weather office is less demanding concerning manual work. Forecast production will largely be based on numerical and statistical forecasts produced by the central computer. For the range +36 hours to 10 days
the forecasts of the ECMWF will be utilized.
4.

Observations

The traditional network of synoptic observation stations was designed to
handle and supply the basic data used to describe and predict the synoptic scale of atmospheric mations, i.e. systems larger than 500 km. In
Sweden, with about 180 synoptic stations, the mean distance between observations is about 65 km which is more than acceptable for the synoptic
scale, but far to large for short-range, mesa-scale predictions. The
ambition to describe and forecast sub-synoptic scale phenomena immediately leeds to the problem of proper observations. The analysis above shows
that new types of observation systems must be utilized or old techniques
modernized in order to provide the required data for short-range weather
forecasting, i.e. 0-12 hours ahead. This is one of the main objectives of
Promis. Because of this the development of new instruments and observation techniques are essential to Promis.
The basic analysis of time scales and observations, analys-forecasting
procedures and dissemination is summarized in the appendix. The observational network must be designed so to provide the proper data for each
application.
The most stringent demands on observations concern the time scale 0-2
hours ("Nowcasting''). Some intensive weather systems must be detected
and predicted on a real time basis. In Promis-90 these demands are met
by a dense net of 300 automatic stations. This basic net is intended to
be supplemented by varying numbers of automatic stations dedicated to
special applications as high-way slipperiness, mountain
weather etc.
These automatic stations can be equipped with additional sensors like
global radiation, soil temperature, visibility sensors etc. The basic
network of automatic stations will measure temperature, humidity, wind
speed and direction, precipitation and pressure (1/3 of the stations).
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regional data communication computers. Stations will be tapped every
ten minutes.
Remote sensing techniques are of paramount importance. Weather radars
will be the basic data source for precipitation and storm predictions on
the scale 0-3 hours ah1ad. A net-work of 16 stations is required to cover Sweden (450 000 km ) with digital precipitation information with a
resolution of 1-5 km. The development of a weather radar facility suitable
for integration in a nowcasting service has started by the Swedish electronics company LM Ericsson. Part of the automatic station network will
also serve the radar net with rain gauge measurement for precipitation
rate enhancement.
The use of satellite imagery is the third important data source for shortrange forecasting. Sweden has to rely on polar orbiting satellites. The
Tiros-N series provides excellent opportunities for multispectral classification of cloud pictures taken in different spectral ranges as demonstrated in[2]. Meteosat-pictures will not have the same resolution over
Swedish territory but can supplement the other observations by more frequent updating of cloud information (each half hour).
The use of TOVS-data from Tiros-N is most essential over the oceans, for
Sweden in particular to improve the situation over the North Atlantic.
Both radars and satellites deliver data in digital form. This fact establishes possibilities for advanced computer graphics by means of colour
T.V.-displays. In Promis-90 all radar and satellite pictures will be processed in the same way and possible to display with other kinds of meteorological information, i.e. contour lines, alpha-numerical information
etc, superimposed. This greatly improves the value of radar and satellite
information. As already practiced in the US radar information may be directly disseminated to the general public by television and to individual
customers. This will have a great impact on the dissemination of warnings
and advisories on e.g. heavy snowfall and local hail or thunderstorms.
Other remote sensing techniques might prove useful in the future but have
not been included in the basic Promis-network. These systems comprise
acoustic sounder, microwave radiometer, lidar and FM-radars. Such new remote sensing systems will probably be installed and used for other applications. To the extent these systems deliver information of operational
value they will be used by the Promis-system.
Apart from the ordinary synoptic observations instrumented masts for wind
energy applications may furnish a valuable additional data source for
the initialization of numerical boundary layer models.
The Promis-system also utilizes synoptic observations for forecasts from
+6h-10 days ahead. The present number of stations will be reduced to about
90, but equipped with simple terminal inputs to allow inclusion in the
general data collection system. At airports and some other places a
more advanced system, SAVO-Semi-automatic weather observation station developed by ASEA, will b~ used.
Automatic surface stations can be used to increase the resolution in time
and space of surface observations. However, there isnosimple technique
available to increase the number of upper air observations. The Promissystem makes use of traditional radio sounding systems (6 in Sweden). The
very promising MWR (microwave radiometry) technique will bedevelopedseperately in Sweden. If MWR-systems prove to produce reliable
upper air temperature and humidity profiles such systems can be used to
replace the obsolete radio sondes and increase time and space resolution
of observations of upper air structure.
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Dissemination to external users

Greater emphasis will be put on efficient dissemination of weather information. New media like Text-T.V. and the Swedish viewdata system, Datavision, will be used. The new weather service system above all allows
forecasts and weather information to be tailored in an, to the customer,
optimal way. A large number of customers, individuals, organizations and
commercial enterprises, can obtain tailored forecasts automatically
according to preset criteria. The contacts between meteorologists and
users will eventually further develop the awareness of the possibilities
for using weather information efficiently.
6.

System design

PROMIS-90 has gone in to some details in
tem and the interactions between man and
talizes on the possibilities pointed out
such that a good working environment and
plished.
The system is based on six regional
weather office (CW)
in Norrkoping.
ted at Arlanda Airport (Stockholm),
Midlanda (Sundsvall) and one office
parts of Sweden.

the design of the technical sysmachine. The system design capiabove. The system must also be
high system safety are accom-

weather offices (RW) and one central
The regional offices will be locaSturup (Malmo) , Landvetter (Goteborg) ,
in Lulea covering the northernmost

Mountain

~

Synoptic

®

Automatic station

@

Maritime automatic
station

!:::,.

Automatic station,
specific tasks

1l

Weather radar

~

Vertical sounding system

Coastal

station

Figure l

Regional observations

Sea
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Regional weather office

A regional weather office is built up around the basic systems for observations, data communication, dissemination and data display.
The regional observation network consists of (fig 1)
50 automatic stations with pressure, temperature, wind and humidity
sensors (300 totally in Sweden)
15 synoptic stations (totally 90)
1-2 aerological stations/vertical sounding systems(10-20 totally
in 1990)
2-3 weather radars (totally 16)
high resolution satellite information from CW
auxiliary information: acoustic sounders, mast data, additional automatic stations in specific regions, e.g. mountain tracks and highways, observations from aircrafts.
The technical system of a regional weather office is designed in a modular fashion. It consists of a basic data base comprising 8 Mbytes and
various display media like
1
4
1
2
1

graphical CRT
alphanumerical displays
electrostatic plotter
colour T.V. displays
printer

The system components are shown in fig 2.
DATA BASE
RADAR

•

Collection, jl"ocesslng

Customers

CENTRAL
INFO

Conversion
to bit

information

REG. INF.
REG. OBS.

Customers
Data -text TV
Graphic

Colour

display
VINGA

-3~

-7

>201Mi

=~~

T.V.

General outlook
for the weekend

-10

J

'>

Regional observations
in real time

Weather monitoring
Alphanumerical
into.
Control
System maintenance

Figure 2

Plotting of observations
Diagrams
Analyses
Forecasts
Radar & satellite
pictures

Regional weather office system

Satelite pictures
Analyses
Combinations

Radar pictures
Forecasts
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Central weather office

The central system design is founded on a RW located in Norrkoping. It
presupposes an updated computer system which in 1986 should have a capacity of 10 MIPS.
The system comprises an additional real time data base of 15 Mbytes and
1 electrostatic plotter
4 alphanumerical displays
3 colour T.V. displays
1 digital scanner, to make it possible to introduce manually produced
charts into the system
The whole design also comprises system maintenance, service and back up
facilities.
7.

Costs

The costs of PROMIS-90 have been estimated from available information
about prices and wages. The costs have been split into investments and
annual costs.
The costs for technical equipment comprising satellite system, weather
radars, automatic station network, equipment at six RWs and at CW and
telecommunications amounts to 38 000 000 Sek, an equivalent of 8.7 million
$. Of this the automatic stations account for the big gest slice - 25
million Sek or $ 5.7 million.
Annual costs have been estimated to:
Operations and maintenance
Capital costs
Wages
Total
8.

(millions of $ US)

1.3
1.3
3.3
5.9

Development plan

PROMIS-90 is planned to be gradually built up during 1981-1990. Milestones
in the development are the successive upgrading of the central computer
system 1982 and 1986. At the later time all numerical prediction models,
i.e. the limited area model, the boundary layer model and the statistical
interpretation schemes, are supposed to be operational. This means that
CW can go operational 1987 and implementation of the RW-systems take
place. The whole system is composed of independent modules. This means
that sub-systems can be taken into limited operations when they are ready.
The development work will focus on the experimental regional weather
office which will be built up in Norrkoping. All components of the RWsystem will be tested independently but also as a system concept • Because of the modular design the experimental RW can smoothly be converted
to a prototype serving as the basis for the purchase of equipment for the
remaining five regional offices.
The work on the experimental RW will start in the summer of 1982.
Bodin S et al. 1979: Promis-90 - The future Swedish Weather Service
System, SMHI, Sweden (in Swedish).
Liljas E, 1981: Analysis of cloud and precipitation through an automated classification of AVHRR-data, SMHI-Reports RMK 32.

Tine and space

~-~

0 - 2 h

0-lOOkm

''NoHcasting''

Cbservations

Production

Pro::iucts

• ~lete regi.onal radar coverage. Continuous q;:eraticns.
• Automatic stations {iricl. EliSYSI. Pegi.anal net for wind,
temPerature, hurm.dity with density appr. 40 km. Wind
rreasure:rrents in narJ:ON" channels with density less than
20 l<m. Wini an:! ta!peratme along popular rrountain
tracks. Terrperat:ure, wind, humidity and radiation along
highway section prone to sli~s. All values in
real tine.
• 1-2 vertical sourrling systems for wind, t.errperature and
humidity. ~ every OOur.
• Feports fran civilian arrl military a.iicrafts in the

• Fast oresentatian of data, autaratic m:::nitoring of weather
alaJ:m function.
• Manual interrolation of data and analyses of aircraft repJ:rts. Aut.orratic analyses of wind, tenperature and radar
eclx>s.
• Manual linear and dynamic/physical ext:rcu:.:olation.

• Selctive warnings for high wind ~ in coastal areas,
lakes, rrountains arrl at wind e}(D:)sed inland locations, for
thunderstorms, hail, rainstonns-, freezing precinitation,
heavy STICM, slil?!;€mess [public and spacial custorrErs).
• r::etailed information about actual w:ather, precipitation,

•~~~=:~~s=ti~~~i~ :=-~

terrperature and. wind (on request) .
• Cetailed forecasts of ·...eat.her, precipitation, teirl!_:erature
arrl wind. (when needei to public and custorcers} .
• Aviation TREND and SIG1ETS.

• CarPlete radar coverage.
• eorrPlete synQptic OOservations ~:ry third. hour. Densicy 80 l<m.
• Autcm:!tic stations (incl. booys) • Presstn:e rreasu:re.n:ents
with Censity a:ppr. 50 km, wind, tenp;ra:bJie and humidity with density awr. 40 Jan ono= an hour.
• Digital satellite pictures with a preicd of 3-6 hours.
• l-2 vertical soun:ll.ng systerrs at least every 6th hour.
• Scandinavian synoptic observations every third hour.
• Accoustic sounders, inst..""1.ln'ellte:i masts etc.

• Control and oresenta.ticn of data, automatic nmtoring and
alarm•
of
• ~ analyses of "...eather rraps. lrutnnatic
pressure, pressure tendency, satellite pictw:es
lccal
boundary layer paraneters.
• Manual linear and dynamical/physical ext.raoolation. Aut.are.tic extrap?lation of pressure field. Physical prediction of
fog. Facliation ~tions. I<lcal boundary layer rn::del.
Statistical predictions.
• ~and autaratic folio.-; up.
• Archiving and -verification.

• Warnings as atove (decreased selectiVl.ty in space)
• Detailed forecasts in tine and space of precipitation, tern-

• SynC£tiC cbservations, every third hour. Density ~r.
80 l<m.
• Autanatic stations with pressure sensor every third
hour. Density "WW"· so l<m.
• Digital satellite pictures with pericrl 3-6 hours.

• Control and presentation of data . .~tana.tic rronitoring.
• Manual analyses of v.ea:t..~r nap. Autanatic ana.lyses of
pressure, pressme tendency, ~ther map, ~ ai.r charts,
boundary layer ..,;:eraneters eveey 3rd 1l"rl 6th hour {centrally} •
• ~ dynamical/physical extrap?lation {F!-J) • Autaratic
ext.raoolaticn/advection of pressure field, L8M, ~
layer m::del, statistical interpretation (of LAM). Later
IreSO scale rrodel (a;) •
• Manual and autorratic follCM up.
• Archiving and '\leti.ficaticn.

• General warnings for gale arrl stonn in coastal areas, heavy
precipitation, sli-ppem.ess and frost m parts of region.
warni...'"lgs for risk of thunderstonns and forest :ire.
• Forecasts to the public for differeJ.t districts of the region.
• Forecasts to ships in coastal areas of wind, VJ.sJ.bili ty,
icing and ice oonditions.
• Forecasts to :;e=cial custorrers. Probability forecasts for
different places of precipitalion. Min.irrum/maxi.m..lm t.erfi:eratw:e, frost, critical wind speeds, hurr..idity, cloudiness,
thunderstorns, air pJllution level, p::ollen, sea water level
etc acmrding to demands by custorrers.
• TAF, l.l.H_:er air winds and terroeratures.

• ~ ~saP@i:~~da:ta~~:e~ring. In

• General warnings of gale arrl sto:rm, road slippemess and
other traffic hazards, forest fire risks.
• Forecasts to general public for regions or parts '?f regions.
• Foi:eCa.Sts to ships of wind, visibility, weather, J.cing and
ice. conditions in the seas surrounding ~.
• Forecasts to special custorrErs. Probability forecasts and
other fOrecasts accoidi11g to derrands by custClfiErs.

~

---

cal forecasts.
• ~ and autaratic follo;,., up of forecasts.
• Verification

• AirD::>rt observations, hourly synoptic observations and
ME:rAR.
• In south Sweden MErEOSAT digital infonnation every

half hour.

2 - 6 h

20 - 300 km

6 - 18 h

20 - 300 km

---

• Satellite vertical soundings (e.g. rovs) evecy 6th ruur
or rrore frequently.
• 1-2 vertical sounding systems every 6th hour.
• Foreign cbservations (SYNJP, TEMP, PIIDI', AIREP) every
3rd or 6th hour.

analvana

• Ship observations
• }l..ccoustic SOI.lnders, I!i3.Sts etc.
• As above

12-36h
150 - 4000 l<m

36h-10d
300 - 10

4

km

• Manual canpleticn of autorratic analyses of surface weather
~· Autatatic analyses of ur:per air data, satellite inforrraticn. Analyses of OOundary layer.
• UIM, Boundary Layer M:::.del, statistical interpretation,
manual .insr;ection and m:::xlifi.cation - :nerw interpretation.
• Manual follCM up.
• Verification arrl archiving.

• Statistical interpretation of forecasts from forel.gn weather
institutes (e.g. re:many, USA, England and ~).
• Manual editing of text prq:osals.
•· Producing dis.sen1na.tion material.
• Verl.fication and arch1ving.

oerature and 'Heather.
• DetailEd. fcrecasts to SfeCial custcrrers.
• Temdnal Area Forecasts (T.AF), 1/FR-forecast.s, SIQ1ETS.

• Forecasts to general public. General forecasts for the second. an::i third day. A"VE!:rag= terperature and accunulated
precipi talion for day 4-10. Probab .e weather situatian.
Forecasts for holiday resorts, e.g. ~1adi terranean. nountains
etc.

sr:ecial

• Forecasts to
custarers e.g. prd:lability of terrperature and precipitation for day 2-5.
Accurrlllated precipitation for day 1-5 and 6-10.
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(Reference V.l3)
AUTOMATIC DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR
VERY SHORT RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING
T. Hovberg
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
Abstract

An important part of a system for very short-range
forecasting is a network of automatic weather stations for real
time surface observationso
In this paper an acquisition system including automatic
weather stations and data transmission will be discussed, taking
into special consideration the demand from the "nowcasting"
meteorologists for real time observations.

